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Every human existence is a proposition about life: this could be life.
In the same way, every artwork proposes: this could be art. In this
book, I present the concept of generic singularity in order to point
towards the event where a human being becomes something specific
in time through art. This is first and foremost a philosophical
concept of the visual artist as a person. It is at once generic – the
being of an artist qualified through the institution of art – and
singular: each artist incarnates his/her own singularity. Therefore,
no absolute description or perfect definition of the artistic life
can be given through the concept, since each individual artist is
different. Generic singularity designates a field of artistic existence
lived out in infinite ways and modalities.
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Asmund Havsteen-Mikkelsen

To me, this becoming of a singularity is also an aesthetics of
existence, because just as the artwork attempts to surpass art, so the
existence of a generic singularity is pushed to its utmost possibility,
to the extreme alterity of itself. To become a generic singularity
is both to transform a human life through the making of art and to
transform art through the infusion of human life into the work of art.
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‘A postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a philosopher.’1
(Jean-François Lyotard)
‘I am referring to what might be called the ‘arts of existence.’ What
I mean by the phrase are those intentional and voluntary actions by
which men not only set themselves rules of conduct, but also seek to
transform themselves, to change themselves in their singular being,
and to make their life into an oeuvre that carries certain aesthetic
values and meets certain stylistic criteria.’2
(Michel Foucault)
‘We do not master the ideas, it is the ideas that are mastering us;
they drive and whip us into the arena so we fight for them as forced
gladiators.’3
(Heinrich Heine)
‘I think my curiosity and boredom and just plain wanting to know
what to do with my life leads me into an area of preoccupation with
my own evolution as a human being. ’ 4
(Philip Guston)
‘Theory is no problem for the artist.Theory only interests him in as
much as he can make it run in his blood. ’ 5
(Witold Gombrowicz)
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I.
INTRODUCTION

1.A. DEMARCATION
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1.A.1. THE QUESTION OF THE GENERIC AND THE SINGULAR

1.

The question raised by the notion of generic singularity is first and foremost: what is the relation
between the generic and singular properties of an own being? Within this question we find a number
of concepts existing on a philosophical plane of immanence, each pointing towards different
fields of forces constituting the life of the generic singularity. As a kind of typology, the generic6 points towards categories and notions functional in the dimension of given being. We use
them to determine qualities and performative competences circumscribing a particular social
space of existence. Generic properties can be generated and qualified through institutionalised education or cultural worlds, and are to some extent hierarchical, according to the social
system in which they appear. Against this background of generic properties the singular refers
to the specificity of the empirical individual in question, qualities that are explicit to the body:
a) the age of the body, the historicity of its being (entering into time) and b) the body having
consciousness of its own finitude (that it will depart from time). This is the relation to time
that we ascribe to the dimension of final being. But a relation to time cannot exist without a
relation to an own being, because our sense of time emerges from our bodily being. Thus ‘own
being’ designates the relation to being through the body and the mediating structure of the
self; the self as a necessary relation to oneself as self-care.Whenever there is a generic singularity, there is an own being who is able to orientate, negotiate and do things in the given being
that it both belongs to and has transformed as a movement towards final being. In the act of
formulating the question of a generic singularity, we are therefore constructing a dynamic
structure consisting of the body, the social and time (the metaphysical knot). The vision of
a generic singularity emerges from this structure as a specific way of doing something with
13

each dimension, of relating differently to their forces and intensities. A generic singularity is
the enigmatic possibility of what we can become as individuals. It is to conquer a singularity
from the background of the generic. Generic singularities exist in all kinds of human disciplines, but the one presented here is that of the visual artist7 ( > 5.B. Generic Singularity).

1.A.2. PHILOSOPHICAL ACTIVISM
2.

A mediating structure of the self is immanent to a generic singularity that acts, thinks and
feels in the world. But what are the conditions of thinking these relations between selfhood,
a generic singularity, and the world? What does it mean to think? In their last collaborative
work Qu’est-ce que la philosophie? (1992), Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari presented a formal
description of what constitutes philosophical activity. According to the authors, a philosopher
exists on his own plane of immanence; he8 is traversed by other planes of immanence, but no
two philosophers are on the same plane. A plane of immanence is an incision into chaos: the
inauguration of an order whereby the events of the world are captured through the creation
of concepts. The plane of immanence is pre-philosophical. It is the introduction of a body and
mind into the space of philosophy in a creative act. The creative act is both a name-giving and
a search for new concepts to perceive and feel the world. It is the historical moment where
the empirical experience no longer corresponds to the concepts available within philosophy.
Either the philosopher falls back on established categories and understandings, or he tries to
become worthy of the event by creating concepts that capture it. We must understand the
plane of immanence as the intimate connection between the body of the philosopher, his
concepts and the historical world in which he appears. It designates the internal relation between affects (his affections), percepts (his perceptions) and concepts (his events). A plane of
immanence has endo-consistency as that accordance between the concepts and components
that trace out the plane ( > 4.B.2. Historicity).
2.1.

In the eyes of Deleuze & Guattari, a philosopher invents, creating concepts. Concepts have
been created, and concepts constantly arrive. Thoughts have been thinking themselves from
the inside to the outside, and from the outside to the inside. Does a centre exist? First own
being arrived, followed by given being and then final being. Concepts clustered together, and
finally, during a trip in 2007 to the great Roman ruins at Palmyra in the desert of Syria, the
idea arrived that intensified the velocity of my thinking as a human being in the world: that
I can exist as a generic singularity. Standing in the midst of Ancient ruins, burning in the blaze
of the sun, attacked by locals, who only saw me as the instantiation of a pure generic identity
(‘white tourist-foreigner with money’) the concept appeared in my mind and has haunted
me ever since. As a concept, the generic singularity can explain how a liberal society main14

tains and develops itself through institutionalised pre-existing forms (generic identities), and
simultaneously allows the individual to manifest itself as a singularity. The concept has driven
me into this non-philosophical arena and made me fight for it (Heine). But, can we be more
precise regarding the nature of the concept and how it comes into being? What does it mean
to create a concept circumscribing a space for the visual artist of today? Deleuze & Guattari
say: ‘Every concept has components and is defined by them. […] Every concept has an irregular contour
defined by the sum of the components, which is why, from Plato to Bergson, we find the idea of the concept
being a matter of articulation, of cutting and cross-cutting.The concept is a whole because it totalizes its
components, but it is a fragmentary whole. Only on this condition can it escape the mental chaos constantly threatening it, stalking it, trying to reabsorb it.’9 Thus, concepts are defined and articulated, and
in this process components arise and a demarcation in relation to other concepts takes place.
The concept does not exist in complete isolation, but is connected to other concepts, creating
a context, allowing the thoughts of a philosopher to emerge and create a field of problems.
‘All concepts are connected to problems without which they would have no meaning and which can themselves only be isolated or understood as their solution emerges.’10 The concept of the generic singularity is connected to the following problem: how does a generic singularity relate to being through
the self? It is my proposition that to become a generic singularity is a way of taking care, since
it is to think and shape (through the act of radical reflexibility) an attitude towards the forces
inherent to those of the body, the social and time. It is to push myself into the world with
a certain direction. Being manifests itself as forces that the reflexive subject has to master,
and this mastering is a taking care of the self in the Ancient formulation:‘Epimeleia heautou’11
( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
2.1.1.

The appearance of a concept is the designation of a problem, but the problem is always relational and interwoven with numerous other problems: ‘A concept requires not only a problem
through which it recasts or replaces earlier concepts but a junction of problems where it combines with
other coexisting concepts.’12 Own being as a concept consists of a number of problems: the bodyspace of the monstrous body, the movement of circular desire, the forces of self-preservation
and self-transgression, the relation to being through the self as form, and the question of selfnarration, just to name a few. All these problems are components in the concept of own being,
giving it a shape and structure that attracts other affiliated concepts (e.g. circular desire attracts
auto-eroticism; self-preservation attracts self-discipline; self-narration attracts identity). ‘The
concept speaks the event, not the essence or the thing – pure Event, a haecceity, an entity [...] The concept
is defined by the inseparability of a finite number of heterogeneous components traversed by a
point of absolute survey [un point en survol absolut] with infinite speed.’13 Own being as a concept captures the event of a double-sided human being consisting of a monstrous body and a mediating self-structure within a social order consisting of generic forms. By thinking the concept
as both an event and as a composite, Deleuze & Guattari arrive at the following conclusion: a
concept is both absolute and relative. Absolute, because it condenses itself as a singular event
15

in a philosophical space, and relative, since it is constructed of elements existing in relation
to other concepts and components. A concept comes into being as an answer to a problem.
The concepts of own, given and final being condense a whole series of problems, while at the
same time pointing towards a future event as a problem: a generic singularity in a systemic
modernity. ‘The concept is the contour, the configuration, the constellation of an event to come. […]
The philosophical concept does not refer to the lived, by way of compensation, but consists, through its own
creation, in setting up an event that surveys [survol] the whole of the lived no less than every state of affairs.
Each concept shapes and reshapes the event in its own way. The greatness of a philosophy is measured by
the nature of the events to which its concepts summon us or that it enables us to release in concepts.’14 To
become a generic singularity points towards a future of individuality for each and every one
of us, simply as a way of life. In principle, each human being entails the strange possibility of
becoming a generic singularity; it is a gesture towards life, and can be seen as a way of searching for happiness that does not necessarily lead to solitude, since a generic singularity can be a
passage to a community of contribution ( > 3.B.3.3. The community of contribution).
2.2.

Necessary to philosophy is the incarnation of concepts into concrete empirical existence: the
conceptual person.15 The conceptual person is the generic singularity, that individual who, by
effectuating events (the visual artist by producing artworks, exhibitions, situations, publications, teaching, lecturing and research), becomes something specific with a name known to
a social field. ‘Philosophy’s sole aim is to become worthy of the event, and it is precisely the conceptual
persona who counter-effectuates the event.’16 The conceptual person generates movements, tracing the philosophical plane of immanence with its dangers, but also emotions, attached to
this plane. The conceptual person delineates the absolute territory of the thought, its re-territorialisations (self-preservation as a continous gesture towards life) and de-territorialisations
(self-transgression as the constant self-transformation). It is intimately connected to the historical
formation (our contemporary systemic modernity) in which it appears as a psycho-social
type. The philosophical counterpart is the non-philosopher as a person. But, to be a nonphilosopher is not to be a generic singularity per se (even though one could imagine such a
convergence, and to become a generic singularity does presuppose participation in the act
of non-philosophy); rather, the non-philosopher and his non-philosophy designate for us the
activity of thinking on a private non-institutional basis17 ( > 5.B.1.1. The conceptual person).
2.2.1.

The structures of being – the dimensions of own, given and final being – are not conceptual
persons, since as concepts they designate fields of forces that necessitate a certain distribution
of relations by the mediating self and the reflexive subject. A conceptual person is never a
universal being, an astronaut floating in the cosmos without any connection to the earth. The
conceptual person, by taking on flesh and through the effectuation of events, delineates a field
of experience related to the place of the philosopher. A philosopher is embedded (just like
16

everyone else) in the actual world, and this reveals itself in the act of thinking: ‘Thinking is neither a line drawn between subject and object nor revolving of one around the other. Rather, thinking takes
place in the relationship of territory and earth.’18 The earth being the soil, the physical ground
beneath my feet, that which reveals itself when I start digging into it; the territory being those
historical borders that as sedimented demarcartions reveal the actuality of geo-power, of the
borders between states, nations, tribes, cultures, civilisations and religions. And this is only
the human territories; in the animal world and in organic matter others exist. On what territory have I been thinking? What has been the earth? In short: what is the background from
which my thinking has emerged as a possibility? First of all, the territory of the Nordic welfare state as a society based on liberalism, capitalism, Protestantism and Scandinavian values
in relation to freedom, individuality and a strong sense of communality; secondly, the city of
Berlin, with its sense of existential experimentation and expression. The latter has been the
place where the thinking and writing has taken place – and to which this book is dedicated.

1.A.3. RE-WORKING SEIN UND ZEIT
3.

Let us return to the initial incision into chaos. The first concept of own being arrived in a state
of terror. Walking through the entrance to my halls of residence in 1999 (Copenhagen) I was
struck by the thought that each human being was a naked existence. The pain of my own being
could not be escaped in that moment.19 Own being was a property, a specific relation between my speaking I and the incarnation of this I in a body – my body. It was a feeling that had
always been there, but now was given a name as a transcendental condition, and through this
name-giving could no longer be erased from the philosophical plane of immanence: own being. My own being belongs only to me; not as a thing is my property, because own being is not
an object that can be replaced, but as the totality of my body, my ego-logical consciousness,
my self-relation and the world of relations that I am given to in a specific historical moment.
Own being is a relation to a dimension that is open to me in a very specific sense. As a dimension, it is indebted to Martin Heidegger’s notion of Dasein presented in Sein und Zeit (1926).
Dasein means to already-be-there in the world, thereby conditioning our relation to being as a
je meines: ‘That being which it is our task to analyse, we are each and every one of us. The being [Sein] of
this being [Seienden] is my specificity [je meines]. In this being it relates itself to its being. As this being it is responsible for its own being.’20 I agree with Heidegger that the relation to being is always
a specific relation (je meines), yet the relations of own being to generic and singular properties
must be thought about in a contemporary attempt to redefine the question of subjectivity.
Own being signifies a specific relation to being grounded in a bodily and social givenness, of
institutions governing the production of reflexive subjectivity. How we experience and relate
to being is conditioned by the specific structures (institutions) in which we as individuals exist. These structures establish the frameworks for the zones of life and the possible immanent
17

transgressions specific to those zones. Generic Singularity as an investigation is therefore both a
re-working and re-actualising of the fundamental insights produced by Heidegger in Sein und
Zeit ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
3.1.

The metaphysical knot constituted by own, given and final being are explications of concepts already present within the oeuvre of Sein und Zeit (own being as Jemeinigkeit; given
being as In-der-Welt-sein; final being as Sein-zum-Tode), but expanded through the notion of
the monstrous body, the embracing of systemic modernity, and lastly, the aspects of dispersed being and the violence of being inherent to our finitude as humans. Our differences from Heidegger reside in our historical situation and condition as thinkers, a natural consequence of Heidegger’s claim that being is always re-interpreted from the position of the interpreter. Heidegger’s dual point of departure (hermeneutics and phenomenology) allowed the interpretation of the structure of Dasein from a phenomenological
perspective, but whatever answer Heidegger gave to his question – through which being
does Being manifest itself? – we must produce a new answer that is adequate to a specific contemporary mode of subjectivity production: the being of a generic singularity
( > 5.B. Generic Singularity).
3.1.1.

The concepts of the monstrous body and circular desire add to the difference between Heidegger’s existential analysis of Dasein and the concept of own being. Man’s inner being is
brought into play by eroticism (Bataille) and repressed by Heidegger to the extent where it
almost becomes uncanny. I wish to place it at the very centre of the concept and experience
of own being ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body & 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
3.2.

I am generic therefore I am. Own being carries the stamp of generic properties within itself,
since the space of identity is co-produced by the institutions in which it is situated and the
generic categories surrounding it. Own being is therefore the consciousness of belonging to
a specific form in life through which I maintain and uphold myself. However, whatever form
I have become, I have the responsibility for my own being, because I am a sovereign existence
with a formal freedom to exist in the world. In real life my sovereignty is enacted through a
complex web of relations to a limited space of possibility because my own being is constrained
by an external objectivity consisting of relations to qualities such as family, love, sexuality, friendship, race, politics and work. These relational categories are neither universal nor
constant in human life, since their qualities, extensions and intensities depend on the social,
geographical and temporal horizons in which I exist as an individual – that is, the contexts surrounding me in that specific moment of appearance. As a 36-year-old father living in Berlin
in 2014, I am not, for example, the same as a ten-year-old boy living on an island in southern
18

Denmark in 1987. My life and sense of being are fundamentally different because my relations to the dimensions of being have changed. The configurations of forces and the generic
categories within and through which I exist have altered and in this alteration I have become
something other to myself. We cannot say anything about the universal significance of these
generic categories, only that they exist (e.g. ‘Man’, ‘Middle-aged’, ‘White’, ‘Danish’, ‘Artist’,
‘Heterosexual’, ‘Brother’, ‘Son’, ‘Husband’, ‘Father’, ‘Neighbour’, ‘Intellectual’) and at a
given point in time any individual is defined in relation to a number of generic forms. Generic categories are historical by nature, but in the specificity of the historical moment I cannot
escape them. Generic categories are operative: they circumscribe spaces of social appearances
and performances. And yet, since these generic categories operate within discursive regimes
of representation (e.g. ‘White’, ‘Man’, ‘West’) that determine my position as a speaker in a
social situation, I have the opportunity to work against them, distort and twist them, break
them apart and play with them in order to adjust them to my present condition and my urgent desires. I experience my whiteness, for example, from within as a natural state, but by
encountering people of colour, or travelling outside Europe and the ‘white’ Western world,
I experience my whiteness as something external to my being: as an otherness that becomes
operational and forces me to reconsider who I am and of what system of representation I am
the manifestation ( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).

1.A.4. FOUCAULT AND TECHNOLOGIES OF THE SELF
4.

Generic Singularity as a non-philosophical event would never had happened without the late
Michel Foucault and his investigations into the technologies of the self as an ‘aesthetics of existence’.21 In search of a primordial understanding of philosophy as an inner transformation of
the thinking soul he turned to the philosophies of Antiquity.22 Here, becoming human meant
taking on the task of sculpting oneself. In removing everything superfluous, one would attain a purity and a presence that would elevate the mind to a higher level of self-consciousness.
Foucault attempts in his genealogy of the subject in Western civilisation to trace: ‘Techniques
that permit individuals to effect, by their own means, a certain number of operations on their own bodies,
their own souls, their own thoughts, their own conduct, and this in a manner so as to transform themselves,
modify themselves, and to attain a certain state of perfection, happiness, purity, supernatural power.’23 To
trace technologies of the self means to philosophise with the aim of self-transformation. It is to
develop through practice and self-analysis an ethos for life as a new openness towards being.
Foucault developed this problem of the subject in relation to the art of living, taking inspiration from the Stoics, into what he termed governmentality: those techniques of rationalisation,
mental operations and stylisations of existence that are internalised within the individual in
order to lead his own life. In the eyes of Foucault, the technology of the self is basically selfempowerment ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
19

4.1.

In his early work, such as Histoire et la folie (1961) and Les Mots et les Choses (1966), Foucault
explicated the institutional structures conditioning the discourses of truth surrounding the
specific subject.Yet, even if you understand the social constructions surrounding you, you are
still present in your own body, interpellated, used and staged as a subject forced into a certain
direction by the discourses of power. Foucault calls such a staging of the subject through discourse ‘subjectivation’: ‘The problem is to determine what the subject must be, to what condition he is
subject, what status he must have, what position he must occupy in reality or in the imaginary, in order
to become a legitimate subject of this or that type of knowledge.’24 Subjectivation is a process where
a subject is constituted as legitimate in relation to a formation of knowledge. Through this
constitution, the subject enters into a game of true and false: am I within the inclusive sphere
of truth (normality) or do I belong to the exluding sphere of falsity (a-normality)? For Foucault the general question is therefore: at what price can subjects speak the truth about themselves?25
This question has been important to this investigation, since when we ask the question of the
generic and singular properties of own being we are searching for a truth about the subject,
but a truth connected to the possibilities of being a subject in this one life that we have been offered. We are speaking a truth about ourselves, because we believe life is still possible within
the contemporary production of knowledge, identity and politics. Our truth is our ethos: our
general attitude towards living this life that we have at once been offered and forced to live. Our
truth transforms us and that is why people everywhere in the world attempt to exist in the
presence of truth, because truth has the power to transform us.26 In this book – which is also a
kind of autobiography – I am investigating the form of life generated by the generic singularity.The concept of the generic singularity is the background setting for my truth.Which force
sustains the existence of a generic singularity? What are its conditions? What is the price we
are paying to live our life today? What world should we be ready to encounter? It is an investigation that ultimately wishes to answer the question: how can I become master over that one
life I am forced to live in a way that enlarges my experience of being? ( > 4.A.1. Finitude and death).
4.2.

The main difference between the investigations of Michel Foucault and Generic Singularity as
a non-philosophical proposition resides on the level of methodology. Foucault approaches
the question of subjectivity from a genealogical perspective. This reveals itself in the tracing of the historical origins of truth-mechanisms surrounding discourses of knowledge and
subjectivation, the disciplining of the modern soul and the techniques of self in relation to
sexuality. The aim was to understand their historicity and thereby show their contingency,
their non-necessity. The analysis presented here is different because it is governed by a double
perspective of being both phenomenological (describing the self-experience of both the body and
the contemporary world) and structural (understanding the field of forces as a structural play
between different kinds of institutions and violent conditions). I regard it as an existential
analysis of the present conditions producing us as individuals. What are the pragmatics of life
20

today? The reasons for a historical perspective on the self are obvious,27 but I have inherited
from the twentieth century this passion for the real.28 I want to live my life here and now. I want
to know what is needed in order to do this. I am too impatient, like a fly wanting to get out of
a bottle as quickly as possible ( > 1.B.5. The double movement of intimacy and violence).
4.3.

Foucault’s thinking has infused the human sciences and permeated our understanding of the
cultural and scientific fabric as social constructions producing us today. Yet the infusion of a
constructivist understanding is also a moment of completion: to see the world as contingent,
as one among several possibilities (the ontological void haunting the Western thought-space). A
constructivist approach is an expansion of the human capacity to experience and open itself
towards the multiplicity of human expression and creativity. However, the new freedom is
not allowed to exist for its own ends; both the work sphere and private sphere as spaces of
human expression have been invaded by the new cognitive capitalism, forcing the individual
to realise his creative innovative self as the mirror image of the official desires of the state-market-apparatus. How do we as individuals produce a space of freedom and autonomy that is
incongruent with this massive disciplining of the social body today? In an age where the unlimited is embraced by the official ideology, how do we create limits that are different from and
not complicit with the hegemony of the ruling power structures? I am aware of the implicit
dangers of this investigation as just another feeding of the idolisation of individuality within
the society of the spectacle.29 Nonetheless, I insist that individuality, reflexive subjectivity
and selfhood must be thought of as something different; something more generous, inventive,
quirky and ultimately, the last point of resistance towards the abuse and violation of individuality that is taking place in the realm of the commercial ( > 5.B.3.3. Life as a work of art).
4.4.

During the process of writing we have experienced ourselves as the transcendental doublet
described by Foucualt in Les Mots et les Choses. I have transformed my empirical body, self, life
and everyday experiences (the uses of ‘I’, ‘my’, ‘mine’) into objects for a theoretical knowledge (the uses of ‘we’, ‘our’, ‘ours’). This writing has been the double task of grasping the
institutional forces producing me and the possibility – within this situation – of creating a
space of freedom for myself, and accepting my double-sided being as both produced by, and
producer of, limits: a search and acceptance of limits in order to produce the possibility of
transgression. In the inspiring words of Foucault: ‘The movement by which, not without effort and
uncertainty, dreams and illusions, one detaches oneself from what is accepted as true and seeks other rules
[...]. The displacement and transformation of frameworks of thinking, the changing of received values
and all the work that has been done to think otherwise, to do something else, to become other than what
one is – that, too, is philosophy.’30 Just as theories can resonante within the mind of the reading
subject because it recognises its own experience of life, I have transformed, but also contin21

ued, existing theories into a useful understanding of my present situation. I have attempted
to actualise Foucualt in my own way. And in my actualising I have become different to myself.
Writing and thinking this book has transformed me, changed my outlook and being in this
world. It has been and still is, my trainer.31

1.A.5. RAW PHENOMENOLOGY
5.

Phenomenology has been the third source fuelling the production of this book.32 With Edmund Husserl it emerges in a post-metaphysical space as the attempt to re-install a rationality in the description of human life. It becomes the great Leitfaden for philosophy in the
twentieth century on continental grounds, since it is a philosophy that aims at describing the
relation between Man and his surroundings. How is meaning structured, how do we perceive, what is the nature of consciousness, time, nature, the world of others?33 These questions define the tradition of phenomenology, and especially the phenomenology of the late
Husserl in the philosophical disclosure of a pre-scientific life-world (Lebenswelt) constituting
the field of our actions and the meaning of our lives. The phenomenal field is the original
space by which all human activity is nourished, and to which it in the end returns.34 Husserl’s
concept of intentionality is the anchoring relation between consciousness, language and the
fabric of social, cultural and historical surroundings, because the presence of intentionality within humans is the manifestation of a subject that wants something in a world that it
knows something about. Through our intentionality we have a relation to the world, because it is
in our power to produce form-events. Phenomenology as a project became a solution to the
fragmentation of the modern world, because it searched for an ordering and shaping factor within consciousness itself by re-installing an inter-subjective quality within the subjective experience of the world: I am not the only one with an intentionality and a life-world
( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
5.1.

It was the ambition of phenomenology to restore philosophy as a valid scientific activity by
attempting to study the essences manifesting themselves within consciousness (eine Wesenswissenschaft, Ideen I, § 18) – for example, the essence of what it means to experience the world in
the most direct intuitive way beyond all our pre-conceptions of the world (the bracketing of
the natural attitude embedded in our already existing knowledge, the epoché). It became a science of consciousness.35 Following these transcendental ambitions of phenomenology, we claim
the existence of dimensions that are essential in the definition of the human being: a) it has a
body; b) it is social; c) it is temporal. The body is the location of an I and a self (own being); the
social is defined by human relations, language and institutions (given being); and temporality
is the fact of finitude, historicity and the question of possibility in time (final being). These
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three dimensions each disclose essential features of human life. The power of our transcendentalism lies in its ability to organise a subject-matter, to distribute analysis, experiences,
reflections and quotations around different components within each dimension. Our interest
in human life as it is lived explains our attraction to the tradition within the movement of phenomenology that is attempting to engage with modern human life in all its manifold aspects.
This is not the ambition of a pure transcendental space of science, logic and mathematics permeating Husserl’s writings, but the developments carried forth by Heidegger and Maurice
Merleau-Ponty. Each in his own way uses phenomenology as a method to either explicate
the existential structures of the life-world (Heidegger) or the perceptual world in which the
incarnated, bodily subject is situated (Merleau-Ponty). They represent the historical moment
where phenomenology became existential as a modern Lebensphilosophie36 in a world without
God ( > 1.B. Dimensions in being).
5.2.

In the late writings of Merleau-Ponty, especially in the posthumously published Le visible et
l’invisible (1964), he re-introduced metaphysics through his opening towards what he called
‘brute being’ or the ‘raw being’ of existence.37 He localised brute being in both the unrestricted
perception of the world and in the flesh of the body in its vital state as a self-transgressing
force. Raw being was behind the power of expression whereby the speaking body was able
to invent a new language and re-define the perception of the world. Raw being is the experience of the world-life through the body: a flow of energy pulsating as drives, energies,
aggressions, joys, ecstasies and pain. According to Merleau-Ponty, it vibrates as a barbaric
principle behind the constructions of the natural and social sciences.38 It is this strange intuition that life, in its global being, can never be completely grasped by the human mind; it can
never coincide with my given world. ‘It is a being that reaches me at the most secret, but which I
also reach in a raw or wild state, in a absolute presence containing the secret about the world, the others
and truth.’39 Raw being is the constant displacement of my being in life: desire, spontaneity,
expression, power, violence, illness – all part of human life displacing me and forcing me to
constantly re-consider who I am, what I might me and what I have become through raw being
( > 2.A.2.7. Expression).
5.2.1.

In the age of post-metaphysics,40 which is the space from where Merleau-Ponty rethinks his
non-ontology, there is not one substantial principle (raw being is exactly what it is – raw)
attained either through intuitive contemplation or mystical transgression. There is no firstprinciple from which the world has emanated. No platonic One – the absolute Being – that
structures reality and holds everything in place as a platonic ontic logos. There are dimensions
in being and a being in dimensions. We are in the midst of being as this intertwining of dimensions and through the relations we unfold. It is the way in which I reflect upon their nature (how
I care for my body-self, my life-world and my temporality) that determines my presence to
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being. We no longer have metaphysics as the contemplation of the pure Idea, the supreme
being, the Order external to my being. Metaphysics today is grounded in a metaphysical
knot (without a fixed centre, but constituting a point of powerplay) protecting me from the
violence inherent to raw being. Because there is no substance, I am fundamentally alone in
whatever configuration of powers I exist within. I am haunted by a strange emptiness: a metaphysical solitude ( > 4.A.3.4. Solitude).
5.3.

We live in an age of post-metaphysics and yet we must return to metaphysics as the contemplation of whatever being in order to apprehend the metaphysical knot: the dimensionality of
being that enables us to think the intimacies (the ecstasy) and the violence (the pressure) of
own, given and final being. Both forces are inherent and transcendental to whatever human
manifestation of life, not as essential relations to being, but as a structural play within these
relations. Whatever the content or form of these relations, they are historical and thereby
subject to change. The violence of being is historical; the necessity of self-preservation and selftransgression is historical, but not the fact that there was a relation to being. This is the doublebind of life: life gives itself, but I need to produce a form capable of receiving and enduring
life. What gives itself depends on the form I have in order to receive the blast from being
( > 1.B.1. The transcendental and the metaphysical knot).
5.3.1.

We assume the existence of – and work with – the concept of raw being in order to give
justice to all the wrong-doings of being: the eruptions of sudden violence; impulsive actions;
irrational attacks and forms of behaviour that cannot be explained; to all that is non-consciousness; to the body processing the world faster than the logical brain. Raw being could
be that which constantly produces différance: the spacing and temporalising of every meaning,
concept and understanding thereby producing incessant deferral, non-coincidence, heterogeneity (Derrida). Working with the concept of raw being colours whatever concept we might
have of reality and rationality, since it forces us to explore their other side, a philosophical
task along the lines of what Merleau-Ponty stated about G.W.F. Hegel when he wrote of him:
‘He inaugurates the attempt to explore the irrational and integrate it into an expanded rationality that
remains the task of our century.’41 Human action can be rationalised and anticipated with the instruments of statistics developed by the social sciences and the new powerful computers (big
data), but we find at the fringes of this logic a liminal space were rationality breaks down and is
confronted with its own negativity. This kind of openness towards the negative of rationality
was given a name by the poet John Keats, who called it the negative capability: ‘That is, when
Man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts without any irritable reaching after fact &
reason.’42 He referred to a negativity of uncertainty forcing us to create and invent concepts
in order to grasp the event as it is happening to us; a hyper-rationality that constantly exceeds
itself. This is our experience of life and the act of thinking ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
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5.3.2.

Being – with a small b, since it is not an Absolute Being, a first principle – is a more intimate
notion of being; something reduced, ruinous. It has the element of violence and the possibility of epiphany. Being is intimate to us and yet pressurises us. Being is not a subject in a Hegelian sense, making history move forward and then able to return to itself as consciousness of
itself. No, being is blind, which is why we have to learn to see. It is a violent groundless force;
a huge draught from the future, forcing us to shape protecting rationalities but also meaningful relationships to being: visions of the world. Being is indifferent to us; it is inhuman nature
imposing itself upon us. It is offered to us, but is an offering that has the power to displace us.
We are absorbed into an ontology of aggressive actuality. Everywhere around us the world
is boiling: actualities manifest themselves or approach on the horizon – I cannot control or
stop this delirious world from spinning into being. Whatever attempts I make to think and
live being, it cannot be exhausted, since it is poly-dimensional. This is the consequence of
the Heideggerian double, the ontological difference, since there are beings already crashing
into our lives, but on the other side of the fold is being: that which remains unrealised, both
the potential (the non-actualised actuality) and the virtual, that which is to come yet has not
been imagined, projected or programmed by any human mind. Being reveals itself as a double movement of pressure and ecstasy; power and transgression; affirmation and negation;
continuity and change; order and chaos; past and future. In other words, there is being (‘Cela
donne’43 or ‘Es gibt Sein’) that forces itself upon the body, the self, the reflexive subject and the
world as temporalised flesh. There is being in excess ( > 4.A.2.3.3. Event-duration).
5.3.3.

Nobody is separated from raw being; everybody is connected to it.
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I.
INTRODUCTION

1.B. DIMENSIONS IN BEING
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1.B.1. THE TRANSCENDENTAL AND THE METAPHYSICAL KNOT

‘It is a fact that I believe myself to be first of all surrounded
by my body, involved in the world, situated here and now.’44
(Merleau-Ponty)
1.

When I am with somebody else, there is both a sameness and a difference in my relation to them.
For a short moment, we share a slice of time together, but the relations between our individual timelines cannot be altered. The old man next to me cannot suddenly regain my time
of youth and I will not regain my existence as an infant. I am related and yet separated from this
who-ever other. I share the same body-space, because my body is structurally equivalent to
his. It has the same composite elements: head, corpus, arms, legs, feet and hands, and yet it is
deeply singular and alone. It has entered and will leave the world on its own, each body being
part of both a historical and a biological time, where age is paramount in the understanding
of its temporality, from the freshness of the newborn to the proximity of death in the old.
Whatever I do, my being-with is a temporary or even fleeting co-existence with the other. I
cannot be rescued from my own ultimate death. From this simple observation of the structural equivalence (our inter-corporality) and temporal specificity (our inter-historicity) of human
existence it is possible to extract three essential relations to being, each disclosing a dimension
consisting of a various number of components. The dimensions are essential features that in
a transcendental manner define our lives as humans. This instantiation of relations within a
human we call the metaphysical knot45 ( > 4.A.2.4. Presence)
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1.1.

The a priori conditions that make human life possible are transcendental.
We have a body (I am a body).
We are socially situated (I am the social).
We are embedded in time (I am time).
Each transcendental condition discloses a dimension that is present within each human life.
We think of them as violent conditions, because they force us to live and have a relationship to
them. Thus, to be a reflexive subject is therefore grounded in relations to a being in dimensions
and a dimensionality of being: a constant navigation between different dimensions with intensities varying through the course of life and the situation to which I am given ( > 2.B.2.6.
Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
1.2.

We call these three dimensions own being, given being and final being. They constitute the metaphysical knot within the human existence because they each point towards different relations
to the body, the social and the temporal.Together, they form a complex structure that enables
me as an individual to exist in the world. Own being points to the bodily incarnation of the
self. Given being points to the social reality of life-worlds and systemic modernity surrounding the individual as factuality. Final being is the consciousness of temporality and finitude,
and thereby our movement through time until death. The metaphysical knot is not a first
principle, something outside the space of history and the time of being, and therefore it cannot guarantee anything such as the truth, the good or beauty (the platonic trinity). There is
a bundle of relations functioning as a knot within that which constitutes the space of human
existence. The knot cannot be untied, as if a human existence could be without a body, a social world or a position in time. A Kantian transcendental ego existing outside time and space,
accompanying our thoughts as the foundation for our knowledge of the world that we simply
cannot believe in even though we still believe in the possibility of thinking the transcendental.
As I see it, there is only empiricial human existence framed and constituted by the factual
formation of the transcendental: the forces at a specific moment imposing themselves upon
human existence ( > 4.B. The violence of final being).
1.3.

I have been strategic in this analysis of the dimensions, because I wish to understand the game of
existence – and produce a knowledge enabling me as a reflexive subject to navigate playfully
in this space as a generic singularity. Which forces must I account for? How can I understand
myself, my world and the space I am given so that my life becomes a tolerable and even a
happy one? It is from this view that we see our non-philosophy as a kind of existential pragmatics trying to answer the question: how does human life work? Thus our non-philososphical
proposition is not a scientific dissertation following the procedures of scientific discourse,
because the workings of human life are ultimately a game where the rules, stakes and the out28

come depend on what is contributed to the game and how one chooses to play it. Readers of
this book must therefore run the risk of interpreting on their own the usefulness and truth of
the propositions presented here ( > 1.A.4. Foucault and technologies of the self).
1.4.

We have carried out a transcendental reduction in the phenomenological sense, reducing the
core of human existence to a set of relations, to three dimensions that are all equally given.46
But whereas the transcendental reduction leads to the essence of a phenomenon (of that
which manifests itself as pure evidence to an ego-logical consciousness), our reduction leads
to a metaphysical knot: a bundle of relations in movement that force us to live through a
multi-layered dimensionality seeking out protection, intimacies and ultimately ecstasies in
whatever form they might take. Our transcendentalism is not a scientific attempt in the Kantian sense of critically assessing the possibility of conditions for knowledge, nor a Husserlian
attempt to disclose the transcendental consciousness as constituting the world. Even though I
am indebted to these two philosophers, it is my belief that we are already constituted through
the inherent violence of given being: we are expected to govern our bodies and ourselves; to
become participants in the symbolic structure of culture and society; and lastly, through the
basic fact of being temporal, we are forced into a relation to death. We are given over to life,
before we are even able to constitute the given, and it is from this originary givenness that I
receive the power to live ( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
1.4.1.

To carry out the transcendental reduction – the bracketing (époché) – is to disclose the
pre-theoretical ground that constitutes the manifestation of the world. The reduction is, as
Merleau-Ponty noted in Le philosophe et son ombre (1959), a dialectical movement ‘away’ from
the lived experience in order to ‘return’ to it.47 In the actual experience of life, we are in the
midst of the social world, inhabiting it with our bodies as the silent witness to our actions,
thoughts and movement through space and time – all simultaneously present to us: my body
being the passage through which I live my life. The reduction takes me away from this lived
space by leading me to the dimensions and the components that constitute them. It is a destruction of my natural embeddedness in the world. Yet it is a constructive destruction, since
it grants me the possibility of disclosing the transcendental framework for my existence.48
To think the transcendental is ecstatic, since I am de-personalised. I think that which does not
belong to me as a person (the orders of being), and with my reflexive subjectivity follow lines of
flight that have infinite speed in order to be infinitely present upon the transcendental plane.
1.4.2.

In Kritik der Urteilskraft (1790) Immanuel Kant defines a transcendental principle as: ‘That
through which the general condition a priori is presented, through which alone things can become ob29

jects for our cognition [Erkenntnis].’49 Own, given and final being are transcendental principles
insofar as they allow specific phenomena and structures to become objects for our thought.
The transcendental is therefore a set of necessary relations to dimensions of being that together constitute the space of human existence (and in this sense we are phenomenologists50). Our
transcendental principles consist of components in the sense of Deleuze & Guattari: defining
the dimensions, giving them shape and form, and making it possible to identify aspects and
specificities within each of them and to understand in what way we have relations to them.
This is the power behind our strategic essentialism, since it enables us to organise, distribute
and cluster knowledge that explains how our human existence is functional.
1.4.3.

Human existence is situated in a field of forces where it must relate to itself as a body (the
relation mediated through the structure of self), to a social space with historical coefficients
(systemic modernity), and finally, relate to its own finitude and the temporal nature of its existence (historicity). In the way I am living my life, I am implicitly relating to them, but I can
also consciously try to grasp their meaning, their significance for life. Reflexive subjectivity at
work is this active contemplation of the orders of being and the consideration of the relations
that I have to them.Yet in the midst of life, these dimensions are intertwined with each other,
so will we only be able to understand them through a separate description of the conceptual
components that give each dimension its flesh ( > Section 2. – 4.). Our investigation into the
ordinary space of human existence is therefore transcendental in the sense that we believe
these orders of being are a priori conditions for our experience of life. I cannot avoid my body
in its present state, my social being in the widest sense possible or my temporality as the fact
of being present in time. To think the transcendental is to think these dimensions as passages
in life. They are intertwined, never disclosed on their own. The transcendental is this metaphysical knot as a formal structure, but the transcendental must always be thought through
the fragile situation of the empirical existence in question ( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivitity or: the
reflexive subject).
1.5.

Our investigation aims at being transcendental, but is very personal. By transcendental we
mean dimensions in relation to which every human being is constituted. By personal we mean that
the actual manifestation, the flesh of the individual is highly specific, a haeccity.51 This ‘messy’
transcendental empirism produces throughout the analysis of own, given and final being a
double movement through the abstract (their necessary features) and contingent (how life has
manifested itself to me as an author) qualities of the dimensions. It is this infusion of the personal into the philosophical investigation that transgresses the boundaries of the Kantian project as the critical examination of the transcendental a priori conditions for knowing something scientific about the world. For me, non-philosophy – the act of thinking and writing
on a private basis – is a way of clearing the mind, objectifying thoughts so that they remove
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themselves from the direct experience of life. A mind overwhelmed with thoughts cannot
sleep. It is paralysed and self-absorbed in a counter-productive manner ( > 1.A.4. Foucault and
technologies of the self).
1.5.1.

We must return to metaphysics in order to think the metaphysical knot: the dimensionality
of being that enables us to think the intimacies and the violence of being. Both qualities are
inherent and transcendental to the human manifestation of life ( > 1.B.5. The double movement
of intimacy and violence).

1.B.2. DIMENSIONALITY
‘If we succeed in understanding the subject, it will not be in its

pure form, but by seeking it at the intersection of its dimensions.’52
(Merleau-Ponty)
2.

Our contemporary reality has dimensionality. It consists of a multitude of life trajectories that
overlap, existing in parallel and crossing each other with various grades of intensities and
qualities. As a concept, dimensionality is inspired by the late Maurice Merleau-Ponty and his
idea of the flesh of the world presented in Chapter IV of L’entrelacs – le chiasme in Le visible
et l’invisible. He writes: ‘With the first vision, the first contact, the first pleasure, there is initiation,
that is, not the positing of a content, but the opening of a dimension that can never again be closed, the
establishment of a plane upon which every other experience will be situated.’53 The experience of the
world happens on our own plane as the totality of the dimensions of our general being (own,
given and final being). They are the armature54 that enables the human flesh to become vertical, demands that it stands up and faces the world, because we participate with different degrees of intensities in a dimensional world constructed through our individual and collective
actions. With his thinking of dimensionality and vertical being, Merleau-Ponty opened a path
towards what he called intra-ontology: a web of dimensions traversing and intersecting with
each other, but all originating from a space immanent to this world; a unity behind a world
of differences connected through our relation to raw being ( > 1.A.5. Raw phenomenology).
2.1.

Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the flesh has been the foundation for my thinking, since it forced
me to recognise the intertwining of the material with the structure, the powers of autoorganisation within the manifestation of the visible and the possibility of idealisations within
the concrete phenomenon. The flesh is the reversible relation between everything: that nothing can exist in isolation, and we as humans are hyper-dialectic from the onset, since we are
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both sensing and sensed, seeing and seen, percieving and perceived55 ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2:
Merleau-Ponty and the body).
2.2.

We must understand these dimensions as fields of forces that establish the space in which the
individual is driven through life: is forced to live life and to invent itself as this specific being.
These dimensions force us to a consideration whereby we obtain an intimacy, knowledge
but also a certain power over them. I am always aware of my body, my age and my social
surroundings, yet the violence of each dimension changes even though I am subject to all
of them simultaneously. There is an a-symmetrical relationship between them, because I am
never exactly present to them, since each dimension generates experiences specific to the dimension. Through the actual whatever experience (that as a component activates itself) I am
present to forces immanent to the dimension. Forces immanent to the body, for example,
disclose themselves in the transition from childhood into puberty, where I as a masculine
body will not only grow in physical size, but also develop a beard and pubic hair; my voice
will become deep, and my intellectual capacities and sexual desires will increase. These are
changes inherent to the genetic blueprint of the body, a process where the level of hormones
increases and that I cannot stop if I want to keep on living. I will experience them in one way
or another, and my self-perception of this change will depend upon my situation as a given being at a specific point in time – am I ahead or behind the rest of my schoolmates, for example,
as a maturing body? ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).
2.3.

Could we call a dimension a certain colouring, in the same way that a painter makes a painting in a specific blue tone one day and the next day paints the same motif in a reddish tone
and then a yellow tone? The image as a sign (index) would be the same, but three different
images (the dimensions of blue, red and yellow) would be discernible. A dimension is then
a perspective on human existence, a way of isolating aspects of the components and thereby
highlighting their function in human life. Own being can be described and analysed separately, but cannot exist on its own (as if there only could be own being), just as given being is
unthinkable without the consciousness of the individual participants of the social. Likewise,
a human temporality without the organic process of human life is unthinkable. We separate
the dimensions in order to show the colouring, but readers must discover their specificity
within themselves. Our proposed dimensionality of human existence is an attempt to think
the question of experience (own being), structure (given being) and process (final being) as
something taking place simultaneously.
2.4.

The thinking of dimensions in being and a being in dimensions has appeared from the experience that each individual exists in the framework of his own dimensions: has lived through
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time and related himself to space and has lived through space and related himself to time. Each individual consists of dimensions that can overlap, approach or enter into a qualitative relation to my existence, but can never be completely coincident with my dimensions. We may
share an inter-corporeality and an inter-historicity, but we still have to think the world on
a personal basis: ‘The riddle of the age has for each a private solution.’56 (Emerson). What are
the consequences of this thinking of the dimensions on my own? A reflexive subject trying
to grasp the forces inherent to the metaphysical knot becomes poly-dimensional in his being,
simply because at any time we will be able to adopt three determining perspectives on the
individual: a) the inner experience of the individual in the situation (internalism/autonomy); b) the individual viewed externally and in relation to a group (externalism/context);
c) the individual viewed in relation to his own finitude (historicity). The dimensions between
humans can have consistency, they can constitute formations with structural equivalences
between the quality and extensions of the components that we for the sake of convenience
call social classes, segments or strata of society, but when we focus on the individual we will always see the specificity of the person that is bio-graphical: traces inscribed into the flesh of life
( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
2.4.1.

I am the being that is present-to-being in my experience of time and space. I am constantly in the
midst of a multi-dimensional being that attaches me to the temporality of existence, of the social world of my being, and finally, to the interior of my bodily being, my joy and my pain inside my
body right now. The dimensions of own, given and final being are relations to being that force me
to live. The task of our investigation is to grasp the intimate connections and reversible relations
of cause and effect between these dimensions: in the experience of final being I discover my own being
as a possibility in given being. It is a question of grasping the event where all the dimensions of our
being are crystallised into the moment and open us towards life. It is transcendence towards life
within the immanence of the world ( > 2.B.2.2. Self-preserversation and self-transgression).
2.5.

These dimensions point towards different perspectives that all ground the subject. The reflexive subject – this mental reflexive capacity to think, cognize, imagine and take decisions –
happens in relation to an embedded position (the body) determined by the configurations of
own, given and final being. Thinking happens on this site that is a walking experiment with the
construction of its own nature. This I realised when I once met a talented student of quantum
physics who would saunter around the streets during wintertime with bare feet. ‘It’s all about
ignoring the pain… I see everything is in place. The theories I study are true.’ It was beyond my comprehension to grasp the full significance of his statement, but I realised that his perception of
the world had to be different from mine. What did he see? What did he feel? We still do not
know, only that the given to him did not equal our given, just as our powers to receive did
not coincide with his ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
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1.B.3. THE DIAGRAM

‘Profound metaphysics is rooted in an implicit geometry which
– whether we will or no – confers spatiality upon thought.’57
(Gaston Bachelard)
3.

Let us think these dimensions in a diagrammatical sense: as an intertwined field of forces that
the reflexive subject must learn to master. What is a diagram? A diagram is an abstraction
produced with lines – arrows, circles, boxes – that reduces information in order to illuminate
a specific constitution of forces within a field of problems. First of all, let us address the question of existence as the fact of being forced to live life. How does the mediating self position, relate
and react to the forces internal to the self (the monstrous body), external to the self (the
life-world and systemic modernity), and finally its own temporality (finitude and historicity)?
These questions are relevant because, through a certain mastering of these dimensions that
is different from that of the ordinary, they can answer the further question: how can a human
being produce itself as a generic singularity? So, abstractions from the lived life enable us in the
interpretation of human life to switch perspectives (from the body to the social and to time),
change positions and through this movement encircle the territory in which human existence
as a generic singularity is enacted, performed and lived out ( > 5.B. Generic singularity).
3.1.

1. In his essay on Foucault Un nouveau cartographe (1975) Gilles Deleuze defines the diagram as
follows: ‘The exposition of relations between forces that constitutes the power.’58 This exposition (the
act of expositing the diagram) becomes an abstract machine out of which relations between
forces emerge that together create a specific configuration of power. Each force is capable
of assuming different physical shapes, and the diagram is that which effectuates the relations
between forces in a social field (e.g. the relations between the forces of hospitals, prisons,
military barracks, factories, schools and disciplinary institutions at a given moment).59 The
diagram does not represent a pre-existing world-order. It produces a new type of reality, a
new model of truth.60
3.2.

Our abstract machine produces the metaphysical knot: a body-space with a self-relation (own
being); a social-space with language and institutions (given being); a temporal relation with a
relation to finitude, historicity and temporality (final being). It is an analysis of a dimensional
space constituting the ordinary – as the tripartition of being into three sets of relations held
together in a borromean knot. The section on own being looks at the experience of the body
and different ways of relating to it through sexuality, circular desire, expression and the space
of the self. The section on given being analyses life-worlds, social structures, institutions and
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relations of power in systemic modernity, a space that exists before us, that surrounds us,
and that we can transform by engaging actively with it. The section on final being contains
thoughts on temporality, negative space, violence, catastrophe and death.
3.3.

In our diagrammatical investigation not one specific type of existence is proposed, but the
production of a spectrum in which human existence can live and act upon itself through the
mediating structure of the self and the radical reflexivity of the subject. We believe in the self
not as a constant essential entity, but as a self-awareness that is present throughout the experience of life, constantly relating itself to the three dimensions as forces, which changes over
the course of time – and thereby changes the experience of selfhood. Own being manifests
itself early in life with the infant, and as the child matures and demonstrates responsibility, the
field of given being expands. In relation to temporality, ageing means that one becomes more
and more aware of death, of being limited in time and space, and finally of withdrawing oneself from life through the dismantling of obligations. Already from the age of four, children
can display a very strong sense of death61 ( > 4.A.1. Finitude and death).
3.4.

One can think of the reflexive subject not as a self-contained, transparent and autonomous
entity, but as a metaphysical knot, tied together in relations to different types of being. Jacques
Lacan posited the three orders: the Imaginary, the Symbolic, the Real. I realised in the act of
constructing this theory that own being has parallels to the imaginary, because it relates to
the formation of the ego, the I, but also the inner image, the imagination, narcissism and selfillusion. Given being gravitates around the question of culture and otherness, of entering and
being inscribed in a social order, and from there establishing a position for oneself within the
symbolic order. But in relation to the Real in Lacanian terminology, our concept of final being
is different, since the questions of death, lack and absence are situated within the symbolic order of Lacan. In our view, the question of temporality – and ultimately the question of death –
is a relation to being in itself as our final being. It is the relation to our finitude as humans, but
it also grasps the significance of being born; of entering and departing from time.The Real for
Lacan is both the absolute unfathomable signifier that we presume orders the visible world,
and a state in the mother’s womb from which we have forever been severed. It is impossible
to grasp or have access to.62 To us, final being is our possibility to become time. It is our desire
for time, and this desire makes us master time ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
3.5.

What are the constant factors in life? I have a body. I have human relations in a physical world.
I have an age. Three bindings. One could say that these constant factors constitute a structure
in my life, but a structure that is subject to change and that is historical in its specific manifestation. We define a structure as a pattern, where a specific distance, quality and intensity
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between components are self-identical through a limited continuum of time. A structure has
the ability to repeat itself. This quality of the structure can explain why, over short periods of
time, I feel self-identical with myself, because through the protecting shield of rationalities I
sustain my relations to the body, the social and the temporal. Below, is a diagram of how we
spatially see the metaphysical knot:

DISTRIBUTION OF INTENSITIES AND MOVEMENTS OF BEING

Pressure:
The violence of being
Self-preservation
Values
O.B. Self-structure / Self-discipline
G.B. Symbolic order / Systemic modernity
F.B. Death / Historicity

u

Division of being:
The double side /
The event

u

The violent forces of being:
directed towards the ecstasy of being.

Given Being
(The social)

Own Being
(Body)

u
u

The metaphysical knot

Final Being
(Temporality)

Ecstasy / Intimacy:
Each dimension searching for ecstasy /
transgression
O.B. Eroticism / Health / Love
G.B.	Language / Friendship / Recognition /
Community of contribution
F.B.	Present presence / Memory /
Social reproduction
The playful forces of being:
dissolving the violent forces of being.

3.6.

The order of our analysis – from the one-person perspective of own being to the communality
of given being to the question of death and temporality in final being – is not a hierarchical order, but dimensions that are intertwined in the experience of life. It makes no sense to speak
of an isolated own being because it will always be conditioned by given being and final being.
And final being – death – will always be somebody’s death, someone who is going to die, who
has that age and that lethal illness. And given being will always be given for an own being at
a given point in time. Being – as Jean-Luc Nancy has stated – is always being with: ‘It is, in its
being-with, the ‘with’ that constitutes Being; the with is not simply an addition.’63 There is ‘nothing’
outside the metaphysical knot other than the world before I came into existence – and the
world that will survive me. We can only separate the dimensions in an analysis. In the actual
manifestation of life, the human body living a life, they are intertwined, forcing themselves
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upon me and in reverse, forcing me to develop a hyper-rationality in order for me to master
them ( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
3.7.

We view a generic singularity as embedded in a dimensionality of being constituting its field
of existence. All artists have a body, are social and inscribed in time. But we analyse these dimensions separately since we understand them as vectors in the space of human life. Together,
they form a cluster of relations that through the intentional transformation of the reflexive
subject open the space for the production of a generic singularity. Some people are what they
are, because they wanted to be what they have become. Becoming a generic singularity is a process of
individuation, but a very difficult one, since it is an affirmation of the Lacanian ethic: be honest
to your desire ( > 5.B.1.4. The necessary differentiation).

1.B.4. THE RELATIONS TO BEING

‘Three bindings: to the fragile vessel you live in.To the divine chain of
causation after which everything happens to everyone.To your fellow human beings.’64
(Marcus Aurelius)
4.

It is important to understand that the dimensions of own, given and final being do not have
an origin in a nation, race or social class. The relations are forces that constitute us as humans:
the metaphysical knot being the point of intersection for a number of relations that roam our
inner being like furious beasts. What is a relation to being? How do we have a relation to being? To answer these questions we must, as Heidegger did, distinguish between the ontic and
the ontological (the ontological difference). The ontic level is the beings of the world (objects
and their relations), and the ontological is the conditions of possibility for the beings in the
world. A cultural environment, for example, constitutes itself as an objective spirit (a certain
institutional stylisation of a ‘world’ with its objects), but only because being in its essence is
openness, to which the multitude of cultures testify. Our relations to being are already immanent to the experience of life (on the ontic level), before they are consciously reflected
upon (on the ontological level) as something changeable and partly contingent. This is the
hermeneutical condition: that I exist in a world that is already-there as an ontic system of relations.
The ontic level is an established system of relations (like threads) that together (like a knot)
constitute my general being as a human: we are in the flesh of our body (own being); in the
flesh of the social and political world (given being); in the flesh of time as historicity (final
being) from the moment we are born. Our relation to life – through the body, the social and
time – is already pre-figured in the ontic space of a life-world that we enter. It is an epistemic
continuity with being. Before we reach the ontological level we have already lived through
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time, accomplishing the power of our bodies to be (to scream, eat, defecate, love, walk,
express, talk, learn and fight) in the social world (the space of family and institutions) at a
given time: that we must sleep; daylight is eclipsed by darkness; we wake up, are hungry, have
birthdays and that people die. Thus, a relation to being happens through an ontic system of already established relations that determines how we have these relations ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
4.1.

The moment that this ontic intimacy is broken, severed or damaged, the ontological appears as
horror, but also possibility. It is horror, since what until now has been the naturalised state of
absolute immersed life (epistemic continuity) is torn apart and reveals its own transient and
fragile status. A black void emerges in the cracks of the ground that one has hitherto taken for
unshakable. But it can also be joy, since what had seemed the inevitable course of things can
now be changed in order to accommodate my present desires, my longings and wishes for the
future. The revelation of the ontological space is the sudden confrontation with myself as possibility, as openness. Once this illumination has arrived, it becomes an inner violence (epistemic
rupture), something that forces me to be what I want to be. I can decide upon what has already
been decided as an option, but this decision is then a conscious act and the responsibility must
be taken for it. For others, the decision to be what I want to be (as that which I have not been
until now) is to embark on a great adventure, the actual beginning of that life, which I call my
life. This is a reflected relation to being, and having such a relation to my generalised being
means that I have transformed this pre-reflected state of existence into a project – a project
being a specific temporal relationship between an own being and a life-form in a given being
(the project as the forming of a plan for life, a gesture towards life). A reflected relationship is
the active shaping of my body, my social being in a natural world and how I relate and engage
myself with time ( > 5.B.1.2. A gesture towards life & > 5.B.1.4. The necessary differentiation).
4.1.1.

This black void, the ontological possibility, was felt by Blaise Pascal as a nothingness hovering
the universe. He saw it looking over his left shoulder. This void is not the world as a negation,
the opposite to a positive world or a blackness existing somewhere. It is the infinity of time projecting itself unto the present as infinite possibility.65 Being is this ontological nothingness, the radical contingency of being. That the world can appear differently, and our civilisation just one
among several options, is the uncanny experience of the void – a void that extends deep into
my interior being as a felt nothingness. In Was ist Metaphysik? (1929) Heidegger touches upon
the horrifying aspects of nothingness as the negation of human existence. To be confronted with
nothingness is Angst in the Kierkegaardian sense: not to fear something specific, but to be anxious about existence as possibility. ‘Nothingness is the possibility of the openness of beings, as such, for
human existence. Nothingness is not first the opposite to that which is, but belongs to its original essence.
In the being of Being the Nothingness of nothing happens.’66 When nothingness appears as the ontological void, it is as if the floor beneath me is suddenly stripped away, and I glide into the infinity
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of myself: the indetermination of my human existence as a direction in life. The meaningful
background of and for my life disappears. To Heidegger, this is the manifestation of the uncanny:
what has until now been ‘homely’ is transformed into something unhomely. Nothingness grants
openness to the world. It allows our transcendence of – and transcendence into – the world
( > 4.A.3.9. Suicide).
4.2.

There is no árkhe (an Archimedian point outside the world) behind the reflexive subject and
its relations to being; no absolute guarantee of an order that keeps everything in place. The
tripartition of being represents a decentralisation of the space of reflexive subjectivity. Reflexive subjectivity cannot be reduced to one principle such as the body or the mind; the social
or language; temporality or death. It is all these elements at once, and in the experience of life
I am in the midst as both a multiplicity within a unity, and as a unity within a multiplicity. The
reflexive subject is not a complete self-transparent unity, but nor is it a complete fragmented,
dispersed being; it is a unity in movement, constantly under siege from the violent forces of
being: the body as pressure (its needs such as hunger, sleep, warmth, protection), the social
as normality (the symbolic, the power of institutions and expectations) and temporality as
death (that my time as a being is running out). I am forced into the violent play of having relations
to being.There is a bundle of relations to protect me from the generalised violence of being, so
I may have an intimacy with myself. I cannot escape myself, since my total self consists of those
internalised technologies by which I have preserved myself until now. The problem with the
classical Cartesian thinking of subjectivity is the reduction of reflexive subjectivity to an essential relation to thinking: I think therefore I am. Instead, we could say: I am related therefore I
am. The proposition presented here is a circular movement maintaining a triple relation, a
shifting of forces from the body to its environment to the temporality of both the body and
the environment ( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
4.2.1.

So, let us define a relation to being as a specific set of rationalities developed in order to organise the
life appearing in a dimension. There is a rationality to the self and the body (taking care), there is
a rationality to the social sphere (of behaving, generosity, morality and conduct) and a rationality to the temporality of life (how to relate to process, form-event, time frames and ultimately
our own death). There is a rationality to each moment in life, but since I enter and depart time
frames, my rationalities will always be attempting to adjust and re-invent themselves according
to a new given situation. Our rationalities are always either expanding or contracting in relation to the challenges and possibilities of a given life zone or time frame. In order to progress,
my rationality must forget; it is constantly overwritten and replaced by new forms of rationalities. I have to forget the past, because the manifestation of life demands my presence NOW.
My relation to my body now is not the same as when I was fifteen or as it will be when I am
fifty-five; neither is my social identity or my sense of time ( > 4.B.2.2. Time frames).
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4.2.2.

A rationale has certain features: it is constantly scrutinising, optimising and criticising. A
rationale is always defining new realities in order to live in them. A rationale has priorities,
consists of values; it is a way of distributing and determining the visible, and what is at the
margin of this visibility; it is a way of organising space, time and freedom. A rationale has an
aim, a purpose, a plan; it is telos (Aristotle), it is order, patterning; a rationale repeats itself
until it is forced to change. A relation is a principle of justification that decides which actions
are to be executed in a life-form, and which life-values are to be protected. This is the formal
aspect of the inner dynamic within a relation to the dimensionsality of being. I justify my relation to my body, my social surroundings and my temporality in terms of the position I have in
life at a given moment ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and life-form).
4.3.

A relation testifies to the structure of intentionality in a phenomenological sense as something (the intended) that forces itself upon me. I intend my body because the needs of my
body force themselves upon me. I intend my social surroundings because expectations and
demands from others force themselves upon me. I intend my temporality because my time
is limited (because I have an appointment, a deadline to meet, a train to catch, work to be
done) and ultimately I am going to die. When I have a relation to my body I focus on it. I look
at myself in the mirror. I feel my face, touch my skin and feel myself feeling. I smell myself
and consider taking a bath. I take a bath to wash off the sweat and replace it with a feeling and
fragance of freshness. In this specific instantiation of a body-relation, I take action in order to
change the object of my intentionality (the sweaty body) according to certain values of appearing to myself and others ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
4.4.

I can be forced into having a relation to a specific aspect of my body appearance (conscious
of being bodily fat in social space, of also being white, equipped with arms and legs, tall or
small); a specific aspect of my social space (e.g. of being discriminated against for belonging to
an ethnic, religious or national minority); or a specific aspect of my temporality (e.g. as a child
when I am not allowed to participate in adult activities). In such cases, the relation is over-determined due to an excess of violence inherent to the specific manifestation of the dimension.
We might say that to live life is to constantly avoid or to be free from the over-determination
of any of these relations, since each over-determination is also a dis-empowering of me as an
individual. They can become inescapable frames around my existence, destroying my ecstatic
access to the world ( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
4.4.1.

These relations are transcendental, but they do not have any a-historical content. As such,
they are ‘empty’. This emptiness is what allows the flesh of our existence to be, because we
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exist in a world ‘full’ of content forced to out-live life through these relations, filling them
with whatever content. My body-experience can never be equivalent to another body that
lived two centuries ago; the present form of the social will not match the social forms of
previous generations; my temporality is different from that of the young people of today,
since new technologies, information-systems and means of transportation have altered our
understanding and perception of what time is and can be. The relations are a framework we
construct, so we are able to grasp and survive the life we are actually living; a relation being
a grasping and handling of the forces immanent to the dimension; the ecstatic and violent
form of the ordinary (my generalised being) out of which the generic singularity emerges as
a difference ( > 3.B.1.5. Freedom & 5.B.1.2. A gesture towards life).

1.B.5. THE DOUBLE MOVEMENT OF INTIMACY AND VIOLENCE

‘A metaphysical existential feeling is by definition ecstatic,
and all metaphysical systems have roots in forms of ecstasy.’67
(E.M.Cioran)
5.

As a theory I propose a structural understanding of the field of forces that constantly challenge
the reflexive subject. This is in order to understand what the reflexive subject must take care
of. Through the mediating structure of the self, it is able to master these forces in order to
live. The analysis of these dimensions will make clear the transcendental ground from which a
generic singularity emerges. We have structured the analysis of the components constituting
own, given and final being as a double movement through the intimacy and violence of being.
If we wish to understand the inner being of a human, we must grasp the nature of the pressure
with which it exists and the ecstasies to which it has access. Each dimension has elements of
intimacy and structural violence. Thus a dimension is a spectrum of something very close –
and something very abstract. It is against this generalised violence of being that we construct
protecting orders (rationalities specific to each dimension). Behind the shields of a generalised
rationality we experience the ecstasy of being (the intimacies) through health, love, language,
friendship, recommendation, a community of contribution, memory and social reproduction.
5.1.

The forces inherent to each dimension co-exist in an interplay. The outcome of this game is
not given – it is an open play, since conditions can change, accidents can happen and coincidences suddenly change the situation. As such, we are not in absolute control of ourselves and
the reality of our being; we are from the beginning forced into these spaces by the pressure of
being. My body forces me to scream when I am in pain, feel hungry, or am frightened. The so41

cial forces my body to enter the social space and speak a language with a moral ordering (the
symbolic order). My time as an infant is structured and disciplined so I eat, sleep and wake up
at specific hours. From the beginning there is an element of violence in my being in the world
– but also joy, happiness, love, laughter and bodily ecstasy. There is an infinite intimacy with
being in the world that Merleau-Ponty believed was the task of phenomenology to return to:
‘All its efforts are concentrated upon re-achieving a naive contact with the world, and endowing that
contact with a philosophical status.’68 In the act of returning to this primordial immersion was the
possibility of rediscovering the world as experienced for the first time: phenomenological bliss
( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
5.2.

The fundamental split between formal freedom and structural determinism is forced into
play through temporality. Time, the infinite space of not-yet-being, of being-to-come, is both
structured and open as the possibility to alter the qualities of being (as something intimate
and yet violent). Temporality is this movement, this disclosure of being, and relating oneself
to the process of existence that we call final being.We have to understand the subtleties of being a reflexive subject: the different ways in which we are forced to produce ourselves in time
(to be free); and yet in this prodution we are infinitely intimate with ourselves (our present
life-form as a structure). To construct essential relations to being is not to control being, but
rather to acknowledge forces that cannot be controlled: the desire of the body, the otherness of
the other and death as the ultimate truth of time ( > 5.A. Being in dimensions).
5.2.1.

To be in the midst of being is to be tied to a rope consisting of three woven strands that pulls
me into life, not as a scientific subject in front of an object, but as a living subject in the midst
of ecstatic and violent forces of being.
The body is ecstasy........ The body is pressure
The social is ecstasy....... The social is pressure
Time is ecstasy............. Time is pressure
We can detect this double movement of intimacy (ecstasy) and violence (pressure) in the
inherent constitution of the body-organism as between pleasure and pain, in the circuit
between nutrition (ecstasy) and defecation (pressure): I have to eat and I have to produce
faeces; the penis/vagina as organ for urination (pressure) and masturbation/sexual satisfaction = sperm and juices (ecstasy); in the relation between voice (ecstasy/pressure – the
joy of singing/the pain of screaming) and the ears (ecstasy/pressure – listening to music/
noises and policing orders); between the brain as virtuality (ecstasy) and symbolic order
(pressure); between the nose as smelling a delicious fragance (ecstasy) and smelling something nauseating like vomit or faeces (pressure). We are doubled in a reversible relation to
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the world: becoming the world and letting the world become us. We absorb and squeeze
out the world; we inhale and expire in one continous movement until the last breath
( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2: Merleau-Ponty and the body).
5.3.

The placement of components within each dimension is not something fixed; rather, it has
been a way of distributing the gravitation of an aspect towards either intimacy or violence.
My body is intimate, for example, to the level where I take it for granted, but the moment the
doctor reveals to me that I am suffering from a virus, the intimacy of my body is transformed
into something violent, as something threathening my existence. Suddenly, something within
my body is working against my life principle. Something within my monstrous body is disempowering me, but if I take my medicine, follow the advice given by doctors and those compassionate to me – in short, if I activate myself as a self-disciplining and self-organising structure – I
can, through this self-imposed violence of the self upon the body, conquer the illness and return
to a healthy state of being ( > 2.B.2.2. Self-preservation and self-transgression & 4.A.3.5. Illness).
5.4.

Against the generalised violence of being, we protect ourselves through the structure of
the self, systemic modernity and the power of social reproduction. This shield of protection
against the violent forces of being can itself become a new level of violence, as diagnosed by
Adorno and Horkheimer in Dialektik der Aufklärung (1947).69 Our protecting rationalities can
turn against us (‘the irrationality of rationality’), but without them we would be nothing. I am
produced by them, since they contain the framework that allows my human existence to take
on the shape of a civilised being. It is the propensity of the structures (through which we protect ourselves from the generalised violence of being70) to turn against the agents using these
structures to survive. This is the experience of the uncanny in the Freudian sense: how I can
become estranged from myself, my surroundings and my historicity.71 In strange moments
I see myself from a distance and wonder who is that man who is doing this? What is the rationale behind my actions? Suddenly my familiar surroundings and my life-zones of intimacy
turn against me, and I can no longer see myself in them.They have objectified themselves into
structures and in the process transformed me into a helpless subject – in the original sense, as
a subjectum. Could we understand the strand of romanticism running through our Western
cultural history as the constant battle against the totalising tendency of these structures? Romancitism as the fight against repressive self-structures, a repressive systemic modernity and a
historicity reduced to the habits of conventions and sedimented routines?
5.5.

As the index of content reveals, the three dimensions are structured through an analysis of
those components that are intimate to our being and those that are violent. The components
in each dimension are not present to all human beings; rather, we think of them as concepts
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that can activate themselves as events in our or other people’s lives. For example: currently
I am not suffering from depression, but one of my friends is, and the fact of depression imposes itself on me. Maybe one day I will suffer from depression? Or, the moment the next
political election is announced, the component of democracy will activate itself within the
sphere of the media (talks, interviews, advertisements, analysis), public space (banners, posters, demonstrations), and in my private space as discussions over the dinner-table (who are
we voting for and why?). Components are like flexible concepts that can activate, but also
attract themselves to a situation, an event or a conflict within the human space of existence.
They are aspects of human life – like theatre sets framing the ever-changing scene upon which
human existence is lived out. The choice of components has been strategic (in order to avoid
the phenomenological tendency of describing regional ontologies infinitely), since they are
limited to what has been imposing itself upon our plane of existence until now.
5.5.1.

An intimacy with the world is my incarnation into a body that is mine: my social embeddedness in a specific life-world consisting of close family, friends, my work, and finally my age
as an accumulation of temporality that has sustained itself until now – allowing for a certain
kind of time-relation to appear, and as a certain form capable of producing events in a special
way. If I disappeared from the world in an untimely death, the emptiness of my existence
would be felt in my life-world: my wife, children, family and friends would all mourn the loss
of me, and their lives would change in one way or another because of my death. And this is the
fundamental difference between the intimacy and the violence of being. The violence of being constitutes those transcendental conditions that continue without me, that are completely
independent of and indifferent to me. I am not the subject constituting the structure of the
self in the Western world; I am not the subject constituting systemic modernity; I am not the
subject constituting the historicity of my being (that everybody on the globe is living in year
2014). The violence of being is made up of forces constituting us, and yet we are not without
the means of mastering them: I can transform myself, engage myself politically and decide to
use my time productively. We must learn to see not only the intimacy, but also the violence of
the world ( > 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
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2.
OWN BEING

‘Each of us has to discover his or her own form. We are not looking
for the universal nature; we each look for our own being. ’1
(Charles Taylor)

2.A. THE INTIMACY OF OWN BEING
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2.A.1. OWN BEING AS A FEELING AND A LIFE-FORM

‘One cannot forget oneself.’2
(Witold Gombrowicz)
1.

The question of own being is the following: what is the relation between the monstrous body
and the formal structure of the self? Having a self-relation means having a relation both to that
body with which I am present in the world, and that mediating structure of the self organising
the body as a coherent unity; a self that must relate to the forces of an existence upon the
sexual plane that constitutes my historicity, my access to a temporal-plane and finally my
being within a life-world. Together, my monstrous body and mediating self create my passage
through life. Own being is the totality of both the body and the self; a self that is a relation that
relates itself to itself ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body & 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
1.1.

Let us begin with the phenomenological experience of the first-person perspective. My own
being is behind the gaze that appears in the intimacy of a life zone. When I open my eyes in
the morning, I am right there within my body: feeling it, seeing it. I put myself in motion,
entering into the matrix of my life-form. It is from the inside of my body that I experience
this emanating gaze that sees in a double movement both the world and the body within this
world. It is an organism tuned to the visible spectacle of the world, capable of perceiving in
a coherent uninterrupted temporal continuum the total accessible perceptive field (a passive
synthesis). My senses are registering all major changes in stimuli of both what is happening
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in my surroundings and inside my body: I feel my intestines, the breath of my lungs, the beat
of my heart, the pain in my muscles, the tiredness in my body as whole. It is my being in this
body that walks on the floor and the surface of the world. My body is enrolled in the visible order of reality as the implicit measurement for the objects of the world; the walls and
rooms, doors and windows; everything that humans fabricate and produce to use in their
lives.3 Own being is the private dimension that I constitute with my body-self ( > 3.A.1.1.
Life zones).
1.2.

This body in pain, this terror of perception, this situation of social rejection and prejudice: these are
experiences that point in a negative way towards the reality of own being as a dimension, as
a pain that is experienced by a human body and cannot be denied. In moments of torture,
discrimination, rejection, but also illness, accidents and physical violence, I encounter my
own being as a limitation, something that is not infinite, but finite and fragile suffering in the
world. In these instances, my own being refers to a private juridical relation: my body as the
site of the law and as that structured existence that belongs to me, but is being damaged and
violated ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness & 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
1.3.

Own being points towards a capability of life: my existence is able to live life in the midst of
it. Own being is the presence of an intentionality to live life by giving it form. I am a being
that exists in life in one way or the other, since I have related myself to the possibilities of life
through the space of the self. Own being is this totality of the body and the structure of self. A
doubling of the functional body with a functional self. I am organised, disciplined and moulded
in the great fabric of human life. Own being signifies the formal specificity of my existence:
the unique total feeling that flows through the body-consciousness of being this singular name-given
individual. I am this body right now. I have a feeling of being this body in this moment. Own
being is the synthesising expression by which the reflexive subject orchestrates and manipulates, but is also blown away by body-feelings. Body-feelings (emerging from our monstrous
origin) can be rejected, painful, sublimated or full of pleasure, but they will always be specific
and tied to the self-consciousness of the individual where they interact with patterns of behaviour, memories, movements and specific libidinal bindings. Own being is the responsibility
of the one unavoidable fact of being me: I cannot escape my body, my time and my life ( >
2.B.2.1. The self-constitution: the name, the face).
1.4.

Own being is the totality of a body, a name, a self and an education traversed by the awareness
of being this someone. It is the experience that when you meet another human you assume
an ‘I’ who has a name, a history, who has travelled a long time in time, and has been working
and sustaining himself until now. His being must be something, must feel itself feeling; a trace
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on the temporal-plane (a time-capsule) with memory. That whatever bodily being in front
of me that has the ability to experience, but also to produce being, must belong to someone. It is not a robot, but human flesh erected, moulded and formed. Own being is a form
with a specific power to receive and endure the given. Own being refers back to the inward
man: the inner being of myself. It designates this totality of the inner experience of life: desires, memories, dreams, self-reflections, inner states of emotion, excitation, physical activity,
senses of joy and pain and that personal space surrounding, but also radiating from, each body
( > 4.A.4. The Ecstasy of memory).
1.5.

An own being is inseparable from its life-form: the shape that is given to the life that is being
lived.4 A life-form is equal to a life-practice as a way of doing things that makes life functional. A life-form is the way life becomes liveable as something practical. But this practicality involves a specific distribution of responsibilities, obligations, rights and power-relations
to other humans. It has to be practical, solving the question of habitat and regeneration (a
house, a place in which to sleep safely), work (income and identity), nutrition and health
(cooking and physical exercise), appearance (clothing and differentiation), sociality (friendship and neighbourliness). All these questions find their solution within the life-form. This
is the great lesson that Wittgenstein presented in his Philosophische Untersuchungen (1952). To
Wittgenstein, a life-form was a language game. Each way of living life was determined by the
game of language played in each circumstance; a playing that is a way of using language in a
practical situation, like, for example, the difference in behaviour between the commands of
a soccer-trainer on a football field and the conversation at a dinner-table. The soccer-trainer
shouts simple directions, the diners talk while comfortably seated. As Wittgenstein says in
fragment 432: ‘Every sign by itself seems dead. What gives it life? – In use it is alive.’5 The use
points towards different life-forms using language to make life happen. A language game
contains its own internal rules for meaning, and these rules are decided by those who know
how to speak it. One understands a rule by following it correctly, by performing the correct action. Meaning is therefore a question of following socially instituted rules, leaving
no space for a private language or the imposition of solipsism. Only another can direct me
towards the correct use of the rules. This does not mean that language is a stable entity, because within the game of life (the way of giving form) new modes of existence are constantly
invented. Simultaneously, language reinvents itself, because new people want new ways of
seeing and feeling the world. There is no central powering language game, but a web of intertwined languages, where each interlocutor is the meeting point of several forms of languages
( > 3.A.2. The ecstasy of language).
1.5.1.

The contour of a life-form reveals itself in moments of transition, such as moving from one
place to another where the private space with its objects and routines are dismantled. How
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does one organise it? By boxing every object, contacting people, scheduling arrangements
and honouring those who help? This practical visibility of own being has many shapes. Within
each human life it has its history and manifests itself with different intensities and forces.
Own being is not a universal idea given once and for all, but a transcendental relation between
the body and the self at a given moment ( > 1.B.4. The relations to being).
1.5.1.1.

A life-form is the totality of those actions emanating from my private space into public space
on a daily level, which I do not talk about as events, but simply enact in my ordinary life.
Within the frame of my life-form I know what to do: I see my life-world and the tasks to be
completed: the difference, for example, between living on a farm and being the owner of a
small grocery store ( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms).
1.5.2.

The form of an own being emerges as a contour around each human being and through this
form we can read an attitude to time, nature, the fellow human and death in just one singular
gesture. Each form exists on visible and invisible levels, as schemes (body-schemes) for actions that make it possible to conceive of and realise projects, go to work and engage in emotional relations to other humans. A form has the same function in life as grammar in language:
it is the precondition for the emergence of life as a meaningful totality. As a speaking speech it
is auto-generative. It adapts, becomes a routine, a habit; but forced to, it can re-invent itself,
do things differently. Our epoch is witness to the constant renewal of life through new forms
of living and thinking life. Each reinvention of a life-form is a manifestation of an own being.
This vitality flowing everywhere – in and out of the forms of life – is immanent to the being
of humanity. The forms are creative, temporary solutions to specific problems, and they are
constantly copied and mixed up with other forms of life, since they function as sources of
inspiration.
1.5.3.

We can discern the space of existence emanating from the life-form by analysing the distribution of intensities and priorities.This means an analysis of the spatial and temporal priorities and
capabilities. Which kind of space does it organise around itself? What is the degree of order/
disorder? What kind of spaces does it use to escape the ordinary? How does the life-form
orientate itself in space (as a way in which space is meaningful)? In determining the specific
features of any life-form, we come to understand why space reveals itself as meaningful and
intense to those who participate in the structure, because the constant drawing of distinctions
(Bourdieu) in social space relate to core values whereby the individual is protected and able to
live.The power of a life-form as the ability to draw distinctions can be discerned by asking the
following questions: what are the resources (capital)? What are the capabilities (talents, competences)? What are the priorities (what is actually selected)? Regarding time, the questions
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to be asked are: how is time distributed, used, maximised, dispersed and wasted? This can
be discerned through the study of how a life-form opens itself towards a field of experience
that is valorised as the best life has to offer within the possible – for example, sailing, outdoor
sports, trekking, reading, art, music, concerts, church life, union life, garden life, practical
life, work life, beach life etc. These are types of experiences that bring their participants to
the ecstasy of being: the space where the ecstasy of being reveals itself. The valorisation of
these different possibilities becomes manifest in one’s choice of holiday: what type of activity
should be unfolded in this ‘break’ from the everyday (the everyday as generalised pressure).
As such, each human realises potentials (intensities and possibilities) at any given moment
through a life-form – a specific way of bringing the forces of life into play. The potentials of
the human existence are not abstract, but incarnated into life-forms. We have to think about
the specificity of the potentialities (Aristotle) in relation to the actual life-form. A transgression of whatever-form is related to that limit it transgresses and thereby the actual intensity
of that transgression ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
1.5.4.

Could life-forms be schemes in a Kantian sense, something a priori to our naïve understanding of life, in that we are born into a life-form that functions as a structuring of time and space
(and that we as adults have the possibility of restructuring)?6 Through the maturing process
of an individual, this life-form transforms itself into a matrix for social identification (I identify
with my life as a certain type belonging to a group, a working identity) and social positioning
(I am embedded within a social situation). Such a scheme is the necessary protection (shield)
against the violence of being: we ourselves impose a form (violence) in order to survive the
attack of being ( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
1.5.5.

A life-form is a certain way of distributing a specific visible order (what kind of bodily relations
becomes actualised), and therefore the power to engender visibility as a kind of style. This power of the life-form is able to transgress the spatial context in which it appears: it surrounds the
body-space of own being and follows it wherever it moves as habitus in the sense of Bourdieu.
A person who moves to a new apartment, for example, tends to bring along his specific way of
being ‘messy’ or ‘orderly’ (2.B.2. Excursus 1: Pierre Bourdieu and the concept of habitus).
1.5.5.1.

So the style of an own being is an ability to see the world in a specific manner. Own being
sees through the body as affect (my emotion determines the colour of my perception) and
through the knowledge it has of the world (determining the value and signification of the
detail, of that which is highlighted, the perspective upon a phenomena). Own being is a
bodily filtering of the world and this filter can be destroyed as in the deconstruction of or
revolt against the symbolic order that governs my filter. There is an element of privacy in
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the experience of own being, because a part of the world belongs to me: the way I see it
( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).
1.6.

What is the relation between a life-form and a generic life-form? The latter is objectified
categorical existence – for example, the life-form of being an ‘academic’, ’doctor’, ‘pilot’
or ‘farmer’ (the differences between these categories) and is attached to different functions
within society and to lifestyles necessary to fulfil these functions: the pilot working three
days in a row up in the air away from home vs. the farmer who works in the fields and stables during the day. A life-form is something that can be imagined without the generic; it is
broader, more general in its definition, and very often a hybrid of different generic life-forms
( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms).
1.7.

Through the duration of time, a life-form manifests its own content: of how life was spent,
what was seen, created, endured and experienced: ‘What did you do with your life?’ A life-form
contains its own promise of happiness as a way of making a living and living into the future. It is
basically a being-ability, because whatever relation I have to being reveals itself through the
life-form through which I live ( > 5.A. Being in dimensions).

2.A.1. EXCURSUS 1: HEIDEGGER AND DASEIN

‘In the existential analysis we cannot, in principle, discuss
what Dasein factually resolves in any particular case.’7
(Martin Heidegger)
1.

Generic Singularity as a philosophical undertaking is to a large extent a re-working of Martin
Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit (SuZ) and his focus on Dasein as given in relation to being.8 The
human existence is a being that has a relation to its own being. But, where Heidegger delineates the transcendental condition of Dasein as being-in-the-world, generic singularity shifts
the analysis towards life as it is lived today. The point of departure is the hyper-differentiated
late modern society of the twenty-first century, which we will call systemic modernity. And
the being we ultimately wish to disclose is that which is generated through the generic singularity: the ability of whatever artist to produce whatever artwork-event. As a consequence
of this ambition to be contemporary, these concepts of the body, the social and temporality
are different from those of Heidegger, because they aim to grasp the way life is actually lived
today. That means, in variance to Heidegger and the quotation above, what we as humans
actually resolve in particular cases. But, let us first touch on some of the points with which I
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agree and am inspired by Heidegger – especially his view of Dasein as a specific being-ability
( > 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
1.1.

In §9 of SuZ Heidegger writes that the being of a Dasein is always somebody’s being – je meines.
I am and you are. In these two personal pronouns a fundamental relation to being is disclosed:
I am a being (and you are a being) in the midst of being with an understanding, not only of my own being
(and your being), but the being of the world. This notion of je meines leads us to the definition of
own being, but mediated through our second source of inspiration: Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s
version of phenomenology as a phenomenology of the body. My monstrous body is and it is mine.
It is an own being. So, a Dasein always belongs to someone, because this is how the meaning of
being comes into the world ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2: Merleau-Ponty and the body).
1.2.

What is the meaning of being? 9 This is the guiding question of SuZ. Heidegger answers it through
a preliminary investigation into that being that is able to ask the question of the meaning of
being: Dasein (the being-there). Dasein is that being for whom being is a question at all, and
through his investigation Heidegger attempts to disclose a series of fundamental structures (as
formal properties) that constitutes this Dasein. They determine what essentially characterises
the human existence as a being. First and foremost, Dasein can be open towards time and its
own temporality in an act of transcendence. Being is the possibility of the self-transcendence
of Dasein. ‘Being is nothing less than transcendence. The transcendence of the being of Dasein is
a specific feature since in this transcendence the possibility and necessity of the radical individuation is
hidden.’10 I believe this is also the property of an own being: that it can transcend itself, and in
this transcending individualise itself: become a generic singularity. In §39 Heidegger calls this
possibility of the radical individuation of Dasein: Das Besondere Seinskönnen. In the confrontation
with myself I have the radical possibility of developing a relation to being that enables me to free
being in a way specific to me (‘des Freiseins für eigentliche existenzielle Möglichkeiten’11).
Heidegger uses the word Seinskönnen, which means being-ability or being-doing. A being-ability
is disclosed by the craftsman who knows how to do something practical like building a house, a
table, a box: to find a functional solution to a problem with specific constraints. The craftsman
knows from within his own being-ability, and through his practice he becomes better, more
skilled and experienced. He becomes a master, not only of himself, but of a relation to being
that gives itself to him through the way he engages in being. This being-ability is closely related
to the structure of taking care, because it is a mode of worldly being that projects a being-inthe-world (Entwurf). To formulate it in a contemporary way: the caring of my being is expressed
in the totality of my competences, of what I am able to do. Today, a being-ability is not only located
in classical ideas of the craftsman. We see a being-ability in all those places in society where
people perform tasks demanding both knowledge and practical skills: the academic who
writes research-papers and delivers lectures; the doctor who can diagnose and treat a patient;
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a software engineer producing a new search-engine for the internet; an opera-singer who
performs on stage; a light-architect who makes set-designs for theatre shows; a pilot flying a
Boeing 747; an accountant who certifies tax-papers; a lorry-driver who transports goods; a
chef who cooks meals at a restaurant; a captain who commands a container ship; a DJ playing
music in a night-club; a neuroscientist conducting experiments in a laboratory; a mechanic
repairing a car; a consultant delivering a rapport; a TV journalist presenting a news-story; a
lay-outer who makes a book ready for print etc. Each of them and all people working within
systemic modernity know how to make something happen within their own field of work.
This is the nature of a hyper-differentiated society ( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms
& 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
1.3.

Subsequently, Heidegger stresses that Dasein is given in a structure of taking care (Sorge)12 of
its own existence in the world. Taking care means to be practical in matters of life, upholding relations to others and making the right decisions in order to survive in the future. Sorge
manifests itself in the way we consider the consequences of our actions; how we take care
of our surroundings (cleaning, repairing, protecting and nurturing) and by making choices
(decisions) that enhance our possibilities in life. We are, according to Heidegger, in the most
intimate sense deeply engaged in the preservation of our whatever lives. Through this preservation we are already-ahead-of-ourselves (‘Sich-vorweg-sein’) thrown into the flow of time.
Heidegger outlines the structure of Sorge as the most fundamental feature of Dasein: that
it cares for itself, thereby maintaining itself through life ( > 2.B.2.2. Self-preservation and selftransgression).
1.4.

Heidegger’s concept of Dasein is first and foremost a radical critique of any form of transcendental subjectivity. Through the concept of Dasein as In-der-Welt-sein the subject (as a Dasein)
already has a relation to being, before it can grasp itself as a possible transcendental subjectivity (a-historical, non-worldly). My relation to whatever being is historical, in the sense that
I cannot escape the world from where this relation originates. In-der-Welt-sein is my Fakticität
( > 3.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and In-der-Welt-sein).
1.4.1.

The use of the concept of own being – instead of Heidegger’s already developed notion of
Dasein – resides in the atmosphere of Geworfenheit13 (thrownness) surrounding Dasein: the
feeling of being thrown into the world without any pre-given meaning;14 of a being-there
(Da-Sein). The individual today, through his body, his family background and institutionalised
education, develops a specific feeling of his own temporality and existence as an agent having
agency in the world. I am not thrown into the world; rather, I feel I am a participant in and
a producer of the world. I am part of it through my presence in it. Heidegger’s analysis is too
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bodiless and without a sense of the complexities of a differentiated society where people
act and make choices. Even though SuZ and later texts by Heidegger present analyses of the
body and space, they still take place on an abstract level of philosophy. I want to grasp the
immanence of experience: the joys and pains of the monstrous body that manifests itself
for the singular being, to extract from the specific body-consciousness a completely unique
sense of being and its openness. In other words, I want to grasp the code for life that takes
place in the singular bodily being and actually makes it resolve things – which Heidegger
intentionally evades in SuZ.

2.A.1. EXCURSUS 2: MERLEAU-PONTY AND THE BODY

‘Behind the spoken cogito, the one which is converted into discourse and into
essential truth, there lies a tacit cogito, myself experienced by myself. […]
The tacit cogito, the presence of oneself to oneself, being no less than existence,
is anterior to any philosophy.’15
(Maurice Merleau-Ponty)
1.

The great achievement of Maurice Merleau-Ponty was to activate the philosophical discourse
surrounding the body, giving the latter a new status within the former. Through an inspired
reading of Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology, he entered into the perceptual field not just
of the transcendental body (the universal body that is the a priori condition of the consciousness), but of his own body, as that site from where the world begins. Merleau-Ponty was
searching for an originary relation to the world before the theoretical assessment of it (which
he called ‘la pensée du survol’). His phenomenology can be seen as an attempt to relocate the
Cartesian notion of subjectivity to the bodily flesh within the world and thereby overcome
the dualism inherent to rational thought. The reflexive subject (the transcendental ego) is a
situated subject. It is first and foremost incarnated. Behind the cartesian cogito there is a silent
body-awareness, a tacit cogito, a certain way in which the human flesh is present to itself.
By assuming the incarnated subject as a starting point, Merleau-Ponty pushes phenomenology a step further than Heidegger, who had transformed phenomenology by explicating the
structures of the life-world of the phenomenological subject in the first place. In Heidegger’s
interpretation, as we have seen, the idealistic subject of phenomenology is a grounded and
historical subject. Merleau-Ponty develops the insights of Heidegger in order to create his
own version of phenomenology in his doctoral dissertation Phénomenologie de la perception
(1945). Later, Merleau-Ponty radicalises the explication of the life-world through his concept
of the flesh (le chair) as that intermediate structure that produces me as a seeing and seen body
in the midst of the world.16 Merleau-Ponty contributed to phenomenology with his philosophy of the body as the passage to the meaning of the world.
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1.1.
The component of the body within the concept of own being (doubled with the mediating structure of the self) is due to my early reading of Merleau-Ponty.17 My existence was
resonating from the first reading. I discovered myself as a body with all its emotions, conflicts, aggressions, fears and desires. My body, my fire, my pain. Merleau-Ponty opened
the space of the body; that original source that powers my life, experience and complete immersion into the world. This is the fundamental genesis of own being: that each
body is, but has its own mysterious, nebulous beginning. My origin is veiled in darkness
( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
1.2.

To Merleau-Ponty the body was le corps propre in the sense that I know the body as my body.
‘But I am not in front of my body, I am in it, or rather I am it.’18 The body is the principle ownership
of the subject in the world, the site for the incarnated subject.The body determines what own
being could mean, and why we had to think this bodily space, because it cannot be escaped. It
is, as the Ancient stoics believed, my prison, but also as the moderns believe: my ecstasy. My
body belongs to me – I am in my body.
1.3.

As a professor of child psychology Merleau-Ponty was inspired by Gestalt-theory (Köhler)
and the structural approach to perception, body-image and linguistic abilities (Piaget). To
Köhler and Piaget, as to Merleau-Ponty, the body was not a fragmented, dismembered entity,
but a principle of unity.19 The principle of unity is constituted as a system of equivalences within
the body, enabling it to remain in a dynamic relation to the world, and yet staying in balance.
It lives in a constant adaption to the changing conditions and surroundings both internal and
external. This system of equivalences emerges as the totality of both the image and scheme of
my body. The body-image is my conscious knowledge of my body; the body-scheme (in English translation, body-image) is the unconscious system that makes the body ‘work’ without
us thinking about it ( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).
1.3.1.

The main force of the body is not to exist within a structure, but the ability to surpass existing ones and create new ones. ‘What defines the human being is not the capacity to create a second
nature – economically, socially, culturally – beyond the biological nature, it is rather the ability to move
beyond the already created structures in order to create new ones.’20 Transgression, not as erotic adventures in the sense of Merleau-Ponty’s contemporary George Bataille, but in the creative
and expressive sense of the body, is paramount in his concept of the body. It is the body as
an active entity attempting to grasp by expressing the meaning of the event. Thus the body is a
force-field: an ability to do something practical with the world before it becomes theoretical.
It is not ‘I think, therefore I am’21 but ‘I can, therefore I am.’22 To Merleau-Ponty, my body is this
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awareness of my capabilities, my intimate relation to the objects, whatever guise they come
in – as clothing, tools, furniture, food or cultural objects. I know something about the world,
because I can do something with it, and I do it in a certain style that I have acquired through the
course of time. ‘The body in general is a totality of paths already traced, of powers already constituted,
an acquired dialectical foundation upon which a superior power to give form is operating, and from where
the spirit establishes itself as meaning.’23
1.4.

Merleau-Ponty derived his theory of perception from the double-sidedness of the body as an
entity that is both sensing and sensed, touching and touched, seeing and seen. This chiasm or
intertwining of the senses with their objects and the field of perception, Merleau-Ponty called
the reversible relation: a hyper-dialectic between subject and object, object and subject. To him,
only thought, not the actual lived body, separated the seer from what is seen, the touching
from what is touched. The body itself contained this principle in its very constitution: with
my hands I touch myself; with my eyes I see myself; with my ears I hear myself; with my nose
I smell myself. Merleau-Ponty took this double-sidedness of our body to be a metaphysical
structure: ‘The importance we attach to the body […] is therefore related to a more general drama
which arises from the metaphysical structure of my body, which is both an object for others and a subject
for myself.’24 It is metaphysical in the sense that the co-presence of two perspectives – my body
experienced from within, and my body experienced externally by another – grants the human
existence a fundamentally indeterminate structure. This is the power of the reversible relation
located within the body itself ( > 1.B.5. The double movement of intimacy and violence).
1.5.

Another important difference between the scientific phenomenology of Husserl and the existential phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty is the attention given to the situation by the latter: ‘All that we are, we are on the basis of a de facto situation which we appropriate to ourselves and
which we ceaselessly transform by a sort of escape which is never an unconditional freedom.’25 Again
and again in Phénomenologie de la perception Merleau-Ponty describes the body as an entity that
exists in – and takes up – the meaning of the situation. And this is where the political and the
concept of freedom appear – since a situation for a subject is not the neutral pure intuition
of a perceptual object in front of me with all its Abschattungen and practical meanings. A situation means to be engaged, but also exposed to the violent forces of a situation, impelling me
to take a position in a world of conflicting values and perspectives ( > 2.B.2.4. Self-agency
and engagement).
1.6.

To Merleau-Ponty the world begins with my own body: Le corps propre. It is my passage to
the world of others, the sensation of the social world. My corps propre is constituted within
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a space of intercorporeité: my body exists only in relation to other bodies. We cannot separate
ourselves from our intimate bodily presence to the world; a world that is not chaos, but a
structured meaningful whole, the horizon for my life that nourishes me in all its latency of
being flesh: an intertwining of the body with objects, and objects with the body. As a nonphilosopher, I have attempted to think this flesh, but by transposing Merleau-Ponty’s concept of raw being into the concept of the body. A raw being in the body is a monstrous body
( > 1.A.5. Raw phenomenology).

2.A.2. THE MONSTROUS BODY

‘No one has thus far determined what the body can do.’26
(Spinoza)
1.

The monstrous body is the constant displacement of expectations of the perfect and presentable body. The monstrous body manifests itself in all its multiple states of being: it is ugly, hideous, ridiculous. It reeks and smells; it takes a shit and farts numerous times a day. It urinates,
it masturbates. It has pimples, warts, scars, blisters, wrinkles; it has bone fractures, sprains,
bruises, bite marks. It spits, it burps. It is anorexic, it is obese. It has diarrhoea, it has haemorrhoids. The body is lascivious, the body is frivolous. The body sucks, pukes, dribbles, spits.
It is erected, it flexes. It giggles, it pants. It is relaxed, aggressive, generous, kind, open. The
body laughs, cries, whispers, mumbles. It stammers. It talks. It fights, it shouts, it screams,
it hits. It contracts itself into a tube of vomiting flesh. It fucks in all possible positions: from
above, below, behind and from the side. Into the vagina, the rectum, the mouth. It fist-fucks,
skull-fucks, animal-fucks. It is molesting, it is testing, it is wrestling.
1.1.

The space of the monstrous body is a force-field. It has muscles everywhere: in the face, on
the arms, the legs, the belly, the chest. It has veins and arteries; pumps and contractions; explosions and implosions. The muscles are power and can be trained for speed, precision and
strength. The muscles can be violent and direct, but also restless, lazy, tired and exhausted,
because the body has to sleep. The body is balancing in the world. It moves. It wriggles. The
body has spasms. It runs, it jumps, it falls. It rises again. It can be ecstatic. It can be erratic.
It takes drugs, drinks alcohol. It is melancholic, depressive, it commits suicide. It will be
struck by old age. Wrinkles disfigure the face, the hands, the legs. It has burned skin, transplanted skin, traces from knife cuts, names and words sliced into the surface. Skin-writing.
The monstrous body is an environment: it can have illnesses in every form: viruses, infections,
inflammations, mutations, food-poisoning. It has fevers, it has colds, it has tooth-aches, it has
snot and blood running from the nose. Everywhere something can grow on or in the mon58

strous body: fungi, worms, lice, cancers, microbes. It is rotten inside and its leftovers stink
( > 4.A.3. Dispersed being).
1.1.1.

The original rationale of the monstrous body is first to breathe (screaming), then to defacate
and urinate; to see, to smell, to listen; then to eat (to suck); then to sleep, giggle, smile, yawn;
then to wriggle, then to crawl; then to walk and then to talk. My monstrous body has from the
beginning been a scandal, since it is filled with desires and impulses, fear and longings, wishes
and aggressions, joys and happiness. The body is capable of all these actions, sensations and affects, though not simultaneously, which makes it impossible to say exactly what the monstrous
body is in-itself. It is an affective force: making me moody, but also joyful. We feel affect (as a
state of being) when we are challenged, provoked, hurt or happy. Affect is a response to the
world and affects heat us up, because affects have a temperature, conveying colours, and make
us go blind. Affects overpower the rational consciousness; they are an invasion. Affects burn
within me. My body is capable of all these affects,27 actions and responses that together constitute my power of expression to convey an inner state of excitation. My body is constantly
modulating itself. And yet, throughout my life, the activities of my mediating self are directed
towards the controlling and governing of my monstrous body; forcing the impulses and affects
to comply with the meaning of the situation. In other words, my mediating self exists in relation to a heterology: the heterogenic impulses from my body that manifest themselves as an otherness within my own being28 ( > 2.A.2.7. Expression & 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
1.2.

Even though we designate the space of the body as monstrous, this does not mean that we
regard the body as a monster. We do not condemn it as sinful or look down upon it, as in
Platonic discourse. We call it the monstrous body because we wish to enlarge the concept of
the body by including all the possible manifestations of what it is capable of. My body is participating in the idea of a body, and therefore also what the body is today, what is has been and
what it will become. A monstrous body has no limits to its excesses of madness; no atrocity is
foreign to it. I am part of a body-concept that is capable of all the monstrosities of which we
as humanity know. The monstrous body is the whatever body. In the end it will displace me,
but also leave me behind. It will desert me. It will become the host of a lethal sickness or
surrender to the crash of the real. I have been given a body and one day it will be taken away
from me ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness & 4.B.1.1. Formal aspects of physical violence).
1.3.

Enveloping the flesh is the skin: a psychic enclosure of the body that has openings that make
me vulnerable. I can suffer from sudden inflammation, a rash, a burning fire from beneath my
skin, an absolute craving to scratch my body, so blood appears. The skin is the largest organ of
the body, the original differentiation between me and the world. A cell divides into two, four,
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eight, sixteen… until billions of cells are clustered together, becoming first the foetus, then
the child, the grown up – always packed in skin. My skin reflects my situation in the world. It
reveals my physical condition (tired, relaxed, sweating, fresh). If I am in danger it will react:
my pulse will increase (the veins becoming visible), I will start panting (the face becoming
violet), the hairs on my skin will erect (like a hedgehog). If I become embarrassed, I will flush
red in the face, as if the skin were a mirror of my inner disaster, or put differently: the skin as
a social membrane upon which the event is stamped ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
1.3.1.

From the surface of the skin and the size of the body we can decipher the age of the body as
it is absorbing time and being destroyed by time. As an organic object it has entered the greedy
game of time. It has natural beauty, but this will disappear. It is entropic and it will crumple
in the end, departing the world all alone, eaten up by worms in the ground or reduced to
ashes in the flames. But as wretched bodies, we are not without means. From the moment
the new-born infant arrives in the world it must as quickly as possible be laid upon the naked
chest of the mother or the father. With the softness of its parent’s voice, the tenderness of
touching, the odour of the body and skin against skin, a warm feeling emerges of being swept
up in an order of love, protection and belonging that will hopefully last until the final breath
( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.3.2.

My hands reveal through their surface and size my kind of work, and thereby my position in society. Are they smooth, elegant, fragile, or large, rough, textured, scarred? Do they have tattoos,
rings, false nails? I look at a pair of hands and see a specific aspect of the body: the perimeter of
the body-zone defining the self-reflexive ability of the body turning back on itself. My hands can
touch my body everywhere. They create a ‘fog‘ around the body, because their gesticulations
draw a halo around the intimate space of the body. My hand reaches out and caresses the world,
thereby making it intimate to my body ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2: Merleau-Ponty and the body).
1.4.

The event of the body is the print of its form: my body-space is my space of capability. Merleau-Ponty writes: ‘The body is our general tool [moyen] to have a world’29 and ‘I have the world as an
uncompleted individual, through the power of my body as the potentiality of this world.’30 This power
‘to have a world’ as an uncompleted individual can be understood in relation to the physical
condition of the body, since each body has a ground form (Grundform). A ground form is the
state from where the virtual inherent to each body can be actualised. The body is always in a
certain physical condition (its condition of health), but this can be altered in either direction
(either as a potential or as a deterioration). I can – through practice, discipline, focus and
self-transgression – enhance my physical capabilities. I can train to run a marathon by running
longer and faster, enhancing my breathing and running techniques, but the actual running is
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a manifestation of my specific physical form. Surrounding each body is, then, a atmosphere
of virtuality. Yet, only to a certain extent, since my virtual space is conditioned both by my
physical constitution and by my talent for this or that. A dancer, mountain-climber, painter,
writer, waiter, soldier, bricklayer and heart surgeon all operate in fields of practices where
the body is performing differently. Each body-form is disclosing a specific way of being a finely
tuned body: a specific being-ability.31 Because my body is the passage to life, my experience of
being is determined by my bodily movement through space ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger
and Dasein & 3.A.1.3. Culture).
1.4.1.

‘I can take it!’ My body has a certain kind of resistance to the environment. I can endure specific
types of food, the blazes of the sun, the waves of the ocean, the stress of modern life. But
only to a certain point. When my limit of endurance is transgressed or I can no longer endure
the given crashing itself upon my screen of consciousness, I simply crack: have a breakdown
( > 4.A.3.7. Depression).
1.4.2.

Within each performative field I delineate a distance to the average and the extreme (the 0-1
distribution). My body exists in relation to an abstraction of what can be expected of a body
with such a weight and age. The points given in athletics are determined not in relation to
who I am competing with, but to the official chart, my distance from the norm. If I run 100
metres in 15 seconds it is expected. But to run it in 12.5 seconds is exceptional and the points
given are much higher ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
1.5.

Each body has a tension: Körperspannung. Almost as if electricity is running through one’s
veins, it has a currency: is it weak, slow, lacking in energy and almost crumbling into nothing; or erect, quick, vital and ready to fight. The tension in the body testifies to the way in
which the body is present in the world, how its internal physical condition can immediately
be discerned from the outside.
1.6.

Each vision carries its own perception of the world. A perception of the world is conditioned
by what the body has seen. So much time has passed, with the eyes seeing the world through
the body, making the body the expression of compressed time. Each body is accumulated time
in a specific way that lives within a time-structure. We see this relation to temporality in the
eyes. The body is encapsulated time. Whatever body we see is a body that has endured time,
preserved itself until now. We see a specific manifestation of how a self has become master
over a monstrous body ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self & 4.B.2.1. Temporal-planes
and generations).
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1.6.1.

Eyes can be poisonous, like arrows; haunting, vicious, direct. They can be glued to an object;
they can look so fiercely into the back of another, that he feels somebody is watching him.
I look into the eyes of another for a short moment and I see everything ( > 3.A.1.5. Internal
co-habitation and the other).
1.7.

The structure of my body – placement and number of arms, fingers, legs, intestines, head,
eyes and brain – is a genetic composition that produces the form of my body-space. Evolutionary theory estimates this composition to be approximately 100,000–200,000 years old.32
Thus the structural form of my body does not originate from me as a sovereign subject. I have
not created my body. This composition has been handed down through layers of genetic mixing – each generation splitting and recomposing the previous one. What are the structures immanent to the body that enables it to exist as a body – before it exists as a reflexive subject?33
1.	The skin as the sack containing but also differentiating the flesh of the body from

the world (as an object).
flesh of the body consisting of blood, tendons, muscles, fatty deposits and
nerves.
3.	The vital organs, each carrying out different types of production necessary in
sustaining the body as living.
4.	The brain (which also regulates temperature, metabolism and nervous system)
as the central station for the organisation and cognition of information, dangers,
threats, possibilities, consciousness, memory and emotions.
5.	The heartbeat insuring that the blood is circulating and pumping the different
elements around the body.
6.	The bones (the skeleton) as the inner structure for the configuration of the body
and the place where new blood-cells are produced.
7.	The respiratory system (the lungs) whereby the oxygen is absorbed into the
blood and transported away.
8.
The immune system that detects and eliminates foreign microbes.
9.	The regulation of temperature (37.2º C) whereby the body remains on a optimal
level. It needs to slip only a few points above or below this level and the bodysituation becomes critical.
10.	The metabolism of the body whereby the body is able to consume and digest
nutrition and energy.
11.	The nervous system registering pain and regulating the different components
and vital activities of the body.
12.	The perceptual organs directed towards different sense-registers: eyes (vision),
ears (sound), nose (smell), mouth (taste), skin (touch).
2.	The
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13.	The intestines capable of de-composing nutrition and transforming it into energy

usable within the body-system, and simultaneously transporting away wasteproducts (urination, defecation).
14.	The balance-centre within the brain that enables the body to remain vertical and
maintain equilibrium during motion.
15.	The sleep-centre that regulates the body’s need for rest and re-generation.
16.	The acid-base balance within the body.
17.	The lymphatic system carrying the lymph towards the heart.
18.	The hunger-signals activating the body to search for food and water.
1.7.1.

These are the structures and systems that we as laymen know of – to the medical specialist
many more can be added. It is the function of these structures to keep the monstrous body
internally in balance in relation to a changing environment in the world (homeostasis). To a
certain extent, these elementary functions of the body are beyond the reach of the reflexive
subject (but not modern medical science). They are impersonal structures that constitute the
body as a space. The incarnated reflexive subject is grounded upon all these structures, which
can be studied and effected separately, but together constitute an organic totality that makes
the body a functional unity within and with the world.
1.7.2.

Since – practically and physically speaking – the reflexive subject is embedded in its own
flesh, it makes sense in the care of the self to take care of this body. The body is the site of the
self, because without a body there would be no self. To care for the self is also to care for
the body. To take care from a normalised point of view is to eat and sleep properly, with no
poisoning through alcohol or narcotics, no unsafe sex and plenty of physical exercise. This
top-tuned self-disciplined body could also in a cultural sense be a boring body. The increase
in the numbers of fitness-centres, bio-grocery stores, awareness of one’s body-rhythm, the
weekly announcement of new cures for obesity, the well-known dangers of modern office
and cyberlife in front of the screen – all testify to a change in the view of the body: the body,
not as a machine, but as the construction site of the self I wish to build. The body is a sign of me
expressing myself: the visual appearance is the manifestation of my identity, of that self I desire and I wish to believe in. Being over or under weight, displaying ugliness, bad skin, smell,
ill-considered clothing – all point to a lack of self-care ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity
& 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
1.8.

In the following we will circumscribe the sub-components feeding into the concept of the
monstrous body: the sexual plane as an initial bodily differentiation; the sense of being singular
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as a body; of having a brain that filters and cognises the world; that it has an experience of life;
is given in relation to circular desire; takes pleasure in itself as in auto-eroticism; that it has the
need and power to express; and finally that the monstrous body has secrets that determine what
remains hidden. These components give the concept of the monstrous body its texture, the
interior depth of the body; they delineate forces that the mediating structure of the self has to
organise and negotiate in a given being ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).

2.A.2.1. THE SEXUAL PLANE

‘Sex is not a fatality: it’s a possibility for creative life.’34
(Michel Foucault)
1.

Simultaneous with the body’s entrance onto the temporal plane is its sexual differentiation:
either a penis or a vagina.35 This is the sexual passage that determines the experience of the
own body-space, the position in the game of social reproduction and what will become the
desired sexual object in this game. The sexual plane allocates either man or woman into a
game of seduction, roles, positions, stereotypes and objects of desire. It is the position upon
the sexual plane that determines the body as an energy-transformer and production-site. The sexual plane is a distribution of differences constituted through gender. The gender can be identified
through the sexual organs – the bodily attributes of either man (penis) or woman (vagina);
facial appearance; tonality of voice; cultural conventions regarding hair-cut, makeup, fragrance and clothing, and lastly the distribution of hormones within the body that influence
the personality, since the function of hormones is to regulate sexual lust, moods, aggressions, fears, desires, metabolism, stimulation or inhibition of growth, and social performance
( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.1.

The dominant masculine hormone testosterone, and the feminine hormone oestrogen,
named during the 1920s, became a way to determine the principle characteristics of the two
different sexes. These definitions were limited to the knowledge and ideologies prevalent
at the historical moment of their appearance, and testify to the constructed nature of our
understanding of the sexes.Yet this constructed understanding does not take away the effects
of hormones upon the brain, because as regulating biochemical substances their function is
to prime new ways of acting and behaving through a modification of the brain’s perceptions
and the configuration of the body as a production-site. The masculine body, for instance, will
with the onset of adolescence be ‘flooded’ with testosterone that will ‘masculinise’ all the
adolescent’s thoughts and ways of acting, and radically transform the visual configuration of
his body: stimulating brain circuits, enlarging the testicles, activating the growth of muscles
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and bones, making his beard and pubic hair grow, deepening his voice and lengthening and
thickening his penis. The most dramatic change happens in the brain’s sexual-pursuit circuits
(the hypothalamus), which will double in size, pushing sexual pursuit to the forefront of his
consciousness. The difference between the sexes, from the perspective of hormones, is that
in the male brain it is testosterone, vasopressin and the hormone MIS (Müllerian Inhibiting
Substance), and in the female brain it is oestrogen, progesterone and oxytocin that generate
different types of behaviour ( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).
1.2.

Human sexuality is not a clearly defined space; rather, it is a spectrum of sexual possibilities. The
process of discovering what my sexuality could be is simultaneously the production of that which
becomes my sexuality. The sexual plane on which I exist is therefore a position within the totality of all possible sexual manifestations outlined between the hetero-normativity-system36 and
the homosexual-plane. In between is a spectrum of bi-sexuality, tendencies, transgressions and
perversions; of hybrid forms where agents switch backwards and forwards between the planes;
between the games of seduction, fantasy, realisation and imagination. In this space we find both
gender-roles and gender-masks. Humans who cross the borders of the stereotypes experiment with
the culturally ascribed positions of their ‘natural sex’, flipping back and forth between the different semantic regimes clustering to either the male or the female. An interesting figure in this
game of sexuality is the transvestite, who constitutes the reversal of his or her natural sex. As exception, the transvestite paradoxically affirms the average manifestation of either masculine or
feminine sexuality. A transvestite plays with roles and codes ascribed to either side of the sexual
plane, and by playing, presents an ironic attitude towards the conventional space of sexuality. The
transvestite is at once a danger to the system of normalised sexuality, and yet re-affirms the latter’s existence. By positioning themselves on the ‘wrong side’ transvestites push the multitude
further into the secure space of fixed gender roles: the hetero-normativity-system.
1.2.1.

A sub-phenomenon is the question of transgendering. These are instances where a man feels
like a woman or a woman feels like a man and pursues this feeling to the point of altering his
or her body through surgery, hormone treatments, name-change and clothing change. These
instances are always a challenge to any existing social order, because they completely reverse
our expectations to what sexuality means in a social and bodily space. Transgendering is a
creative relation to what most people see as a fatality.
1.3.

A name given to a human being follows the differentiation upon the sexual plane: a boy’s
name or a girl’s name. It determines our expectations of strangers whom we only know by
name, yet some names given to people in Anglo-saxon culture can be both female and masculine: Nicky, Charlie, Ray, Lou etc. ( > 2.B.2.1. The self-constitution: the name, the face).
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1.4.

My consciousness of being on the sexual plane is reaffirmed every time I touch my sexual
organ, which is numerous times a day. Touching my sexual organ is a true reversible relation
to my body (an intertwining, a chiasm) as Merleau-Ponty described it. We cannot distinguish
between the consciousness of being on the sexual plane and having a sexual organ: they are
intertwined – and abruptly severed in instances of castration or altered in cases of transgendering ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2: Merleau-Ponty and the body & 2.A.2.6. Auto-eroticism).
1.5.

Along with my being on this sexual plane goes my ability to transform energy: metabolism.
Without the chemical transformation of nutrition within my body I simply could not exist. I
would die of starvation. I need to eat food to gain the energy contained within it. All mature
bodies have consumed a world of food – in one way or another. The first step in this enzymecatalysing process is called catabolism, where organic matter is broken down and the energy is
harvested by way of cellular respiration. The next step is an anabolism, which uses energy to
construct the needed components of cells such as proteins and nucleic acids. Crucial to these
chemical reactions within metabolism is the sequence of enzymes, which act as catalysts for
the processes and regulate the level of metabolism in relation to changes in my surroundings.
Metabolism is found in all living organisms and determines what is poisonous and what can be
digested. It is my fundamental ability as a body to decompose the world and transform it into
energy needed for my self-preservation ( > 2.B.2.2. Self-preservation and self-transgression).
1.6.

The sexual plane distributes the features of what marks out the body as a production site.
A woman is capable of producing eggs (approximately 400–500 in a life-time) that can be impregnated with semen and develop into a foetus. The mature woman produces an egg once a
month in a cycle with different distributions of hormones that are circulated according to her
ability to become pregnant. A man is capable of producing semen (4-5 millions spermcells
a day) that can inseminate the female egg. After nine months a baby is born. Following the
pregnancy the woman produces milk from her breasts.This fundamental asymmetry between
the female and male body as a production site influences their positions within the game
of seduction and social reproduction. A woman can produce the offspring, but only within
a limited time-period (on average between the ages of fifteen to forty). When she reaches
menopause, she loses this virtue of youth: the sexual appeal that follows from her ability to
have a child. In her period of youth she is super-attractive to men (and is constantly looked
upon as a possible object of desire), but must be sure to find the right man who will protect
her and the offspring. A woman is therefore vulnerable in a different sense than a man, due to
her position upon the sexual plane ( > 3.B.1.3. Asymmetry in social relations).
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1.6.1.

A man is differently posited upon the sexual plane, first of all, through his deep urge to penetrate the vagina and disseminate his semen as widely as possible (Darwin). He enters later
into the game of seduction and social reproduction, but as an old man he can often still procreate with a young woman. His masculine desire can lead to tragedy, since it has no end and
can never be fulfilled – as if he could imagine sexual intercourse for the last time ( > 2.A.2.
The monstrous body).
1.6.2.

In our modern medical age these differences between the sexes are dislocated due to contraception, abortion and the artificial insemination of women. The possibility of altering
the positions and options upon the sexual plane has been radically expanded, and become
a question of cultural politics: for or against contraception, abortion or artificial insemination. Yet, whatever the dislocations of sexual differences, the basic dynamics of the body as
a production site exist. We have as a civilisation merely shifted the gradients, not the actual
content, as we would if medical science succeeded in enabling a man to give birth to a child
( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
1.7.

The male gaze objectifies and thereby destabilises the ideal equality that there could be between the sexes. What is the nature of this objectifying gaze? When my male gaze with the
power to objectify casts its glance on the female body, it is searching for something that corresponds to my desire. What do I see, but a world resonating with the vibrations of my own
desire? Through my gaze I search for the arousal of my desire, because desire elevates my
being. I strip the female body with my mind, undress it, simply see her naked body. I imagine
my fingers caressing her skin. I see myself lying naked next to her body.To undress the woman
is to objectify her, to reduce her to an object of desire; but it is also to admire her, make her
worthy of my desire. A ‘sexy’ woman corresponds to the desires of a whatever man. I want
her to look me in the eyes, return my gaze and grant me the right to desire her. But the woman
who has the power to attract my desire, looks me in the eye and asks: are you even worthy of
my desire? In the process of objectification, the forces of desire are put into play: the female
can attract and deny my desire, but also seduce me to believe that she desires me. Seduction is
what constitutes the play and distribution of intensities, expectations, denials and fulfilments
on the sexual plane ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
1.7.1.

Sex-life is at the centre of the mind, since it constitutes us as human subjects (I am my bodily
difference) and it designates our position in the game of social reproduction. Sex-life contains
the whole spectrum of human existence from absolute joy and ecstasy to horror, disgrace and
violence, since the movement of the erotic is not confined to normalised contractual hetero67

sexual desire. My body has to live with the transgressions of the monstrous body within me.
It represents my interior infinity, as Levinas would say. In order to survive the strange nature
of our desire, and obtain the pleasures inherent to the body, we develop through puberty and
onwards in life a rationality towards our sexuality ( > 2.A.2.6. Auto-eroticism & 2.B.2.1. The
self-constitution: the name, the face).
1.7.2.

The night is a strange phenomenon since it can accommodate the process of my desire. To enter
the process of desire is to alter the intensity and meaning of a given space and my engagement with it when I go out into the night: entering into the bar, the night-club, the party, the
dance-hall, the discotheque. In this movement towards dark spaces of transgression my being
becomes potential. I surrender to my impulses and my desire manifests itself. From the night
I want the truth of myself ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
1.8.

The sexual plane is differentiated within society as generic worlds specific to the feminine
and masculine sex – building sites, police-forces, military forces, heavy industry and road
construction are predominantly masculine work-spheres, for example. Historically, we are
witnessing a change in the proportions of sexes in these generic worlds, but still some remain
masculine, such as renovation and building sites, because of the sheer physicality involved
( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms).
1.8.1.

From a formal viewpoint, sexuality is an orientation towards certain domains of people, objects and types of pleasure. To know your desire means to place different domains of people,
objects and types of pleasure in front of your gaze. The orientation is literal: ‘I look in this
direction.’37 In our choice of sexual partner our desire is structured in typologies: ‘She’s not my
type!’The widespread existence of internet-dating sites testifies to the power of this typology:
on each site the sought-for other can be narrowed down by entering specific search features.
A part of the typology is also the generic social aspect: Doctor-dating, Farmer-dating, Elitedating, Academic Dating, Beautiful People.
1.8.2.

Two homosexuals walking together on the street are immediately recognised, as if they exist on
another plane of erotised existence. The body is sexualised and sexuality is bodily, or ‘there is interfusion between sexuality and existence, which means that existence permeates sexuality and vice versa,’38
as Merleau-Ponty writes. Is the hetero-normative-reproductive system also a plane of erotised
existence, in the sense that we are erotised on a generalised level, allocating specific roles to
masculine and feminine subjects, and that our bodies take part in this game – either by conforming to it or by choosing different paths of sexual practices ultimately queering the world?
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2.A.2.2. THE SINGULAR
2.

Our singularity as bodies is differentiated through our fundamental relation to the sexual
plane. Whether I am a masculine or a feminine body is decided at the moment of conception.
As a mature body, this differentiation designates the distribution and production of hormones
(testosterone and oestrogen) that facilitate our affects and desires as a body. From coming
into being as a sexual body comes another differentiation, because the body is singular in a
very specific sense: I am the only one carrying this exact genetic code (DNA) in this historical
moment. This constitutes the rationale behind the archiving of criminals’ fingerprints. And
yet, my DNA-Code does not belong to me (as if I invented each element of it), but testifies
to a long human lineage that belongs to nobody. According to recent scientific research,39 a
DNA code is an extremely refined inventory management system whereby whatever macromolecule is needed by the 50,000 billion cells that constitute the body is at its disposal here
and now. This means that my fingerprints are mine alone, and yet my body is the most generic
that exists: I exist together with the six billion other bodies (and the previous generations
before me) that constitute ‘Mankind’. My body (as a healthy functional body) is conditioned
by the same structures as all these other bodies. In exceptional cases, as when I have a rare disease, have been born with a defect, a talent, or a gift – my body stands out from this generic
mass as the one with these specific features.
2.1.

It is the power of the accidental to make me singular and even abnormal. My bodily singularity could be being tall, small, fat, thin, pimpled, scar-faced, paralysed, considered beautiful
or ugly, attractive or repulsive, but also young or old, sick or healthy, since these accidental features affect the way I experience my body. If we wish to think about the flesh of the
body on an ontological level, does this not necessitate a differentiation of the types of bodily self-experience – not just in a specific moment, but also in relation to my position on the
temporal-plane – the difference between being old, young, a child or an adult? There is a
difference between the bodily being of a twenty-year old and a sixty-year old, and this difference influences the perception of my singularity. The professional soccer-player, whilst he
is young, experiences his body as the passage to a specific space of the social (the match, the
stadium, the reward, the applause, the recognition and the media attention), but after retiring through age or injury, he is excluded from the previous body-space of his prime-time
( > 1.B.4. The relations to being).
2.2.

Through my movement in time, I accumulate my singularity as a specific being with a story
and a social identity that is inscribed into my flesh. I have become an absolute difference,
because in my present situation I am an accomplished singularity: the one who has sustained
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this flesh, survived until now, displaying a certain power to exist. My whole inner being is
marked by how the game of existence has been played; how I have survived within a body
and a social environment in history. All the twists and turns my life has taken, the unexpected
and unforeseen paths of being that I have encountered or pursued, open in the course of life
towards a space of non-identity within me: an infinity that escapes the sameness of being. My
singularity as a generic human arises from the access I have to my interior darkness: an opacity containing the whole of my past and which I can bring to the point of illumination, to the
threshold of visibility, in the act of remembrance and self-narration ( > 2.B.2.5. Self-narration).
2.3.

Singularity is that which escapes the violence of the generic category. My singularity can be
absorbed when I become a statistical data, member of a group or just a generic identity (a
contemporary visual artist). Statistics is a way of dividing the social into units, parts and data
– in order to discover the tendencies of the present (predicting the future) or the movements
of the past (understanding the present). What is entered into in statistics is a question of definition, and since definitions are dependent on knowledge, interests and values, the content of
the statistics reveals what is legitimate at a given historical moment. The number of suicides
and patients suffering from depression, for example, is historically increasing due to new
working definitions of suicide and depression as clinical facts. Subsuming the intensity of an
empirical difference under abstract categories is the inherent violation within every idealist
thinking. Each approach to the human situation must depart from the singular and from this
point determine the forces configuring the life lived. In that moment of disaster, pain, violation, death and illness my singularity is present as something interior. I am the one with this
lethal sickness; the one who is violated or living in pain. This pain is in a phenomenological
sense real. It gives itself to me. It is ‘running’ within my body as water runs through a river,
making me singular ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).

2.A.2.3. THE BRAIN
3.

My brain reveals itself phenomenologically when I have a headache, become dizzy, unstable
or I am tired. I cannot see my brain; it is there as pain, which makes my being in the world
intolerable. I cannot see, hear, talk or think – I cannot endure the given of my world, because
my brain is suddenly there as a resistance.
3.1.

The brain is the governing centre of the body. Without the brain there would be no coordination of the body in time or space, but it is not separated from the body. Body and brain are
intertwined through the system of nerves, the hormonal system and the mirror-neurones
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that both reflect and simulate the surrounding reality. The brain is constantly filtering the
information of the world by reducing complexity to simplicity. A filter is a way of seeing
and perceiving the world through a focus that enables me to navigate, since I narrow down
the amount of information to something accessible. My brain-filters enable me to close off
information so I am able to focus and concentrate.Yet, when I travel to foreign places I do not
have the necessary filter to protect myself from the overwhelming surroundings. The strange
world enters freely into my nervous-system and I cannot resist it. To engage oneself in the
world of artworks is similar to that of travelling: to constantly seek out new territories where
one’s filters fall apart and one must learn to perceive and feel the world again ( > 5.B.3.5
Poetic licence: the work of art).
3.1.1.

Our capabilities to act in the world begin in a nebulous darkness. I no longer have any clear
remembrance of that point in time: my early years of childhood. Here, the basic tenets of
the brain are constituted: to keep the body in balance, differentiate between types of pain,
temperatures and shadings of light; between different kind of odours: the fragrance of the
mother, the father, the stranger; the smell of a bedroom, a comfort zone, the stench of rotten
meat and milk gone bad; between textures, surfaces, qualities of matter: hard vs. soft, fluid
vs. inert matter. It is an implicit knowledge of the world that makes me functional. It is within
my body as an universal knowledge: all upright humans have a functional balance centre.
Later, all the different brain-centres for cognising and representing the world, which are reinforced during childhood and through education, become larger the more they are used and
appreciated. This means that the mature brain is specialised, because of the active connections
that have been made between neurons, cells and transmitters. A specialised brain signifies the
total sum of all acquired skills and competences. My brain is my being-ability as a specific
tuning to a life-zone and a culture ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
3.1.2.

Culture constructs a certain filtering of the world. It is the expression of a certain formation of life-values through which a group organises and protects itself from the generalised violence of being. My filtering of the world, e.g. what I cognise and categorise as being
significant and important, is a reflection of the cultural system in which I am participating. But I exist in a reversible relation to the world, and my position within this cultural system is never fixed. It is possible to change my filter by consciously reflecting upon
it, and through the active appropriation of another culture I can learn to see with other eyes
( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
3.1.3.

Creative minds have different filters that allow objects, thoughts, ideas, sounds and images to
become present in an immersive way (Schopenhauer). In order to become a generic singular71

ity (as a qualitative difference to the ordinary) the brain must have different filters allowing
for different kinds of perceptions and associations. This could be the transformative powers
of institutions, that by changing the filters of an agent enlarge the spectrum of meanings and
nuances she or he is able to perceive – and produce ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions & 5.B. Generic
singularity).
3.2.

The brain differs on a central point from all other organs and limbs of the body. Whereas
the latter cannot replace themselves if they are removed or damaged, the brain is flexible.
If certain areas for speech are damaged, they can be relocated to other zones of the brain.
At first glance, it might look as if our system of representations and the way we are is a fait
accompli. But, in the flow of life, we can change and alter them according to new desires
and altered surroundings. We are not imprisoned in the dreadful being of whoever we are
( > 5.B.1.5. The transformative self).
3.3.

From neuroscience we know that there is a difference between the architecture and chemistry of the female and male brains. This difference depends on the distribution of hormones
that change during our lives. The onset of puberty radically alters not only the physical shape
of the body, but also the ‘filters’ of the brain, the way the world is perceived and which types
of behaviours become dominant. We simply change in life along with the changes in our
brains ( > 2.A.2.1. The sexual plane).
3.3.1.

My identity is intimately connected to my brain, since without the powers of memory and
recognition (the memory and recognition of myself, my name, of the people I know, my family, my past, of everything I have seen and felt and learnt) I am nothing, just flesh in a sack of
skin ( > 4.A.4. The ecstasy of memory).
3.3.2.

My brain is a mystery to myself. Whenever I surrender to the necessity of sleeping I can
suddenly be dreaming, never knowing when or what the content will be. My brain is like a
private cinema where I am the director, the actor, the location-scout and the audience. In my
dream, strange things happen, illogical actions take place, I travel with the speed of light, I
simulate myself in foreign surroundings. Dreams can haunt me, become nightmares, but they
can also inspire me, become anticipations or warnings of things about to happen. The dream
represents the ultimate power of the brain because it is the creative recreation of the world.
It is a space where my defence systems and common-sense rationalities are put on hold, and
a world suddenly bursts forth upon me – a world from which I wake up ( > 5.B.3.4. Operationalised schizophrenia).
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2.A.2.4. EXPERIENCE
4.

Each reflexive subject contains and presents a life-experience.40 This life-experience represents
the totality of experiences that have clustered together, and thereby authorises the statement presented (‘I say this, because I have experienced it’). The life-experience is an internalised
knowledge about life. By the sheer fact of being incarnated in a living body I have an experience of life-until-now-lived ( > 5.B.2.5. The generic singularity as a teacher)
4.1.

Experience of life is deeply private, and yet we need to share it with others, make it public.
From experience we extract a knowledge, a sense of what is possible and what is not. We recount and narrate our experience in order to communicate our understanding of life. Every
human being has an experience of what life has offered them; of what they ‘have been through’,
and this experience is by its very nature limited. I account for what I have seen with my own
eyes, heard with my ears and felt with my body. Every moment I have experienced with my
body has been and will always be real to me ( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).
4.2.

Everybody has a life-experience, yet not everyone has authority. Authority is more than just
basing an account upon the romantic notion of an experience: ‘That I experienced it’, as Rousseau stated in his Confessions (1782).The experience has to be transformed and validated through
the production of some kind of work or performance of some kind of identity. It has to be
given a shape, so that it can be re-experienced by others. When I am able to re-experience an
experience through another medium – language, music, images, film or architecture – it can
force me to recognise the experience as real. I achieve my authority through the quality and
urgency of the work I have produced. If I have authority I am convincing. And this convincing power is what makes others change their conception of what reality is. He or she who
speaks with authority will be able not only to change life itself, but also the life of others
( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being & 5.B.2.5. The generic singularity as a teacher).
4.2.1.

By producing a body of consistent work, a generic singularity is able to gain authority, since
the consistency testifies to a certain powerful experience. In some cases, it is the extra-ordinary experience that legitimates a specific cultural practice and makes it personal. Without
the experience of circumstances, events, traumas, the violence of being and the historical
situation, the work will have no authority. The author who writes about the concentration
camp receives his authority not from his style of writing, but because he experienced it. He is
not the subject who chose the experience, but the subject who survives it and lives on, simply
to bear witness to it.41
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4.3.

One of the most fascinating accounts of experience can be found in Hegel’s Phänomenologie des
Geistes (1807). In the introduction, he describes the experience of a spirit travelling through
the different stages on its way to self-completion (absolute knowledge). This passage from one
stage to the next is constituted by experiences of rupture (Bruch-Erfahrungen). A rupture happens
when the instruments used to assess a reality are inadequate. What the consciousness knows
about the world forms a system, which is tested by the new experience. An experience of
rupture makes me break apart; it is an earthquake within me; destroying me; shattering me;
utterly pulverising my human form. It leads to the extreme possibilities of life as explored by
Georges Bataille in L’experience interieure (1943). The experience of rupture can be of infinite
darkness. When the experience surpasses what is already known, it forces consciousness to
abandon the previously known and produce a new knowledge. ‘This dialectical movement, which
consciousness undertakes both of itself, its knowledge and its objects – insofar as the new true object
appears – is what will be called experience.’42 So my experience of life is exactly those ruptures I
have survived, but also transformed into a useful knowledge of life ( > 4.A.2.3.1. Pheno-event).
4.3.1.

The experience is had when there is something outside consciousness (‘The Thing’/ Erste Ansich) that transcends the instruments of measurement (the existing knowledge of the world).
It is from the outside, the violence of being in whatever-form, that the consciousness is forced
to break apart, tear down and reconstruct its previous knowledge in a new expanded form
(Für-es-Sein dieses Ansich). This is the nature and potential of a true Bruch-erfahrung. It is an
enlargement of our life-experience: an experience of the limits of our understanding (Grenzerfahrungen). It is the nature of these experiences of the limit to change the physiognomy of
the mind ( > 4.B.1.2. Catastrophe).
4.3.2.

Hegel’s concept of experience is not experience in an empirical sense. In the paradigm of the
latter, experience is that which can be gathered as the sense-data of an object such as a table
or a chair. It is sense-data that I can measure and objectify, and from which empirical theory
must reflect and build its concepts. For Hegel, experience has consequences.43 It is experience
as a reflexive movement, a knowledge that is developed and reflected through the work of
the spirit, attempting to grasp its own situation in the world. Through this working of the
mind, a new relation to the world is produced, and that is the consequence: a new outlook
on the world. The sudden death of my father shattered me. I survived his death, but not as the
same person. I was transformed by the experience, because I was forced to reflect and feel
it: make his death meaningful as a lesson for my life. From that moment on, I belonged to
the community of the father-less and in a strange sense it made me more free. His death was
a new beginning for me: by doing what I wanted to, I was keeping his spirit alive ( > 4.A.1.
Finitude and death).
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4.4.

The experience of rupture can manifest itself in-whatever-form and become a trauma. A
trauma is an open wound from where I am still bleeding: I cannot produce the necessary
reflection that allows the wound to heal. A trauma can be repressed, but also be confronted
through the constant re-encountering and re-enactment of the scene of the event (the Freudian anamnesis). How the trauma lives on and even usurps the reflexive subject in the memory
of consciousness depends on the public scale of the event44 and the psychic constitution of the
person (the distribution of character, forces of personality and reflexive subjectivity).The experience of the violence of being will therefore depend on the form and the capacity to produce the experience as a reflection. In a general sense, the violence of being as an experience
leaves a scar, a trace on every human soul, but in the mastering of this violence we enhance
our capabilities to live and experience life. Growing up is to learn – through experience – to
assess the violence of being. Every human alive testifies to a body that has until now survived
and still has the capability of staying alive ( > 4.B.1. The violence of final being).

2.A.2.5. CIRCULAR DESIRE

‘So one never forgets anything, one never goes forward and forward,
you are always moving in a circular way, and nothing is ever finished until you leave.’45
(Philip Guston)
‘The human spirit is prey to the most astounding impulses.
Man goes constantly in fear of himself. His erotic urges terrify him.’46
(George Bataille)
5.

Desire is circular. It maintains itself in an outward movement in an attempt to fulfil the lack,
but when it returns, it re-affirms its own existence as desire for this specific object. And yet, even
when it returns, it still moves around itself, projecting its energies, conflicts and longings
onto images, new objects and other people. Circular desire flows and transgresses its previous relations into unknown paths and crevices. It affirms the fundamental heterogeneity of
being. It is the nature of circular desire never to desire the same object twice in the same way.
Circular desire empties itself; it consumes itself, but it also fulfils and renews itself. When it
comes to loving a woman this means to constantly re-love her. In order to desire her as one
out of all women one has to (potentially speaking) desire all women just to desire exactly her
(2.B.3. Love).
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5.1.

My circular desire disperses me. It is inhuman. It alienates me. There are moments when it
completely takes control of my body. It can suddenly make my disciplined self evaporate. It can
cripple me, make me lie and even hide. It takes me on adventures in the world and forces
me to be in the world differently. It is a movement towards a non-being outside of myself.
And yet, circular desire also allows me to return to myself, because in the act of returning I
grasp the full significance of simply being alive. I am here, right now, in this body, in this situation.
If I did not return, I would no longer exist in any form whatsoever ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a
feeling and a life-form).
5.2.

‘Eroticism is that within Man which calls his being into question.’47 (Bataille). Eroticism is the constant playing and dispossession of human existence. Everything we take for granted is brought
into play in eroticism as the subtle thwarting of the social boundaries keeping everything
and everybody in place. In the eyes of Bataille, culture becomes the direct expression of the
aim to represent the object of Man’s desires. In the double movement of consumption and
production of culture, we search for an object that resonates with our inner being. ‘Man is everlastingly in search of an object outside himself but this object answers the innerness of the desire.’48
To be erotised as existence is the feeling of not being completely transparent to myself, since the
play of erotic forces dismantles me; shatters my inner being; transports me to the limits
of my existence, of good and evil, and here tempts me with the unthinkable, the undoable
and the unacceptable. ‘In essence, the domain of eroticism is the domain of violence, of violation.’49
Just as fly-paper makes the unfortunate insect stick to what becomes its own burial ground,
I am attracted to desire to the point where I could be destroyed by my encounter with it
( > 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
5.2.1.

Sometimes I want to tempt myself, because in tempting the supposedly controlling ‘I’ (ego),
I am confronted with the truth of my desire: that ‘I’ want something ‘I’ cannot justify or
speak about. It forces me into the unknown of strange illogical actions and in these moments
destroys my public self. It takes me to places I don’t know. It transforms space into a space of
transgression. A strange dangerous truth originates from my desire about which I must remain
silent in order to survive. In this silence speaks the shadow of the official truth about me
( > 2.A.2.8. Secrets).
5.3.

Circular desire projects itself onto imagery. Weird and strange. The image in turn desires
something back – but what? What does desire wants from us? Circular desire consumes the
intensities embedded in these mental images in order to produce a surcharge within the body,
so the ecstatic climax can be achieved (as in the auto-erotic consumption of pornographic
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material). In the act of fulfilment desire moves between images constituting a palimpsest of
memories, fantasies and actual scenery. Desire captures itself as an image, as if it cannot exist
without the image. When desire has become that image, it will circulate within the mind of
the desiring body, reactivate and reignite itself in moments of excitation, as when thinking
about a desired body that ‘turns me on’ ( > 2.A.2.6. Auto-eroticism).
5.3.1.

Man must honour the object of his desire if he wishes to be within the circular structure of
desire. Not only in the sense of wanting to return, but in his returning to honour this returning. I honour the woman I love through gestures such as kisses, hugs, words of affection;
through flowers, clothes, objects; through making food, taking her out for dinner, going
places; through making plans for the future, by saying that I love her. These gestures are part
of the fundamental techniques of recharging the batteries of desire ( > 2.B.3. Love).
5.3.2.

The image of the special other empties itself, and without the circular movement of desire,
it would dry up. Desire has to be restaged and reinvested into a new image of the beautiful
other (or supplemented with another passing object) through the process of seduction. Seduction is on a formal level the ability to let the surfaces and borders of control enter into the
realm of play. I am seduced when something offers itself to me in a way where my forces of
resistance are questioned, but also posed in a ambiguous way. Should I, should I not? Could I?
Do I want to? She said: ‘My desire has at least twenty times eaten you alive’, as if her desire were
something other than her, a subject with its own will that entered her consciousness in order
to produce the scene where she saw herself eating my body. It is not the actual content of her
desire that makes her desirable; it is that I am in the centre of her desire as something desirable, whereby a primordial omnipotency of my ego is established. Desire in a relationship is
never equally distributed ( > 3.B.1.3. Asymmetry in social relations).
5.4.

‘Man’s desire is the desire of the Other.’50 (Lacan). When we speak, we speak to the desire of the
other. I am saying what I think (sense) they want me to say. Is it to satisfy my desire to be
accepted (recognised) or because I want to know the truth about myself, through the desire
of the other? Only the other can illuminate the truth about me. This explains the element of
narcissism in circular desire: if my desire is affirmed by another, I love myself as the subject
with the right to this desire from the other. I am recognised. Through the act of desire, I wish
to desire myself as this specific desiring being. In the intertwining of my body with another I am
affirmed as worthy of desire (the desire for my body, my being). This fundamental structure
of desire is what Lacan inherited from Hegel: I desire the desire of the Other in order to be recognised as the subject with the right to this desire. My desire cannot exist alone; it is mediated
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through the social. Everybody is in need of desire. Desire is the affirmation of being, and yet
desire distorts. It is never there where we think it is: it displaces us ( > 3.A.1.5. Internal cohabitation and the other).
5.4.1.

It is fundamental to the human body to feel (to be touched, kissed, licked, embraced and
penetrated) the desire of another body (to be recognised as a worthy object of desire) and to
desire another body (by touching, kissing, licking, embracing and penetrating).
5.4.2.

The human body is not an empty site with a neutral desire. What colour would it have? I am
judged by my social surroundings for the desires I have (and do not have). Everywhere the
forces of desire are invading and attacking me, if not my parents, then commercials, institutions, neighbours or ideologies. We are surrounded by projections that enter into our lives
and dominate us; force us into certain patterns of behaviour and self-understandings. It is the
power of this generalised desire to produce reality. Our surrounding world is over-whelmed
with ‘Western’ reality. Could freedom be the production of our own desires, by first wrestling ourselves free from the desires projected upon us and then inventing our own? How can
we de-authorise desire in whatever form it has? Is this the function of self-therapy: know thyself?
Know the forces that are constituting you as this specific being ( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).
5.4.3.

Desire as lack is experienced in the encounter with the visual objects distributed by the commercial world. Here, lack is projected upon me as something I don’t have, but must have, in
order to become complete as a human subject (the epitomised false consciousness of middleclass consumer ‘freedom’). But, I can never fulfil this lack, because the object of desire can
always be upgraded, become more rare, luxurious and expensive ( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle,
the media).
5.4.4.

What I have, the other wants; what the other has, I want. This is in essence circular desire
unfolded in social space as mimetic desire. I desire the object of the other, and feel how he copies my desire for something. Mimetic desire is visible among peers who compete with each
other; between classes that benchmark themselves with their neighbours; between brothers
and sisters who constantly fight for the same things: the attention of the parents, the number
of gifts given and the allocated spaces of freedom ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
5.5.

In the erotic space, my desire drives me towards the ecstasy of continuity, because I originate
from here: ‘We are discontinuous beings, individuals who perish in isolation in the midst of an incom78

prehensible adventure, but we yearn for our lost continuity.’51 (Bataille). Human desire has not yet
achieved itself. It is not yet what it wants to be. This lack (the yearning for our lost continuity with being) is therefore a not-yet-being, to quote Ernst Bloch, which produces a certain
coming-into-being in the totality of humanity in its current state; a coming-into-being that is
also a reaffirmation of an own being within the given. Re-affirmation is a search for new ways
of directing, intensifying and presenting desire within a given context, thereby establishing
itself as circular. In this incessant circular movement, I am granted the possibility to see what
I love with new eyes.
5.5.1.

Lying naked in bed with a woman and feeling the white heat of skin against skin, completely
surrendered to the burning desire of not just my body but also her body, I experience the
beauty of continuity within the sexual union. The moment I kiss her, when our tongues enter
each other’s openings, we can no longer speak or even think. The act blocks the access of rationality. We are nothing but this mass of entangled bodies surrendering to a primordial state
of pure bliss. Alcohol, drugs, meditation, massage, persuasion, money and even violence are
used to obtain this passage towards self-transgression within the space of ephemeral continuity
( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).

2.A.2.6. AUTO-EROTICISM
6.

An important aspect in the relation between the monstrous body and the mediating structure of the self is self-pleasure as auto-eroticism or masturbation.52 In the act of masturbation
everything is connected within the totality of my being. My mind is sexualised and my body
is eroticised. Both sexes do this, because of the constitution of the genitals: their ability to
arouse pleasure. It is fundamental to the self that it can take pleasure in itself: derive a pleasure from this bodily origin in the flesh. Here we will only limit ourselves to the male aspect
of auto-eroticsm due to our own location on the sexual-plane; the female reader knows the
pleasures of her own body from within, and is free to think this pleasure for herself.
6.1.

Auto-eroticism begins with the arousal of the sexual organ of the body. Either by self-stimulation, a perception of an erotic object or situation, an erotic conversation (e.g. over the
telephone) or by some image (physical – pornographic material – or imaginative – memory
or fantasy) that is charged with erotic energy. The charging of the visual image can happen
through pornographic material: exposing the nude body in intercourse or through erotic narratives. But the erection of the penis does not always lead to masturbation. Certain external
conditions are required in the act of masturbation, such as being alone and having ‘time off’,
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though masturbation can also take place between a couple. In rarer instances, masturbation
can also take place within a group – often between men in an ejaculation contest.53
6.2.

The act of auto-eroticism is directed towards the unleashing of sexual energy in the body with
the climax being the moment of ejaculation. Masturbation is physical, inwardly connected to
the heat of the body. It can be fast. It can be slow. The result is an inner ecstasy that cleanses the
body of surfeit energy, freeing the body instead of turning it into restrained body-energy.54
After masturbation, a quantum of relaxing energy flows throughout the body, making the
fantasy disappear for a short duration of time. This is the cathartic element of auto-eroticism.
A kind of cleansed state of body and mind is achieved – as if the simple act of auto-eroticism
makes the irrational force of the haunting fantasy evaporate. Masturbation also unleashes
sleep hormones and gives the feeling of relaxation, which makes it a suitable weapon against
insomnia ( > 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
6.3.

We understand male masturbation as culminating in the ejaculation of sperm during orgasm.
Before this happens, the monstrous body has long before (from the age of four to five months,
when the infant discovers his penis/her vagina) been ‘playing’ with the genitals in a similar
way to masturbation. The ability to masturbate and ejaculate we see as one of the entrance
points from childhood into puberty.
6.3.1.

Masturbation is also used to describe certain behavioural phenomena where, especially men,
‘jerk off’ in a metaphorical sense: displaying a specific type of power that gives them pleasure
( > 3.B.1.4. Power & > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
6.3.2.

A sub-phenomenon of auto-eroticism is masturbation in front of strangers: the blotter.
6.4.

The mature act of auto-eroticism is about learning to control and postpone the climax as part
of a sexual economy of the self. Through masturbation I learn the signs for the different stages of
the act with their specific intensities, so during intercourse I know ‘when I am about to come.’
6.4.1.

The erect penis is always in search of something to penetrate for the sake of ejaculation. A phallus is the symbol of male desire: power and potency. It can be dangerous if it is used to violate
another, but also embarrassing in the wrong context – the swimmer in a public bath having
an erection. But the absence of an erection can be disconcerting: being unable to perform
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sexual intercourse, because there is no tension in the penis. Here, the flaccid penis becomes
the symbol of impotence as a lack of power and potency.
6.5.

Masturbation can take place in the realm of fantasy. I fantasise a situation with myself present
and in this realm I perform a physical action that is directed towards the erotic climax of
orgasm. A fantasy can haunt the mind for days, or suddenly appear as an instant urge to be
released through masturbation ( > 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
6.5.1.

There is something treacherous about fantasy. It denies the laws of obligation; it trespasses into
the forbidden; it attaches itself to almost every type of sexual object. Fantasy is indifferent; it
commits adultery without hesitation for the sole purpose of pleasure and satisfaction. Own
being is haunted by fantasies. We can say that fantasy is both fantastic and fatal. It draws on
imagination and the arousal of desire. It makes me daydream, imagine all kinds of situations
where I fantasise about myself and the object of desire. It can be fatal when my fantasy takes
me into the space of the forbidden and makes me do things I later regret. Fantasy can be absolutely private, only taking place within the individual, but it can also be public, taking place
in the realm of a group and displayed through media. Fantasy erotises existence; transforms
existence into a state of excitation ( > 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
6.5.2.

Present in the auto-erotic body are two forces: a) the desire of the imagination, which stages
a scene for the fulfilment of desire; b) the desire of the body, which through auto-affection
stimulates the genitals in order to produce the orgasmic climax. While the physical act of
masturbation in privacy is legal, the desire of the imagination is able to stage the most forbidden and perverse scenes where the person enacts itself as another-desiring-being. My desire
can be dangerous to myself. After a strange encounter with the forces of the imaginative
desire the reflexive subject asks itself: do I really desire this? Is it I who desires this to happen?
( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
6.5.3.

Everybody has his/her reservoir of fantasies, places in which to transgress erotically: the hotel, the basement, the woods, the garden, the swimming pool, the beach, the bath-tub, the
jacuzzi, the train-cabin, the aeroplane; in the toilet, on the kitchen table, the office-desk, the
elevator; on the backseat of a car, a truck, a motor-bike. And so it happens.
6.5.4.

The largest immaterial world powering the activity of auto-eroticism today is the internet,
where the traffic related to sexual websites is estimated at approximately 30 % of the global
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activity. Since the internet is mediated through the computer situated in the private sphere,
this makes it an excellent tool to watch porn, upload home-made sex-videos and to find
sexual partners through the various dating sites, each with its own profile. This activity on the
internet testifies to the truth of the monstrous body.

2.A.2.7. EXPRESSION

‘We live to express.’55
(Louis Kahn)
7.

The monstrous body is an expressive entity. It expresses feelings, emotions, states of mind. It
cries, screams, shouts, laughs, whispers, pants and moans. It expresses itself through music,
words, imagery and the spatial distribution of objects. Expression is given form through the
voice, the face, bodily appearance (allure, attitude, gestures). The ability to express the world
with one’s voice and body comes before what we know as human civilisation. Expression
is primitive (and therefore also ‘more’ true). Music and visual imagery (form-likeness) are
the most immediate atmospheric powers, since they enter the nervous-system directly. The
psychic state of the body conveys itself as a melody, as if there is a tonality to the body (the
total expression of walking, talking and embracing). From the voice we hear either the fragility or the authority of the body, as if the voice is a space between two walls that constitute my
emotional spectrum.
7.1.

There is an algorithm behind the force of expression. It is a certain way to express oneself
that can become a style, a certain way of twisting and distorting the material, so it becomes
analogue to an interior state. The algorithm produces a coherent deformation56 of the material.
My body is my algorithm, a double bind of both the powers of spontaneity and the powers of
formalisation. My algorithm is my style.57 When I express myself I am searching for myself.
I search for the right sound, sentence or configuration of the visible. But, my search is not
completely chaotic, it is governed by a certain pregnancy (Cassirer) through which I distort
the material in a specific direction. This pregnancy testifies to a certain artistic volition, the
manifestation of a will-power generating the artistic output. My expression is embedded in
matter as distorted transcendental subjectivity ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
7.2.

An expression is the sign of a disequilibrium between the flesh of the world and the flesh of
own being. Expressionism is the sign of a monstrous body not in balance with the surroundings; an inside that desperately needs to externalise itself, while this externalisation is never
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complete and adequate.The expression is always behind the original expressive state of being;
the attempt to become direct and unmediated through a medium, tracing out a sign of this
inner disequilibrium. It is at once tragic and beautiful. As Kierkegaard says in Either/Or: ‘What
is a poet? An unhappy man who hides sorrows deep in his heart, but whose lips are made in such a way
that the sighs and screams that flow through them sound like beautiful music to the world.’58
7.3.

Expression can be a purely semiotic process: a simple ‘wild’ gesture without any feeling ‘behind’ it (as in the paintings of Troels Wörsel). Expression can be the experience of producing
signs very quickly (express). Expression can be resistance. It can be the watermark of an incarnated subjectivity surrendering to the affects of the monstrous body, but also responding to the
perception of the world with affects: hate, love, envy, aggression, admiration, jealousy, pride
and revenge. In the act of expression we have entered into a territory where a sub-rational
power has taken control of us and forced us to express ourselves. This force is resistance to
whatever situation I might be in: I scream if I am attacked, I cry if I am unhappy and I shout if I
need help.
7.3.1.

Own being is a primordial space of expressivity where the sovereign utterances of life appear from the depth of the body. The multitude of ways in which humans express themselves
testifies to the necessity of art and culture in its broadest sense. We are expressive entities. We
need a bridge between our agitated nervous system and the world. In the state of expression
we are raw beings. Uncooked, indigestible. We live to express ourselves, because expression
is inner excess ( > 5.B.3.5. Poetic licence: the work of art).

2.A.2.8. SECRETS

‘Whoever wishes to keep a secret must hide that he possesses one.’
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)59
‘When I keep my secret, it is my prisoner; if I let him loose, I become his prisoner.’60
(Schopenhauer)
8.

A secret is knowledge circulating within a limited sphere ranging from one person to a small
group. But it is a special kind of knowledge where the consequences of its publicity cannot
be controlled, and in its revelation it will radically change the common perception of the
person or group in question. Secrets are connected to embarrassing, unlawful or forbidden
acts, shameful and disgracing for the perpetrator if disclosed. Silence surrounds secrets as the
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unsaid in a conversation or the movement away from the real subject. Every human being
knows the secrets of others and has secrets of his own.
8.1.

What is the nature of a functional secret – a secret where the person in question wishes it to remain a secret? First of all, a functional secret is surrounded by silence and the constant attempt
to destroy and hide any traces that may lead to the revelation of the secret. In the moment of
transition, where the secret is passed on to a third person, the secret is accompanied by the necessity of a promise and a warning: ‘You cannot say this to anyone, but did you know… ?’ and ‘If you say
this to anyone it could have very damaging consequences’ or ‘I will never trust you again if you pass it on.’
8.2.

A functional secret can be alive. Depending on the nature of the secret and the forces of the
traces that point towards the secret, the secret can have its own life in the mind of the perpetrator. Like a ghost, it can return unexpectedly and haunt the inner realm of the self as both
a scenery and a voice. I live with my secrets as a prison full of prisoners. My secrets are like
the garbage-can of my mind.
8.3.

With the temporal distance produced by time, the secret can lose its power, or the act can
be overwritten by other more powerful events, making the secret minor and insignificant.
A secret can also be repressed, purely forgotten, so the person who committed the wrongdoing no longer remembers that he did it. In cases where the rights of another human have
been violated, the memory of the violation still exists as a trauma, and can return in an act of
revenge or a confrontation with the truth: ‘I have never forgiven you for what you did.’
8.4.

Secrets are our strangest asset. They testify to our inhumanity: the infusion of animal being
into our most humane aspirations. When I smile at a woman – doesn’t it really mean that I
want to sleep with her? My secrets are like weapons pointing towards myself, because at any
moment they could potentially destroy me. My secrets force me to present to others the
most convenient truth (out of several options).They live just on the other side of my skin, and
tune my perception of the world without anyone noticing. The true nature of my monstrous
body is a secret, so I must hide behind a veil of lies ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
8.4.1.

‘Our secret experience cannot enter directly the field of our conscious awareness, but at least our consciousness can know just when it shifts out the way the thing it condemns. So our deepest truths come up to
consciousness as something accursed and condemned, as sins in fact.’61 (Bataille). Having a secret is a
pressure on the ego, because as a repressed fact it returns just on the surface of consciousness,
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as a doubling of the consciousness. One can be talking to someone, and in the silence while
listening to the other, a voice speaks from within: ‘This is not the whole truth. You might think you
know the truth about me, but you don’t. Nobody does. Not even myself.’ It is secrets that determine
what is said and what remains unsaid; what is visible and what remains invisible. To protect
my secrets (my prisoners) I am forced to dissimulate my surroundings. My secrets constitute
my opacity (Glissard) as a human being.
8.4.2.

A man walks down the path of virtue and comes to the end all dressed in white. ‘What a boring
life you must have led’, the gatekeeper says and sighs. Another man walks down the path of virtue, and only once has he taken a step into darkness. The gatekeeper looks at the black stains
on his white clothes and says in contempt: ‘Get out of here, you ugly bastard.’
8.5.

Very few are able to live a double-life, but everybody seems to live a life with black holes,
crevices and small incidents of the forbidden. When the forbidden becomes a behavioural
structure and the gesture towards the same type of object (an illicit lover or the secret misuse of alcohol and drugs) repeats itself, then life splits itself into a double with a façade and
a hidden side, a keeping up of appearances and the strange shadowy actions that are done in
secrecy and silence.This is a heightened elevated state of being, a kind of intensified and nervous state where being becomes thrilling and dangerous, but also doubled with an awareness
of the consequences: disgrace, shame and possible rejection from a social order ( > 4.B.1.4.
Transgressions and limits).
8.5.1.

As a human being I have secrets that I will not tell anyone. I am hiding something and I assume that others are hiding secrets in some way or another. Through the simple fact of being
a carrier of secrets, as the one-with-a-secret, I know that the world of appearance is never the
true picture of the world. It is because of my access to my own interiority that I know that
whatever appears, this appearance is not absolute.
8.5.2.

Transgressions transform places into crime-scenes. My own transgressions are therefore attached to space as memories that return when I re-visit those spaces in either private or public – to have intercourse in the kitchen or masturbate in the toilet of a train
( > 2.A.2.6. Auto-eroticism).
8.5.3.

Confessions are the offspring of secrets, because not all secrets are confessed. Confessing a
secret – whether a lie, a crime or transgression – is to seek forgivenness or punishment. I
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confess, because I cannot live with my own lies within myself: I want the other to judge me and
either forgive me or reject me from their social order.
8.6.

Agents working in the state-security apparatus exist behind an official veil of secrets. These
secrets are not of an intimate human nature, but of another degree of intimacy. A stateintimacy; the innermost secrets regarding the vulnerabilities, capabilities, actions and deeds
of the state and its enemies ( > 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
8.6.1.

Other generic occupations in systemic modernity are also subjected to the duty of confidentiality: the priest, the doctor, the lawyer, the psychotherapist, the company worker, the
social worker, the military commander and the secret-service employee. All these people are
carrying and protecting secrets, which is why they are sometimes subjected to torture (he
who knows, but will not tell) or granted almost mythical powers (he to whom I can confess
my darkest secrets). In their daily lives they guard the secrets of others, the company or
the state, and this forces them to draw limits regarding what is sayable and what is betrayal
( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms).
8.6.2.

The whistle-blower is he who comes forth from the murky darkness of state secrecy and reveals the truth behind the public appearance. A whistle-blower is always a threat to the state,
because he jeopardizes the security of its members working undercover in the field or the
plans for the future. To turn against the state demands great courage, and this courage comes
from the indignation against the wrong-doings of the state.The whistle-blower is always justified through morality, because the state is doing evil.

2.A.3. HEALTH
1.

Health constitutes the precondition of bodily happiness. As Aristotle, and later Schopenhauer,
both recognised, a body in pain, regardless of the extent of the pain, cannot take its mind
away from this pain. If my tooth aches, my whole body is in pain. When I am ill, my body renounces the outer world, I become half-alive and I retire to bed. I become a night within the
day. A sick body does not affirm life – it endures life, waiting for the moment of redemption
in either recovery or death ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness).
1.1.

A quality of life is embedded in our senses that becomes apparent in the moment of their dis86

appearance – blindness, deafness or an amputated limb. In the healthy body one’s senses are
open towards one’s surroundings and organised through systems of perception that positively
filter the sensations of the world. To be in a healthy fully functional body is to be like a fish
swimming in water; it does so without noticing. My healthy body is the natural condition.
In a strange way, we take our bodies for granted and cannot accept that they can be working
against us. Nature within can turn against us as virus or lethal sickness. Suddenly my bodyspace is no longer a space of transcendence, but a space of negativity and self-annihilation.
When I have cancer, my body is mutating, dissolving and disappearing. A lethal illness completely alters my perception of the world, myself, my temporality and my engagement in
the world of others. I lose myself, not to the world, but to the pain of my body. Illness is the
privation of health, and sickness reveals both the memory of the good (and unnoticed health),
and the desire to be healthy again. To not be in good health means a general weakening of our
senses, our perceptions, our desires and our will. It means to be in pain, but also in a state of
dispersed being ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness).
1.2.

All physical activities are joyous when I am in good health. Sports, leisure and fitness are
preconditioned by the state of good health. I go sailing, swim, ride a bicycle, run, have sexual
intercourse, when I am feeling well. This is the intimate ecstasy of my body: the well-being
unleashed through accomplishing something with my body (the dopamine rush).
1.3.

An important distinction within phenomenology is between Leib and Körper, the first being the living body, the latter the body as an object which is under the medical gaze, such
as a corpse or a body operated on by a surgeon. It is the Leib that is living in the life-world;
that which I outlive and discover the world through. But, it is the knowledge of the Körper
gained through medical research that rescues me in moments of injury and lethal sickness.
Heidegger’s distinction between Zuhandenheit and Vorhandenheit is the analogue difference in
perspective between Leib and Körper. It is my Leib I am living with and through, that which
is there as a passage to life; it is my Körper that I read about in the medical books that present
charts of organs, bones, veins and arteries. The first is intimate (Zuhandenheit), the second a
distanced relation to an object in front of me (Vorhandenheit). It is the power of modern science to produce this difference in perspective that transforms me into what Foucault called
a transcendental doublet.62 This distinction describes the situation of seeing oneself sensing,
analysing one’s own condition of appearance, and yet being present to the self-same situation.
After Heidegger, this splitting of my existence becomes an ontological problem. Through science, I can detach myself to such a level that the detachment in itself becomes natural, and I
can no longer access my living body as lived 63 ( > 4.A.2.4.1. Present absence).
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1.4.

Health today is no longer just the healthy body as something that does not need attention
from a doctor or the healthcare-industry. A healthy body is the object of bio-politics, because
the healthy body works well, consumes well and costs nothing. Georges Canguilhem was one of
the first to realise how our sense of health informed the practice of medical sciences and the
active use of medical knowledge. Health is the sense of being able to live life with maximal
force, to be full of energy. The role of the doctor is therefore to restore the pathological sick
body to the aspired state of the healthy body. Health is normative, because in each period in
history we find an idea of the healthy body and what it can do ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, biopolitics).
1.5.

We drink to ‘good health’ because it is the pre-condition of our happiness.
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2.
OWN BEING

2.B. THE VIOLENCE OF OWN BEING
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2.B.1.THE USES OF THE WORD ‘SELF’
1.

The many uses of the word ‘self’, either in conjunction with a verb (e.g. self-accusation), a
noun (e.g. basic self), an adjective (e.g. self-styled) or as a possessive noun (e.g. yourself) testify
to its significance in our generalised existence. Gathered here are all the examples encountered during the research for this book.

a.

Self-acceptance
Self-acclaimed
Self-accomplishing
Self-accusation
Self-advancement
Self-admonition
Self-aestheticising
Aesthetics-of-the-self
Self-affection
Self-aggrandisement
Self-agonising
Self-alteration
American-self
Self-analysis

Ancient-self
Self-anaesthesia
Animal-self
Self-annihilation
Self-anticipation/
anticipatory
Antique-self
Self-apparition
Self-appearance
Self-appointed
Self-apprehension
Self-approval
Architecture-of-the-self
Aristotelian self
Self-articulation

Artistic-self
Self-assertion
Self-assurance/assured
Self-attribution
Self-authentic/authenticated
Self-authored/authoring
Autobiographical-self
Self-authorisation
Self-autonomy
Self-awareness
b.

Bad-self
Basic self
Beautiful-self
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Self-becoming
Self-being
Self-belief
Self-belonging
Better-self
Self-bewilderment
Biological-self
Body-self
Self-burnout
c.

Self-capability
Self-care
Cartesian self
Self-cartography
Self-castigation
Self-celebration
Self-censorship
Self-centredness
Century-of-the-self
Self-choice
Circle-of-the-self
Classical-self
Self-closure
Collective-self
Crippled-self
Self-criticism
Self-coercion
Self-cohesion
Self-commissioned
Self-complacency
Self-completion
Self-comprehension
Self-concealing
Self-concentration
Self-concern
Self-condemnation
Self-confidence
Self-confrontation
Self-congratulating
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Self-consciousness
Self-consuming
Self-constancy
Self-construction
Self-contained
Self-contemplation
Self-contentment
Self-contextualisation
Self-control
Core-self
Self-correction
Self-cult
Self-cultivate
Culturally produced-self
Self-culture
Self-curation
Current-self
d.

Darker-self
Self-deception
Death of the self
Deep-seated-self
Self-defeating
Self-defence
Self-definition
Self-demonstration
Self-dependent
Self-depreciation
Depressed-self
Self-depravation
Self-description
Deserted-self
Self-design
Self-designation
Self-desire
Self-despised
Self-destruction
Self-destroying
Self-determination

Self-devalorisation
Self-development
Self-devouring
Self-diagnosis
Self-differing/difference
Self-differentiation
Self-directed
Self-discipline
Self-discovery
Self-disdain
Disintegration-of-self
Disinterested-self
Self-dislocated
Self-dispersed
Self-dissipation
Self-dissolution
Self-distortion
Self-distribution
Self-division
Self-doubt
Self-dramatisation
e.

Earthly-self
Self-ease
Self-ego
Eastern-self
Self-education
Self-effacing
Self-efficacy
Self-elaboration
Self-embarrassment
Self-emergent
Empirical-self
Self-employment/employed
Self-empowerment
Self-enclosure/enclosed
Self-encompassing
Self-endurance
Self-enforcement

Self-enjoyment
Self-enrichment
Self-ensnarement
Entire-self
Self-erasing
Self-esteem
Ethics-of-the-self
Self-evaluation
Everyday-self
Self-evident
Self-evolving
Self-examination
Self-exculpating
Exhausted-self
Self-existent/
existence
Self-expansion
Self-experience
Self-exploration
Self-exposed
Self-expression
Self-externalisation
f.

Self-fashioning
Fake-self
False-self
Self-finite
Self-flagellation
Self-focus
Self-forgetfulness
Self-form/formation
Former-self
Fragile-self
Free-self
Self-frustration
Self-fulfilment
Functional-self
Future-self

g.

Self-gathered
Self-generated
Self-givenness
Self-giving
Self-glorification
Self-governance
Self-grounding
Self-guidance
h.

Self-hate/hatred
Heightened-self
Self-help
Hermeneutics-of-the-self
Hermetically-sealed self
Herself
Hidden-self
Higher-self
Himself
Historical-self
Selfhood
Human-self
Self-hygienic

Self-indwelling
Inflated-self
Self-infliction
Self-inhibition
Inmost-self
Inner-self
Self-innovation
Self-inspiration
Self-intellection
Self-intensification
Self-interest
Self-interpretation
In-the-last-instance-self
Into-the-self
Self-intuition
Self-involved
Self-irony
Selfish
j.

Self-jeopardise
Self-justification
k.

Self-knowledge/knowing
i.

Idea-of-the-self
Self-idealisation
Ideal-self
Self-illumination
Self-immanence/immanent
Self-immolation
Self-impelled
Self-importance
Self-imposing
Self-impressed
Self-imprisonment
Self-improvement/improver
Self-image
Self-indulgence

l.

Self-laughter
Self-learning
Self-limitation
Self-living
Self-loathing
Self-loss
Self-love
Lower-self
m.

Self-made
Self-management
Self-manifestation
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Self-manipulation
Many-selves
Self-marginalisation
Self-mastery
Self-medication
Self-memory
Meta-self
Minimal-self
Self-misery
Self-mockery
Self-model/modelling
Modern-self
Self-modification
Moribund-self
Self-motion
Self-movement
Self-multiplicity
Self-murder
Self-mutilation
Myself
Self-mythologising
n.

Self-narration
National-self
Natural-self
Self-negation
New-self
Non-self
o.

Self-oblivion
Self-occupation
Self-objectification
Old-self
Oneself
Self-orientation
Self-oscillation
Other-self
Outer-self
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Overburdened-self
Self-overcoming
Self-overestimating
Own-self
p.

Paltry-self
Self-paralysed
Parental-self
Past-self
Self-perception
Perfect-self
Self-performance
Self-perjury
Self-persistent
Self-persuasion
Phenomenological-self
Philosophical-self
Self-pity
Platonic-self
Self-pleasure
Self-plight
Self-policing
Politics-of-the-self
Self-portrait
Self-positioning
Self-possession
Postmodern-self
Self-practice
Practical-self
Self-precarious
Self-predicating
Self-preoccupation
Self-preservation
Self-presupposition
Primitive-self
Self-privatised
Self-process
Self-proclaiming
Self-professed

Self-promotion
Self-proof
Self-propagating
Self-propelling
Self-protection
Protective-self
Proto-self
Self-published
Self-purified/purification
Purposeful-self
Self-puzzling
Public-self
q.

Self-quotation
Self-quest
Self-questioning
r.

Self-raising
Self-reader
Self-real/reality
Realm-of-the-self
Real-self
Self-recognition
Self-recovery
Self-referentiality/
referential
Self-reflection
Self-refuting
Self-regards
Self-regulating/regulation
Self-relatedness/relation
Self-remaking
Self-remoulding
Self-renunciation
Self-reliance
Self-respect
Self-responsibility
Self-responsive

Self-restraint
Self-retreat
Self-revolution
Self-righteous
Romantic-self
Self-rule
Self-rupture
s.

Self-sacrifice
Self-same
Self-satisfaction
Self-saturation
Scripting-of-the-self
Secret-self
Self-scrutiny
Self-seeing
Selfie
Semantics-of-the-self
Sense-of-self
Sensible-self
Self-service
Self-serving
Self-signal
Self-signifying
Singularity-of-the-self
Self-sired
Self-situated
Social-self
Space-of-self
Self-spawning
Specification-of-the-self
Self-stimulation
Self-subjectivisation
Self-subsistence
Successful-self
Self-sufficient/sufficing
Self-suggestion
Surrealist-self
Self-survey

Self-sustaining
Self-supremacy
Self-survival
Self-standing
Self-starter
Self-statement
Self-storming
Structure-of-self
Self-study
Self-stultification
Self-styled
Self-subsistent
Superficial-self
Self-surveillance

u.

t.

w.

Temperamental-self
Themes-of-the-self
Theoretical-self
Self-thinking
Self-technology
Self-telling
Temporality-of-the-self
Self-temporalising
Self-therapy
Self-thetic
Self-titled
Self-tortured
Total-self
Self-touch
Self-tracking
Self-training
Transcendental self
Transfigurations-of-the-self
Self-transgression
Traumatised self
True-self
Self-trust

Western-self
Whole-self
Self-will
Self-withdrawal
Self-work
Self-worth
Wounded-self
Self-writing

Unconscious-self
Self-understanding
Self-unencumbered
Unified-self
Self-universalising
Unsuccessful-self
v.

Self-validation
Self-veritable
Self-victory
Self-violation
Self-visualising

Y.

Yourself
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2.B.2. THE MEDIATING STRUCTURE OF THE SELF

‘An inordinate but checked violence opens onto the execution
of the self by itself in order that the subject be born.’1
(Julia Kristeva)
1.

What is the self? As our compilation of adjectives, verbs and nouns shows, the meaning of the
self depends on what the self is doing in a specific moment and the perspective from which it
is viewed. Is it analysing itself? Being conscious of itself? Hating itself? Reflecting itself? Does it
have reliance on itself? Is it protecting or transgressing itself? Aestheticising or manipulating itself?
Is it an old, past, new or future self? Is it a false, primitive or everyday self? A secret, public or darker
self? A higher, lower or imprisoned self? An artistic, evolving or examining self? A whole, fragmented or
a true self? An oblivious, interested or wounded self? Is it a questioning, signifying or narrating self?
The list of activities related to the self – all emerging from the uses of the word self – testifies
both to its existence and to its functionality as something operative in human life. What is the
self then: the self is a structure immanent to the body that mediates between the expectations
and possibilities of the world, the needs of the body and the consciousness of the mind (it
can reflect upon itself, its own position) as a functional totality (the human existence and its
world). Integral to the self is that it has a value that is both immanent and transcendent, since
the self can estimate, evaluate and interpret itself, but is also granted a position in a social space
as a recognised self.
1.1.

The self is immanent to the body as a mediating structure with the powers of self-control,
self-evaluation and self-determination, but also with the powers of self-loathing, self-mockery and
self-destruction. It is capable of all these contradictory actions and states of being, and yet it
is still there as operative, because the self is the violent structure in own being. It is needed in the
survival against the generalised violence of being: life. The self is forced to master and control the monstrous body, so the latter can enter as an acceptable and presentable entity into
social life. The consequence of this mastering – the spectrum of self-discipline – is the self in
whatever form it has.
1.2.

The structure of the mediating self is established as a passage to what is to become real for the
body: to exist and function in a social world. This passage emerges through jubilation and
applause when the self accomplishes small achievements, such as saying its first word, taking
its first step, undressing itself and tidying up after itself. From the beginning of a human life
there is a desire for self-empowerment, for an increase in body-power and body-space (which
movements the body can control, which spaces it has access to and what level of responsibil96

ity it can master). One of the more crucial beginnings of self-mastery is the controlling of the
nerves situated in the rectum (faeces) and the urethra (urination). Controlling these two
bodily expulsion processes is expected from the age of three (the emergent self), and from
this moment on the monstrous body is subsumed under the power of the conquering self
( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).
1.2.1.

A person says to another after a mistake has been made: ‘You could have told yourself…’ Does
this not point towards a specific function of the self: the capacity for self-reasoning? Does it
not suggest that we have an inner voice, a capacity for interior mumbling and talking within
ourselves that allows us to reflect upon the conditions for actions and thereby the options
each situation entails? Could we then say that the self is a mediating structure within the body
creating an internal distance that enables consciousness to see itself from the outside? To have
self-control or display self-mastery in a situation means to be able to talk to oneself. This interior
talking can only be possible with a distance between two positions. I talk to myself when I
consider what other people would say to me or think about my actions, attempting to assess
their consequences; when I am listening to myself, trying to grasp what I really want. To
understand myself is to grasp myself from a perspective that is external to me ( > 2.B.2.6.
Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
1.2.2.

A self is capable of self-analysis: taking oneself as an object for analysis. This produces a distance that enables the establishment of a gaze, so I can see myself as an object. It is when I
see myself as an object that I see the form of myself. Whatever I see, I see a form, since a self
must have a form (every structure has a form). The intention behind self-analysis is to grasp
the form in order to determine its problems and limitations, so the form can be changed or
intensified. To alter the form of the self makes the self perceive not just itself, but the world
differently. It is the power of some artworks in specific moments of our lives to make us see
ourselves as form. An artwork can confront me with the question: what is the form of myself?
A form would then be a certain variance of my life. It is from this perspective that we can
understand the aesthetics of the self as self-fashioning: the possibility we to have to produce ourselves as a new form for life in life. A form of the self is possible because we have the powers
of self-definition. To define oneself designates a wish to become something specific. I am not
this. I want to be this ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
1.2.3.

‘Pull yourself together’ one person says to another. Does this mean that the self is a contraction?
Could this contraction, then, be the moment of decision? When I contract I decide on a certain way of acting in the world. I take a decision and force a time-form upon myself that leads
to the performance of my action. To Heidegger a time-form is equal to my being-ability, a
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specific way of disclosing myself when I come to understand my being-towards-death. Heidegger writes in SuZ, § 62: ‘The decision brings Dasein back to its own being-ability-as-self [auf sein
eigenstes Selbstseinkönnen]. This understanding becomes authentic and wholly transparent when one
has an understanding of being-towards-death as one’s own possibility.’2 Here, the decision arises,
because being-towards-death represents the ultimate limit of my time in life, and therefore
grounds my possibility of acting in the world. It does not mean that each time I take a decision
I have an image of my own death or conceive of my death. Being-towards-death is a temporal
structure that encompasses a fundamental mode of my human existence: that I am finite, and
that my actions take on a meaning within a world that is finite to me ( > 4.A.1. Excursus 1:
Heidegger, death and the Ek-stase of time & 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
1.3.

The self is the mediating structure between human existence and the world. It emerges within the monstrous body and manifests itself in what we recognise as human behaviour. Yet, as
a mediating structure the self is constantly in motion, since both human existence and the
world are temporalised. A self can never be a finished (completed) structure or form, but is
constantly pending in the mind as something unfinished (the Zeigarnik effect). The self is a
process. Kierkegaard states in The Sickness Unto Death (1849): ‘The self is a relation that relates
itself to itself, or is the relation’s relating itself to itself in the relation; the self is not the relation but is
the relation’s relating itself to itself. […] The human self is such a derived, established relation, a relation that relates itself to itself, and in relating itself to itself relates itself to another.’3 The process is
generated because the self is a relation that relates to itself. As a mediating structure it is capable of self-relating that can lead to the space of reflexive subjectivity. Therefore, to be a self
is the greatest admittance ever given to humankind by infinity: that we through ourselves can
be part of time as a self-process. The self is infinite, but by accepting the self as infinity follows
the responsibility to develop this self infinitely. ‘That Self, that he in despair wants to be, is a Self
he is not.’4 To Kierkegaard the self is an infinite abstraction. We can call this possible space of
existence a generic singularity ( > 5.B.1.5. The transformative self).
1.3.1.

Historically, the most powerful notion of the self is produced by the platonic discourse of
self-mastery through thought and reason. ‘The good man is “master of himself ” (or “stronger than
himself ”). […] To be master of oneself is to have the higher part of the soul rule over the lower, which
means reason over the desires.’5 This idea of the self is still operative within our contemporary
society as the positive valorisation of self-discipline, self-management and self-motivation. We see
the structure of the mediating self as part of this discourse, but the concept of own being is
intimately connected to the existence and development of the liberal society as a historical and social fact. The widespread success of the latter is due to its organisation of human
freedom and dignity – which was not present in the age of Plato. The concept of own being
is developed within our contemporary context of the mass-mediated society of democracy,
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liberalism and the social welfare state, in order to grasp that every citizen is brought up and
educated with the aim of having a specific feeling of being themselves; that is, being this self
as an own being with possibilities to produce oneself.
1.4.

A generic singularity emerges from within the ordinary space of human existence; it is constituted through the metaphysical knot of own, given and final being. This means that to become a generic singularity is not exclusive to the generic category of the artist. A generic
singularity can appear in the most unexpected places within the human world, since a generic
singularity builds upon three overlapping rationalities of the self that are derived from each
dimension: the structure of self-preservation in own being (sustaining a functional body); the
structure of self-agency in given being (acting in the world) and the structure of self-discipline in final being (organising time productively). A generic singularity is a potential within
each ordinary human as a way of taking care by acting in the world and disciplining the self
( > 5.B. Generic singularity).

2.B.2. EXCURSUS 1: PIERRE BOURDIEU AND THE CONCEPT OF HABITUS
1.

Understanding the self as a mediating structure between the monstrous body and the world as
real does not mean that this self is a neutral entity, independent of any class structure, ideology or political position. Through his concept of habitus, sociologist Pierre Bourdieu situated
the self as embedded within a social structure. Let us define habitus as the following: the preconditioned schemes for action that grant the agent the ability to draw distinctions within a social space.
The habitus is the mental setup that as a framework allows the agent to orientate, navigate
and negotiate within a world. The agent is carrier of his/her habitus, meaning that the habitus
continues to exist even if the context changes. ‘Habitus is this generative and integrating concept
that transforms the inner and relational characteristics within a position to a total lifestyle; that is, to a
total set of personal choices, choices of goods, choices of practices.’6 (Bourdieu). This gives the concept
of habitus a deterministic value, since it grants very few possibilities for the agent to actually
transform and change. The habitus is pre-reflexive in the sense that it originates from my classstructure and the social milieu from which I have originated. It is ingrained in my being as that
power allowing me to exist only through my difference in relation to other social positions.
1.1.

The habitus is a way of knowing how to draw distinctions in social space.What is a distinction?
A distinction is the ability to make either an objective judgement or execute a non-verbalised
action that reaffirms the relation to an already existing formation of values. Distinctions are
what constitute the taste and choices of a social class. When I decide to visit an art museum
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and not watch a football match in the local pub, for example, I reveal a certain adherence
to a cultural class that values art over mass entertainment. This decision is a distinction that
confirms my identity of belonging to a certain social group that favours the ‘challenges of
the spirit’ over ‘the joys of the social’. The social fabric is in this way constituted through a
web of social distinctions, each of which marks out more or less visible boundaries between
generations, classes, races and nations. Whatever I believe to originate from myself as a free
choice is a derived manifestation of my habitus ( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
1.1.1.

Bourdieu’s concept of habitus is powerful (and we have already touched upon how certain aspects of own being can be understood as the manifestation of habitus), but is also limited due
to its predetermining and pessimistic view of human self-transformation. Peter Sloterdijk has
voiced this critique in Du muss dein Leben ändern (2009), where he laments Bourdieu’s lack of
a sense of ‘Vertikalspannung’ [tension of the vertical] within the human: that the advanced culture of the twentieth century aimed at transforming Man from within through self-discipline,
practice and a striving towards perfection.7
1.1.2.

One interesting limitation in the concept of habitus is the problem of temporality. How does
one account for the changes occurring through actually living through time? What is the
difference between the habitus of a ten-year-old and that of a sixty-year-old? And could the
difference be in the structure of self rather than in the ability to draw distinctions?
1.2.

To Bourdieu, the habitus is the symbolic site of the social reproduction of society. It is
the point where the violent forces of class are impregnated directly into the human flesh
( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
1.2.1.

Through my experience of adopted children and large families (five to six children) I have
noticed that the given habitus is absorbed and implemented depending on both natural disposition and the child’s position in the family – whether the oldest or the youngest within
a group of siblings, for instance. In cases of adoption where an infant is brought into a highintellectual milieu and shows no talent or disposition for analytical, intellectual or cultural
activity, his body ‘resists’ the implementation of the habitus. He refuses to play the piano, go
to exhibitions, speak politely; resists reading books, listening to classical music and finding
joy in poetry. In other cases, where a low-income or working-class family adopts what turns
out to be a super-intelligent child, the latter aspires to intellectual environments and very
deliberately denies his ‘working-class background’. If a child has a different father from the
half siblings with whom he lives, the child – due to his different genetic disposition – might
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be unable match the performance of his half-sisters and brothers, and therefore absorbs the
life-form (the habitus) completely differently. In some cases, this lack of ability to perform
the expected life-form can lead to very low self-esteem and feelings of failure ( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
1.2.2.

What we have experienced is that the habitus as the ability to draw distinctions is not just generated by the already existing social value system, but also relies on a natural base of reproduced bodily abilities (‘talents’). This could explain the difficulty in increasing the percentage
of people succeeding in higher education within Scandinavian welfare states. The state bases
its policies on free education for everyone, but statistically it is most likely that students
from academic and other higher-learning milieus will actually complete a degree. Despite the
state-sponsored system of free education for everyone, it is still the same strata of society that
reproduce themselves on both social and cultural levels. There might be a reversible relation
between the formation of a habitus and bodily capabilities that is equivalent to the inheritance of dispositions for diseases and special talents. The power of the social and nature are at
work in the general formation of the hierarchies of being ( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being).

2.B.2.1. THE SELF-CONSTITUTION: THE NAME, THE FACE

‘The name is what allows singularity to assert its worth beyond itself.’8
(Alain Badiou)
1.

How is my self constituted? One must understand the self as a totality consisting of several
components that together form an understanding of an entity (the monstrous body) able to
act in the world. The transcendental precondition of a self is therefore a body. The body is
a living organism that evolves from a foetus into an infant to a child, and then slowly into a
mature person. From the age of eighteen, Scandinavian society expects to see responsibility
and self-consciousness. Somewhere along this time-line from zero to eighteen, the feeling of a
self emerges that is not there (as constituted) once and for all, but develops together with the
natural growth of the body and its organs (especially the brain and the cognitive capabilities).
This durational aspect explains the great difficulty in locating the origin of the self, because in
such a time span so many events and forces affect the body that it is impossible to locate one
single defining moment or impeding force.
1.1.

As a theoretical solution, we could take the example of reading a text like Generic Singularity.
The moment a book like this enters into the hands of a reading subject, the subject is a func101

tional self, and yet still a self-being in search of itself. What constitutes this self in search of itself?
First of all, a body that has surpassed the stage of puberty and entered the realm of the mature
body. This means that the self has witnessed the transformation of the sexual organs into organs with reproductive abilities. The self is aware of itself as a sexual being. This sexuality has
opened up the body-space to a physical encounter with another body and the space of autoeroticism. By entering the sexualised plane of existence the self encounters the opposite sex as
the object of its desire (or, in the case of homosexuality, its own sex as object), but also as a
legitimate object of desire. Therefore the self through its body has encountered desire as something intrinsic to its being and the social relation between its peers. I am this body-self, with
this desire, desired by these other desiring bodies. Desire is distributed throughout the being
of the self and the milieu in which it lives. It is by no means just a simple energy to organise
and fulfil. In other words, the self appears to itself as conscious of having and being this desire
in this body: that it is my only body ( > 2.A.2.1. The sexual plane & 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
1.2.

But how is the body desired? How does it become the object of other people’s desires? The
self comes to understand that the face of the body is judged in social space. The face, together
with ‘physical attractiveness’, constitutes a knowledge of the value of my body in a sexual
economy. The self knows if it is ‘good looking’, ‘ugly’, ‘fat’, ‘skinny’, ‘tall’, ‘small’, ‘muscular’, with a ‘big nose’, ‘dark eyes’, ‘blond hair’ etc. All these accidental qualities constitute
one’s self-image at a given moment. They enter into the image of the self as elements that
qualify the subject in a social and sexual economy of exchange. The body, the desire and the
face (physical appearance) are elements of the self-constitution ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image
and identity).
1.2.1.

One has a face and a name (and from the name a signature) both constituting points of
identity. A name can be without a face (as on gravestones, lists of names in a phonebook, a
memorial plate, an author of a book) and a face can be without a name (as in a group portrait,
newspaper photograph or found snapshot). In my present situation though, I experience myself as having both a name and a face, something that has followed me throughout my life, but
also changed with me. My child-face was different from my adult-face, but it is still my face;
my name is still the same, but maybe I have developed an understanding of why the name was
given to me; what the name means. A face changes more than a name, since the face is that
screen upon which time constantly reinscribes itself. I watch myself in the mirror, and I see
the traces, the wrinkles and the scars from my life-until-now ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).
1.2.2.

When I see somebody’s face, I see what they see when they stand in front of the mirror alone
in the evening before entering the realm of darkness ( > 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
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1.2.3.

It was Levinas who pushed ‘The face’ into the philosophical discourse, stating that a living
body (in the phenomenological sense) cannot be thought without a face; and a face cannot
be without a body (except as a mask or as severed from the body). The singularity of the face
testifies to the irreducibility of human existence. In the actual encounter with another it can
never become an empty universal category. Confronted with a face, I am in the presence of a
radical alterity, an appearance that cannot be totalised. To Levinas, the face is the manifestation of infinity, since it the gateway to an exteriority beyond any rational system of totality.9
1.2.4.

It is said: ‘You have to face reality.’ What does this reveal about the relationship between the
face, the body and the situation? To ‘face’ something is to confront reality. Everyday in our
world people are facing a reality that makes the world real. We can say: the world is a faced
world ( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).
1.3.

A name. To be recognised is not only to be accepted – as a fundamental quality of social wellbeing and self-reliance – but also to be seen again in a social situation. ‘Seen again’ means that
we are recognised as being this specific individual with a face and a name. I cannot escape
my name and face, they are my access to the social. Those surrounding me can only give me
identity if they are able to recognise me again and again – as somebody taking and having a
position in a social space. When I return to a social context after a long period of time, I may
have a feeling of being another within, or that my body has changed in size or condition, but
it does not mean that I am not the same in terms of my name and my face. My identity is
still located in the mind of others. To some extent, we are locked into positions, but the long
duration of time allows for alterations of both the body (its size, its capabilities) and the self
(self-consciousness, self-understanding and self-agency).
1.3.1.

My name is specific to a cultural horizon and from a distance I can be located – just through
my name – within a cultural sphere. As the bearer of an unusual name (Asmund) in a Danish context – ‘Is it from Iceland?’ people ask – in the context of my halls of residence in Paris,
which included people with names from all over the world, the ‘weirdness’ of my name disappeared. My name is only unusual within a specific context.
1.3.2.

Names are also specific to generations as multiple entrances upon a time-plane. The name
Bryan was often used in working-class milieus in Denmark because of a certain American
cartoon-hero; it later became a name associated with low social positioning due to the high
frequency of social delinquents carrying the name ( > 4.B.2.1. Temporal-planes and generations).
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1.3.3.

The name signifies a cultural placement. The name is an active choice revealing the cultural sphere of the parents who decide to incarnate one word in the flesh of their offspring.
The naming can be after another person (and thereby a kind of reincarnation or commemoration of another significant person, or one who is deemed similar), or chosen because it has a poetic life-empowering meaning, is a political or religious statement, or simply because it is common, adheres to convention or social class, or is the name of the king
( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
1.3.4.

Just through the voicing of a name, a whole world of associations can landslide within me.
A name is spoken, and I am shattered.
1.4.

Names can act like a brand, as in the cases of generic singularities where names produce the
value of a festival, a group show, a conference, the power of an anthology, the quality of a
biennale. Names act as markers to those who are agents within a given field. Only they know
the exact value of a name. To be accepted into the system one has to appear together with the
‘good names’. The good names have weight, a certain gravity that makes them almost magnetic: they are able to attract invitations, they are often quoted, referenced and used as points
of reference. These good and heavy names constitute beginnings: the most accomplished,
recognised and famous. Names are important ( > 3.B.3.2. Generosity, networks and the system of
recommendation & 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the society of the spectacle).
1.4.1.

Surnames of famous generic singularities can reach an almost iconic but also clan-like status
if families over several generations produce agents who gain recognition for their merits. The
family of Niels Bohr, for example, produced outstanding physicists for more than three generations. ‘Are you related to him or her?’ is often the first question when meeting strangers for
the first time who have knowledge of the specific cultural field. To exist within such powerful
families is to endure the tension that arises from and in between agents who attempt to prove
themselves not only to the world, but also to their parents, uncles and aunts, brothers and
sisters, cousins and nephews.
1.4.2.

In the capitalistic display of goods, consumers orientate themselves in terms of the status of a
brand name, because the name differentiates and secures the quality of the product. By acquiring a brand-object I am participating in a structure where I become privileged, because I have
the money-power to access the brand name. A brand acquires its worth through its limited
numbers and its consumption by the rich and famous ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
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1.5.

Everything has to be given a name. Without a name we cannot see it or talk about it.

2.B.2.2. SELF-PRESERVATION AND SELF-TRANSGRESSION

‘Every preservation of life stands in the service of the enlargement of life.’10
(Martin Heidegger)
2.

In a modern philosophy of life it is paramount that a human life manifests itself through structures that are at once self-preservative and self-transgressive. Martin Heidegger develops these
concepts in his analysis Nietzsches Wort ‘Gott is Tot’ (1943).11 Self-preservation is first and foremost the ability to repeat life in a vital form. We preserve ourselves in life when we maintain our
bodies, our surroundings and renew the human relations that help us function in a pragmatic
sense. Self-preservation is close to routine and habit, and thereby the condition for the release
of mental energy for new purposes. My habitual bodily actions take place through schemes
of already acquired knowledge, thus constituting my basic powers of existence. In my present
state, I can do things in the world without consciously reflecting upon this doing. My ability
for self-preservation is therefore both a tacit implicit knowledge, which Merleau-Ponty called a
‘Savoir-faire’ (knowing-doing), and an insistence on already attained forms that reflect my core
values. Through my adherence to core values I actively define and thereby preserve myself
( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form & 3.A.1.3. Culture).
2.1.

We also find this question of self-preservation in Heidegger’s concept of Sorge (Care) as outlined
in paragraph §41 and §42 of SuZ. Sorge is here the fundamental Existential of Dasein. To care
means to protect our relations to being, but also to care for whatever life is being lived. This
caring I experience as a ‘pull’ from the metaphysical knot that drags me into the future that
I have decided on through my being-ability. Heidegger writes: ‘Dasein is in its being always
already ahead of itself ;’12 thus the self moves towards a certain way of being in a world already
constituted as meaningful. I move ahead of myself towards a specific realisation of myself.
The way in which I exist is a way of taking care of my own freedom to be this being I want
to be. In Heidegger’s concept of care, we therefore also find the precondition of becoming a generic singularity. He writes: ‘The perfectio of a human, the becoming of that which is in
its own being free [Freisein] to its own specific possibility (the project), is an “effort” of the “caring”.’13
Whoever accomplishes the existence of a generic singularity does so through an act of caring, because the being-ability to produce the outstanding artwork is the result of practice,
discipline, focus and will. Nothing great happens without somebody wanting it to happen
( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
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2.2.

The self is a mediating structure of the body as the ability to organise the movements between
the interior and exterior of the body; movements that happen in accordance with cultural
rules of conduct. In a simple way, the mediating self is the ability to respond in a civilised
manner to thirst, hunger, tiredness, bodily functions (urine, faeces), pain, cold and heat. I
activate my body in order to accommodate these needs, and this is the basic principle of
the self: a caring for the well-being and comfort of the body. The self is situated within the
violent forces of being as the mediating, self-reflexive structure between the monstrous body
and the real (the whatever world). The self is forced into the question of how to preserve the
body in order to survive as a self, because the self is inherent to a body. The self is incarnated.
The two basic needs in the structure of self-preservation are: to obtain nourishment and to have
a shelter for the night. These two problems force the individual in our systemic modernity to
work, thereby bringing human existence into the play of the complexities of social relations
( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms & 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
2.2.1.

The aim of obtaining food and shelter is ultimately to preserve one’s ability to engage in
social reproduction. Once this second reality is established, it superimposes itself upon existing needs and becomes a new force that the self must learn to master. Thus the general life
of the average citizen is dominated by relations to a) work life and b) family life. What are the
features of these two forces? A) The self-sustaining force of work is mediated through education
(generic knowledge produced through institutions), performativity (being present, delivering,
physically working, producing, making agreements and signing contracts); the obtaining of
wages (the abstract notion of interchangeable money used to pay bills, food and rent); colleagues and the workplace (being part of a workforce; relating to others with similar knowledge,
having a boss or manager ‘above’ oneself); time (the hours used for working, commuting, the
division of the day, the priorities of work – day-working, nightworking, shift-working, homeworking). B) The violent force of family life is mediated through the sexual organs, sexual
orientation, love, partner, children, the home, protecting, bringing up, becoming symbolic as
a role-model (the father or mother); distributing intimacy and warmth; supplying food and
clothing; playing with, but also guiding and correcting the child. Each of these components
forces the individual to develop rationalities and relations in order to navigate and survive
within this violent play of being. Each relation to either work-life or family-life opens towards
communities (the community of colleagues, the community of friends, the community of
family). The rationalities are intertwined and partly reversible as co-determining each other
(what kind of work you do allows for what kind of family life you have; what kind of family
you have – or want to have – determines what kind of work you can do).
2.2.2.

The two over-arching rationalities necessary for the obtaining and sustaining of work-life
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and family-life do not lead to the production of a generic singularity per se – they are a
generalised condition of contemporary life that characterises the average citizen. Often, the
rationality of social reproduction (having children and bringing them up) is sacrificed in order to concentrate and intensify the work rationality (that can ultimately lead to the being of
a generic singularity). In such cases, one can observe the emergence of a substitute offspring
ideology: ‘My artworks are like my babies.’
2.2.3.

When family life constitutes itself through the arrival of the child (the act of social reproduction) the rationalities governing space and time are challenged and ultimately changed. ‘We
moved into a house with a garden, because we needed more space.’ ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones & 4.B.3.
Social reproduction).
2.3.

Social identity occurs through the structures of self-preservation, because own being repeats
itself in actions, attitudes and in its generic way of being. Self-preservation is of essential value
for our lives, because through this power we maintain stable relations to the world and are
trusted with reliability and responsibility. We sustain our being by complying with our agreements, appearing at our work, ‘being there on time’, in keeping with what we promise, and we
retain a certain continuity in our choice of clothing and taste for life. However, the positive
valorisation that we award to the structure of self-preservation can shift to its negative counterpart and transform itself into tragedy if it is not counterbalanced by the vital act of selftransgression ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire & 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
2.4.

A part of the self-preservative structure of own being is the ability to stay focused: to be a concentrated being through discipline as opposed to a dispersed being ( > 4.A.2. Concentrated being
& 4.A.3. Dispersed being).
2.5.

We build structures of self-preservation (order), so that passages to the space of ecstasy are created. To live is a space of ecstasy. To think is a space of ecstasy. In order to live and think we
need the patterning of life that comes with order (Louis Kahn). Order creates beauty and
simplicity ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
2.5.1.

Order can be disturbed by the dislocation of objects from the place to which they have been
assigned by scattering and dispersed placement – no location, no direction (no pattern) – just
mess. Against the natural entropy of my monstrous body and its surrounding objects I clean.
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Cleaning is an integral part of each form that is able to preserve itself. Cleaning is the reestablishment of order on the level of objects (returning them to their proper place) and the
level of dirt and dust (removing from the surface what does not belong there). Vast amounts
of energy are channelled within the structure of self-preservation towards the act of cleaning:
doing the dishes, the removal of garbage, the cleansing of surfaces, mowing the lawn, repainting the walls, going to the dentist, shaving one’s beard, washing clothes, taking a bath and
replacing the bed sheets; all this, just to preserve my present form as a realised self: my current
self as an aspect of reality.
2.5.2.

Cleaning not only takes place on a private household level: each institution, society and state
‘cleans’ itself through garbage removal, sewers, public-order acts, general policing and gentrification ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
2.6.

Self-transgression. Transgressions are immanent to the act of self-aggrandisement. Expanding myself, I transgress myself. Each human being is, potentially speaking, superior to itself. So how
do I transgress myself in my own life? By learning new skills and setting higher aims. When I
decide on a new way of doing things, when I experiment with my habits and routines, when
I challenge myself, when I learn a new sport and thereby acquire a new bodily technique, I
transgress by aiming higher towards perfection and mastery. I transgress when I am given
assignments that enlarge my capabilities: my powers to live. And I transgress when I do something forbidden, something that is not sanctioned by the law – and this action piles up in the
closet with all my other secrets. On a formal level, we can differentiate between two forms of
transgression: a transgression immanent to the life-form and a transgression of the symbolic order. The
first form of transgression is when I expand my life-form by enacting new activities or when
I aim for a new precision in life regarding my way of being. I transgress towards a higher form
of myself. Within this first form of transgression, we also find the kind of self-transgression that
happens when I am confronted with a problem and I do not go for the easy solution, when I
challenge myself by setting higher limits of acceptability for my performance, when I want
to do better. Merleau-Ponty writes in his early masterpiece, Structure et comportement (1942),
that it is not the ability to follow existing patterns that marks out humans from animals, but
the ability to transgress existing structures and create new ones.14 Here, transgression means
the ability to leave behind a former way of living and institute a new one.To transgress oneself
is to bring one’s existence onto a new level. It is to set new standards for myself and thereby
new values for life ( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
2.6.1.

I am forced by life to transgress myself through the process of education. To be educated
means to acquire new knowledge, but also through this acquiring transform my own attitude
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towards the world. Education is a transformation of existence, because I acquire a new beingability. My new being-ability to engage in being is a self-transgression ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
2.6.2.

When I lose my job, I am forced to find a new one in order to preserve myself. Here, the act
of self-preservation is also an act of self-transgression, because in my search I have to be open to
new options and possibilities beyond my existing qualifications.
2.7.

The second form of transgression involves the relation to the symbolic, or what George
Bataille calls the order of homogeneity – the generalised economy of normalised existence
containing the rules and regulations for working and moral behaviour. When I do something
that is not permitted according to a cultural sanctioned law, I am transgressing. So transgression here is everything from the illegal, the criminal, the perverse, to the forbidden, the terrible or the monstrous; what we in general refer to as the dark side of the world. According
to Bataille, it is the act of transgression that makes the law visible, since through the sheer
presence of the transgressive we are forced to recognise the law. By trespassing I also reveal
the boundary within me. I am crossing an invisible line drawn in darkness that places me in a
new relation to the symbolic ( > 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
2.8.

One of the first questions to ask in deciphering a structure of own being is the following:
which powers do own being enter into a relationship with?15 Progressive or regressive? Does
own being embrace change and challenge or does it conform to safety and order? In his
Ethics (1677) Spinoza specifies two forces in life: forces that enhance and intensify life, and
forces that restrain and close life around itself. The first are generous, open, curious and accompanied by the feeling of happiness. The second are ‘miserly’, closed, narrow-minded and
accompanied by the feeling of sorrow. The first increase powers for life; the latter decrease
them. In our context, however, it makes sense to view them as representing the powers of
self-transgression and self-preservation. These two principles of life-forces, as the play between
the self-preservative and self-transgressive forces, run through Western thought. First, the Apollonian principle manifesting itself in the search for the just, the golden median, a beauty of
order and symmetry, of the universal subject believing in the justified principle of the categorical imperative. Second, the opposing Dionysiac principle, where we find the extremes
of human being: ecstasy, orgasm, pain, death and self-efficacy. It was Friedrich Nietzsche who,
in Die Geburt der Tragödie (1872), reintroduced these two principles into a modern world, and
a new sense of life in a world without God ( > 4.A.1. Finitude and death).
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2.B.2.3. THE SELF AS IMAGE AND IDENTITY
3.

The self has an image of itself, but the manifestation of the self as an image is related to its
position in time and space. Are we backstage or frontstage? Are we present in the comfort zone
of the private sphere or exposed in the public space? Are we at work during the week presenting a report, or at home gardening at the weekend? The intensity by which I experience my
self-image depends entirely on this position. Let us begin with simple observation in solitude:
I watch myself in the mirror. Naked, wet and freezing. I stare into my eyes behind the skin
and wonder to myself: what is this body I am? What is it capable of? I rethink myself, touch
myself and say: yes, my body knows who I am, to what space I belong. It knows itself. My eyes
watching my body cannot escape this body. I see myself in the mirror and what I see is the
contour of what others also see. But what I see in this moment, I see in solitude. When I am
home alone, my public image is deactivated in a strange sense. I don’t have to be who I am in
public space, since I do not appear in the gaze of others. This does not mean that my self-image
disappears, but that it goes into a kind of standby mode ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
3.1.

My self-image on a private level is connected to the body-image known from Gestalt theory:
the implicit knowledge of my own body as a system of capabilities, a sedimented knowledge
of all my sensory skills: that I can draw and paint, ride a bike, play the guitar, climb trees,
run after a soccer-ball, undress myself, cook a certain dish without a recipe, change nappies,
read and write, lift objects off the ground, play badminton, build furniture and drill a hole
in the wall.
3.2.

The moment I step out of my front door, answer a phone call, open my laptop or write a
letter, I activate a different relation to that Western society in which I as an individual am responsible for my own identity as a project. My identity as a project is both a specification of the
self and a consumer of goods, services and cultural signs within a capitalistic order. Together, these
positions colour the image of myself. Consumption in a broad sense is not just a question of
sustaining life, but also of producing self-image-identity for he who consumes (‘You are what
you buy’). In other words, the motivation to consume goods is not just the actual use-value,
but the attribution of identity-codes surrounding the object. This transference of identityproperties between the object and the consumer is completely integrated into contemporary
capitalism, and manifests itself each year when a market launches products that must be consumed (since they are new and better). In return, they transfer the identity-signs that feed
into the self-image of being up-to-date, advanced, privileged and at the forefront. All these are
surplus signs that reveal a status as sovereign and wealthy – implicitly signifying that society
puts a high value on your existence ( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).
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3.2.1.

Identity is an image that can become an object. As an object, identity becomes a visual form that
can be manipulated as fashion. Identity can be related to the notion of trends, of what is
strong social currency. Numerous problems attach themselves to this relation between the
image and identity, but are there any positive aspects of this commodification of identity
through the consumption of objects? First of all, the individual in principle is not locked into
fixed positions and social systems. Through the visual change of my self-image I can aspire to
other social systems, even though my social habitus is internalised in the body and cannot just
be replaced (Bourdieu). Secondly, the commodification grants the possibility of experiencing
and inventing my public image through bricolage as aesthetic strategy. Thirdly, the constant
re-invention and re-assemblage of the past generates a visible feast when walking in the city
or opening a fashion magazine.
3.2.2.

My self-image is the image I want to present to others as my identity. But I cannot simply
present myself as anything I want when it comes to work-identity. I might change my visual
appearance when I go hiking in the mountains (and thereby momentarily ‘give up’ my artist’s
appearance), but I cannot suddenly be something else. Work-identity is not simply the stating
of: ‘I am a plumber’ or ‘I am a dentist’. It requires recognition from those surrounding one, and
it takes many years of hard work in order to obtain the competence and work experience
that makes one able to perform one’s work identity. Let us then ask the question: what is the
relation between own being as a dimension of selfhood, and identity as a cluster of significations
with public recognition? To have work-identity means to be the same over a period of time in
the eyes of others. In my identity I am identical to myself. I have identity if others recognise
me as being the same, because identity appears when I display some kind of continuity in time
and space. Yet identities change over larger timespans, and should do, since our bodies are
not the same and our position and placement on the temporal plane is never absolutely fixed.
The newly graduated lawyer opening an office for the first time, and the retired lawyer who
is no longer allowed to perform his work are both lawyers, but with different meanings and
time-horizons attached to them.
3.2.3.

So to be the same, but also to be surrounded by significations, is the nature of identity. What
does it mean to be a cluster of significations? We have already touched upon the power of
generic categories to produce a space for the singular – e.g. that a doctor is recognised and
respected as a doctor by the layman, even though the latter does not exactly know the scope
of his or her knowledge and competences. Of course, in the case of an emergency, the doctor must come forth and perform his or her skills in public spaces where the crowd gathers
around the wounded and someone screams: ‘Is there a doctor here?’ Here, the cluster of significations surrounding the doctor produce the expectation that she or he can save a life; can
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identify the illness and produce the cure; can act as a guardian of life and health – in short,
can act as a warrior of life against death.
3.2.4.

Another aspect of identity is the formal level of participation in a nation as a registered citizen
with a passport and a social-security number. With these formal rights I can obtain a bank account and a credit card, and thereby be functional in a capitalist economy. The cashier behind
the desk doesn’t care what I do or who I am; as long as my credit card works, he or she will
service me ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
3.2.5.

In foreign contexts I can be recognised as a ‘Dane’, and this is enough in itself to attain respect
or to unleash the forces of aggression. My feeling of being within my self-image can suddenly
change in these circumstances, as when I feel proud or ashamed of participating in a Danish
image.
3.3.

So identity is a process of identification where I actively engage in a specific relation to that
which constitutes the core space of my identity. This happens when I identify with the most
important aspect of my identity for me, such as the identity of being an artist as opposed to
being a Dane or a middle-class consumer. The process of identification happens when I commit myself to this identity, take it upon me, and even play with it in the space of the social.
But although I actively define and see myself as something specific, I am not safeguarded from
the judgements of others, who see me as something else or something quite external to my
being. I might be held hostage, for example, by someone who sees me as a Dane (a member
of a nation at war), and not as an artist or father.
3.4.

Let us return to the relation between self and image. An image has the double aspect of
being both abstract (concrete) and figurative (imaginary) and therefore indeterminate. This
indeterminate nature of the image gives it the quality of a dream, something that must be
deciphered in each instance. The image is basically fluid, which allows us to project ourselves
onto it (or let our subconscious absorb it) as something we want to be. The image is a site of
desire and it generates desire. An image can take on a life of its own. This desired image I have
of myself can already exist in the world. In German language we find the word ‘Vorbild’ which
is translated into English as ‘role model’. Unfortunately, the translation does not convey the
intimate relationship between self and image suggested by the original. A direct translation
would be: pre-image. The meaning would then be as following: an image of the existence I
want to be already exists, because the self wants to become the image of another significant
person. This meaning of the word reveals how we imagine ourselves as images.
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3.4.1.

When people say ‘That will be good for my image’ or ‘That will destroy my image’, does this mean
that they see themselves as situated within an image, like a general in the middle of a historical
painting with his opponents on the left side and his followers on the right? To have an image
must mean to exist as an image.
3.4.2.

An image also has the power to make us do things. I act in a way that I believe will enhance the
power of my image in the eyes of the public perceiving my image.
3.4.3.

In the presence of successful people, I am looked at and judged by their image, just as we
compare two images in order to decide which is the best.
3.5.

The public perceives a person through their public image in relation to certain areas of society and discourses where the person appears and is granted a context. If I have an image in
public, it means that a larger group knows my name, and maybe my face, and that I stand for
something. That I stand for something constitutes the frame of my image. Within that frame
we can determine my history, the previous cases, positions taken and discarded; things I have
said and done; media-appearances; knowledge about my background; other people to whom
I am connected; objects, results and events that I have produced. Somebody with a public image can have difficulty in deactivating this image in the private sphere, since the condition of
contemporary tabloid newspapers with their paparazzi and ruthless news reporters craving
scandal and entertainment represents an invasion of the public gaze into the private sphere.
If your front door is under siege by the press, you cannot forget that you have a public image
( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).
3.5.1.

Without a self-will my world never become an image of what I want. Whoever realises something great in life does it because they wanted to. They where permeated by the obsession
with becoming successful, with becoming this or that, with making whatever idea come to life
( > 2.B.2.4. Self-agency and engagement).
3.6.

An image needs to be framed in order to appear, and through this framing it is granted a context that allows for appearing. This framing reveals the immaterial aspects of the image: the
adherence to specific values and ideas about existence. An artist, for example, often frames
himself with the image of being provocative, transgressive and inventive as a way of life
( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
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3.6.1.

In pre-industrialised feudal societies, identity was produced by adhering to specific classes,
certain societal functions and gender roles, but it was not an option; one’s position was predetermined by birth. Today, this determination is superseded by a new kind of existential
indetermination and the question of self-aestheticisation: the display of individual consciousness
on the level of imagery that allows for the experimentation with images and their free use
in private life. Individualisation is processed as an image: stylisation and aestheticisation of
existence. Rather than negating it, we must not only embrace but also reinforce this process,
in order to make it ours, to regain its powers from the media and the world of advertising
( > 2.B.2.5. Self-narration).
3.7.

Why are we haunted by the idea of the self as an image? Could it be that the world itself is an
image (a Weltbild in a Heideggerian sense)? It enters me as an image – and I produce images.
A produced image of my self is a projection of my desire to be; but I need those surrounding
me to recognise it as a legitimate desire. I need your recognition in order to desire the image
of myself ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
3.7.1.

One of the most quoted sentences from Guy Debord’s La société du spectacle (1967) is the
following: ‘The spectacle is not a collection of images, but a social relation among people mediated by
images.’16 What does he mean when he says that social relationships are mediated by images? A
good example would be: a man desires a sexy woman in an underwear advertisement, and a
woman buys the underwear because she wants to be the desired woman of the man.17 In such
cases, where men desire someone they see in an image, and women identify with this model
by buying the product displayed in the image, their social relation has been mediated by that
image (the image of the perfect underwear body). When the man engages with the model,
he does not see just her, but the image already produced by the company selling underwear.
She appears against a backdrop that has been generated by the world of consumerism. This
mediation of a social relations through images means that the gestures of both the man and
woman no longer belong to themselves. Both parties have responded to the external image
and thus they both objectify the female (as the perfect desirable body) and the male (only this
kind of female body should be worthy of your desire). ‘The spectacle within society corresponds to
a concrete manufacture of alienation’,18 which is the consequence of this image-mediated relation
( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).
3.7.2.

We are an image, because we take part in the visible reality, and are surrounded by objects
that cluster around us, just like a still life.
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2.B.2.4. SELF-AGENCY AND ENGAGEMENT
4.

The self is not an illusion. It is a mediating structure between the body and the world with an
image of itself as a self.Without an idea of self, we could not speak of self-agency, self-consciousness, self-reliance and self-knowledge, fundamental concepts in human agency and engagement as
the becoming of what you are in the world.
4.1.

Self-agency. Plato writes that to have drive and a can-do spirit is the most important quality
in human life, since it is the will to be and the ability to make oneself visible.19 Drive will
overcome defeat, failure, scorn, arrogance, solitude and rejection. But drive requires self-confidence – confidence that the self can survive and overcome the encounter with, and resistance
of, the world. Self-confidence is built from love and emotional recognition (that I am wanted
and accepted in this world) and talents (something I am good at and which differentiate me).
From the basic feeling of self-confidence and self-reliance (that I trust myself) I receive the power
to act in the world. Acting as a result of my own will (and not just as a result of following an
order) is what we term self-agency ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
4.2.

Self-confidence is by no means a natural disposition, something that is there from the beginning. It is constituted through a social process of interaction with others: first, through the
power of love from parents and family, and secondly, in a broad sense by the symbolic order
that reinforces specific behavioural traits through affirmation (to be positive and rewarding)
and demand (to ask for a specific task to be fulfilled). If self-reliance is built upon love (as the
foundation) and later talents (as something I am good at) it manifests itself through success and
through the compliments of others. It is through the demonstration of a certain action that
those surrounding me tell me: ‘You’re really good at that.’ A talent shows itself through the ability of rapid learning processes, by being ahead of the expected, and by early on demonstrating
something exceptional. That a talent can be reinforced by one’s milieu also means it can be
destroyed by it. Parents or peers who value a certain type of behaviour negatively or just simply
ignore it, can cause a talent to ‘dry up’ or remain unrealised as a potential. To support, be
generous with compliments and provide a stimulating environment is the alpha and omega in
the realisation of new operative talents ( > 5.B.1.3. The body of the generic singularity).
4.3.

Engagement. From self-confidence comes my power of self-engagement. To be engaged in a situation means to be present to it. If I am engaged I have committed myself to a project. When
I am engaged meaning emanates from my temporal horizon. Not only is there a future goal (a
meaning) directing and legitimising my actions in the present, but this meaning is constantly
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reactualising itself within my consciousness. Because this meaning is constantly present, I
am overflowing with energy, power, will and drive. I have extra energy to perform the task.
Engaged people always reveal themselves through the sparkle in their eyes, the joy of existing and the energy that reverberates to those surrounding them ( > 4.A.2.1. Time-horizons).
4.3.1.

When I am engaged, I take on responsibility for the meaning of the situation, because I have
the fundamental confidence that I will be able to realise the potential of the situation. I am
present, passionate and serious. I have engaged myself by putting the task forward to myself.
When I am engaged, the meaning is embedded in my situation. As a subject, I act because it is
meaningful to act. Meaning is imbued in what I produce and to some extent becomes narcissistic: it returns to me and gives me self-satisfaction ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
4.3.2.

Within the discourse of modern Existentialism, engagement is the relation to the world that
bridges the gap between nothingness and death. I, with my interior nothingness that annihilates every meaning and necessity, can only break this state of total absurdity when I decide
something. This decision represents my ultimate freedom, the choice to become what I want.
It empowers me but also isolates me. It leaves me alone as the responsible subject for that
decision taken. I cannot fall back on anything else except my own engagement. My engagement
testifies to the power of the decision ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
4.3.3.

My engagement is contagious. Through my engagement I motivate those surrounding me; I
inspire them. I make them believe in what they are doing. Engagement is like a fire: it spreads
out, devouring everything in its way. Nobody is left untouched by the engagement of another, because it testifies to a strong will-power: somebody who really wants something in this
world. Engagement enlightens because it is a sign of direction: of somebody knowing where
they are going and believing in this path they have chosen. Self-engagement is self-illumination.

2.B.2.5. SELF-NARRATION
5.

The condition of narrating the self, of self-narration, is the minimal knowledge of having a name,
an age and a place to live. In order to recount my life, I must be aware of where I come from
and where I am going. But my self-narration is conditioned not only by my direction in life, my
temporal horizons, but also by whom I address myself to. Who is the audience of my narration?
To whom am I telling the story of my life? Only by determining the receiver can we outline the
story and establish why this and that story is being told. That I can tell the story of myself has
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misled people into believing that the self is a fiction. Yes, the narration of the self shares similarities with that of a short story, a resumé, and has the same fluidity as literature. Yet the self is
not a fiction. It is not only my telling of a story, as if that was the only thing my self could do. It
is, as already stated: a mediating structure between the reality of incarnated bodily consciousness and the
social world. Without the self as a mediating structure we could not have a world.
5.1.

The story of my life naturally changes over time, since my life changes. Events are added
onto the story, accomplishments accumulate and certain competences objectify themselves
(I become known as a person doing this or that). The content of my self-narration is not the
same when I am fifteen as when I am thirty-six. Could this be the reason why the narration
has to be fictionalised? If the story of the self was fixed, once and for all, it would very quickly
become obsolete in relation to changes in my life. Depending on the context, I may only have
two minutes to recount myself; in other circumstances, half an hour. So the self-narration has
to flexible and able to expand or contract according to the situation.
5.2.

We recount our lives through the implicit forces governing what we want to be. The self is
never either pure immanence or pure self-transcendence, since our desires (how we want to
narrate ourselves) are shaped by the forces of our surroundings. When I am retelling myself,
what am I really trying to do? Assert a line of existence, a passage to my present self?
5.3.

The narrative self consists of the great passages to my current existence – and then the vital anecdotes that constitute the ruptures and events in my life (those that appeared unexpectedly, but did not change my life). We recount the event in order to absorb it
( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
5.3.1.

An act of self-narration is a kind of self-interpretation: placing the signs of my life into a coherent
story that produces a momentary meaningful whole for the listener and for myself. By telling
my story, I am interpreting myself as a figure in a landscape, making this figure move across
the territory, tracing out a trajectory in historical time that ends with the present. I begin
somewhere in time, maybe the point where I left home and had to manage on my own. By
adding one layer to the next, a period within an institution to the next, and thereby slowly
arriving at my current position in time, a life lived suddenly appears. The act of self-narration
is an act of self-completion, because of this arrival of myself onto the plane of present time.
But my story is never the same, because my interpretation changes with my situation in time.
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5.3.2.

I am standing on the edge of the future, constantly sucked into time, and looking back, I
remember all those times I attempted to grasp my situation, to tell the story that made the
contingent seem meaningful and necessary. And now, looking back, I still feel this nothingness
hovering over my left shoulder, of time infinitely projecting itself onto the plane of presence.
No matter what I do, my self-narration is always futile: a desperate attempt to order the past so
that my life will appear worthwhile and with a sense of future. Why? Through my act of selfnarration I am self-performing that story I need right now in front of my listener. I tell the story
that makes sense according to the situation, because I want the power inherent to that story
of me. My story-telling is self-empowerment, because in the act of presenting myself I want
the other to recognise me, and to be given a right to exist in the future. My self-narration is a
bursting forth of my past self into a future self.
5.4.

A monumental form of self-narration is the autobiography where a life is transformed into a
story of considerable length (almost a novel). Here, a life is recounted from the perspective
of a protagonist who is also the central character of the story. This double role allows the interplay of imagination, recollection, distortion, omittance, idealisations, projections and revelations into the biography. A story about a self is narrated from a specific position in life that
reveals itself in the events, details, secrets and judgements that appear. To be the storyteller
of one’s own life is to enlarge the defining moments and downplay the ordinary. The storyteller
is in search of those transitional periods where life changed its course and a new horizon
appeared. Alongside the turning points are the aforementioned vital anecdotes revealing the
character as a system of response to the world and its incidents, breathing life into the narrative ( > 4.A.4. The ecstasy of memory).
5.4.1.

All great generic singularities have biographies written about them because it is common to
mankind to be curious about the flesh behind the name. The simple questions of who, why,
where and when surrounding an individual who has transgressed the ordinary human life and
became famous are interesting in themselves ( > 5.B.2.3. The new values & 5.B.3.3. Life as a
work of art).

2.B.2.6. SELF-REFLEXIVITY OR: THE REFLEXIVE SUBJECT
6.

The ability to be a reflexive subject is grounded in the mediating structure of the self. Without a self, there can be no reflexive subject. Here, the reflexive subject is not a person, an
identity or a human existence. For us, reflexive subjectivity means the ability to reason that
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is grounded in the space of the self and yet transgresses this space. When I think, I activate my
subjectivity as a reflexive capability depending on the situation I am given: how the forces of
life impose themselves upon me in this specific moment in order to think beyond myself. The
ultimate aim of my reflexive subjectivity is to take care of myself: to negotiate my relations to
being through the constant adjustment, reinvention and self-critical assessment of the current
rationalities through which I live life.
6.1.

Reflexive subjectivity is the space of consciousness that I enter into when I actively try to cognise an object, the world, or consciously reflect upon my perception and my body-presence. I
am a subject when I begin to reflect upon my world and how I am situated in it. My subjectivity is the process of an active reflexive reasoning where I can take myself as an object of investigation, but also enter into a line of thought directed towards others, social environments
or natural objects. Self-consciousness and self-awareness designate this turn of my consciousness
towards the state of reflexive subjectivity. It is the nature of a reflexive subject to abstract
thought, to universalise it, to the point where it becomes a condition for life in general ( >
2.A.2.4. Experience).
6.2.

Where does the reflexive subject reside in the self? As I see it, the subject exists as a virtuality
that can be actualised at different points and periods of time. I might be a reflexive subject
for half an hour riding my bike, while the rest of the day I will be working in the studio or
cooking, cleaning, reading, playing or watching a film at home. Yet during all these daily
practices my subject can appear as a possibility. A thought can arise, overwhelm me, demand
to be written down – and then I return to my previous activity. This also means that to be
a reflexive subject – to think for yourself – is not a constant position. It can arise suddenly
and without warning, and it can disappear again, because the subject exists within the larger
structure of the self. It is the self that mediates between the body, the world and time – and the
reflexive subject is completely embedded in this structure. But the reflexive subject is necessary in the act of taking care, because it represents my ability to reflect consciously and think
myself in the world ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
6.3.

When I enter into a reflexive mode it is to establish a kind of distance – however small –to
the world so that I can better see and judge it. I reflect upon the possibilities and the dangers, I
judge the situation. I try to think the situation, because I want to act in it. There is a spectrum
of reflexive positions and possibilities within the self. There is self-analysis, self-interpretation,
self-objectification, self-justification, but also self-narration, self-fashioning, self-construction and
self-care. All point towards activities within the sphere of the self where its subjectivity is
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alive, where thought-processes take place. My distance produces a Denk-Raum (Warburg) so
I can see the world from another perspective.
6.4.

My ability to think carries the imprint of the given being from which I have emerged, the
experiences I have survived, the friends who have inspired me, and the institutions by which I
have been transformed. Words, sentences, advice and the responses of my teachers, mentors
and professors hover in my interior being as internal cohabiters. I am not alone in the act of
thinking ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
6.5.

To think is to contemplate the world and naturally this process has a history: the subject of Antiquity, Renaissance, Enlightenment, Romanticism, modernity, postmodernity – just to name
some of the important overarching positions of the subject. So my subjectivity is historical.
It arises from the specific configuration of forces surrounding me at this moment. To think in
the age of the Renaissance was not the same as during modernity, just as a Romantic subject
differs from a postmodern subject, because the world was fundamentally different in all these
circumstances. The world was different and in each instance necessitated a specific thoughtdistance in order to survive in it. A reflexive subject survives in the world when it is at the
necessary distance from it – the moment where I come to understand it, so that I can live in it.
Thus the fundamental difference between these historical epochs resides in their allocation of
a position to the subject where it can attain the real, the highest or most intense experience of
being that enables the subject to return to life with the inspiration to live ( > 4.B.2. Historicity).
6.5.1.

Modern continental philosophy can be seen as a relocating and displacement of the scientific
subject that distances itself from the world in order to control and manipulate it. The subject is repositioned within the framework of history, language and society. To think is still
my attempt to contemplate the world, but simultaneously to think my own position as a
reflexive subject within the world. As a reflexive subject, I am part of the thought-equation.
My distance to the world is different now, because it is internal to the world itself as a life
in immanence. As heirs to this tradition we believe in subjectivity as the reflexive capability of
the mind to simulate reality and different possibilities, negotiate a social space and to exercise
non-philosophy as thinking on a private basis. It is the ability to synthesise experiences into a
knowledge of life (Erfahrung). Subjectivity as the ability to think is influenced, but not completely determined, by the generic (institutional frames) and singular (my monstrous body)
properties that produce me.
6.6.

Reflexive subjectivity manifests itself today as a hyper-rationality towards the life I am forced
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to live. I am constantly navigating within a complex of colliding forces; trying to survive in
a web of relations to other people with whom I must continuously negotiate and adjust my
current rationalities. Again and again I have to relate to outside forces that impose themselves
on me like blows to my face: my thoughts are my shield against this blast. When I am forced
to compromise between two incommensurable possibilities, my hyper-rationality manifests
itself, because the complex situation demands my action. Thus, a hyper-rationality is the ability to view my situation from different perspectives, seeing and reflecting the complexity, and
then making a decision, trying to find the best solution possible to the struggle as a generic
singularity to pursue an art career and simultaneously be the father of three children who
demand my presence, love and care. Both are forces in my life that demand different kinds
of rationalities in order to succeed. My hyper-rationality comes into play when I decide to
bring all three kids to a gallery opening, instead of staying at home or leaving my wife alone
with them. I consider which rationality to implement, but in the end my hyper-rationality
makes me invent a new space of reality: as he who brings three small children to an opening
( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction & 5.B.2.1. The art world).

2.B.3. LOVE
1.

Own being is the totality of my body and my self, and even as a naked body confronted with
my own mirror-image I am still within the structure of myself. As a naked body, though, I
grant a very specific access to this vulnerable aspect of my own being to the loved one. In a
relationship of love between adults that is physical I share my body with the other. I expose
even the most exited states of my being without shame. My naked body is part of a daily routine, something that I am not afraid to display: the groans and sighs, the smells of sweat, the
tired and exhausted body. It is the fundamental power of love to make my body naked in front
of the special other, but a different nakedness from when I take a shower in the gym or go
to the beach. Nakedness in love derives its force from the continuity of the sexual union and
the continuity with time through the production of new humans. Love represents one of the
ultimate relations that an own being can have with another, because love protects me against
the abstract violence of being. It is a shield of physical comfort, a state of being. By loving and
being loved I am not alone: I am two. Two to share the burdens and joys of living.
1.1.

Violence and love do not necessarily exclude each other. To love is to be violent: attacking the
object with love, forcing the loved one to love. To love is to educate, bring up. Love is action.
Making love is not about physical attributes, but the state of excitation and the expression
of desire. It is the ability to surrender to love, to devotion and sacrifice: ‘I want you now.’ Love
is hard work. Love is something you feel, and something you do. Love is the affirmation of my
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being in joy and happiness; it gives me comfort and protection. Love is somebody watching
your back. Love is seeing yourself sensing through the eyes of the other. Love is to ask for the
judgement of the loved one without fear. Love is honesty. Love is secrecy. The ecstatic joy of
being in love is needed in order to produce the image of infinity (my beloved and me together
forever). Without this image (as afterimage) nobody with any sense would enter into a marriage and ultimately the zone of social reproduction.
1.2.

By being ugly, scar-faced, obese, pimpled, having a distorted or disabled body, I can be denied
access to the realm of love: ‘Nobody wants me!’ ( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
1.3.

Own being has a rationale for existing. Entering into a relationship with a vital other, a partner or a loved one, changes this rationale. My being is now a being-with in a different sense;
a kind of co-rationality where the other is implied in my thinking and doing, because in love I
also share a certain perspective on life with another. In the process of falling madly in love I
allow the special other to live within my body as a burning feeling. To be in love is a strange
experience of internal cohabitation where the image of the other fills me with joy, heat,
trembling, is breath-taking, and also fills me with hate and jealousy when I fear my love is in
danger or not returned ( > 3.A.1.5. Internal co-habitation and the other).
1.4.

The act of love between adults can lead to social reproduction: bringing children into the
world. Therefore our concept of love also has to account for the force of social reproduction:
that the family as an institution is possible and sexual interaction can be part of the relationship constituting the core relation within the structure of social reproduction; that there is
a positive sex-life within the structure of family-life. We are not afraid of the other as a loved
one: we believe in the sexual union as fulfilment and affirmation of love ( > 4.B.3. Social
reproduction).
1.4.1.

Love is the passion of the other directed towards me. I can honour this love, this passion, by
treating it with respect, but also by bringing my loved one to the ecstasy of pleasure within
the sexual union. The deepest sense of love can happen in the most intense experience of
orgasm. There is a depth to the sexual ecstasy, because I surrender without restraint. I feel
comfortable in giving pleasure to and in receiving pleasure from my loved one.
1.4.2.

Marriage is the institutionalisation of love. In a church or at the registry office two people testify in front of God or a public person, and in most cases in front of families and friends, that
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they love each other. Since it is an institutionalisation, it is also a formalisation, not a proof or
result of content. Marriage can be fake, undertaken for reasons of money, fame, social elevation or the securing of social rights ( > 4.B.2.4. Rituals).
1.4.3.

Love is such a powerful word that it should not be used too often. ‘I love you’ used every day
empties the meaning of the sentence. If I reserve the sentence for special moments, together
with gifts or specific gestures, I enhance the power of the utterance so the other really believes
me.
1.5.

Where is love in circular desire? Could love be the opening of own being through the eyes of
another by which we love ourselves anew? To love is to love another for their love of me. To
love is to love oneself. Desire is not necessarily equal to love, but shares the same crevices as
love; it flows in the same patterns, becomes physical in the act of love. True love can coincide
with the physical object of desire; but it is the strange nature of desire not just to limit itself to
one object, which is the natural demand and obligation of love. Love designates the important
other and thereby establishes the special mirror from where I can see myself. Desire is multiple, polymorphous, partly perverse and is to some extent brutal, stupid, impatient, short
sighted and recalcitrant – and therefore very difficult to live with ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
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3.
GIVEN BEING

3.A. THE INTIMACY OF GIVEN BEING
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3.A.1. GIVEN BEING AS SPACE AND A LIFE-WORLD

‘The choice which we make of our life is always based on a certain givenness.’1
(Merleau-Ponty)
‘True reality is the one which is peculiar to you.’2
(Witold Gombrowicz)
1.

The category of the given is paramount in the phenomenological project, since what is given
is that which presents itself to a consciousness. But, as Jacques Derrida has proved in Le voix
et le phénomène (1967) – and this is one of the fundamental challenges in the attempt to define
and circumscribe the space of the given – that which is given is never a fully self-identical given,
always something in the process of becoming, and from another perspective the ‘same’ given is viewed differently. The given is not an ideal entity self-present to itself.3 What is given to me is not given
to you. My given can never be your given, since I am the only one to have travelled from the
point of my given (degree 1) to my present situation of givenness (degree 2). Degree 1 of given
being is the given that ‘has always been there’ as one’s surroundings, family relations and a presence in a cultural and historical world. Yet the movement through life is the experience of
the alterations happening through my engagement with the given, and decisions made that
change the given. I embark on adventures, travel to foreign places, educate myself, meet new
people, enter into love relationships and become friends with colleagues. This we call the degree 2 of given being that designates the accumulation of knowledge, life-forms, understandings, friendships and social positions. Yet what is given to a human in life is always a totality
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of degrees 1 and 2 of givenness, so when I talk about my given it is always one. Therefore, our
attempt to define the given is a double movement through the transcendental (there are always
some things that are given) and the empirical (there is always a specificity to that which is
given to me). One could therefore speak of our concept of given being as a generalised economy
(Bataille) surrounding own being at a historical moment.
1.1.

The given being of a degree 1 is composed of the forces of being that I have not chosen: my historical setting and arrival upon a time plane; my culture and my family, of which I am a product.
Given being in this sense is that which has produced me and yet still surrounds me in my life
right now (my parents may still be alive, I still speak my mother tongue and have childhood
memories). Given being is not Geworfenheit in the Heideggerian sense of the word, as if I have
been thrown into the world. My given being is exactly the opposite: the world that ideally
speaking has welcomed, loved, nourished and protected me: ‘Being starts with well-being.’4 (Bachelard). From the beginning I am not aware of everything that constitutes my given being.
For an infant it is a vague horizon with very few coordinates: bodies, sounds, voices, temperatures, skin experiences, warmth, a certain fragrance, and most importantly, the feeling of
safety and acknowledgement of my emotional and physical needs. I grow up in what becomes
my given being by simultaneously acquiring the space that constitutes it through my activities.
I learn to walk, talk, balance, ride a bike, eat properly, argue, discuss, negotiate; I learn languages, to read and write, analyse and interpret; I learn to master my body on a basic level and
acquire a specific skill – all learning processes unfolding in a space that is given to me (Novalis).
1.1.1.

My existence is circumstantial and so is the given. Some people are born rich, others poor;
some intelligent, others more practically minded; some with a beautiful body, others with a
bad heart; some are born in war-zones, others in hostile nature; some have many brothers
and sisters, others are single children; some are born to divorced families, others as part of a
tight family unit. Whatever the situation, the given is manifold, and each human being knows
from life what was the given for him or her. So the given is never the same, because the given
of degree 1 changes both with the age of the individual, the changes in society and the incessant invention of new technologies. Communication technologies have altered the space of
accessibility and contact across the globe, for example, but also the temporal experience of
childhood, the educational system, the entertainment industry and the work-life balance.
1.1.2.

The given is my point of departure, which is still within my present condition: I bring everything from the past into the future, because we cannot dismantle the past as an act of free will.
There is something very intimate though deeply transcendental about given being that gives it
a strange texture. It designates my private worldview and the world as it is constituted from
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the very moment I begin to reflect upon it. These are the givens of degree 1: my historical date
of birth is a given (and cannot be altered), my family background is a given (but can change),
my body is a given (but can be transformed), my name is a given (but can be played with or
changed), my language is a given (but I can learn new ones), my culture is a given (but I can
travel and locate myself somewhere else). All these parameters are given to me, since they
are the condition from where I came to exist in the world ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling
and a life-form).
1.2.

‘I have children’ says the father, designating a strange ownership of his offspring. In other
words, an element of my given being is that at one point I have been ‘owned’. I have belonged
to somebody who had the responsibility for and the sovereign right to decide over my being.
I have been given to the world. In the process of growing up I ‘excavate’ my given being: I
come to understand the decisions made by my parents; the spaces they provided; the formations of values that structured our lives as a family unit. The given is the most intimate I know
from within, and yet veiled in a nebulous darkness. To understand the given is to grasp the
surroundings of individuals – the background from where they appear in order to understand
the nature of their appearance, and why they appear as this specific being with whatever
qualities. A given is the milieu, the context that nourishes the dimension of own being. It is
an origin in memories, attachments to a place, landscape, a family, a city – a whatever background ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.3.

Through the movement of time, that which becomes my given is also what I have decided
upon and committed myself to. This is my present situation as an adult. It is intimacy with
what I am today. What I have done with my life until now is a given to me. When I look back
upon that which is given, I see time consumed, spent; given being becomes the accumulation
of time in my body, the traces of my actions, the memory of perceptions and sensations that
can fill my interior being. As an adult, the given is now the intimate feeling of always being
positioned. Whenever I speak, I speak from my situation, of which I am responsible.
1.3.1.

That which has been given to me exists as the natural world for me, but also as a ruin, since
it does not exist any more (degree 1). Yet, the second degree of given being (my current life)
represents the actualisations of those possibilities immanent to the first degree of given being.
My given being from my current perspective as an adult is the dimension for the potential of
my own being. It is the horizon upon which I see the dream of my future being as an event
waiting to take place. When I look back at my life, it makes sense today, since what I am doing
now reflects a knowledge and a life-form inherent to my background that has become possible. My degree 1 of givenness is still with me, like luggage strapped to my back, wherever I go.
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1.3.2.

So much reduction, so much givenness. The principle behind Jean-Luc Marion’s reactualisation of
phenomenology also applies to the experience of the degree 2 of given being. As a reflexive
subject I am capable of carrying out the transcendental reduction, the époché, and in this process I am able to see what is my world today: my acquired degree 2 of givenness, that which
gives itself to me in this situation – my surroundings at this moment while writing these
thoughts. I see the table covered with things, the kitchen containing pots and pans, plates and
cups, the shelves bearing food and bottles, the children playing in the corner, the paintings
hanging on the wall, the shelf with all my books read years ago. All these are objects and actions to which I have committed myself and that today not only constitute my private space,
the framework of my life, but also point towards what I have accomplished and succeeded in
doing ( > 3.A.1 Excursus 2: Jean-Luc Marion and Being Given).
1.4.

In the daily flow of my life, the given is sedimented, consisting of layers of meaning of which I
am the book-keeper; remembrances from life lived, and which I carry within me as a certain
type of knowledge of how my life became possible. My given being is a perspective on the
world that is real. It is the world I belong to now. I live through a relatively small body of operative rationalities that are able to order the given being of my world right now, because my given
is whatever space in which I can act. It is the private totality in that world that is mine, where
all the relations I have to people, the objects I have gathered, the work I have done, co-exist.
It is a sedimented double-layering of that which is given to me and the forces constituting my
present moment: the field of phenomenality in which I exist. My given is the context around
me, the relations I have and the structures in which I exist. As a functional living individual, I
am never naked to the extent that nobody knows me. My given is therefore a totality of givens.
1.4.1.

Can we circumscribe the basic operative rationalities within given being? We can at least say
that an average contemporary individual is constituted in relation to a private sphere (has a
home), a job (has an income) and a social network (has family, friends and connections), and
in a wider sense, is constituted in relation to the public through democracy (has the right to
vote, is situated within a political value-system and has political rights), to institutions that
produce generic competences (is educated in some sense), to systemic modernity (the world
of science and critical enlightenment), to the society of the spectacle (the mass-mediated
world of internet, television, radio and newspapers). In all circumstances, the individual is
forced into a rationale of social appearance and a battle for identity (self-care). All these different systems with their different relations force the individual to develop a hyper-rationality.
A hyper-rationality is both the co-existence of different forms of rationalities that can contradict each other, and the continuous invention of new provisory solutions to conflicts. It
appears when I have to navigate between conflicting systems and economies – between family
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and friendships, family and work; between nature and comfort, entertainment and advancedknowledge acquisition ( > 1.B.4. The relations to being & 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive
subject).
1.4.2.

The intimacy of given being is present within me as a kind of self-sustaining force. I not only
preserve myself, but also my surroundings. I help my family and friends in need, I repair my
house, I make sure there is food for guests and that my household is functional. Is there not a
certain kind of pragmatics immanent to the space of given being? ( > 2.B.2.2. Self-preservation
and self-transgression).
1.5.

We can analyse given being on a formal level (the different degrees of being and their unity),
but the moment a given is within the flow of life, the given becomes a question of values for
life. In this sense, given being is never a universal field, but is constituted as a dimension that
contains certain values for life and immanent hierarchies. It has become a life-world in the
sense of Wittgenstein: the self knows how to live according to rules of behaviour reflecting
values.5 Lebenswelt is the phenomenological name for the same sphere: that which is given to
me as a precondition and unfolding of my life ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
1.5.1.

Given being as a life-world consists of vertical (my grandparents, parents and children) and
horizontal layers (my spouse, brothers and sisters, cousins) and social fields (friends, colleagues, neighbours, local institutions) that are interconnected. My life-world is a specific
plane of existence upon which my nearest relations exist. Upon this plane they are the incessant events constituting my daily life.Yet all these layers and planes are only real because they
include and exclude. Wherever the social manifests itself it creates an order for the participants. It levels them out, positions them and demands that they exist in accordance with it
( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being).
1.5.2.

Given being must not be understood as having the same quality or quantity for everybody;
rather, it is a transcendental field where every individual exists. It is transcendental in the
sense that every individual is related to a given being at a given point in history as a moment
of appearance within a context. My given is my coordinates for that which constitutes my
plane of existence. What is a plane of existence? A plane of existence is experienced as the naturalisation of the life-world. It is the wider field of my existence that I shared as a child with
my family members, my brothers and sisters: we all grew up in the same house in the same
environment on the same island. We were wrapped in a specific experience of the flesh of the
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world. So that family-space is our plane of existence: we shared a childhood in the late 1970s
and early 1980s on a farm in the provinces of Denmark.
1.5.3.

A plane of existence is a given, since it cuts itself through time and space. It is my ground
upon which the remembrance of my beginning is inscribed. It is like a foundation of sensation, a complete embedding into a place. I carry this plane of existence within me as a point
of reference that interconnects me with my family, but also helps others to position me in
the world: ‘I come from this small island in Denmark.’ The plane of existence is a given and in
circumscribing this plane we come to understand the point of departure for an existence. It is
the original space of possibilities for an own being and in my memory, possibilities that are
already gone, but that I now have to live with as unrealised (my metaphysical solitude). The
plane of existence is like the backbone of a life, which we carry – and it carries us – through
life. Given being contains extremely private conditions for each individual, and at the same
time common features such as living in a democracy, being educated through institutions,
having access to similar media-technologies, being witness to historical events and sharing
the same double temporal-plane of historical and generational time ( > 4.B.2. Historicity).

3.A.1. EXCURSUS 1: HEIDEGGER AND IN-DER-WELT-SEIN

‘“World” in any meaning whatsoever is not a thing or an area of things, but the openness of being. Man is
is, and is Man, insofar as he is the ex-isting one. He stands out in the openness of being, through which
being is that “project” [Wurf] that is projected through his “caring”.Through his own project Man stands
“in” the openness of being.“World” is the clearing of being in which Man stands through his own projected
being. “Being-In-the-world” designates the being of existence as a clearing, out of which the ‘ex’ of existence gives itself.’6
(Martin Heidegger)
1.

In Heidegger’s concept of In-der-Welt-sein (Being-in-the-world) posited in §12 in Sein und
Zeit we find a parallel to our concept of given being. What does Heidegger mean by this
philosophical neologism In-der-Welt-sein? First and foremost: we are in a world that is before
we are anything else. Before the subject constitutes itself as a subject in front of an object,
it already belongs to a world; it is in a world of which it has a pre-understanding; a world
that is already interpreted as a meaningful whole, because the life-world is an ontic system of
relations. Simply, to exist is to be in the world. In-der-Welt-sein is an existential which means a
structural component essential to the Dasein of a human being. ‘In-being is therefore a formal existential manifestation of the being of the being-there [Dasein] which is essentially constituted as beingin-the-world.’7 In-der-Welt-sein is to be in the world of others, which Heidegger designates as
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Mitsein. It is a mode of being-with where being discloses itself through already existing social
structures, constituted by others before me. Through Mitsein I am not alone in the world,
but I am also forced into the social world of ‘they’ (das Man), which is the public sphere of
chatter, talk, normalisation and the mediocre. It is the world of what ‘one’ does; a silent expectation of fulfilling norms, following conventions and performing the ordinary ( > 1.B.4.
The relations to being).
1.1.

As a further development of the existential concept of being in the world Heidegger introduces the concept of Weltbild (world image) to designate epistemic knowledge of the world
generated through the natural sciences. A world image is a metaphysical way of viewing the
world that determines what is to be seen and unseen, what can become visible and given priority. It is a world of facts, natural laws and precision; a world where events can be controlled
and anticipated; a world of technological machines, electronic installations and computer
programmes ready to be used and transform the world. To be in the Western world is not
a neutral act of simply being. It is an already culturalised relation to the world that is sedimented in a scientific formation of my relation to it. My being in the world is a transcendental
structure as In-der-Welt-sein, but the value of this is determined by my placement within the
image of the world. In Die Zeit des Weltbildes (1938) Heidegger writes: ‘At the same time as the
world has become an image, the human being has become subjected to the world of beings.’8 Against the
reduction of my being to that of a subject, subjecting not only the world, but also myself to
science, Heidegger posits that of the wandering poet who loses himself in the woods, who
opens himself to the nameless.9 Such a being lets the world be, because being is at once that
which is nearest and yet furthest from us, since we are entrapped in our world image of science and technology ( > 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
1.2.

What is the difference between In-der-Welt-sein and given being as concepts? First of all, In-derWelt-sein points to a structural and thereby transcendental aspect of Dasein. Dasein’s being is a
being in the world, but it only has a world, because to be is to have a relation to being that is
nothing other than openness. One cannot think of Dasein without its being in a world that is
open, and this openness is a clearing (Lichtung). In-der-Welt-sein is an existential structure, the
essential feature of any human being. The concept of given being is also transcendental, but
as opposed to In-der-Welt-sein it is directed towards that which is circumstantial. Given being
points to whatever is given to an own being on a plane of existence. My given is not equal
or analogous to that of the person sitting next to me on a bus, yet we are both in a whatever
world (as In-der-Welt-sein). But the specificities are different, and the experience and consciousness of what is given are different right up to the point of what is and can be perceived
( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
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1.2.1.

A further differentiation from In-der-Welt-sein is my distinction between degrees 1 and 2 of
given being. The first designates what I did not choose: my historicity, my family background,
my cultural setting and initiation into a life-form; the moral upbringing and the traumatising events in my childhood years. All these features constitute the background of my given,
a degree 1, since I never had any possibility of affecting it in its origin. Emerging from and
transforming this degree 1 is the degree 2 of given being: my given being in the present situation, my active engagement and thereby the transformation of my life. Today, I am in the midst
of the consequences of previous actions and decisions, and currently planning my future life.
This space of today, my degree 2 of given being, is built on and an indirect consequence of
the degree 1 of given being. I have taken my actions upon a ground that I myself did not constitute, and the forces of degree 1 of given being are still impacting upon me (my name, my
family-relations, my cultural upbringing, inherited wealth, family connections). Own being
is traversed by degrees 1 and 2 of given being, which differentiates it from In-der-Welt-sein as
a structural existential property of Dasein.

3.A.1. EXCURSUS 2: JEAN-LUC MARION AND BEING GIVEN
1.

In Le étant donnée (1997) by Jean-Luc Marion, the given is examined from within the phenomenological tradition. The study is an attempt to trace the problem of that which gives itself.
What is given to whom, who gives and thereby who receives? Can the given appear in itself,
as itself? It is from these questions that Marion revalidates phenomenology as a metaphysical
project by stating the principle: so much reduction, so much givenness. By following the method
of the phenomenological reduction he is led to the phenomenon: that which gives itself to the
self in direct intuition – a direct access to the object or the phenomenon as isolated singular
experience. ‘Considered according to its fait accompli, the given phenomenon arrives – crashes even
– over consciousness, which receives it. It appears properly only at the moment when it explodes on the
screen.’10 Marion calls the idea that the given gives itself as explosion ‘the saturated phenomenon’,
which he also deals with in his book De surcroît: études sur les phénomènes saturés (2001).11
1.1.

Marion attempts to think the transcendence of being within the immanence of being given:
‘Givenness does not submit the given to a transcendent condition, but rather frees it from that condition.’12 Therefore his revalidation of phenomenology is not a first philosophy as Husserl outlined in 1924 (als ‘Erstephilosophie’), but a last philosophy.13 The given is the ultimate source,
that which grounds the phenomenon, since the latter is that which gives itself to itself. It is a
last and not a first philosophy since a first philosophy presupposes a constituting subject to
whom the world of appearance takes place and has meaning. The given for Marion becomes
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the grounding metaphysical concept, excavated from within the classical phenomenological
tradition as the manifestation of the phenomenon, that-which-is-shown-in-itself to itself.14 In
a very contemporary way, to Marion there is just the whatever, given without reservation:
‘What appears gives itself, that is to say, it appears without restraint or remainder; it thus comes about
[ad-vient], happens, and imposes itself as such, not as the semblance or the representative of an absent or
dissimulated in-itself, but as itself, in person and in the flesh.’15
1.2.

What is the difference between Marion’s attempt to think that which gives itself and our
concept of given being? First of all, given being is the experience of the world as a condition,
as a background from which I have originated and travelled to my current position in life.
Through this course, given being becomes a double-sided flesh, consisting both of actions and
events that have happened to me (degree 1 of given being: my parents, my family, where I
went to school, how I was treated as a child, who I was introduced to, which languages I was
taught, my traumas) and then the actions for which I hold responsibility today, those where
I manifested my will to be (degree 2 of given being: the education I have chosen, the work I
have committed myself to, the personal relationships in which I have engaged, the consciously
ethical actions reflected upon). So my given being is my current condition (an intertwining
of degrees 1 and 2 of given being), which determines what manifests itself to me: that which gives
itself to me on a daily level. The horizon of my event, or rather, the actual amount of events
possible upon my horizon, are outlined by what has been given to me, and that which I have
given to myself. As an artist, for example, I am given to the studio each day, and to my artwork: the process of making it, finishing it, shipping it off to the next exhibition space. I will
never appear as a surgeon in a hospital, a pilot in a cockpit or as a banker on Wall Street.
Certain phenomenological experiences will never be given to me, and this is where my difference from Marion resides, since I am not interested in the act of giving, of who gives
and who becomes the gifted (the receiver of the given), which is the ultimate aim behind
Marion’s investigation. What interests me is this: that a world is given as a condition for my
life, which I am forced to live, and how I am able to transform this given into a life worth living
( > 5.B.1.2. A gesture towards life).
1.3.

On another level, I disagree with Marion regarding the nature of that which gives itself (the
phenomenon) in relation to the fact of being a generic singularity. To Marion, the object or
the phenomenon as datum that gives itself to a subject is not grounded by the subject. He
says: ‘Now, this datum gives itself to me, because it imposes itself on me, calls me, and determines me – in
short, because I am not the author of it. The datum merits its name by its being a fait accompli, such
that it happens to me, and in which it is distinguished from all foreseen, synthesized, and constituted
objects, since it happens to me as an event.’16 According to Marion, not to be an author of the
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event means surrendering to the whatever being that manifests itself.17 But he later turns his
attention to the painting as a phenomenon within the frame, containing the ‘mad energy of the
visible’; what happens in my case, where I am the actual author of the painting, regarding my
own artwork? It is true that the painting as an object still imposes itself upon me as a stranger,
yet my experience of the materiality of the painting is very intimate, since I see and feel all
the brushstrokes covering the surface as emanating from my own body. Therefore I disagree
with Marion in this case, since the viewing of the painting does not happen as an unforeseen
event given that I produced it myself ( 2.A.2.7. Expression).
1.4.

Taken to a further extreme – as in cases where somebody else writes about my artwork and
art practice, thereby intertwining my biography with the content and visuality of my art – I
have a completely different experience of this text from somebody else reading it for the first
time. The meaning of the text is strangely immanent to my existence as a generic singularity,
since it is my life transposed into the medium of language, where my name appears together
with images of my work, and where I am the subject dominating the text. The event of reading about myself in such a case – for example reading a positive or negative review of my
most recent exhibition – is qualitatively different from that of reading about somebody else
( > 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the society of the spectacle).

3.A.1.1. LIFE ZONES
1.

If life gives itself to an own being, then what is our concept of life? Life is both a noun and a
verb: to live. I am living my life. So life refers to an activity in time. But this activity is not just
‘life’ in general, as something abstract circumscribing all actual and virtual manifestations of
life. Human life is specific to an aspect of existence, a certain bodily activity. We talk about work
life, social life, private life, family life, night life, sports life, public life, sex life, political life,
student life, state life etc. We use these different concepts to designate certain territories for
life. These are places that are specific to the individual or social group in question, and which
determine what kind of life is lived: the practices, activities, norms, expectations and rationalities immanent to these zones of life ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
1.1.

What is a life zone? Let us define a life zone as a relation between an actual physical space and
a set of social relations with a temporal dimension. A life zone involves the body of the participant and it actualises a specific capability of the body. Each zone of life produces a specific
type of bodily intimacy to be enacted. In night life, for example, the focus would be on the
spaces of the nightclub, the discotheque, the bar, the party and the restaurant. Regarding
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the body, the focus would be on the erotic: dressing up, wearing makeup, dancing, drinking,
seducing, kissing, sexual intercourse – in short, the erotised body defying the rule of sleeping during the night. Since zones of life co-exist as parallel spaces, the adding of a new zone
alters the configuration of the existing. Entering the zone of family life redefines all the other
zones; it shifts the positions, forces the individual to reconsider previous dispositions, since it
entails obligations, responsibilities and new expectations to be performed. By committing to
a new life zone, the individual is brought onto (and in other cases into) another level (space)
of existence. Parenthood blocks the conditions of night life, because sleeping late is not accepted by the child, who wakes up early screaming for food and attention ( > 4.B.3. Social
reproduction).
1.2.

In a systemic modernity, an individual moves through different zones of life designating different types of intensities, relations and means of communication. This means that life takes
place on a horizontal level, where different types of life coexist within the same individual,
and the same space is lived in differently during the day and night. An office space, for example, can be used during the day as a space for work life, but in the evening or weekend become
a site for party life (the celebration) or sex life (the affair).
1.3.

A life zone is a zone where own being is struggling to exist. It is a struggle, since failure and
defeat are part of the game of existence. To get a divorce means breaking up the family zone.
Being fired breaks up the work zone. Negative response or silence negates the creative zone.
Committing a crime and being sent to prison is the temporal suspension of life where, upon
re-entering into society, life is not the same as before. In the presence of an actual disaster
where a given life zone is collapsing, the feeling of failure and disappointment can be horror
( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
1.3.1.

A life zone consists of competing systems of values that reveal different types of attention
and priorities that become a lifestyle. A life zone is a stylisation of life, because it: ‘Is a certain
manner of dealing with situations […]. I experience the unity of the world as I recognize a style.’18
(Merleau-Ponty). In this sense, a zone of life receives its form-style through the distribution,
organisation and aestheticising of its elements, energies and problems. Lifestyles compete
and compare themselves with each other because they ultimately signify a way of surviving.
This can explain why some life zones are inclusive, other excluding ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
1.4.

Life consists of zones with defining patterns of behaviour, but also other people. My life
is entangled with others, because generations are interwoven, thereby bearing witness to
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the unfolding of life through a ‘life time’. My life is the continuation of my parent’s life and
through my life I am able to sustain my children, so life becomes possible for them. In this
sense, my life is not solely my own – it is also the framework that allows the life of my children ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.4.1.

Life has a durational quality, since life happens through time and each life zone has different temporal aspects. Different life zones become possible with the unfolding of time. To
enter the family zone as a parent, for example, one has to be sexually mature, and to some
extent capable of sustaining oneself. A life zone constitutes itself with a pre-understanding
of space, but this pre-understanding has its own historicity – family life is not the same today
as hundred years ago, and yet both life zones entail the children’s room, the playground, the
neighbourhood and the family space. I am life to the extent that I am surviving it. I am life to
the extent that I have access to the zones of life ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.5.

As human agents, we are in movement between the private and public sphere, both of which
are defining forces in how our intimate relation to a given life zone is structured, regained
and lived out. This differentiation doubles the self into taking on an internal and external
appearance. The sociologist Erwin Goffman described this as being frontstage and backstage,19
which we touched upon earlier in relation to the self as image and identity. Goffman was
obviously inspired by the world of theatre and its associated notions of a stage, audience, play,
actor, script and director. To be frontstage is to go out into the world and be public, offering
oneself to the marketplace by declaring one’s performative abilities. The self is literally in
front of other people, entering a stage, where it is being viewed and judged. The self of the
frontstage is close to a role, a mask, something that forces the agent to comply with a pregiven set of rules of behaviour (the script of the interview, the codex of the office). Going
back home to the private sphere, the self strips off the public image and can ‘be himself’. In
the backstage of his life, turned away and in secrecy from the public, the individual can retreat
to a more free choice of self. Private space is where I display my nakedness at night, in the
bathroom or lying in bed. Backstage is a comfort-zone. Backstage, the self is not constrained
by the gaze of the other, as when it is frontstage and has to keep up an appearance (façade)
with an air of positivity; backstage is relaxation with an air of withdrawal: I am just myself
( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
1.5.1.

A critique of Goffman’s early version of the postmodern self is the problem of experience. Is the
self without fixed essential qualities, being just a set of roles that the individual is forced to play
out? The self has many faces, but does it have experience? If so, it would point towards a core
of the self, something that is present both frontstage and backstage ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
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1.5.2.

My passage from backstage (my private dwelling) to frontstage (my workplace) takes place
within the complex of modern infrastructure that determines what gives itself to me on a
daily level. Do I commute and spend hours in the traffic? Do I fly to foreign destinations? Can
I ride my bike to work? Should I walk? Or do I take the tube during rush hour, squashed together with other people? Do I work from home? The given gives itself differently according
to my situation (my city and where and how I live in it) and my generic working ability (my
profession). The most regulated area of public space is the motorised traffic system that interconnects roads, highways, streets, squares, bridges, tunnels, rivers, train stations, airports
and ship terminals so that I can basically drive all over the world. Within this public space a
clear intentionality is present in the moving object: a car indicates when it turns; it complies
to speed limits; it stays in lane; during congestion it moves slowly; it stops for a red light and
moves forward when the light is green. The traffic system is governed by clear rules and signsystems for movement. Driving a car demands a license. Our public transportation system
consists of the following: the motorised vehicle (the car, the bus, the taxi, the truck, the
motorbike), the manually operated vehicle (the bicycle, the skateboard, the wheelchair), the
vehicle on tracks (the train, the tram, the subway), the flying object (the aeroplane, the jet,
the helicopter). The road-system is divided into different zones for the velocity of these vehicles. The highway is for continuous high-speed flow; the street for slow-moving traffic; the
bicycle path for cycles; the pavement for walking. The intensity of the transportation space
mirrors the rhythm of the people: during the morning people are rushing to work; during the
night the streets are empty; during the first days of a holiday the highways are crowded. The
activity in our infrastructure is like a set of lungs constantly inhaling and exhaling, following
the shifts between day and night. All these transportation zones give themselves as life zones
to be traversed on a daily level and each has a specific element of resistance ( > 3.A.1.2. Generic
life-forms and work-forms & 4.A.2.3.3. Event-duration).
1.5.3.

The train-system of tracks and stations represents a tunnel of directness through the landscape.
A train is restricted to the track as a fish is to water. It is immense work overcoming the
resistance of geography to build the tracks, construct the bridges and dig the tunnels. The
condition of the aeroplane as a means of transportation is located in the airport as that physical space that makes air-space accessible as a means of transport. Behind the airport lies the interrelatedness of imagination (to fly in the air like birds); hard science (understanding the laws
of gravity and aviation); the history of failure and disaster (current safety regulations are the
consequence of the negative space surrounding aviation); airport services (the actual handling
of passengers as the economic foundation of aviation); the need for long-distance travel (capitalism and tourism).
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1.5.4.

Public space is intersected by life zones for informal meetings: the café, the cinema, the pub, the
sports club, the lecture hall, the museum, the gallery, the reception, the bazaar, the square,
the pedestrian street, the supermarket, the mall and the train station. These informal meeting spaces are what generate the life and spirit of a city, because it is here that people enact a
specific way of being civil. The civil society is an intermediate layer between the state apparatus
and the private person, where the latter can think freely without censorship. It is my right
to gather with others without permission and to criticise the state if I feel the need to. Great
cultures are generated where people can meet freely ( > 3.B.2.3. Democracy).
1.6.

The way in which private and public life zones are distributed, their values, intensities, priorities, objects, discourses and human relations, depends on the relationship between the local
and the global. Private space as a life zone can be oriented towards the local as the content
of discourse. Do the neighbours come by often? Is there local gossip? Do many friends and
family live close by? Are those who constitute private space engaged politically and socially
in local affairs – for example, on the board of the local school – and engaged in local political
problems? But private space can also be oriented towards the global as the content of discourse. Are there many visitors from different nationalities? Are foreign languages spoken?
Do the agents often travel? Does the discourse focus on global issues such as American foreign policies? International affairs? Exhibitions in Paris? Publications from New York? Scandals in Beijing? My private space can be intersected and traversed with the local and the global
in a number of ways. But is it possible to be both rooted in a specific place (a pillar of society)
and also travel the world (a cosmopolitan)? Can one simultaneously be a world-citizen and a
citizen of my world?

3.A.1.2. GENERIC LIFE-FORMS AND WORK-FORMS
2.

What is the effect of the generic life-form on the singular life lived? This is the question guiding what follows. It is important to underline that the generic here refers to both a formalised
educational degree and a life-form that is conditioned by the generic form of work. In the
following, we will try to define and differentiate between the generic life-form, the field of
experience and the generic form of work.
2.1.

What is the generic? By the generic we understand genus, the general features of a species
or thing at a given moment and in a given context. Each person incarnates certain external
characteristics that we understand as functions and qualities. Generic qualities are those that
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are at once tied to and transversal to the individual, and thereby connect to different social,
cultural and temporal classes, enabling these milieus to decode and understand the nature
of these functions beforehand. If somebody is introduced to me as an architect, a lawyer, a
nuclear scientist or a conceptual artist, for example, I have a sense of his occupation or line
of work in advance. This means that he is able to appear in a social context and perform with
a specific authority derived from this generic identity ( > 1.A.3. Re-working Sein und Zeit).
2.1.1.

It is through the generic that we maintain stable relations to our surroundings, and it is
through generic forms of existence that we gain insight and knowledge of the world. The
world as we know it functions due to the performance of people with generic forms. From
the pilot who flies an aeroplane, to the professor who researches molecular biology, to the
cook who prepares food, I am surrounded by educated people who transform complexity into
reality.When I look into the cockpit of a Boeing 747, I see an infinite complexity of electronic
data, instruments, switches, buttons, handles and blinking lights, which for me is a labyrinth
of possible actions, but for the pilot is an ordered whole that he or she knows how to work.The pilot – and all other trained certified pilots – can make the aeroplane fly. I cannot. As a modern
human being, I am surrounded by an infinite number of individuals with generic properties
that uphold various work functions, so that the problems and demands of the everyday are
confronted and solved. These generic work-forms are also life-forms, since they demand a
certain structuring of daily life. A doctor in a hospital must work night-shifts; a sea-captain on
a container ship is away for months; a school-teacher has long summer holidays; a baker starts
work early in the morning etc. Furthermore, each generic work form contains levels of powers and responsibilities in relation to the structural difference between being an employer and
employee: of ‘giving work’ and ‘taking work’ ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
2.1.2.

In the case of illness or sudden complication (giving birth, a heart-attack, a stroke) there
is safety and comfort in being surrounded by generic competences. ‘Is there a doctor here?’,
someone screams out to the crowd.
2.2.

What does it mean to exist as the effectuation of a generic life-form – as when somebody
says: ‘I am an academic’ or ‘I am an accountant’ or ‘I am a freelance copy-editor’. It means to effectuate time in a specific way. Our generic life-forms are the ‘glasses’ through which we see
a certain realisation of time: of time materialised in qualification and time spent on working
( > 5.B.3.1. The time of a generic singularity).
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2.2.1.

Each morning in the rush hour standing by a major highway, one feels an enormous tidal
wave of humans driving from the suburban areas to their workplaces in the city centre. All
are individuals with a specific intention, the majority having an education and work experience. They are generic in their being, and from one perspective they are the ‘grey masses of
society’. They can be exchanged and replaced by others. Their functions are created through
institutions that through a procedure of selection (to be admitted) and instances of control (final
examination) guarantee the production of certain qualifications and insights of knowledge.
The institution produces the conditions for the development of generic qualifications, but it
is the confrontation with, and the development through, everyday work that increases the
value of the generic being through competences that can be priced and evaluated in the public
and private sector. We therefore speak of work experience and the experience-burdened subject in
order to describe two opposite valuations of experience. From the first perspective, practical knowledge about the working field is regarded as an elementary condition. In the latter
case, the subject has gained too much experience, and thus has become inflexible and unable
to change in order to meet new challenges. This opposition in the valuation of experience
signifies how temporality is inscribed in own being in a way that conditions the total value of
experience, and its continued ability to transform knowledge into a practical context of life
( > 2.A.2.4. Experience & 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
2.2.2.

It is the power of the generic life-form to determine the balance between work and life. A
midwife will have long working shifts in one week and then three weeks off; a bus driver
will sometimes have to work on bank holidays; a freelancer is dependent on the current
project; an industrial employee works eight-hour shifts, and a bank-clerk from nine to four,
five days a week. The generic life-form is at once as abstract as the conditions surrounding
the type of work, and very specific – in each case, its form is negotiated according to its surroundings. Nevertheless, there is a structural equivalence between generic life-forms: agents
within the same field can share their experiences, because they know a life-form from within
( > 3.B.2.2. Economy and capitalism).
2.2.3.

In our current historical situation, with the rise of the creative class, we are witnessing an
increase of people working within the artist-as-entrepreneur life-form.20 Self-discipline, selfinvention, self-responsibility, networking and public appearance will be the future life-form
for many in the years to come. But we will also witness more burn-out syndromes, social
insecurity and melancholic states of being – the dark side of being a free agent on the market
( > 4.A.3.7. Depression & 5.B. Generic singularity).
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2.3.

What constitutes the zone of work today?21 The zone of work is the activity through which
the individual is present in time and space in order to perform a function for which it is
remunerated. To gain access to a zone of work (to be given work) in a systemic modernity,
the individual must prove a certain right to this access – either through certification, recommendations, working experiences, qualifications or competences. These qualifications can be
produced through institutions. As a trained artist, for example, I will never apply for a job
as a brain-surgeon at the local hospital, because I will never have the necessary qualifications
( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions & 3.B.3.2. Generosity, networks and the system of recommendation).
2.3.1.

Generic forms of work structure ways of doing whereby we can experience life and be recognised by life. The moment you possess a qualified generic form, you are capable of experiencing work life, but also changing your own life and that of others. A doctor who starts working
in a refugee camp, for instance, will save lives ( > 3.B.3.3. Community of contribution).
2.3.2.

Generic working fields are competitive systems with distances between the new and the old,
the elite and the common, the progressive and the reactionary. The competition is visible in
a special way to those who participate in the discourse. The generic aspect of each working
field represents the specialisation of a discourse discernable to those who know the game.
Every move within the game is therefore also a kind of internal communication between the
players ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
2.3.3.

Certain prestigious fields – such as being a writer, an artist or a politician – are not protected
titles and are therefore open to everyone. In most cases, however, successful people in these
areas do have some kind of formal training from an institution. The autodidact becomes an
interesting position today, though extremely rare.
2.3.4.

I can live a life without getting an education, but in a systemic modernity it is difficult to get
a job without some kind of education from a school or institution. To be human today is to
educate oneself, transcend the state of ignorance and know something practical about the
world. Very few job-positions are left in the Western world for non-qualified people – such as
packaging, cleaning, or manual labour. In systemic modernity, non-qualified jobs barely exist
anymore. Even all the outsourced jobs demand some kind of qualification ( > 3.B.2. Systemic
modernity).
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2.4.

Generic life-forms arise from a broad range of educational possibilities and thereby produce
different ways of living, because they are pre-structured institutional legitimised ways of
becoming autonomous and gaining freedom through education. From a birds-eye view, these
generic life-forms create an immense and complex variation of experience in our world.
Such a large number of people with so many different competences produces experiences,
knowledge and situations that no previous generation has witnessed. As a result, we are constantly challenged in our preconceptions of how a human being can make a living and how the
value of work can be priced ( > 3.B.2.2. Economy and capitalism).
2.4.1.

Just as rational thinking defined Cartesian man, the generic life-form defines contemporary
Man, and becomes possible through education of the individual. ‘I am a dentist’ (and therefore
I am) says the young man with pride in his voice. But in order to state this, he must be able
to perform the behaviour of a dentist. He must work as a dentist, but becoming a dentist is
difficult, demands endurance and discipline, good memory and the ability to work hard.22
People who have pushed themselves to the limit of their own being gain respect from others,
and with good reason.
2.4.2.

‘What do you do?’ I asked her at the summer party in the park. ‘I’m a cultural geographer at the
council, working with the implementation of humanistic ideals in the space of the city.’ With the use
of the description ‘cultural geographer’, a generic life-form (that of an academic) is designated. She herself knows this field from within, the workings of it, and who constitutes the
important agents in this world to her. As an outsider, I respect her qualifications. I believe
she knows what she is talking about, since she is able to live from it (somebody is willing to
pay her money to speak, to write, to think and to do something). I accept this as a possible
way of making a living. Generic life-forms are used to establish a frame of reference for the
speaking being in social situations. I have no idea about the specifics of her work as a cultural
geographer, but I accept and respect it as a valid profession. I believe that the person who
says it also is it.
2.5.

I am a multitude of generic forms: Man, Western, Danish, artist, husband, father, brother,
son, non-philosopher, consumer, friend, neighbour, badminton coach; but also educated, a
citizen, an intellectual and a reflexive being. I share these generic forms and relations with
numerous other individuals, but through my specificity I am what I am. Only I am forced to
perform my name in this body which is mine. And whatever my relative success, I am still
generic to those to whom I am not known. People ask: ‘What do you do?’ ‘I’m an artist’, I reply.
‘What kind of artist?’ ‘A painter.’ ‘Can you make a living from it?’, they ask, often without further
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interest in what kind of work I make. They only want to know if I can support myself, because
this is important to them. From the simple knowledge of my generic identity they judge and
place me within some kind of hierarchy specific to them ( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being
& 5.A. Being in dimensions).
2.5.1.

Each generic life-form encounters life in its own way and thereby develops certain behavioural traits that define it as ‘businessman’, ‘opera-singer’, ‘architect’, ‘plumber’, ‘soccer-player’,
‘policeman’, ‘priest’, ‘teacher’, ‘captain’, ‘museum director’, ‘writer’, ‘waiter’, ‘clerk’, ‘cityplanner’, ‘guide’, ‘nurse’, ‘surgeon’, ‘hotel-manager’, ‘DJ’, ‘photographer’, ‘book-keeper’,
‘mechanic’ or ‘farmer’. Everywhere right now life is happening, but with infinite beingabilities ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
2.5.2.

A new phenomenon is dating via the internet. Different sites are marketed and organised
around professions that have generic life-forms as leitmotif: ‘doctor-dating’, ‘farmer-dating’
and ‘academic dating’. These social phenomena point towards an understanding of life as
engendered and made visible through generic life-forms: that people seek out a special other
through associated life-values ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
2.6.

To become generic through obtaining a degree, acquiring a position and learning a craft is to
empower oneself, because you appear to a visible order as a being who can act within and judge
reality from your own generic point of view. A generic life-form is a position from where
you can discuss the reality that you know something about. It gives you authority. By having
this position, an individual will receive respect and recognition from others; a fundamental
element in the structure of identity. Do generic properties transform our inner being into
essential modes of being? If this is the case, own being understood as the specific manner in
which the individual takes care of itself and through which it actively defines itself, generic
properties would become qualitative autonomous characteristics of the self. I am generic therefore I am ( > 1.A.3. Re-working Sein und Zeit & 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).

3.A.1.3. CULTURE
3.

Culture is a set of values, traditions and rituals that together present themselves as the flesh
of the world. Whatever human world I know, have seen or visited, it is some kind of culture,
but not necessarily a systemic modernity.Through procedures of truth, culture wraps generic
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life-forms, life zones and cultural artefacts into systems that are able to survive the generalised pressure of being – a pressure that forces every culture to deal with the questions of
living now and in the future.Which values are important today and what will be needed in the
future? How do we not only produce the next generation, but also make it able to survive?
The latter question gravitates around Bildung – the German word for education, or should we
say, self-education. In the following we will touch upon culture as the formation of values with
a will; culture as Bildung; and culture as truth-procedure.
3.1.

Culture is life values organised into coherent formations of visibility that transform concepts
into something with a will, an agency: ‘Romanticism was a reaction to the Enlightenment’, ‘American culture is multicultural’, ‘Scandinavian culture is democratic’. Cultural concepts are effectuated
empirical subjects: they act in a world. By defining a concept for a culture we automatically
ascribe it will, existence and potentiality. A concept wants something; it wants to be as a
certain way to exist in the world. Every culture consists of life-forms, specific ways of doing things in the world where one’s action participates in a cultural logic that is discernible
and perceptible to others, especially to those who adhere to a culture and to those who are
strangers to it. The first feel they belong to a culture, the others that they are excluded from it
( > 4.A.3.4. Solitude & 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
3.1.1.

Intimate to my given being is the cultural upbringing that both formatted and initiated me
into the world. I did not decide my culture; it is within the spine of my body. My culture is
therefore deeply within: I cannot exist without a culture. But on the other hand, I can criticise
and distance myself from it. I can expand my culture, transgress it and be inspired by other
cultures. I can travel with my culture, but also be exiled from my culture. Looking back upon
my life I see a mix of cultures intertwining with each other: from the beginning a Scandinavian/Danish and British culture, later, elements of German, French, American and finally
Japanese culture have blended in. I am a hybrid of cultures, certainly not pure. And these
cultures are just the ones circumscribed by national regimes. Superimposed and transcending them are the cultures of entrepreneurship, the spirit of free-thinking, independency and
artistic being ( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
3.1.2.

My values for life enable me to navigate in life. They are a protecting shield of already made
decisions regarding what is important and must be defended. My values, which I have inherited from my parents, make me value art, literature, philosophy and music; they make me
value family, friends and neighbours; education, intellectual aspirations (having a library) and
a higher learning environment (taking an intellectual newspaper); practical skills, the ability to solve things on my own (in a workshop) and to use my body (work in the garden, on
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the fields, mending the house); local engagement (taking the local newspaper), voicing my
opinion, supporting of schools (being on boards, initiating new ones) and helping people in
need; but also to experience life through going on vacation, travelling to foreign places and
seeing the world; meeting new people; enjoying life by inviting people to dinner-parties, celebrations and to honour important moments; talking to ordinary people, being friendly and
open to strangers. These are some of the values that I can consciously see, and then there are
those to which I am blind. The not-yet-seen. Whatever the level of consciousness I might have
of them, these values have made me able to live life until now ( > 2.B.2. Excursus 1: Pierre
Bourdieu and the concept of habitus).
3.2.

Each generation produces a conflict around the following question: what is the human form
needed in order to survive the violence of being? As a parent, I am responsible for the education of
my children and therefore forced to answer the question: what will my children need to know
in order to survive, to become happy people? But what I want them to know is not necessarily
what they want to know. Ultimately, I might just be aiming at tuning them and their bodies to
the world. This attempt to transmit necessary knowledge and life-forms to the next generation is the question of Bildung. In Germany, where Bildung received its most developed form
during the Romantic period, it basically means education, but also formatting, constructing,
a coming-into-being that is shaped through and upon something innate (the natural talents of
the body). It is the attempt to realise the whatever potential in each and every human through
an aesthetic realm ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
3.2.1.

Bildung was guided by two overall aims: fulfilling the potential of Man by teaching him to give
form to himself, and through this form enabling him to enter into society in a meaningful
way. To exist as a human being was to exist as an artwork. It was to become beautiful, a whole
person who had not just the ability to think critically, but also the ability to express himself
in an aesthetic manner. A man without Bildung was a caricature of himself (Schlegel). Bildung
was an imperative.23 It was the declared aim and power of Bildungskultur to give the reflexive
subject the forces to discover within himself his own direction and meaning in life; to develop
his own being-ability ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
3.2.2.

Education is the introduction of measurements derived from the accomplishments of other
humans: of what I can become through aiming higher. These measurements I take from the
past and the present: the great artists and cultural figures whom I admire and who inspire me
in my own life. In every culture we therefore find a sense of the past negotiated through the
present: the museum, the canon, the cultural backbone, the preservation of those artworks
that educate simply by introducing something new to a culture. All that is new is a complex
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achievement, and I educate myself in order to receive this complexity emanating from the
past and the present of a given culture, such as the movement from learning the first letters in
the alphabet to the reading of James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), for example; the complexity of the
latter can only be grasped by someone who has travelled a long way in the space of reading
and writing ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
3.3.

Each human manifestation gives itself within a cultural sphere where it makes sense to those
for whom it is intended. The cultural expression or object produced, displayed and perceived follows certain truth-procedures that make the cultural event true to those who belong
to the culture. As a stranger, for example, I do not grasp the true meaning of a Japanese teaceremony from within; yet the tea-ceremony is deeply meaningful to those Japanese people
who perform it. There is a truth, a deep inner meaning to this cultural ceremony, that I as a
stranger cannot grasp. A procedure of truth in culture is the distribution of affects and percepts; of surfaces and materials; orders and structures; of innovation and tradition; tragedy
and comedy; of insight and entertainment within a given cultural object or event such as an
artwork, a novel, a poem, a film, a theatre-piece, but also a cultural ritual or a way of performing the ritual. A truth-procedure is the means whereby truth is displayed and perceived
in a culture to its participants; a procedure that places me in the correct attitude, but also the
correct presence to truth regarding temporal transitions. Truth is here understood as the inner meaning of the situation that transforms me in the encounter with it. There is a truth to a
baptism, a wedding and a funeral to those who are initiated into its procedures of producing
this truth. The difference between the funeral of a musician in New Orleans and the funeral
of a Faroese fisherman reveal that each culture has its own way of saying goodbye and paying
homage. A truth procedure surrounding a ritual is another name for tradition; a procedure as a
process in which truth is produced, but also constantly reinterpreted and renegotiated. Thus
a tradition is alive as long as the procedure is used to produce a truth that can be applied in
and for life ( > 4.B.2.4. Rituals).
3.3.1.

Two overall tendencies in the twentieth century testify to two different truth-procedures
that exist in parallel to each other in the Western world: on the one side, an elite intellectual
culture that relates differently to time: a culture of the there and then re-actualising the past
(high-culture); and on the other side, a culture of the here and now saturating the present,
where the event is mediated through social communal ecstasies (mass-culture). In a classical
concert hall, for example, piano pieces by Bach and Mozart are performed while the audience is seated, quiet and concentrating on the music; in a stadium rock concert, Madonna or
U2 will make the masses move their bodies, chanting, dancing, moving towards the Dionysiac
ecstasy of being. Each level of culture has its own channels of distribution and institution of
events – specific channels that lead a cultural product from one place to another and in the
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process produce some kind of value. From one perspective, the culture of the there and then
addresses the critical space; the culture of the here and now, the marketplace.
3.4.

Culture is a horizon. From this horizon the potentiality of my being emanates. A cultural
horizon can be narrow, or it can be expanded. It can be wide, or it can be closed. A horizon
is the distance between my current position and what I can become: my ultimate being, because a culture also consists of different frontiers, of openings towards an unknown becoming
that constitutes the new. Within each culture, these are the first movers: those who push things
forwards, experimenting with new forms and expressions, and thereby distance themselves
from the old. They want to be new, because newness is also a negation. Together this group of
forerunners constitutes a ‘swarm intelligence’ that, like flocks of animals, is able to seek out
new territories for cultural production; they become the expression of the Zeitgeist of a given
cultural epoch, because they produce a new procedure enabling the participants to experience truth ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).

3.A.1.4. THE SYMBOLIC IN GIVEN BEING
4.

Given being is not a chaos from where I emerge as an own being. It is a structured environment that receives its inner stability from the symbolic order. Derived from psychoanalytic
discourse, the symbolic designates the totality of laws and moral orders that govern the space
in which I exist. The symbolic is not universal, because it is both historical and specific to the
moment of the individual where it becomes operational. We are not all forced into the same
symbolic order, even though we might adhere to the same culture, class, plane of existence
or language.
4.1.

The symbolic order is the ability of whatever law to establish a relation between a self and
rules that regulate behaviour. Whenever a self subjects itself to whatever rule, the symbolic is
operational as a relation between the rules and the self. This relation might fail (the never-appearing inner voice constituting Kantian morals) in instances when a reflexive subject makes
up his own rules or consciously attempts to break or transgress them. ‘I know the rules, but I will
risk breaking them’ or ‘I know the rules, but what will happen if I break them?’ ( > 2.A.2.8. Secrets
& 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
4.1.1.

The symbolic manifests itself as prohibitions: ‘Don’t do that!’ and injunctions: ‘Do this!’ and
testifies to a value-system as a life-form. Everything from speaking politely and behaving
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properly to signs of gratitude and generosity are expressions of life-forms. To rebel against
the symbolic – as in not doing what one is told – is to question and test the symbolic in order
to make the experience of life yourself. This experience is an intimate knowledge of life: I have
tested it myself. Why must one rebel against the symbolic? Because the symbolic is a distribution of values incarnated into a perspective: a way of seeing, doing and judging. People who
do not rebel against their specific symbolic laws become the servants of an already established
and authorised value-system that determines the way a life is to be lived. In order to experience the world with my own eyes, I have to see it for myself: de-authorise the symbolic;
radically question it and do the forbidden ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
4.2.

When the child is put to sleep by the parents or wakes up in the middle of the night, the
quieting voice of the parent sweeps the symbolic around its new-born flesh. The symbolic
is comfort. The symbolic feeds, cleans, clothes and speaks to me. The symbolic is service. It
assures protection and safety just through the sound of a voice or the physicality of a hug. The
seductive power of the symbolic is the ability to reward and recognise the emotions of the
infant and to produce a protective shield of safety and comfort ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
4.2.1.

The symbolic enters the dimension of given being, since each social space contains a number
of threats specific to the place of the private (the territory): ‘Look before crossing the street!’,
‘Don’t go near the lake!’, ‘Keep away from the fire!’ The symbolic must be implemented in the
consciousness as the inherent self-reflexive capacity to think before taking heedless action. The
symbolic is the necessary shield of protection against stupidity, accidents and sudden death
( > 4.A.3.1. Stupidity & 4.B.1.3. Negative space).
4.2.2.

The symbolic is ultimately the law of the father. ‘The Father’ is the ego ideal who installs
himself as wisdom by giving advice, correcting, educating and being the point of orientation.
The father can be found in many places in society – as a judge, policeman, politician, teacher,
military officer or doctor – or anybody in a uniform. Wherever there are social hierarchies
there will be an official person responsible. The voice is dark and deep, and when it speaks,
it demands order, peace and compliance. To stay within the law of the symbolic and follow
the norms authorised by the father can lead to a secure and comfortable life. These are the
compliant participants of the symbolic order: those who always do what they are told, follow
directions, behave well and in general lead a boring life. A revolution and rebellion against the
law of the father is the introduction of new values specific to that system. This is what many a
generic singularity has attempted in life: doing something different from what was expected
from them. Very few parents congratulate the young person who decides to become an artist
( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
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4.2.3.

The symbolic reveals itself in anger and the outburst of emotion. Approaching the limit, the
child is given the warning: ‘If you do X, Y will happen.’ If X is committed,Y reveals itself as punishment in the form of isolation, verbal correction, an angry voice and ultimately as violence.
The symbolic is a system of limits and a system of threats. It can become systematic emotional terror with the power to produce shame, embarrassment, guilt and feelings of failure
( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).

3.A.1.5. INTERNAL CO-HABITATION AND THE OTHER
5.

I surround the world with my being and I am surrounded by the being of the world. The
world slips through my mouth, enters my eyes, my ears and my skin. I am vulnerable, open,
touching and feeling. I am present to others who are intimate or generous, but also distant and
violent; to others who are others in a cultural sense and then myself as another. Every category
– family, friends, acquaintances, strangers – strikes a specific cord within my body, makes it
vibrate, illuminate faces, bodies and memories within my interior being: my world is within
me as internal co-habitation. I am not alone, since I can simulate the presence of others within
me. My nearest relatives are within me as ghosts, phantasms and human figures that appear
glowing, surrounded by a darkness. They co-inhabit my interior.
5.1.

When Heidegger introduced the concept of Mitdasein in §26 in Sein und Zeit, he pointed to a
fundamental element of Dasein: the experience of being as something that it has in common
with others. ‘The world of a being-there is with-world [Mitwelt].’24 Dasein is a social experience
and given being is Mitsein. The other appears in a world that already exists and to which I
also belong. I care for this world of others through offering a social space of generosity. In
this sense, given being must be understood as a multi-layered dimension where my world is
shared with others ( > 3.B.3.3. Community of contribution).
5.1.1.

Who is this other? The intimate other is both the body next to me, and the voice within me:
myself as another. I allow this strange other to live within me: an enigmatic voice that does not
belong to me, because it speaks as if I am not myself. With my ability to speak comes a delirious power to mumble words, state propositions and speak with the tone of another – almost
as if my nervous system is connected to another outside of me. I have a dialogue, even an argument, with the other, shifting between pro et contra. A stage appears and I see this other who
is frustrating me: my child, partner, neighbour, colleague or a politician, priest or judge. It
is all happening within my consciousness. I feel the presence of all these others within me. Is
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this not a decentring of myself, as the movement towards the other outside, yet deeply inside,
myself? How can I be the transcendental ego if I have many voices within me – voices that do
not even belong to me? ( > 4.A.3.8. Schizophrenia).
5.1.2.

Experiencing myself as split between transparent self-agency and murky self-awareness (I feel
the other as a strange dark desire), I learn to accommodate otherness within the interiority of my own being, as something bringing me closer to the death of my sovereign being
( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
5.1.3.

Comforting her infant, the mother speaks in a voice that does not belong to herself. She
speaks as if the infant is speaking within her. She allows it to live within her, but in doing so,
the crying is doubled: the infant is screaming outside and inside of her. And when she speaks
to the child in a baby voice she becomes other to herself: she modulates herself into a child
projecting the image of the child onto her own existence. The child co-habits her internally as
an image, activates itself so she becomes a child herself ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
5.2.

In given being, I encounter cultural otherness – an otherness that is mediated through representations and actual encounters where the other becomes the specific empirical subject in
question – somebody from another culture. But this otherness is always mediated through
contexts: politics, history and sociality. The other never appears from a background of pure
nothingness. Cultural otherness is a relation between an identity-entity (myself encountering) and something outside this (the cultural other). I have my identity, to which yours is the
other. I remain the same, but the other is different. I am I and the other is non-I. But the other
himself is not an other to himself. The other is specific to his own culture whatever this might
be, and therefore not an absolute stranger (as someone who is known to none).
5.2.1.

If the other is infinite (Levinas) and yet is not only outside of me, but lives within as internal
co-inhabitant (as the other who is the condition for my identity), I must be an infinite other to
myself. Only through opening myself to the otherness of the other will I not freeze into only
one self. I am always in need of the other and no matter what I do, there will always be another
appearing on the horizon, forcing me to reconsider what the other is and what my temporary
sameness is. The other can never disappear from my human life, because only through the
other do I have a world. My other is like an unknown twin to me, because he is my mirror. I
see another in the mirror and I see myself as someone beyond myself. I mirror myself in the
other as someone I am not. As a twin, he looks like me – a human – and yet he is not the same.
We are different to the point where I know nothing about this other.
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5.3.

There are others who are intimate to me, and there is the distant other, someone suddenly
appearing in the midst of my life-world. Staring into the intense burning gaze of a stranger,
what do I see? This distant other surrounds me as a given, as somebody standing at the corner
of the street, homeless, mentally disturbed and staring into a horizon of nothingness. Am I
afraid of his otherness? Of what he might suddenly be capable of? Why do I feel that his state
of being is also within me? Is it because when I see another I simulate the other within me
and his state of terror becomes mine? It is as if the other is a ghost that suddenly becomes
alive within me. I feel him inside of myself and suddenly I fear him as a force-field becoming
a violent other: as someone that can attack, overthrow, defy or kill me. An accident occurs, I
fall over, and out of nowhere another distant other appears who suddenly becomes a generous
other who embraces, speaks to and helps me. I never know what the other is capable of and
this fundamental insecurity gives the other his special status. The distant other is infinite to
me, because he has the power to become both violent to me – as in the assault of theft, rape,
or a blow to my face – but also intimate, loving, embracing and caring, as when an unknown
person saves my life ( > 4.B.1.1. Formal aspects of physical violence).
5.3.1.

The distant other can make me furious when he destroys my life-world: steals my bike, vandalises my house, robs me, or even worse, poisons, abducts, tortures or keeps me prisoner.
The distant other is not innocent or neutral, but incarnates all the wrongdoings that could
happen to me. The distant other is this black void into which I can project everything without
ever making the other transparent. Walking through a park in Hamburg surrounded by social
high-rises on a dark evening of November, I saw the other as a black silhouette. Just the outline of the body, an opaque nothingness moving in front of me ( > 4.B.1.3. Negative space).
5.4.

Since the self is a nucleus of relations to itself and other people, the disappearance of others
(as in death) is violent. I would never survive the death of my wife, my sons or my daughter.
Maybe my body would carry on functioning, but I would no longer be myself – myself would
be distorted, since they all are within me. Their disappearance would rip me apart, like tearing apart a family image. My interior unity, the balance between all those who live within
me, would dissolve, because the intimate other within is the foundation of my own being
( > 4.A.3.7. Depression & 4.B.1. The violence of final being).
5.4.1.

I have survived the death of my father, but his death has also transformed me. From being
another in front of me whose judgement I feared, he has become internal as a memory I cherish and a person I talk to on my way into the darkness of sleep. I close my eyes and I see him
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coming out of my childhood house again, smiling and walking towards me. He is internal as
another still alive within me, but as in a dream ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
5.4.2.

Every generic singularity experiences internal co-habitation, because other artists live within
them. Their artworks haunt me and their way of living inspires me: they make me do things
and make me compare myself to them. These others within push me further into life. I am
infinitely in need of the other ( > 5.B.1.4. The necessary differentiation).

3.A.1.6. COMMUNITY OF EXPERIENCE
6.

Given being is the being that is given for an own being at a specific point in time. As a dimension, it represents what constitutes the coordinates of my existence. In phenomenological
terms, it is my life-world [Lebenswelt]: the world where my life takes place. This is at once a
shared world-of-being-togetherness and my world, since only one body is able to be in the
position of my body. Mine. Nobody else can place themselves here in the space of my body
and have this specific position in the world right now. On the other hand, my experience of
the world is not isolated and restricted. As humans we are able to participate in a community
of experience that transcends the singularity of my being – the experience of war, of parenting,
of exile, of loss, of death and of solitude. The human spectrum of experience is infinite, but
in certain cultures and historical moments it clusters together in a community of experiences
with an interior and an exterior aspect.
6.1.

The relation between the interior and exterior aspect of an experience equals that between
reading a novel and reading a summary of it. If I have interior access to the experience – like
having a child and thereby the experience of parenting – I know it from within. My experience has a texture, a variation and an emotional state. I know from myself what it takes, which
situations provoke joy, conflicts, sorrows, worries and laughter. There is a narrative to my
experience. I can recount it from a first-person perspective and give details. An adult who
has no children doesn’t really know what it is like. She or he can imagine or try to understand, but that understanding will always have the character of a summary, something that is
outside the actual experience. The knowledge is exterior. We know certain experiences await
us, such as losing our parents or watching another person die, but we will only know what
it is like after we have experienced it. The difference between the imagination and the actual
experience resides in the circumstances surrounding the experience and then the emotional
impact of an experience. Grief can be imagined, but is different as lived. I know what it means
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to lose a father at the age of twenty-five, and those who still have their parents simply do not
know. I have entered into that community of experience of losing a parent when young.
6.2.

Belonging to a community of experience – having your first child, graduating from university, getting married or going to war – one sees things differently. What we share is this sense
that what went before, and what will come, now appears in a new light. After the World
Wars, where a huge number of men were drafted to fight as soldiers, a certain community
of experience appeared amongst those who went and returned. Those returning could not
completely express their experience to those who did not go to war. Between the soldier and
his family was a barrier, and the barrier was the experience ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
6.2.1.

Systemic modernity consists of an infinite number of community experiences, but the one
that unites every human being is the experience of life, since life is real for everyone: all
humans share the experience that life was given to them, because life came with a certain
number of givens. People talk of life as something generalised, because we all participate in
the force of life, yet this living is not the same ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
6.3.

As a generic singularity I know from within what it is like to be an artist: the struggle, the fight,
the joys and sense of accomplishment. The feelings of failure, rejection and isolation, but also
the sense of community, of being invited and recommended, recognised and praised. My
experience of this gives my existence an interiority that I can share with other artists. I can
communicate this and instantly know when my experience resonates with the other.

3.A.2. THE ECSTASY OF LANGUAGE
1.

Language is a given, but also gives the ecstasy of being. We are within language and therefore
already deeply immersed in the world. Without it we would be nothing. Because language
is everything and everywhere it cannot be given an exhaustive definition, as if there were an
absolute limit to language. Yet, there is a meaning to language to which all the dictionaries
in the world testify. Words have been given a definition and are constantly given new ones,
because they appear in contexts beyond their lexical meaning. I use language to convey my
intimacy with being to that of another. Through language I reach the ecstasy of being. When
I sing, the world and the words come pouring out of me like water from a spring; there is a
certain element of joy to my words. I sing the world out of happiness, out of well-being, and
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this well-being is a revealed intimacy with my world. Through my intimacy with language
comes a certain play. I play with the different solutions, searching for the right words and in
this playing I am ecstatic: I move beyond myself ( > 2.A.2.7. Expression).
1.1.

The ecstasy of language comes from the way it gives itself to me: the different languages are
interwoven with cultures circumscribing rich patterns and modulations of existence. English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Japanese, Danish, Indian, Arabic, Chinese all testify to different ways in which the body can be used as a sound-instrument to say the world.
My words are as natural to me as my legs are to my body. When I see or listen to my mothertongue in written or oral form, I feel it with the inside of my body. When I see a foreign
language that I have not mastered, I cannot grasp the meaning. I just see a constellation of
signs and their form hurts my eyes. When I learn a new language, I also acquire a new bodily
music: an ability to twist my tongue, to intonate differently, to perceive the intentions of new
sounds. French simply sounds differently, and the access to this new difference is ecstatic. The
multitude of languages (more than two thousand known worldwide) testifies to the manifold
human expressions of the body. Language is the infinite modulation of the body.
1.2.

My intimacy with language comes after it has become an operationalised system of communication. When I first have my language I use it to transport meaning, intentions, declarations,
information, but also entertainment, literature and poetry. All languages in the world have
poetry and this testifies to a fundamental element of language: it is infused with imagination. The activity of poetry in language represents our imaginative faculty and shows us that
language is not only a pragmatic device in the service of human agents. That language can be
used by the forces of imagination testifies to its ecstatic nature: I can transgress myself, enter
into a new realm of existence, see the world anew and sing the world for the first time.To this
imaginative side of language also belong all the subdivisions of literature: short story, drama,
tragedy, comedy, crime story, historical novel, science-fiction tale, fantasy story, psychological thriller etc. All these genres are relations between artistic rules and a certain existential
drama. The genre gives human existence a framework where it can be outlived, tested and
experimented with.
1.2.1.

Language can be subject to stylisation as the expressive act of deforming language in a coherent fashion. This is an author’s style – the difference between a sentence by Marcel Proust
and one by Ernest Hemmingway. Roland Barthes believed in Le degré zéro de l’écriture (1953),
that the difference that originates in the flesh of the author is a specific filtering of the world.
The style is the secret of the author, something that is unknown in its totality to the author
(she or he does not yet know the full volume of possibilities inherent to the style), because
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it functions as an intentional arc within the author: a specific transformation and generation
of the world from the depths of his or her flesh25 ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body & 2.A.2.7.
Expression).
1.3.

In the beginning of language for the child there is a babble; a singing modulation of the voice;
a laugh of joy; a scream of pain, desolation, angst, fear, hunger, cold, discomfort. From this
originary music, language is built, because it repeats the words from the world that is spoken
to it. And in this world, objects appear, and a child experiences the world through the ecstasy
of naming the thing. It recognises an object and this act is pure ecstasy: ‘A dog, a dog… look, a
dog!’ Language in its beginning is an echo. The child screams and this scream is repeated. The
scream that is articulated attests to a presence (‘I am here!’) and a recognition (‘I am happy to
see you again – I know who you are!’).
1.4.

Every language has a dirty side to it: the use of swear-words, naughty words, erotic words,
slang words, forbidden words; the telling of dirty jokes. This aspect of language reveals the
existence of the monstrous body within language. The raw being emanating from the depth of
the monstrous body finds it way into language. It becomes the hidden well of ecstasy, laughter
and joy – but also embarrassment, shame and disgrace. One of the functions of the symbolic
is to regulate and decontaminate language from its bad usage: not only the filthy words, but
also discriminatory words and the impolite use of words ( > 3.A.1.4. The symbolic in given
being).
1.4.1.

Telling a joke or saying something humorous gives language an ecstatic power. The words
spoken unleash a wave of laughter, smiles and giggles. The ecstasy of language crashes into
the moment and flushes everything away. I feel well-being in the midst of language because it
can make me feel joy. Any joy in the world is an increase of being, an intensification of being
(Spinoza).
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3.
GIVEN BEING

3. B. THE VIOLENCE OF GIVEN BEING
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3.B.1. ONTOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE VIOLENCE OF GIVEN BEING
1.

What is reality? If we assume that each individual is given in relation to a reality – e.g. the
reality of a school-teacher, a film-director or a homeless person – the concept in each of
these instances cannot have the same meaning. Each individual will not refer to the same reality. Yet the word ‘reality’ can be used by each of these individuals to say: ‘This is my reality!’
Stating this means having a relation to forces that constitute the everyday and to surroundings that
cannot be escaped. Reality in this sense means being constituted in relation to a life-world. The
life-worlds of a school-teacher, a film-director or a homeless person are not the same. So in
all these instances of life-worlds the real is a given. Everybody is given to a world that is real.
But the real of a life-world is grounded in a larger encompassing reality – that of our Western
world (systemic modernity) – and this informs our sense of the life-worlds that we are given
in relation to. From this super-structure that binds the life-worlds together, we can discern
an armature that informs our ontological sense of reality in a systemic modernity. We can
discern: that being is hierarchical, that social relations can have asymmetrical relations, that
power is exercised, and finally, that freedom is the substance of our real. In the following we
will try to define these components and how they inform our sense of the real.
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3.B.1.1. REALITY, THE REAL
1.

A basic ontological proposition behind our tripartition of being was the division of each dimension into something very intimate and yet violent. In given being, the division is between
what is close to me (in a phenomenological sense, that which is my reality) and what is our
common space of reality (in a structural sense, that which is our reality). The violent conditions are a framework in which I am forced to carve out my private space (my intimate space
in a life-world that is more or less generic). We can make this distinction on another level.
The first level defines reality as a given that entails elements and relations over which I have
power (the intimate spaces), and forces and events that I do not fully master (the violent aspect of reality). Given being is either a symbolic interaction between individuals or a functional
set of relations that governs the totality of the world. The first perspective is interested in the
personal and meaningful position of the individual (the intimate spaces), the second in the
macro-structures governing society (the violent structures of systemic modernity).
1.1.

Thus my reality is the given, because given being is my relation to a specific life-world that is
given and gives itself to me.1 It is a totality of a degrees 1 and 2 of given being; a given that has
been given to me, but which I have also produced, sustained and preserved through my active
engagement until now. My concept of reality emanates through the life-world and constitutes
and keeps it together as a fragmented unity. I am living my life-world in a given being that allows me to participate in its order and in return expects me to comply with it. I have to follow
the overall rules governing systemic modernity in order to have my own life-world: work,
pay tax, appear as a civilised human, commit no crimes and do no harm to other people. The
moment I fail in these performances I will be addressed by the social policing systems within
systemic modernity, which will either force me to comply or remove me from my life-world
(sentence me to prison). So the real is there, and in order to become real I must as an individual
participate in the structure of reality, an order that grants the uttering being (the individual) a
voice and an access to freedom ( > 3.B.1.5. Freedom).
1.1.1.

To participate is to be real. Participation reveals the desire to be real. I participate in a structure
that grants me reality: systemic modernity. Could the emergence of participation within
the cultural discourse of the twenty-first century (as the activation of the viewer, the beholder) be a reaction against the postmodern nihilism and latent overvaluation of reality as
simulacrum? Or is the experience economy transforming our concept of the real within the
consumer-structure of capitalism, because a consumer who participates consumes more?
( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media & 3.B.2.2. Economy and capitalism).
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1.1.2.

A generic singularity wants to be real. This shows itself in the desire to circulate within the art
world: to have one’s name on the invitation card, the poster, the announcement – and to go to
one’s exhibition opening. The generic singularity who circulates, exhibits, presents, invites,
buys and sells, and in general displays visibility, is real because s/he participates in the structure of the art world. To circulate within the art world one needs to be recognised, but to be
recognised one must circulate: the catch-22 for an artist today ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
1.2.

Given being is constantly estimated as a reality by own being. Since it is the reality for me, my
frontier, I can only take action in it through an estimation of its quality. Own being learns to
estimate and re-evaluate the given as a reality through self-evaluation.What are my powers and
possibilities right now? What is threatening my existence? What will happen in the next year?
These are questions I have to ask myself over and over again, because in the flux of life, forces
change and I change with them. Nothing remains exactly the same ( > 2.B.2. The mediating
structure of the self).
1.2.1.

How is the larger scale of reality – what we call systemic modernity – structured in relation
to humans and their life-worlds? This level of reality consists of a multiplicity of life-worlds
each organised into different layers that interconnect and exchange with each other, but also
distance themselves from one another. These layers of society can be different forms of capital (e.g. economic or symbolic capital), cultural consumption (high vs. mass culture), education
(short vs. long term), work-forms (industrial, postindustrial, service-oriented, informationrelated), rural and urban people (the country vs. city), races and ethnic groups (Caucasian vs.
Black-American, African vs. Arabic, Asian vs. Latino) and religious groupings (Christian vs.
Islamic vs. Jewish vs. Buddhist vs. Hinduist etc). Everywhere in given being we find these
generic categories that form real existing structures through which a specific individual has
to navigate. As a white, male, higher-educated, cultural producer I am situated within generic
categories embedded in my body as a habitus (Bourdieu) that actualise themselves as a site
of relative conflict when confronted with people outside these generic categories ( > 1.A.3.
Re-working Sein und Zeit & 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
1.3.

Reality is pressurised existence: the world compacted into the objects of ownership, juridical
rights, laws, governing orders of culture and civilisation that protect us from the violence
of being. Reality is accomplished existence. The spaces that appear to me as given are spaces
towards which other people have worked, traces inscribed into the flesh of the visible order
of history as sedimentation. What has governed the production of this real until now? Different
forces that aimed for a specific aspect of the real to become real. That real that is surrounding
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me now is an authorised space: it belongs to somebody who wanted it and has since protected
it. This wanting of a specific real to become real has made the real real. Together with this
already existing real come the projections of the future (our future reality) that shape our
engagement with the present: we plan, make agreements, sign contracts and subsequently
act so that the future will take on a form according to our expectations. Thus our current
reality (as the realisation of a previous expectation) is the actualisation of decisions made in
the past. Our now is never just a contingent now, but the unfolding of projections from the
past arriving in the present. Like hooks in the flesh of time, we make agreements, plans and
schedules so that we are pulled into the future through our commitment to time. Thus the
real is the totality of sustained willing by people who wanted something specific to happen. I sit
at this kitchen table on a small island, for example, because three months earlier I decided to
travel for eight hours in order to be here ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).

3.B.1.2. THE HIERARCHIES OF BEING
2.

An element of life is the will to be, to exist, and it manifests itself on each systemic level of
the real, from the life of the state, the nation, the city, the company, the institution, to the life
of the family and the individual. So when we assert the hierarchies of being, our aim is not
to defend them as being good and necessary in themselves, but in order to explicate them as
forces that govern and determine the production of the real. Given being is hierarchical because of
the distribution of powers by nature (talent), institutions (education and discipline), inherited wealth (cultural and economic capital) and the strange psycho-pathological will to power
(Nietzsche). But hierarchies are not fixed relations between people. Hierarchies can change,
because through our ability to work, to educate and change ourselves, and with our ability
to play (as in power-play) we can transform ourselves into the masters of our own existence,
and thereby subvert positions in the hierarchy ( > 3.B.1.4. Power).
2.1.

A feature of social positioning and the establishment of hierarchies is the question of distance.
We distance ourselves in order to define our position in space and in relation to values.
Through distance, we exclude the bad from our good life; the old from our new life; our
competitors from our markets; the opposition from our political space. Distance is the nature of conflicts: it designates a confrontation between competing perspectives on the world
organised into systems ( > 3.B.2.3. Democracy).
2.2.

There are hierarchies in work-life because experiences and competences qualify one on the
level of work. To be experienced is an internalisation of the necessary know-how that can
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be externalised at any given moment. An experienced person will have greater authority. A
person with authority has the power to recognise. Authority is seductive and he who speaks
with authority is able to defend a position. Defending a position is seductive, because it means
taking a standpoint and becoming visible in a social space with a difference. This difference will
assert itself in relation to a position ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
2.2.1.

The individual is forced to produce (work) in accordance with the expectations of the social
stratum. Through working, the individual produces himself as a generic identity with certain
properties that place him in the hierarchy. In each generic field there exists an awareness of
one’s level of success. What is possible and how good can I become? What can I achieve? What
have others accomplished? The desire is mimetic – to be like someone else: to achieve the
status of a being superior to myself. I want to be in the position of another who is ahead of
and above me. It is a positional, but also substantial, desire ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and
identity & 3.A.1.5. Internal co-habitation and the other).
2.3.

Through life own being encounters various forms of life. Each life-form has its own system of
interpretation whereby the signs of life are judged and placed in the system ( > 2.A.1. Own
being as a feeling and a life-form & 3.A.1.3. Culture).
2.4.

A common feature that testifies to the existence of hierarchies is arrogance:
Arrogance of ideology.
Arrogance of power.
Arrogance of identity.
Arrogance of nationality.
Arrogance of religion.
Arrogance of age.
Arrogance of youth.
Arrogance of race.
Arrogance of gender.
Arrogance of sexuality.
Arrogance of class.
Arrogance of tribe.
Arrogance of profession.
Arrogance of culture.
Arrogance of normality.
Arrogance of the group.

Arrogance of academia.
Arrogance of the city.
Arrogance of the winner.
Arrogance of success.
Arrogance of the institution.
Arrogance of corporations.
Arrogance of leaders.
Arrogance of beauty.
Arrogance of wealth.
Arrogance of intelligence.
Arrogance of ignorance.
Arrogance of technology.
Arrogance of media.
Arrogance of humanity.
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2.4.1.

Arrogance is the desire to defend a specific position by allocating a fixed position to the other.
In this position, the other is not recognised as worthy of the discourse or the social space of
appearance. To encounter arrogance is therefore a double negation of existence: not only
am I not recognised as a worthy (legitimate) individual to participate in the discourse, but
I am also denied my freedom to act, to develop myself (I am locked into a specific space).
Arrogance is at the centre of political protest, revolution or opposition, since to be met with
arrogance is the most motivating force to initiate the combat that seeks equality. Through the
encounter with arrogance I revolt against inequality2 ( > 3.B.1.3. Asymmetry in social relations).
2.4.2.

Hierarchies cannot be avoided, since differences impose themselves onto the fabric that constitutes the real. A difference produces disequilibrium in social relations, a redistribution of
powers and affects – and therefore hierarchies. A disequilibrium is not a harmonious state
or a fixed position; it is a constellation of forces that imposes itself upon the real at a given
point in time, but ahead of this constellation hovers the virtuality of different compositions
of the real. We are always dreaming of another world, a utopia, where life will be different in
the future. We dream of this other world because it is actually possible to subvert and sublate
hierarchies; they can be ignored or not even acknowledged. Hierarchies can be de-authorised
through critique and self-analysis as a practice of freedom ( > 3.A.1.4. The symbolic in given
being & 3.B.1.5. Freedom).
2.4.3.

Hierarchies exist between generic singularities: between the successful and the unsuccessful.
These hierarchies come into being through the recognition of success attached to each artist.
How is this success produced? By appearing in group shows with other established artists,
by having solo-shows in well-known exhibition spaces (from the gallery to the museum), by
working with important curators, by having works in significant art collections, by winning
prestigious art prizes, by becoming a professor at a reputable art institution, by receiving
reviews from esteemed art critics, or by achieving high prices for one’s works on the art
market. From these hierarchies, arrogance is produced amongst the agents of the art world,
which can make it a very hostile environment in which to exist ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
2.5.

Hierarchies are a great source of unhappiness in the world, because they deny humans their
sense of being real. If agents within competitive fields would refrain from looking enviously
at those who are ‘ahead’ of them, and instead compared themselves to those who are ‘behind’
them, there would be more happiness in their worlds.
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3.B.1.3. ASYMMETRY IN SOCIAL RELATIONS
3.

Do these hierarchies of being create asymmetrical relations between human individuals –
between young and old, rich and poor, the teacher and the student, the success and the
failure, the employer and the employee, the host and the guest, the pilot and the passengers,
the doctor and the patient, the speaker and the listener, the leader and the followers, the
performer and the performed to, the talented and the non-talented, the disciplined and the
non-disciplined, the educated and the non-educated? Everywhere in real life we find these
relations of asymmetry between people and how they perform the social. This fundamental
asymmetry informs our sense of the real: there is a difference between people.
3.1.

On a very basic level, within our bodily constitution we find the primary example of asymmetry: the right-hand is equal to the left, but cannot be super-imposed as a mirror-image
onto the left. They are chiral, which means they are asymmetrical. And this chirality extends
all the way down my body: my brain, my eyes, my feet, my motor skills: I have within my own
body a distribution of asymmetrical abilities. Through this disequilibrium, my body increases
its power to exist: because my right hand is faster and more precise, I have a special ability to
perform everything that my right hand and foot do. From playing badminton to kicking a ball,
to drawing or strumming a guitar, to holding a candle or changing a light bulb – my right side
is better. Almost as a twisting of my body, it reaches further out into the world, because my
strongest power resides here ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2: Merleau-Ponty and the body).
3.2.

The benefits of asymmetrical relations in social space are as follows: different distributions
of responsibility and thereby freedom (the father is responsible for the child, who has the
freedom to play); different accommodations of capabilities and interests (the best soccer
teams play in the highest league) and different types of space and time-composites (the host
who invites his guests for dinner has to prepare the space beforehand, and the guests have to
arrive at the agreed place and time). Asymmetrical relations are productive since they bring
different forces and capabilities into a system or a social structure. An artist working on collaborative projects, for example, can bring different qualifications into the project, thereby
enhancing the being-ability of the group.
3.3.

Asymmetrical relations are not fixed, but are a generative principle behind the dynamics
of social space. I was once the child of my parents, for example, but have now matured
and am free to choose for myself. I was once a student, but have now graduated. On one
evening I might be a host, but on the next a guest. I might give a lecture and require my
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listeners to be silent, but afterwards I want them to ask questions. So the asymmetry of my
social relations can be momentary, as a constellation between agents, or it can have a long
duration, such as being the child of parents for years before one is finally free, or the constant search for recognition from the art world. The relation of recognition is asymmetrical,
since I recognise the art world, but that doesn’t mean that the art world recognises me
( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
3.3.1.

The danger of asymmetrical relationships is the unequal distribution of power and thereby
the possibility of violation and destruction of the weaker partner in the relationship. As humans, we are born into such dangers because of our asymmetrical relation to our parents.
From the beginning, this colours the relation between child and parent with violence. The
father has the power to hit his son; the mother to make her daughter feel ashamed of her
body. Both parents have the power to commit sexual abuse. From the primordial space of the
family, this danger of the asymmetrical relation extends outwards: the state has the power to
destroy the individual; the professor has to power to misguide the student; the pilot to crash
the aeroplane; the doctor to wrongly diagnose the patient; the literary reviewer to ridicule
the writer; the chef to poison the customer.
3.3.2.

In every cultural field governed by elite performances, there is an asymmetrical relation with
the other: between the generic singularity as a star and the unknown artist working without
recognition and unable to make a living from art ( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being).

3.B.1.4. POWER
4.

Given being is soaked in power-relations on all levels and within all structures that determine
what becomes real and what becomes visible. How can we understand the nature of power?
First of all, there is political power, which consists in who has the majority in parliament at a
given point and is allowed to appoint the leader as a ruler over the state. Political power both
reflects, but can also be antagonistic to, the people’s power as when the multitude demonstrates
for or against an old or new government. Then we have economic power (money power), which
comes from the ability to buy people and their services, to push objects around, to acquire
property and luxury goods, but also to manipulate through the media. On another level, we
have cultural power, which is having a voice within society to which other people listen. Certain critics, authors, artists and philosophers have this power to produce cultural artefacts
that change the opinion of others. From a more violent point of view, the police and military
also have power, but are constrained by the laws of the society and the tripartition of power
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into a legislature, an executive and a judiciary body. So the exercising of social power is a given
within systemic modernity on many different levels, and deeply informs our sense of what is
real: power-relations.
4.1.

What is the nature of power? First of all, power is the ability to make things happen. Power redistributes the surface of equality, since he who can move objects and people around, change
relations and the configuration of the visible, can designate a concentration and intensification
of the social. This ability explains the attraction of the powerful: I believe they will be able to
do something for me. So, wherever there is power, we also find the lobbyists, the followers
and the subjected.
4.2.

Secondly, power is knowledge, but pressurised knowledge. Those who are powerful know what
is needed in order to both preserve their power and to expand their power. The powerful use
knowledge in a very specific way, so that they remain in power. Therefore power is not just
a relation, but also the way a given system or individual sees the situation and other people:
who or what is threatening me? Does this person know something that can be useful to me?
The whatever knowledge is implemented in the game of power. It transforms the powerful,
since knowledge activates itself in the service of power.
4.3.

Thirdly, power is the ability to pose a threat and to put force behind this threat. ‘Stop, or I’ll
shoot!’ condenses the power of the police against the perpetrator. Those who have power have
muscle that gives them agency, will, force and the ability to install fear in those surrounding
them. He who is powerful must therefore also display his power in the act of punishment and
revenge. Without some kind of visibility, the others cannot see the effect of power, and thus
there is no power.
4.4.

Fourthly, it is the nature of power to corrupt itself. The corruption of power is when it becomes a naturalised state of being, exercised without self-criticality. The powerful are corrupted when they take their power for granted and begin using it for unwarranted means
outside the limits of their power, such as when parents physically abuse their children, when
the school-teacher humiliates the pupil, or the politician receives a bribe from a businessman. This tendency of power to corrupt explains the attraction of democracy as a powerdistribution of the social. In a democracy, there is an open discussion every four years about
who is worthy of the power and thereby justified in the use of power. The allocation of power
to a government is conditional on the fact that the ruling forces will be forced to resign from
power if they lose the election ( > 3.B.2.3. Democracy).
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4.5.

Fifthly, power always produces an idol of itself: the statue, the portrait, the announcement,
the glamorous castle, the great party, the donation and the generous gift. Power is visible
within the social order, because the function of the idol is to divide the social: between those
who rule and those who serve. This spectacle surrounding the powerful produces the illusion
of justified power. Power as an idol is phantasmagorical and makes the people believe. But
every idol of the powerful also produces its own counter-image: that of the caricature, the
lampoon, the parody. All powerful people are laughed at and subject to satire.
4.6.

Lastly, power is the will to power (Nietzsche). All those who have power or are in power have
power because they want it. To want power is the will that makes me not only seize power, but
also remain in power. This aspect of power – that it incarnates itself in humans who strive for
power – gives power a certain fleshy appearance. I sense the power of another as a will emanating from a body who is exercising a power over me: commanding, ordering, policing and
correcting me. This is the pathological aspect of power revealing itself in the analysis of those
in power: they lack compassion for others and are able to execute devastating orders without
being concerned about their human consequences.
4.7.

Power, then, is the ability make things happen, implement knowledge, to pose a threat, to
corrupt itself, to produce an image of itself and finally manifest itself as a will to power.
Power cannot be avoided or erased from the human world. But power can be exercised in a
playful manner. To be playful with power means to force it upon the frame of the visible, but
through the means of aesthetics. Here we understand aesthetics as a distinction within the
visible that is ambiguous. The exercising of power play is therefore not always obvious; it can
happen without being noticeable or discernable. Power play can be hidden behind an institutional agenda that seems justified. Power play can be subtle, as when an artist shows new
works,3 or when a beautiful woman seduces a man. Power play is the opposite of power violence
(e.g. the police breaking up an assembly with physical violence), since in a play everybody
participating accepts the rules of the game. I enter a social space and I allow the dominating
forces to play with me, make me believe in their justified existence. Playing with power is
not experienced from within as a construction, but presupposes a kind of general acceptance
of how the game should be played. Power play does not care about fair play. Power play is a
question of winning the game: becoming the most successful; gaining the most attention and
recognition, and having things one’s own way.
4.7.1.

One way of escaping the generalised social formation of power is to invent a new set of rules
and invite peers to join a new social formation. Underground movements are nourished by
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this possibility of social reinvention, but subverting the governing logic of power does not
necessarily make it disappear or lose its power; rather, it can reinforce the prevailing power
system, since a subversion is also an affirmation of its existence. The subversion becomes the
dialectical other of the power system and therefore grants it the possibility to expand and
progress, because the subversion points towards a lack within the system that needs to be
filled. The critique of society by the 1968 movement, for example, did not make capitalism
go away. Rather, it spurred an internal transformation of capitalism to an unprecedented level
of exploitation and appropriation of human creativity as an unlimited resource ( > 1.A.4.
Foucault and technologies of the self & 5.B.3.2. The bohemian lifestyle).
4.7.2.

My own self-empowerment is that which cannot be monitored or controlled by the larger corporations or power-systems generating the prevailing sense of reality and freedom within a
capitalistic consumer society. To Immanuel Kant, this self-empowerment was the ability to think
for oneself, and today this act of self-thinking and self-criticality is still the greatest asset in producing a position vis-à-vis power in whatever form. I have within my own faculties the power
needed to liberate myself from power by becoming my own power. There is power everywhere,
because there is freedom everywhere ( > 1.A.4. Foucault and technologies of the self & 3.B.1.5.
Freedom).
4.7.3.

Because my power as a generic singularity resides in my ability to produce whatever artwork
or event, I can play with my power when I decide to do something different, when I experiment with my own method or when I challenge an existing aesthetic regime. An artwork can
become powerful when it is playing with codes for the representation of the nation, the state,
the company or the sexual role-model ( > 5.B.3.5. Poetic license: the work of art).

3.B.1.5. FREEDOM

‘My freedom, the fundamental power which I enjoy of being the subject of my experiences, is not distinct
from my insertion into the world.’4
(Maurice Merleau-Ponty)
5.

To be real in a modern sense I must be free.Without freedom I would be a slave, someone denied human dignity. What does it mean to be free? And why is freedom an ontological mode
of our sense of reality? Let us distinguish between formal freedom (ontological) and embedded
freedom (ontic). The first designates being a free citizen in a democracy within a civic society.
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This means: freedom of speech, freedom of thought, freedom of political act, freedom to
gather, freedom of entrepreneurship, freedom of the press and freedom of existence. These
different forms of freedom cover a wide spectrum of different types of expressions, actions
and social appearances, and each of them has its own legal sphere where the conflicts specific
to each domain are negotiated and dealt with. They give us an ontological sense of freedom:
freedom to do what we want on a formal level. Actual content and specific constraints, on
the other hand, constitute the embedded freedom within an ontic system of relations to being
( > 1.B.4. The relations to being).
5.1.

Formal freedom is something I mostly take for granted as that which constitutes my rights as a
citizen: my right to vote for whomever I want in parliament; my right to publish a letter in the
newspaper declaring my dissatisfaction; my right to think whatever I want; my right to form a
union; my right to create my own business selling whatever goods or services I wish; my right
to publish a book about whatever topic I want; my right to be whoever I want and to follow
whatever sexual inclination I might have. Of course, my rights have limits to the extent that
if I set out to harm anybody I may be legally prosecuted for these injuries. These listed rights
circumscribe what I am free to do, but the most important one is the act of voting, because the
political sphere of freedom encompasses all the others. When I vote, I actualise this freedom
within the space of the political and from the space of the political all other rights follow
( > 3.B.2.3. Democracy).
5.1.1.

It is formal freedom that aligns my existence with the value and dignity of a human, since
through formal freedom I have the right to protest if I am violated either by another human,
a company or the state. In totalitarian societies, the individual is denied any kind of formal
freedom whatsoever, and reduced to a bolt in the state machinery. The dehumanised individual is forced into the violent game of corruption, exploitation and the threat of sudden
disappearance. Such a denial of basic human rights forms the core experience of Romanian
author Hertha Müller, for example, who in novel after novel explores and displays the inherent cruelties of Communism ( > 4.B.1.1. Formal aspects of physical violence).
5.2.

Embedded freedom is the freedom with which I live on a daily basis, and which forms my specific horizon regarding the manifold choices with which I am confronted, and from which I
am forced to make a decision. Embedded freedom arises from the constraints of my actual
life (the ontic system of relations) where I am forced to navigate within a complex field of
possibilities. In our definition of embedded freedom, we can differentiate between the freedom
of action and the ability to manoeuvre, designating two means of relationship to one’s surroundings. Having absolute freedom of choice is for the privileged, for those who are able to lay out
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a strategy for the future. Those surrounded by conflicting forces and power structures that
they do not control must resort to manoeuvring. Within this space, they have limited options
and must be satisfied with what they can get.
5.2.1.

My embedded freedom arises from the accumulation of choices already made: the totality of my first and second degrees of given being. Through my commitment to a project in
life – to the becoming of a future other – I have limited myself and must learn to accept
these limits imposing themselves upon me and yet still attempt to preserve my sense of
freedom: of doing what I really want. My embedded freedom is a being in dimensions where
I take on the responsibility of honouring those fundamental choices that I have made in life
( > 5.A. Being in dimensions).
5.2.2.

From my acceptance of the embedded freedom, I reach a new kind of inner freedom (autarkeia), because I know that the constraints imposing themselves upon me are the consequences of my own choices. How I navigate within the space of the real depends on myself. Inner freedom arising from embedded freedom is self-contentment with the life I have
chosen to live. It is to be the one I have become. It is to be happy with the life I am living
( > 1.A.4. Michel Foucault and technologies of the self).

3.B.2. SYSTEMIC MODERNITY
1.

A human being who lives in the liberal social-democratic world exists in a space that we
have called systemic modernity.5 We define it as follows: the totality of critical discourses sustaining
the force of modernity. Modernity begins with Enlightenment in the late seventeenth century,
which through the criticism of religious belief structures released a number of emancipatory
discourses. With the modern age everything becomes possible as an object of criticism, since
nothing cannot be criticised by critical thought. A trust in the forces of the human intellect is
at the centre of modernity. In his famous definition, Immanuel Kant defines Enlightenment
as: ‘To step out of our self-inflicted human immaturity [Unmündigkeit].’6 Here we find the essential
linearity of modernity as a historical emancipatory process away from ignorance, poverty and
feudalism. Modernity is basically a belief in human freedom, dignity and the power of critical
consciousness to transform the world. After the Enlightenment, the informed individual cannot rely on any absolute transcendent order that institutes necessity and non-questioning and
thereby an excuse for not acting and thinking. Systemic modernity is therefore the totality of
all these different critical discourses of knowledge, each with its practical dimension where
acting and thinking merge.
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1.1.

The sciences of nature (biology, chemistry, physics), engineering, mathematics, medicine,
economics, juridical sciences, political sciences, social sciences, human sciences, psychology,
philosophy, feminism, aesthetics and theology are all intertwined with each other. Together,
these discourses constitute systemic modernity, because each in its own way sustains the force
of modernity. Each discourse has its own position within a liberal and social democratic society
and each is supported from a functional perspective (receiving funding from the state). Each
of these sub-systems of systemic modernity can be separately studied and represents a vast
quantity of knowledge already transformed into space and time. From a Western perspective
we are within the historical space of systemic modernity.7 Systemic modernity is a given as the copresence of social systems exercising their power within their respective spheres of influence
( > 4.B.2. Historicity).
1.1.1.

As a concept, systemic modernity exists parallel to other similar concepts that attempt to capture the ‘objective spirit’ of our present situation: alter-modernity, trans-modernity, late modernity, postmodernity, para-modernity, liquid modernity, high modernity, postindustrialism, late capitalism, the Network Society and the Information Age.
1.1.2.

In the encounter with cultures and civilisations outside the ‘West’, we do not experience
systemic modernity but partial modernity, where a state or a group of people integrates a
limited number of systems and fields of knowledge. This happens because religious, social,
economic or military forces resist the actualisation of complete systemic modernity. Partial
modernity is the adjustment of systemic modernity to the specifics of a given culture. A nation like Egypt applies modern economic science to construct a massive dam in Aswann, for
example, in order to secure the country’s energy supply with the help of Russian engineers
who utilise knowledge from the scientific field. But it does not implement Western standards
of democracy (the governing party does not allow criticism), defend fundamental female
rights, or implement the welfare state (through social science). And yet Egypt educates doctors, lawyers and bureaucrats, where some enter into the state-apparatus, and others will
work abroad in order to send money back to their families. The current state of the globalised
world is therefore one of both systemic and partial modernity: a hybrid modernity.
1.1.3.

In systemic modernity, each individual lives in a relation to a limited number of social systems, but not all are given. To be an individual means to accept an element of non-totality in
one’s relation to the world. There are worlds of others that I do not understand or have access
to, such as the world of a Hollywood actor; a professional soccer player; a military general
leading an army in a warzone; a heart surgeon operating daily on the life-giving muscle of
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the body; the world of the Roma; the world of a prime-minister; the world of an engineer
specialising in building bridges; the world of an immigrant family in social housing. Systemic
modernity is an absolute in a Hegelian sense: it is beyond rational reach as an absolute visibility.
I will never know everything. But I assume the existence of systemic modernity, its movements and its global inter-relatedness.8
1.1.4.

Life today cannot be reduced to one unifying principle governing every system. Systemic modernity is the co-existence of a multitude of life-forces each permeating a system at a given
moment – each system having protecting values incarnated into the structure enabling it to
act and preserve itself. Together they form different functional units that are interrelated and
interact on different scales and with different effects.
1.1.5.

We adhere to the idea of systemic modernity, since it contains a view of the world as consisting of a multiplicity of co-existing social realms intertwined within the space of modernity
(whatever knowledge can be used from this paradigm). These are systems and therefore susceptible to the playful attitude of the human. Systems are playgrounds for the production of
reality in an ongoing powerplay by the participants ( > 3.B.1.4. Power).
1.2.

Integral to systemic modernity is the ability to have and accumulate experience (Erfahrungsbildung). Simply, to know. This transference or acquiring of knowledge takes place whenever
someone is hired by a company or into a state workforce. Each new participant in a system
will have a period of ‘acclimatisation’ where he will learn the workings, habits, routines and
rituals of the system by copying, asking and being corrected by the experienced workers. In
a more formal context, this is called the mentor-arrangement, where the trainee is assisted
and trained by an appointed skilled co-worker ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
1.2.1.

Everybody is forced to think for themselves within systemic modernity. This means to critically assess your own position in the world, and how it can be changed for the better. Systemic modernity and the protection of formal freedom grants one the right to think for
oneself. It encourages not only self-thinking, but also the proliferation of critical thinking. The
power of systemic modernity and its widespread success is due to this space of criticism,
since to criticise is to expand something by pointing towards the possibilities and alternatives
beyond the existing system. This criticality is an attitude to the present as a mode of relating
to contemporary reality, an attempt to think beyond the limits and imagine what could be
otherwise.9 Critical thinking is everywhere, and everybody wants it, since it opens up the
space of freedom ( > 3.B.1.5. Freedom).
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1.3.

Niklas Luhman’s Systemtheorie. The main difference between this concept of systemic modernity and Niklas Luhman’s Systemtheorie is that in the latter the various social systems are isolated and unable to understand the outside world. They are capable of communicating meaning,
because the complexity of the outside has been reduced to something simple (their worldimage), but fundamentally they are self-enclosed (auto-referential) within a binary system of
disintegration or continuation. The system in Luhman’s theory is operative because it is forced
to select or reject, thereby preserving itself. Luhman is interested in systems and how they
evolve (through autopoiesis); he is not interested in people, but the communicative actions that
constitute them. On this point – and especially through the concept of own being – I believe
that in a systemic modernity the social systems constituting the world are interconnected
through the people who constitute them. Every individual belongs to a multitude of systems
and networks, and is therefore traversed with relations and experiences that dismantle the
strict ordering of borders. An employee in a museum could have worked in several places
before, be married to a doctor, be old friends with a journalist and know the nextdoor neighbour who is an engineer, have a brother who is a therapist and a sister working in a bank. Each
generic field constitutes a system and in systemic modernity these are all interwowen within
individuals ( > 3.B.3.2. Generosity, networks and the system of recommendation).
1.3.1.

Another difference from Luhman’s theory is the adding of modernity to the concept of systemic.
I believe in a number of intertwined social systems with origins, overlappings and different
power-relations, but they all belong to the formation of modernity. What does modernity
mean? It means to be in search of the new as a distancing from the past. All moderns believe
that they represent a progression towards a higher form of civilisation. But one could argue
that while the twentieth century was both the most modern century ever, it was simultaneously the most barbaric, with the Holocaust, Gulags and atomic bombings as the most tragic
events, haunting the achievements of our civilisation. And yet even though similar catastrophes still occur, we are attempting to progress and – perhaps even more dangerously – view
ourselves in this light, as if from an evolutionary perspective we are developing away from the
monstrosity of our own humanity ( > 4.B.1.1. Formal aspects of physical violence).
1.4.

Systemic modernity is alert and prepared to act against any threat towards the security of
the state, its property and its citizens. Integral to systemic modernity is the establishment of
the army, police and security/intelligence forces. In a systemic modernity, only the state has
a monopoly on the uses of physical violence. In some states the right to self-defence is more
personal, such as in the US, where the right for the individual to bear arms is written into
the constitution. This is problematic, however, given the strong lobbyism from the weapons
industry.
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1.4.1.

Systemic modernity is the constant elimination of negative space. This makes the Western
world a very safe place in which to live, because all threats to the human body have been
reduced to a minimum, though not completely eliminated ( > 4.B.1.3. Negative space &
4.B.1.2. Catastrophe).
1.4.2.

Systemic modernity is the constant production of institutions. As a civic society the individual
is free, as the ontological substance of the real, to gather in communities and constitute his or
her own institutions ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
1.4.3.

It is the nature of systemic modernity constantly to expand itself. Systemic modernity is
growth through efficiency, new production methods and the implementation of innovative
ideas and solutions. It is almost war-like in nature. In systemic modernity progression can be
discussed, but not stopped.
1.5.

The Western world understands itself through the accomplishments of systemic modernity
(the institutions of democracy, natural science, social engineering and aesthetics). This Western world is an immense pressure upon the rest of the world, an immense ordering of the
world. In systemic modernity, there is no discourse outside the system (a system not infected
by systemic modernity), yet there is not one system but a multi-layering of systems. Each
system is connected to other systems through communication, architecture (visible physical
spaces) and social relations. This multi-layering arises from the web of connections between
institutions and agents, ranging from the state-apparatus to global corporations to family
units.
1.5.1.

Systemic modernity is governed by defence-mechanisms (military and police); the wish to
increase and secure one’s own powers and wealth (economic and military growth); the desire
to secure possibilities for the next generation (social reproduction), and is related to a space
of competition (the space of the free market and the international space of nations).
1.5.2.

Systemic modernity is a result of the twentieth century and the major changes brought about
in every area of human life, and the social systems sustaining the Western world.10 The major
changes are:
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Science, capitalism and transportation
1.1. 	The implementation of scientific knowledge, methods and technology within
every human sphere of activity.
1.2. 	Liberation from the physical laws of nature (in the form of aeronautics, cybernetics and quantum physics).
1.3.
Post-fordist production (specialised customer-oriented production).
1.4.
The globalisation of systemic modernity (imperialism).
1.5.
The migration from rural to urban life.
1.6.
The stabilisation of a constant energy supply (nuclear, carbon, wind, solar).
1.7.
Infrastructure and transportation systems.
1.8. 	The implementation of water supply, sewage systems, renovation and recycling of
garbage.
1.9. 	The industrialisation of housing and building constructions.
1.10. 	The reduction of negative space (safety regulations in working areas and transportation vehicles).
Social security and human rights
2.1.
The emancipation of women (politically, socially and sexually).
2.2.
The reduction of both infant birth and death rates.
2.3.
Social security, welfare state (flexicurity), democracy, secularization.
2.4.
The elimination of child labour and increase in the minimum wage.
2.5.
Establishment of trade unions and the right to strike.
2.6.
The expansion of childhood and youth as age-periods.
2.7. 	The success and implementation of medical science, surgery, health-care programmes and the prolongation of human life-expectancy.
2.8. 	The establishment of institutions of law governing social relations and justice,
dignity and equality.
2.9. 	Environmentalism as the attempt to minimise human impact upon nature and
protect endangered species.
2.10. 	The industrialisation of food supply and implementation of consumer rights.
Education, information and civic society
3.1.
The production of generic education through institutions.
3.2.
The professionalisation of scientific research and innovation.
3.3. 	The digitalisation of knowledge, images, communication and information
		systems.
3.4. 	The development of radio, TV, cinema, newspapers and internet as media - and
knowledge technologies.
3.5.
The implementation of democracy and reduction of corruption.
3.6.
The establishment of civic society with cultural institutions.
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3.7. 	The

establishment of charitable and cultural foundations redistributing wealth,
care and economic support on a local and global level.
3.8. 	The development of postal and package systems delivering goods all over the
world.
3.9.
The tourist and leisure industries as means of escape from pressurised existence.
3.10.
Establishment of contemporary art as an institution and cultural discourse.
The establishment of global institutions related to war, economics, security, human /
animal rights and entertainment, including:
4.1. 	The UN as a forum to discuss international matters and recognition of
		 emerging nations.
4.2.
The IMF and G7 (G8), where leading economic nations meet.
4.3.
EU, NATO.
4.4.
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
4.5.
WHO, UNICEF, Red Cross, Doctors without Borders.
4.6.
Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch.
4.7.
World Economic Forum.
4.8.
Greenpeace, WWF.
4.9.
Olympic games.
4.10.
World cup championships for all kinds of sports.
1.5.3.

One can imagine a given being without democracy, a welfare state, a free media world, a
capitalistic system of wealth-accumulation and distribution of goods and services, yet this is
not our current situation. All these systems are intertwined and together they constitute the
structural non-personal components of our given being in this historical moment (2014).
Systemic modernity does not belong to anyone, but we all need it in order to protect and
sustain our existence. What is the exact meaning or force of all these intertwined systems?
Together they produce an enormous pressure upon the world as a formation ( > 1.B.5. The
double movement of intimacy and violence).
1.6.

In the following we will briefly try to determine the key components that constitute and produce the structure of systemic modernity. We shall consider firstly the relation between the
media-world and consumption within a capitalist order (society of the spectacle); secondly,
the forces of economy and capitalism as systems of distribution and exchange; thirdly, the
space of democracy and power as the distribution of responsibility and conflicts; fourthly, the
nation-state and bio-politics as factors regarding territories and the population; and finally,
institutions as formal bodies of knowledge. Each component represents a vast field of knowledge with separate histories and developments. We introduce them here in order to grasp
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what could be the possible dominant factors of systemic modernity. If we wish to criticise
systemic modernity we must grasp the total play of forces that govern the production of life,
meaning and temporality. The totality of all these components can be seen as the objective spirit
in a Hegelian sense. It constitutes the violent framework surrounding the individual: protecting, but also forcing the individual to comply with the moral conduct, conventions, rules and
regulations of democracy and capitalism. We are caught in the space of systemic modernity
– it circumscribes our desires, our life-forms, the objects we pursue, but most importantly,
the ideas that govern our justification of human existence. All generic singularities emerge
today within the space of systemic modernity, and through their position and attitude relate
to the forces constituting this space, including the art institution, artistic freedom, the commercialisation of the artwork, national identity and the question of appearing within a mediaworld ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world & 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the society of the spectacle).

3.B.2.1. THE SPECTACLE, THE MEDIA
1.

The book La société du spectacle (1967) by the Situationist Guy Debord was an inspirational
source in igniting the student revolutions in Paris 1968. What is at the core of Debord’s
theory? ‘The spectacle cannot be understood as an abuse of the world of vision, as a product of the
techniques of mass dissemination of images. It is, rather, a Weltanschauung which has become actual,
materially translated. It is a world vision which has become objectified.’11 This kind of worldview
(Weltanschauung) must be understood in the Heideggerian sense of the world: a total understanding of how nature, history and the social are to be mediated, but also dominated. ‘In all
of its particular manifestations – news, propaganda, advertising, entertainment – the spectacle represents
the dominant model of life. It is the omnipresent affirmation of choices that have already been made
in the sphere of production and in the consumption implied by that production.’12 The spectacle is a
name given to the dominant mode of bourgeois-capitalistic culture and how it manifests itself
as the only possible solution to existence. An example of this choice that has already been
made is the presence of agricultural food products still aggressively marketed and consumed,
even though recent nutritional research argues that these products cause diabetes, obesity
and behavioural disturbances.13 The choice of what to eat has already been made. All dominant modes of production, services, information and political structures are part of sustaining this way of gaining nutrition.
1.1.

Another way of looking at Debord’s concept of the spectacle is in the light of Hegel’s idea of
substance. Like Hegel, Debord views the spectacle as the all-encompassing reality of democracy and capitalism, and thereby also sees the end of history as the institutional progression
towards the formal implementation of freedom within society. Debord indirectly refers to
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Hegel when he states: ‘The spectacle presents itself as a vast inaccessible reality that can never be
questioned. Its sole message is: ‘what appears is good, what is good appears.’14 Through this twisting
of Hegel’s original formulation regarding the nature of the absolute: ‘What is rational, is real,
what is real, is rational’, Debord postulates a relation between the world of appearance and our
idea of the good. Everything that appears emanates from the spectacle, thereby transforming the media-world into something co-existent with the perceptive world of everyday life.
Both spheres belong to the spectacle as the dominant mode of reality-production. We can no
longer separate the media reality from our perception of reality, since they are both part of
the same absolute structure.
1.1.1.

‘There’s no such thing as bad publicity.’ This saying from Broadway conveys the same idea governing the spectacle: only insofar as you become public are you any good. A politician will
only do good things when the press can witness it. No exhibition can open without a pressrelease. That which appears in the media is good, because that which is good appears in the
media. This is the double-bind of the spectacle and its participants: anybody who is anybody
is forced into the reality of the spectacle – a reality of talk-shows, newspaper front pages, the
scandal, the critical review, the celebrity interview ( > 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the
society of the spectacle).
1.2.

The spectacle supports consumerism (and the constant upgrading of consumerism) as the
world of commodity, entertainment and the perpetual announcement of the new. ‘The spectacle is the moment when the commodity has attained the total occupation of social life.’15 It is the world
of the advertisement, the continuous display of objects, services and dreams that sustains the
present capitalist order. The consumer believes he is being progressive through the single act
of buying something new and throwing the old away. Consuming the new is equal to being
the new ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
1.3.

Is there anything outside the spectacle? And what was there before? According to Debord,
human history evolved from the question of being (pre-bourgeois culture) to the question
of having (bourgeois culture) to the question of appearing (the society of the spectacle). This
means that my social existence has become an image that appears to others: ‘The spectacle is
not a collection of images, but a social relation among people, mediated by images.’16 In the spectacle,
the aim of my life is to display my power to consume a specific lifestyle. Here, lifestyle is a way of
organising objects, work and leisure into an image. Beyond the spectacle is only revolution:
‘To effectively destroy the society of the spectacle, what is needed is men putting a practical force into
action.’17 ( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
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1.4.

It is the power of the spectacle to control time and space. This happens through a pre-configuring of space and time through organisation, distribution and an allocating of positions,
places and objects. The spectacle reduces time to consumption as a quantified object that can
be manipulated and optimised. Spectacular time becomes the medium of false consciousness,
since humans experience a ‘violent expropriation of their own time.’18 It separates the human self
from his own time by saturating the public and private space with news, non-stop moving
images and advertisements. Access to the internet via smartphones represents a whole new
degree of temporality, because of the need to be online, always responding instantly, removing
the body from its presence in actual space ( > 4.A.2.4.1. Present absence).
1.4.1.

The spectacle produces non-relations to the dimensions of being (active relations to own,
given and final being). A non-relation is a passive relationship to each dimension: a passivity
towards myself, my surroundings and my temporality. This is evident in entertainment as a
way of being in time, since I forget myself, where I am situated and where I am ultimately
going. Here, the aim of the spectacle is to kill time, which links the spectacle as a historical
form to the realisation of post-history: that moment when history has formally accomplished
itself in a democracy with no more rights to fight for, just endless entertainment and selfenjoyment.19 This enjoyment takes the form of the thrilling experience: who will be the winner
of the game show? Who is the murderer in the crime series? Will the lovers get together at
the end of the romance?
1.4.2.

Today, the media-world is governed by the digitalisation of information and the internet. This
means that communication and interaction have become instantly global; instantly simultaneous. Everything from the stock-market to the CNN news-stream to communication via email
is in real time. Images, text, sound, film and documents are travelling the world at the speed
of light. Facebook, Google, Skype, YouTube and Wikipedia are all recent inventions as spaces
for user interaction, but as internet phenomena they are transforming the spectacle because
the distribution and search for information, the access to knowledge and people, the possibility of documenting and sharing film and images have changed. The way in which we appear is
not the same as half a century ago. To appear now has been dispersed across a vast amount of
TV channels and webpages, so that its unified impact has dissolved.
1.4.3.

It is the power of any medium to transform experience, perception and the question of presence in the space of a generation. From the inception of the telephone, making audible the
voice of the distant other, to the present-day Skype application, bringing the real-time face
and voice of the caller onto a screen; from the implementation of the internet on a globalised
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scale, to one’s personal profile on Facebook and Twitter, technology has progressed to a point
that no one could have anticipated. The complete digitalisation of writing, research, reading,
viewing and documentation has soaked up all existing institutions within the space of a single
generation. The transition to digital media has meant the disappearance of a materiality and
bodily presence immanent to the analogue medium. Handwritten exam essays, personal diaries and letters to family and friends, as well as analogue photographs made through chemical
processes and preserved in family albums, have been replaced by the explosion of digitalised
text-production and images on the internet, the personal computer, the smartphone and
Facebook. They are not meant to last as either text or image, but to be infinitely dispersed.
1.5.

The Society of the Spectacle was written in the age of the industrial worker and the white-collar
bureaucrat. These generic types of existence are no longer predominant in the Western world,
since they have been out-sourced, mostly to Asia, Africa and Latin America. Today, the new
dominant type is the creative class, a concept framed in 2002 by sociologist Richard Florida
to designate the increasing number of higher-educated people working with complex creative
problem-solving.20 In his definition, this group includes doctors, lawyers, engineers, artists,
media-workers and directors. If we now exist in a historically different reality, on what level is
Debord’s theory still useful today? First of all, it is useful in its ability to frame a certain relation between the media-world and the world of capitalism and consumption. These are very
powerful structures, and in order to produce a space of resistance, we must grasp their effect
on our lives. But is there a way out – a possibility of resistance to the society of the spectacle?
What are our options? First of all, we must acknowledge that the ideology within the spectacle
is the constant production and preservation of utopia: the existing world as the best possible
world within systemic modernity (as that which is given). This production is beyond true and
false. It is a produced image whose function is to seduce politicians, voters and the media to believe in the status quo: there is nothing outside the formal distribution of the liberal-democratic-capitalistic society. But what I do have is my personal ability to consume differently on every
possible level. The exercising of my difference through thinking, reading, eating, clothing and
travelling in an alternative way – simply, through living differently – demands my frugality, because I have to remain honest to my desire. I have to de-authorise whatever desire is projected
upon me from the sphere of the spectacle ( > 5.B.3.3. Life as a work of art).

3.B.2.2. ECONOMY AND CAPITALISM
2.

The society of the spectacle cannot be understood without the structure of capitalism, which
is the dominant economic system today, and has its origins in late thirteenth-century Italy.
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A consequence of this long and tumultuous history is the development of a complex system
intertwined with numerous other discourses, disciplines, industries, nations, cultures and the
wars fought over natural resources (minerals, animals, water, oil, territories) and human resources (slavery and cheap labour). What is specific to capitalism? In The New Spirit of Capitalism
(1999) by Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello, capitalism is defined as the right to pursue profit
through the accumulation of credit: ‘An imperative to unlimited accumulation of capital by
formally peaceful means. The constant reintroduction of capital into the economic circuit with a view
to deriving a profit – that is to say, increasing the capital, which will in turn be reinvested – is the basic
mark of capitalism, endowing it with the dynamic and transformative power that has fascinated even the
most hostile of its observers.’21 Capitalism is in other words the constant accumulation of wealth
in order to reinvest it, so that it can further prosper. This constant flux between accumulation
and redistribution for the sake of further accumulation is built upon the abstract nature of the
exchange value of a monetary unit. To every participant within a capitalist order, a 100-dollar
bill is $100 that can be exchanged into whatever object, service, or property is deemed equivalent to the value assigned to a 100-dollar bill. But to a person outside this order, the bill is just
a peace of paper with some signs printed on it. So every participant accepts the abstract nature
of capitalism: it is built upon an agreement of faith and trust in the monetary unit.
2.1.

According to the founding father of the theoretical discipline of economy, Adam Smith, the capitalist economy is based on the principle of supply and demand. Prices for objects and services are
set according to the demand of the market and the available supply. A cube of ice in the Sahara,
for example, is worth much more than it is in Greenland, since the object is difficult to obtain in
the desert, where everybody wants it. A structure of supply and demand is only visible within a
market. A market is a segment of geographically limited people or agents who consume a specific
type of object or service. Within a market situation, there will always be competition between different agents who sell similar objects to the same customers. A limited social sphere, such as a
nation-state, therefore consists of a multitude of markets for each available object. Capitalism as
an economy depends on a free market. This is a market with a limited number of regulations, taxes
and state interference, but also without the monopoly of larger companies.
2.1.2.

Within capitalism as a system we can differentiate economic forces consisting of producing
and consuming factors (e.g. a company needs materials in order to produce, so that it can sell
its products). Three major sectors determine the economic spectrum in systemic modernity
as both consumers and producers:
A
B
C
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Private corporations.
Private households.
The state as consumer and producer.

Each level points towards different types of consumerism. The state is able to launch enormous infrastructural projects such as bridges, tunnels, highways, large institutional spaces
(which are built by private entrepreneurs), and guarantee a high level of education (the state
as producer of doctors, lawyers and engineers). Private households consume food, clothing,
furniture, household appliances, automobiles, holidays, entertainment and areas of the realestate market. The private household represents the total workforce of a society entering
into all levels of the economy. Private corporations are large-scale industries, companies and
factories, from multinational global firms to the small local company. They all produce either
an object (from a tea-cup to the construction of a power-plant) or a service (from a haircut
to a report on the global economy). To this end they consume in the sense of taking up space,
using natural or human resources or consuming other services (such as flying business class
or hiring a security guard). Production and consumerism are integral to the relationship between economy and capitalism.
2.1.3.

Within each sector, the consumer is segmented into different orders of classes and levels of
consumption. This happens through the detailed analysis of the consumer’s behaviour, the
study of feedback, user-group response and the numerous indexes following the fluctuation
of consumption. Every economy is haunted by numbers from these indexes: is the economy
growing, in recession, stagnating or crumbling? The segmentation of consumption means
that every advertisement can be targeted: to those who will consume exactly this product at
this level of production and consumption.
2.2.

It is the power of capitalism to transform everything into an object of commerce that can
be exchanged on the marketplace. Here, the object is translated into an abstract entity (e.g.
money) that can be translated again into whatever different object. The essence of capitalism
is its promise of the virtual exchange of money. The power of $1,000,000 resides in what I can
exchange it for. This is why I want to exchange my time for working: to obtain the virtuality
of money. Through working I exchange my time, energy and skills for money, which I then
exchange for food, housing and private goods. This virtuality of money is its very essence,
grounding its attraction and ability to corrupt. Money gives me power and freedom ( > 3.B.1.4.
Power & 3.B.1.5. Freedom).
2.3.

Capitalism is a system for a specific way of organising human relationships (services), objects
(goods) and space (property ownership and investment). This organising of human relationships becomes visible between the bank (who gives credit) to the customer (who receives
credit, but in return pays interest on his loan). If I wish to take out a loan from the bank, it
needs a guarantee that I will pay it back; this can be the equity offered by my property (my
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house) and the income suggested by my work (how much I make). When the loan has gone
through, I use it to realise a specific aim, but I am forced to work in order to pay my loan
back. I am caught in the situation of owing money to the bank. If I stop working or making
money, the bank will take my house away from me. In other words, the capitalist system is
built upon a constant situation of credit-flow, of owing and borrowing money, thereby keeping the economy flowing.
2.3.1.

Capitalism is powered by the fantasy of future rewards from the investments made in the
past or the present. The idea of a future reward derived from a profit made by a company is
what governs the stock-market. A stock or a share derives is value from expectations of a future
surplus value generated by a company. So the stock either rises or falls, depending on the
situation of the company: its future ability to generate wealth. This ability shows itself in the
company’s position in the market in relation to its competitors, the quality and price of the
product it is selling, and finally, in how far it is developing, expanding and innovating. Because
it is a fantasy – partly based on facts and knowledge, but mostly powered by hope and greed –
the stock-market constantly generates its own bubbles, and crashes when the stock turns out
to be overvalued ( > 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the society of the spectacle).
2.3.2.

Capitalism produces the bookkeeper and the archive containing information about my accounts, my taxes, all the official papers needed for my work, family and social life. This extends to all levels of the economy, except the black economy within capitalism. The black economy refers to all economic transactions that happen without the knowledge or consent of the
state. These are underground activities such as drug-dealing, gambling, prostitution, blackmail, bribery and art sales, but also minor household services such as cleaning, babysitting
and gardening where no tax or VAT is declared and no receipt exists. A black economy thrives
within every Western society, but the actual scale is unknown because of its colour: it is black.
2.4.

One of the main points made in The New Spirit of Capitalism is the power of capitalism to
internalise critique and thereby transcend itself. Analysing books on management from the
1990s, the authors discovered a whole new set of rationalities regarding the self-justification
of the worker. In contemporary capitalism, work is no longer a duty or just a job; it has to
be meaningful, challenging and personally rewarding. The contemporary worker is now invested in his livelihood to the point of absolute identification. Boltanski & Chiapello diagnose
the artistic critique that originated from the vanguard cultural positions of the 1960s as being
absorbed and assimilated by capitalism. From Marcuse’s accusation of One-dimensional Man,
we now have Multi-dimensional Man, who is flexible, works on time-based projects, is creative
and lives in a globalised network society ( > 5.B.3.1. The time of a generic singularity).
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2.4.1.

This new era of capitalism has also been labelled as cognitive capitalism, because capitalism
no longer just wants the individual’s working hours, but the whole person and the creative
potential slumbering in his brain. Not only has work dematerialised through the internet, the
smartphone, the laptop and the wireless connection, but the worker of today is constantly
online, always ready to reply to emails, inquiries, requests, and to invent new intelligent solutions. The boundaries between work and life have shifted towards an uneven situation where
work-life has invaded the zone of private life. Now the employee has become self-responsible
for his or her own management, organisation and work-discipline ( > 3.A.1.2. Generic lifeforms and work-forms).
2.5.

Capitalism is intimately connected to imperialism, because inherent to capitalism is the desire to expand by seeking out new markets and natural resources. The modern face of capitalism appeared simultaneously with the conquest of overseas territories in the Far East, North
and South America and Africa, beginning as early as the fourteenth century. As part of the
imperial conquest was the formalisation of the slave-trade needed for factories and private
households in Europe. Capitalism is responsible for some of the worst atrocities committed
in human history, due of its use of slavery, over which wars have been – and still are – fought.
2.5.1.

It is the power of capitalism to honour and respect people through paying them a good salary,
and the power of capitalism to dehumanise people through underpayment or pure slavery. I
feel recognised as a human if I receive proper payment, and exploited if I receive a low wage or
none at all. This tension is inherent to capitalism, because of its constant search for profit: it
relocates itself to where the labour is cheap and production costs are low, where it can maximise profits. The minimum wage is the attempt to defuse this tension, because it introduces a level
of dignity into the act of taking work: I have to be paid at least this much per hour. The size of
this wage designates the recognition of a human life exchanging itself on the job-market. A
generic singularity is beyond this tension, because through the act of deciding to become an
artist, one is adhering to the warrior ethic of fighting for fame and recognition, not a job with
a salary paid by the hour ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
2.5.2.

Capitalism is constantly on the move and in its turbulence it creates jobs, growth, wealth, but
also ruins, leftovers, deserted areas. Capitalism is there as long as there is a profit to be made.
Where capitalism is, things grow: out of the desert arises a modern skyscraper city with all
the functionalities needed to preserve oneself in a hostile climate (Dubai); where capitalism
was huge geographical areas are left to themselves: the rusty oilfields in the Mexican Gulf,
the old car factories in Detroit. Capitalism leaves a trail of entropy behind it: in the provinces
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where nothing happens, where buildings are falling apart, where only the old live: the rotten
bananas. Here, the absence of capitalism is the problem.
2.6.

The art world is intimately connected to capitalism: where the money is, the art world arises.
The two leading art worlds of today are NewYork and London, the cities with the highest volume of cash flow. This makes the art world complicit in both the positive and negative aspects
of capitalism. The acquisition of art is a sign of a human impulse towards something higher, a
search for an inner excess in relation to oneself, but on the other hand, collecting art is also
a way of whitewashing a surplus value generated through exploitation or speculation. He who
buys art exchanges ‘dirty’ money for an object that gives him prestige and status as a generous
patron of the arts ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).

3.B.2.3. DEMOCRACY
3.

In order to grasp the spectrum of democracy, we will try to define a number of concepts that
are affiliated with it, such as power, parliamentarianism, ideology, civic society, the free press
and human difference. Our aim is to circumscribe the space of what democracy means. The
individual space is both constituted in relation to – and produced through – the historical fact
of democracy. As a component, democracy is essential in understanding the quality of given
being in the Western world.
3.1.

A first tentative definition of democracy is needed: democracy is a method of distributing power
within a given group to the many, so that they may take decisions for which they are responsible. It is a
way of organising power, so the powerful must respect the powerless. In this view, democracy is not
about right or wrong – giving power to many people is not the same as doing the right thing
– it is a method to decide who is allowed to make the decisions. By having the majority, the
party is justified, because this majority reflects the will of the people, the constituency. But
this right to decide comes with the obligation to protect the rights of the opposition and all
minorities within the democratic space. Human rights is a fundamental element of modern
democracies, but from a historical viewpoint a very recent invention and not part of the
origins of democracy.
3.1.1.

Democracy is the act of establishing a legitimate space for the distribution and limitation of power. Power must be distributed, but limited to the sphere of the legislators: those in parliament.
The act of distributing happens through the vote on election day where all who are legitimate
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voters are free to make their choice. The question of who is a legitimate voter is historical, but
gravitates around the belief that those who belong to the sphere of democracy (the national
territory, the school board, the union, those who have a share in the company) are able to think
for themselves and take responsibility for their actions. Thus foreigners and illegal immigrants,
children below the age of eighteen, are not legitimate voters for different reasons.
3.1.2.

Asymmetrical relations are fundamental to democracy, since power is never equally distributed throughout the democratic space. There will always be those with the responsibility of
power who will be held accountable for their actions. They are justified in their power, but
must exercise it in a democratic way. Only time can alter this asymmetry by letting the voters change the balance between those in power and the opposition ( > 3.B.1.3. Asymmetry in
social relations).
3.2.

On a formal level, contemporary democracy is a set of rules made in order to determine who
shall prevail for a given time period. After four or five years, the ruling government must
have an election. If this doesn’t happen, it is simply not a democracy. The democratic election
of a parliament is free and open for all legitimate members of the nation-state. In this version,
democracy is also the professionalisation of politics, since democracy becomes the distribution
of responsibility: of taking and having responsibility for the affairs of the state.
3.2.1.

Modern parliamentarianism is based on the notion of a majority in the parliament. In order
to pass a legislation or a new bill, the ruling party must secure more than fifty percent of the
vote. Therefore alliances between parties become integral to modern parliamentarianism,
because the ruling party needs to secure a majority in order to pass the bill. From this follows
the fact that negotiation and compromise become essential skills for a politician.
3.2.2.

Democracy is a power-form where the most important rituals are those of debating, voting and demonstrating. I debate and demonstrate because I have a right to gather with others
in a democracy in order to make my dissatisfaction with whatever problem public. Debate
and demonstration are beyond any class-belonging (as if only the proletariat or the middle
class demonstrated), since it testifies to a general disagreement with the current state of affairs. Demonstrations can be staged against or for almost anything: nuclear energy, war, Wall
Street, ethnic segregation, racial discrimination, state-cutbacks, capitalism and globalisation,
the leading political party, abortion, artificial insemination, sexual rights, left-wing and rightwing organisations, Nazism, a factory or hospital closure, the construction of a new railway
station or highway, gentrification and city development, a school reform or school cutbacks.
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3.2.3.

In a democracy all people have the right to organise and represent themselves as a political
party, but must follow certain formal procedures. In Denmark, for example, one must collect
at least enough signatures to guarantee a seat in parliament (20,000). Each nation-state has
its own democratic procedures regarding the formal nature of its own democracy. The differences between, say, an American democracy and a Scandinavian democracy testify to the
fact that democracy is not a universal or transhistorical form, but intimately connected to the
cultural framework in which it appears. It presents itself as a given with a history special to
those who participate in the democracy ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
3.3.

Democracy is the space for the battle of ideologies. Its value systems determine two major
forces: a) the distribution and generation of value in society and b) the distribution of freedom for the individual. The democratic space is the legitimate space for conflicting forces in
society to present and argue for their agenda, interests and ideas for the future. The most pervasive ideologies present in democracy are those of capitalism and liberalism, and together
they constitute the neo-liberal age, where everything is transformed into marketable objects
and every discourse is framed by the constant desire for growth, expansion and surplus value
( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).
3.3.1.

Since democracy is a way of organising and distributing freedom, it has historically attached
itself to the free market of global capitalism. It is a well-known feature of capitalism that it
is expansive in a double way: seeking out new markets and seeking raw materials in nonexploited areas. This intertwining of capitalism and democracy has turned the latter into a
double-edged sword, because it disguises itself as liberation but is also a kind of neo-colonialism when it enters Non-western civilisations. We as Westerners must acknowledge the dark
side of democracy22 ( > 3.B.2.2. Economy and capitalism).
3.4.

Democracy allows individuals to organise themselves in unions of interests with other people
of common perception. This makes the appearance of a civic society possible in the form of
a mediating space between the state apparatus and the individual without the interference
(censorship) of the former into the life of the latter.
3.4.1.

Democracy in its modern version generates the spirit of civic society: open-mindedness, free
speech, the right to gather in groups, to publish one’s thoughts and to create private institutions. Civic society testifies to a culture of freedom where people think and act on their
own behalf. Individuals are allowed to organise themselves in a way that is meaningful to
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them. In the Nordic welfare society, when a minimum of five people enter into a community
around a shared interest, the state is obliged to provide a free space in which they can gather
( > 3.B.3.3. Community of contribution).
3.4.2.

The freedom associated with the aesthetic regime of art comes from the appearance of the
civic society as a historical fact: I can criticise the state through my artwork; mock or ridicule
it; allow for new voices to be heard; make new ways of living visible; advocate a different
approach to life. The art world and the freedom of artists to express themselves without being afraid of the revenge and censorship of the state belongs to the sphere of the civic society
( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
3.5.

Democracy in a modern sense is constituted through the triple division of power into a legislature, an executive and a judiciary body (Montesquieu). A fourth power is the free press of
newspapers, television, radio and internet, which, as a public space, allows for the critique
of the ruling forces. Having power within a democracy means willingly exposing oneself to
the criticism, suspicion, accusation and demonstration of the opposition and the free press.
3.5.1.

In order for democracy to function, a minimum of information must be accessible for the
people who vote and the politicians who pass laws. The production and distribution of this
knowledge takes place through the free press or the institutions of civic society.23 The free
press has the power to determine the common perception of politicians or problems of society; to stage debates between political agents; to print and circulate opinions; to publish
critical articles and research; and to have a voice of its own: every newspaper produces an
editorial representing the views and values of the editor.
3.5.2.

A new type of agent arises between the politician and the media: the spin doctor. To spin the
media is to generate news stories that place the politician in a favourable light, creating the
idol of the honourable person acting on behalf of the common good, protecting the politician
from the attacks of the press, but also manipulating the media through leakage of information
that can damage the opposition. ( > 3.B.1.4. Power).
3.6.

Democracy is the acceptance of human difference: of creating a space that allows for the
freedom of difference; and this freedom is also an expectation to produce my own human
difference. In a democracy, I can be like others, but I don’t have to be. Democracy evokes the
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opposition: the right to be against. Democracy is a space for opposing ideas about selfhood.
Democracy is a social construction that we use to distribute and organise freedom in order to
gain dignity and justice. The price we pay is the preservation of inequality within democracy.
It can be levelled out and minimised through the redistribution of wealth (taxes) and open
access to higher education, thereby allowing for social mobility, but it cannot be completely
eliminated. We are different, and this difference is enhanced through the space of democracy.
3.6.1.

Democracy is the space that allows and produces conflicts. It allows these conflicts to appear
in public as a legitimate act of being human. Democracy is the valorisation of human difference, which at times can make it a very ambiguous space: the people have the right to announce
the demonstration against or for whatever causes without having to take responsibility for the
implementation or cost of the demands put forth. From my difference as a human I derive my
fundamental right to demonstrate against anything I wish.

3.B.2.4. NATION-STATE, BIO-POLITICS
4.

The nation-state is a formal organisation embedded in territory, institutional frameworks,
populations (performing the state), languages, economic and social structures that basically
protect me by giving me rights and obligations. To belong to a nation-state (e.g. ‘I am Danish’
or ‘I am German’) designates both a time-frame (the specific point in time when this belonging is stated – e.g. between 1940–45, when the interpersonal space between a Briton and a
German was that of hostility and mutual killing) and a life-zone (a participation to a specific
culture and territorial space – e.g. the difference between being French, British or German
today). Within the nation-state as a frame, I perform my participation whenever I present
my passport as a means of identification, the passport being the primary identification upon
which everything else is built. Together with my passport, I have a personal identification
number (in Denmark a social registration number) that enables me to identify myself to the
police, the state, the authorities; and the state to keep track of my records and my uses of
social welfare.
4.1.

I do not necessarily identify with my nation-state to the point where I will take up arms in
order to defend it. Today, wars (as the protection of state interests and preemptive interventions) are fought by professionals. It is a job. There is not necessarily any identification with the
nation on the part of the soldiers. In the Euro-zone there is currently no defence of national
borders on a military level, only of the Euro-zone border. Historicially, the nation-states constituting the European territorial zone were decided by the Westphalian Peace Treaty of 1648.
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World Wars I and II altered the borders for certain periods of time. By diluting the physical
meaning of borders, the EU is dissolving the idea of nation-states as frameworks for governing
territories and cultures.
4.2.

The nation-state mediates it own borders and foreign relations through cultural diplomacy.
To this aim, the nation-states are in need of marketable generic singularities – embassies,
cultural exchanges, translations, festivals etc – to which they can attach diplomatic value. A
generic singularity can be instrumentalised by the nation-state ( > 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the society of the spectacle).
4.3.

It is the nation-state that allows the development of the welfare state as a specific relation between the nation and the distribution of surplus value, social-security services and equalisation between citizens. The Nordic welfare state is a specific variant of the welfare state, since
there is an intimate identification between the citizens and the state. Here, the nation-state
has educated me (whereas in the American nation, higher education is privatised and only
accessible to those who can afford it), which gives me a different sense of obligation towards
it. As a Dane, I identify with the state to the point of celebrating my birthday with the sign of
the national flag ( > 3.B.3.3. Community of contribution).
4.3.1.

A welfare state is a social model attempting the production of economic equality, social security, public healthcare and free higher education. If I am born into it or become a member
of the state, it protects me and my surroundings from the generalised violence of being
( > 1.B.5. The double movement of intimacy and violence).
4.4.

A nation is symbolically present through its flag, and in foreign territories through embassies or as military presence. The object and the architecture can become direct screens for
disagreement with the state, like burning the American flag or attacking the Danish Embassy
during the cartoon crisis of 2005–06.
4.4.1.

In critical states of force majeure, where I am caught in the zones of political war, civil war or
natural disasters, I expect the nation-state to rescue me through its system of diplomacy. It
is also a system of diplomacy that can restate my belonging to the nation-state. If I lose my
passport in a foreign country, I need a new one from the embassy in order to return home
or leave the country.
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4.5.

Bio-politics. A distinction must be made between the forces of bio-politics on an individual
level and the level of the population.24
4.5.1.

Individual.The ideal individual is a healthy and disciplined body who educates himself in order
to work so that he can pay taxes and not an economic burden to the state. Thereafter the individual must reproduce himself and let his offspring be managed by caring institutions. This
is what bio-politics expects of the individual – that you as an individual can be formatted to
become better. In short: that I can optimise my output through an altering of my input.
4.5.2.

In the era of bio-politics, my body has become a statistical unit where my performance enters
into a general space of expectancy: the use of statistics within the apparatus responsible for
the social body enables the latter to subject the body to an immaterial standard against which
body-consciousness can measure himself. Do I have the right body-weight (BMI), bloodpressure, health? Do I have the right income in relation to the costs of my education? Do I
vote according to my life-values and social position? Do I perform following the codes of my
segment? Do I consume following rational patterns? Everywhere, data are collected, tracing
the outline of my behaviour and general pattern of consumption, so everything from political
and health to consumer-campaigns can be better targeted ( > 2.A.2.2. The singular).
4.5.3.

Population normalisation is the process of optimising the social body on the level of a population. Normalisation is directed towards the internalisation of what is commonly perceived as
the good life, so that the good life is pursued as a natural thing to do: get educated and work
hard, get married and have children, be happy and shut up. Here, the aim of bio-politics is the
formation of the average person: the docile, hardworking person who does everything right.
This is the new army of the West.
4.5.4.

Bio-politics is attached to the method of evaluation in order to measure and thereby benchmark the social performance of a given population.This happens, for example, when statistics
are used to show that young people who take gap-years between high school and university
cost society money, because they finish their degree later, and therefore begin to pay tax
later. As a counter-measurement the state introduces economic incitements to begin studying earlier and performance contracts regarding MA theses. Through these new regulations
the temporal space of education is reduced and the economic performance optimised. That
is bio-politics in operation: manipulating and controlling the population through the aid of
statistics and social contracts.
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4.5.5.

In the age of bio-politics, each citizen becomes responsible for his or her own health. All unhealthy activities such as smoking, alcohol consumption, fatty diets and lack of exercise have
been analysed from the perspective of cost-benefit. Through taxes on these consumer goods
and denial of free medical treatment of diseases related to bodily inactivity the state can force
citizens in a specific direction regarding their health. It simply becomes too expensive for the
state for the citizen to eat badly, or be addicted or inactive.
4.6.

Bio-politics is when the state asks on a public billboard campaigns: what is valuable for you
today? What is the good life? Bio-politics is the attempt to assess the current state of lifevalues within the population in order to optimise what the state delivers: the competitive state.
4.6.1.

Bio-politics is the counting of the body as an economic unit in order to measure costs and
benefits. Through the instrumental gaze of bio-politics it becomes possible to answer the
question: how much is a human worth? Through the ability to answer this question it is possible
to make justified priorities between groups and segments of people, to control and manipulate. A Western citizen is worth a lot of money to the nation-state, because the latter has invested in his education and in return expects him to pay tax. This is one of the reasons behind
the constant elimination of negative space: money is wasted when citizens of the state die as
casualties in accidents and catastrophes ( > 4.B.1.3. Negative space).

3.B.2.5. INSTITUTIONS

‘Almost every generation has something in it which demands a restatement of every institution.’25
(Louis Kahn)
5.

Systemic modernity produces institutions. What is an institution? Institutions are systems of
social bodies governed by conceptual structures determining the legitimatisation of discursive and behavioural practices. A conceptual structure could be the institution of learning, the
institution of justice, the institution of politics, the institution of family or the institution of
aesthetics. Institutions are differentiated from each other according to the historical reality,
the economics of society and the level of civilisation at a given moment. Defining the institution are whatever conceptual structures that exist between the individuals participating in
the validation and maintenance of the institution. This structure is embedded in the physical
material reality of the institution, such as the architecture designed according to the needs
and functions of the institution – the spatial difference between the police station, the court191

house and the prison, though all belong to the same institutional structure of order, law and
justice; or between a university, a high school and a primary school, though all belong to the
institution of learning. Whatever institution we are related to, we are framed by it, because
institutions place us in positions that make us comply with a certain set of behavioural practices. We need institutions, since they govern the production of our reality, freedom and the
generic identities surrounding us.
5.1.

We admire educational institutions – especially the ‘school of learning’ in the spirit of architect Louis Kahn26 – since they play a crucial function in the production of generic identities.
Through institutions, generic identities are produced, distributed and circulated in society,
because knowledge is transmitted so that people can become empowered. We all internalise our knowledge in a specific way, thereby obtaining a being-ability. But institutions also
force us to produce ourselves as singular, map out differences and develop desires within the
generic field in which we wish to exist. Institutions implement performative competences
in the body. Becoming generic equals the development of singularity on a higher plane of
existence – something that can enter into an economy of exchange on the labour market.
The surrounding world recognises me if I have succeeded in both entering the institution and
completing an institutional degree27 ( > 5.B.1.3. The body of the generic singularity).
5.2.

Educational institutions break apart my epistemic continuity with the world: they alter my
brain, how I think and feel, analyse and interpret the world. They lead to the epistemic rupture necessary to make my world open and free, different from the way it was before I entered the programme ( > 1.B.5. The double movement of intimacy and violence).
5.2.1.

So if we cannot escape institutions in the course of our lives, are we not granted the possibility of organising ourselves, claiming the power by taking the initiative and doing what we
ourselves want within the institutional framework? As Louis Kahn said, we can restate the institution. This is quite literally what I do when I join the school committee or council, organise
my own lectures, invite the people I want to listen to or introduce new methods of learning
and self-organisation. I have as a student all the power I want to have, because I can play with the
institution ( > 3.B.1.4. Power).
5.3.

Educational institutions are transformers. They initiate their members through rituals and ceremonies, creating a set of expectations within the participants – the ritual being a way of disciplining the self, moulding it towards compliance to the institutional structure that presents
itself. After admitting the student into the programme of a higher-learning institution, the
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explicit intention is to transform him, not only by granting him performative capacities, but
also by designating a space in which he is able to make a living in the future. Institutions are
able to produce generic competences, and give me an official document stating my qualifications and passed exams. But they do not determine my absolute life-horizon for the rest of
my existence. I can choose to study something else after my graduation if I feel I have made
the wrong choice ( > 2.B.2.4. Self-agency and engagement & 4.B.2.4. Rituals).
5.3.1.

Institutions might estimate a certain age as being optimal for learning, but they actually never
know for sure. Since institutions are transformers, they wish to grasp the individual at the
right moment – the student has to be ready for the life of the institution. This means: fresh,
full of appetite for life, free from too much knowledge, primed by a good pre-education.
5.4.

Institutions want something from me. Power is exercised upon me. I feel its presence within
me, as a way of making me frantic, nervous and stressed before the examination, group crit
or student exhibition. The institution projects desires upon me in order to see what kind of
response I give. Thereby it can measure my capabilities and resources, which can be useful to
them. My defence against this projected desire is de-authorisation. The power of de-authorisation is to take away the pressure of the institutional event, make myself calm down, but
also become indifferent to the institution – and with a new attitude produce work. This is
de-authorisation of the institution in order to play with it: through de-authorisation I discard
its power over me, I distance myself from what is expected, from the way it prescribes the
future event to which I am meant to deliver myself. In this movement I open up space by annihilating the limits surrounding me ( > 3.B.1.4. Power).
5.4.1.

In his short article Il faut defendre la societé 28 (1976) Michel Foucault puts forward the question
of whether institutions in modern society derive their social practices and actions from the
strategies of war. The implementation of SWOT-analysis (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, Threats) within every institution testifies to the formation of an institutional self-consciousness. On which level of knowledge does the institution act and justify decisions regarding
its own survival? The SWOT-analysis is the estimation of the future as a way of structuring
time against the radical alterity of the pheno-event. Through the SWOT-analysis the power of
the institution is asserted (in order to sustain it) and the programme produced.The programme
is the constant production and shaping of the future ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
5.4.2.

Time as pure duration without structure does not exist within the institution. Every institution has schedules for the work-force, tasks to be realised and plans for the future. Quality
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management is the constant re-assessment of what is achieved and what can be done better,
the continual optimisation of every procedure within the institution ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state,
bio-politics).
5.4.3.

From the level of the state to the private company: institutions are situated within the contemporary: attempting to be up-to-date, aware of what is happening and promoting the new.
It takes prowess and courage to perform the institution.
5.5.

Art institutions such as the museum or the gallery have the power to produce the artist as
a name by putting the work ‘on show’. This means allowing the space of the institution to
be occupied by the objects and signs produced by a generic singularity. This production of a
name has a ritual: the opening or the vernissage. In this spectacle the justification of the nameproduction takes place, which again reflects the direction of the institutional programme.
Through the artists shown, the programme reveals itself. When a name is produced always
ask: who is producing the name (a ‘star’) within the system of the art world, and why?29
( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
5.5.1.

Institutions authorise and legitimise certain types of distribution of objects and behaviours.
Through that which is shown (presented as art) the institution authorises itself. This is the
double bind between artists and the institutions that have created them. The institution of art
manifests itself through a distinct set of spatial configurations depending on which activity is
to be unfolded.
The spaces of display can be listed as follows:
1.The white cube. 1.1. The museum 1.2. The gallery space. 1.3. The project space. 1.4. The
internet webpage. 1.5. The Biennale. 1.6. The art fair. 1.7. The private space of the collector. 1.8. The public space of the collector. 1.9. The art magazine. 1.10. The fashion magazine
showing artworks. 1.11. The commissioned public work. 1.12. The studio space in the art
academy. 1.13. The public intervention. 1.14. The whatever performance-space. 1.15. The
billboard. 1.16. The art bookshop. 1.17. The t-shirt. 1.18. The poster. 1.19. The postcard.
1.20. The app.
The spaces of education are:
2. The art academy. 2.1. The artist residency. 2.2. The foundation course. 2.3. The summer
course. 2.4. The master-class. 2.5. The mentor relation. 2.6. The artist lecture. 2.7. The artist-as-assistant.
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The spaces of critical reflexion are:
3. The art-historical department. 3.1. The seminar. 3.2. The panel discussion. 3.3. The arthistorical book. 3.4. The artist interview. 3.5. The artist statement. 3.6. The artist’s book.
3.7. The group-crit session.
The spaces of public opinion are:
4. The art review. 4.1. The critical article. 4.2. The art TV programme. 4.3. The artist interview. 4.4. The public art debate. 4.5. The radio debate. 4.6. The internet-blog forum.
The spaces of art production are:
5. The painter’s studio. 5.1. The sculptor’s studio. 5.2. The installation-artist’s studio. 5.3.
The conceptual artist’s studio (post-studio). 5.4. The performance-artist’s studio. 5.5. The
video-artist’s studio. 5.6. The artist’s library.
5.5.2. Together all these spaces constitute the institutional framework of the aesthetic regime
of art, each contributing to the sustaining of art as a legitimate activity for humans. They are
the conceptual armature in which all artists participate in one way or another ( > 5.B.2.1.
The art world & > 5.B.2.5. The generic singularity as a teacher).

3.B.3. SOCIAL ECSTASIES
1.

Systemic modernity is a fait accompli of our contemporary society. It both frames and nourishes us; it surrounds us as a sedimented multitude of intertwined social systems, each connected to the basic tenets of modernity and a belief in the critical progressive forces of mankind. Systemic modernity is to a large extent self-organised in dynamic self-reflexive structures
where each human agent can be substituted – systemic modernity does not fall apart if ten
people die. The ideological super-structures constituting systemic modernity do not belong
to anybody, and therefore no single person can be held responsible for their future. Nobody
knows exactly, not even systemic modernity, where it is going; it seems as if systemic modernity has no other aim than its own development. What Guy Debord said about the spectacle
is also true of systemic modernity: ‘In the spectacle, which is the image of the ruling economy, the
goal is nothing, development everything. The spectacle aims at nothing other than itself.’30 Systemic
modernity has established itself as a second reality completely enmeshed in the fabric of all
human lives. It will continue to exist without me, because it is the most optimal and efficient
way of organising human freedom and producing prosperity ( > 1.B.5. The double movement
of intimacy and violence).
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1.1.

And yet, even though we each try to navigate within this complex of critical knowledge, the
democratic distribution of power, the ever-producing media-world, the aggressive forces of
capitalism, there exist what we can call social ecstasies that transgress the inherent violence of
systemic modernity. They are ecstasies since they make our world tolerable, and as ecstasies
they testify to social logics outside the abstract structures of systemic modernity. The power
of the ecstasies consists in their ability to free a space between humans, allowing for a different kind of distribution and mediation of social relationships. These three over-arching social
ecstasies are a) friendship; b) generosity, networks and the system of recommendation and c) community
of contribution. The existence of these social ecstasies testifies to something that goes beyond
capitalism; ecstasies that reverse the structures of systemic modernity and align it with a human face: with elements of the unforeseen and infinity.
1.2.

These social ecstasies could be possible answers to some of the main problems of our consumer-driven capitalistic society: through the acts of friendship, recommendation and the
community of contribution, the world can actually become a better place. By not viewing
existence as either appearing, having or just being, but through the act of helpfulness, the ability to invite and a community of contribution, the problems of the hostility crisis (the incessant
raging of wars and hate-crimes), the poverty crisis (economic inequality) and the ecological
crisis (global warming and pollution) – could be improved.

3.B.3.1. FRIENDSHIP
1.

Let us begin with their appearance. My friends greet me with a smile, an open mind, they
want to see me. They listen to me and I listen to them. We laugh together. We do things together: travel, walk, have dinner, go to exhibitions, meet for coffee, collaborate on projects.
We do all these things because we have sympathy for each other: I sympathise with their pathos, with their emotional being in the world that corresponds to my own. A friend is somebody with whom I share a world-view, a certain way of laughing at and with the world. With
my friends I reach the ecstasy of laughter ( > 3.A.2. The ecstasy of language).
1.1.

In my network (the total amount of connections I have), my friends share a special position.
They will recommend me whenever they think I am capable of a task, an assignment; but they
will also give an honest evaluation of me. My friends tell the truth about me, but in a generous way ( > 3.B.3.2. Generosity, networks and the system of recommendation).
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1.2.

A friendship is based on mutual generosity and helpfulness. I can ask a friend for advice,
without objectifying the help into an economic unit. A friend will not invoice me for his help,
unless it was agreed upon beforehand.
1.3.

Just as I am situated within the violence of systemic modernity, so are my friends; and without my friends I would be nothing, since they form an alliance of personal relationships that
goes beyond the abstract reality of systemic modernity. I did not chose my family, but I did
choose my friends – and cannot take them for granted, since my friends also chose me. The
moment my friend decides not to be friends with me, he is no longer my friend.
1.4.

A friend always comes into being as my friend upon a common plane of existence. I met my
friend for the first time when we shared a common space together. Therefore, many friendships originate from the commonality of entering a time-frame together – friends I met as
a student in my first year at college, for example. In this case, our friendship is based upon
a commonality of choice: we chose the same discipline to study and began in the same year.
From there on, we developed together and took our degree together. Later on, my friends
change if my life-situation is altered (my common plane of existence): moving to a new city,
meeting new colleagues and neighbours, developing new interests, changing partners (becoming friends with her friends) or becoming a parent (becoming friends with my children’s
friends’ parents). Therefore, one never knows who will be one’s friend, because friendships
can emerge from so many different situations. Friends come and go.Yet in the end we have the
friends we deserve, because only those we have made an effort to keep are still our friends.
Friendship is not just sympathy as something you feel, it is also something you do.
1.4.1.

You bear a witness to the experiences of another by listening. Friendship is the sharing of secrets. It is the revelation of intimacies with being. In a strange sense, sharing is an intertwining
of brains in the perception of reality (and having the same desires). It is with my friends that I
share an experience of life ( > 2.A.2.8. Secrets & 3.A.1.6. Community of experience).
1.5.

It is your friends whom you call in moments of distress, when your world is falling apart and
you need to be rescued. You call your friends late at night if you are scared, and they come to
help you. It is your friends whom you ask for help.
1.6.

My friends do not constitute a community. They do not all know each other, and often do not
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get along very well when they finally meet. Each one of them points back towards an different
aspect of me: to that aspect of me that they actualise. Could this be why we sometimes do not
want to meet old friends? We do not want that part of ourselves to live again.
1.6.1.

My friends celebrate me. They remember my birthday, they come when I invite them to parties or an opening. They bear witness to my joy of living. If I want to keep my friends, I must
honour them.

3.B.3.2. GENEROSITY, NETWORKS AND THE SYSTEM OF RECOMMENDATION
2.

Given being consists of an infinite number of social spaces that are constituted through a
specific ability to produce visibility and display generosity. Through encounters with people, the
individual will discover the meaning of an invitation. An invitation is the opening of a social
space with the promise of visibility. If I am invited, I am welcomed, but also expected to behave according to the characteristics of the invitation –– to recognise the difference between
an invitation to a dinner-party, to an exhibition, or to speak at a conference. By inviting other
people, we open a space over which we have control. Within the invitation, we specify what
kind of event will take place – and we also assume the responsibility of performing thereafter.
For instance, if I invite friends to a meal, but upon their arrival I lead them to the garden and
ask them to dig it, they will be angry and disappointed ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
2.1.

The social operates on three modes of generosity:
A
B
C

Invitation.
Introduction.
Recommendation.

Invitation is the opening of the social to be present in time at a social gathering. We invite because we want to see somebody, see a specific visibility. An invitation is the acknowledgement
of another being: a first party invites a second party who is allowed to bring a third party.
Introduction is the opening of a social space between two or more agents.You stand in a group
talking and a newcomer arrives. The host says: ‘May I introduce you to…’ Introduction is the
mediation of a third party to a second party by a first party.
Recommendation is for a first party to legitimise a third party to a second party in the group.We
recommend because we believe and trust this person for a given situation. ‘I can recommend…’
is an act of faith and all social systems are built on these relations of recommendations. Once
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recommended, one has been given a chance to prove oneself. Success or failure will follow
and are structural markers of positive and negative values surrounding an individual.
2.2.

A recommendation is the projection of desire and expectation upon your existence to perform in a given situation. Therefore, the system of recommendation is built on confidence.
It constitutes a system of experiences. Recommendation happens from experience or from the
experience of authorities (the critic or the established artist as an authority judging an artwork). This system of experience means that recommendations are very physical and built
around a factual existence.
2.3.

The system of recommendation is related to the structures of competitiveness, in the sense
that the applicants compete for the position of being recommended. A strange transformation of
behaviour and desire within a social group takes place when someone higher in the hierarchy
is viewing them – for example, when a famous artist, curator or collector visits the art-school
exhibition.
2.3.1.

As a generic singularity, I am recommended through the other artists with whom I show in a
group exhibition. A group show in whatever form receives its authority from the institution
hosting it, the curator who organises it and the established artists who participate in it. Here,
it is the principle of association that matters: by being present alongside a famous artist, the
unknown artist is being recommended ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
2.4.

Each social system – from the individual agent to the nation-state – can be analysed according to the capability of generosity and helpfulness. What can they contribute? How much do
they give? How often do they offer their help? How do they announce their own helpfulness?
Do they give in secret or in public? Do they invite foreigners, fugitives and migrants to their
country? How do they receive the stranger? ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
2.5.

What is a social network? Own being is constituted in relation to a specific number of people
who are in turn related to other people. The network extends beyond the people I know to
the people they know. So there is a visible aspect to my network – those I have seen and been
in contact with – and then an invisible aspect – the network surrounding my network, but
which I can activate through a request. My network constitutes the totality of my degrees 1
and 2 of given being, because it includes both the relations to my family and to the friends I
have made myself. All these people constantly evaluate me, place me in some kind of position
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and hierarchy, and will – in the case of strong relations – try to help me move forward or assist
me in a crisis. Social networks show their power in times of trouble and in times of prosperity. They appear and say: ‘If you need help I will be there’ or ‘I will recommend you if needed’. My
social network consists of those people on whom I can count. It provides me with a kind of
mental security. It is family, friends, neighbours and colleagues, and the distant but generous
other who appears unexpectedly and suddenly gives a helping hand.
2.5.1.

A network consists of specialists and generalists. A generalist is one who is connected to many;
the specialist is one who has few connection points. Everything travels through networks:
goods, money, diseases, information, friendships, property, careers, fame and success.
2.5.2.

Today, all generic singularities are dependent on their networks: personally knowing art
world people who will help them, recommend and invite them to exhibitions. This new status of the social network between art world agents aligns a new position and power to the art
institution: its ability to mediate informal introductions between agents.
2.6.

The system of recommendation is functioning whenever I recommend somebody or help a
friend. It is similar to when a group wants to get into a party or club: somebody knows the
doorman and is allowed to enter. He then says: ‘These are my friends.’ The doorman says: ‘They
can enter.’ When I am recommended by someone higher in the system who tries to help me
forward, it is a hand that is stretched out towards me, lifting me upwards to another level of
existence. The power of networks is this constant informal recommendation between friends
to other people and new connections.
2.6.1.

I become ecstatic when I hear that somebody has recommended me for this or that project. I
am lifted up by a feeling of joy, because through the recommendation I am invited to become
part of a future time. A new aspect of me is revealed or added to my present being through
the recommendation. The recommendation basically makes me real, because I am allowed
to enter into the framework of the social in a spirit of friendship, sympathy and generosity:
my new contact greets me with kindness, helpfulness and might even cover my expenses
( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).
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3.B.3.3. COMMUNITY OF CONTRIBUTION

‘Is it not disgraceful to gawk at wealth? Raise your gaze towards the heavens: there you will see gods that
are naked, that give everything away and have nothing at all.’31
(Seneca)
‘There is no enjoying the possession of anything valuable unless one has someone to share it with.’32
(Seneca)
3.

To be part of a community of contribution means to transform oneself from the position of a
passive spectator to that of an active participant obligated to the act of contribution. Whatever I
contribute reveals the form of my self and my powers of generosity. This is the secret of a
community of contribution. I have to give everything away in order to be seen, and those who
profit will be the community, who in return must respond and show gratitude (receiving the
contribution and saying thank you).
3.1.

We wish to belong to a community of contribution with a feeling of equality: we are equal
since we are all giving and receiving the given. We search for solidarity and not for a community of hostile differences. Solidarity binds a group or a concept together in the name of
the good in search of the absence of indifference and hostility.
3.1.1.

A community of contribution is about giving and through this act of giving the community
comes into being as a space of generosity.33 Therefore, regarding the question of identity,
a community of contribution can never be engaged in racial, xenophobic or nationalistic
constructions of identity, because these are based around exclusion and identity-sameness
of those within the group. I enter into a community of contribution with the willingness to
either give up my identity or contribute with my identity, like people who collect money on
the streets or famous people who work for first-aid organisations in order to draw attention
to human disasters or catastrophes.
3.2.

Communities can appear around an interest (an idea, a topic, a passion, an event, an aim),
a place (specific to the geography), age (the same time-plane of existence) or through work
(the common transformation of practice and symbolic meaning). A community is the sharing
of a symbolic meaning that interacts within the social space constituting its members. It takes
place in a scene surrounded by a context: the conceptual armature that defines the strategic
and temporary essence of the community.
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3.2.1.

Temporary communities are established through the entrance into the same institutional
time-frame. A community can be established by starting a new class in a new school at a
specific moment, for example ( > 4.B.2.1. Time-planes and generations & 4.B.2.2. Time frames).
3.2.2.

Communities are constantly restated, since they produce a space of security and social identification. Everyone will in moments of illness become weak and need the help of others, and
by belonging formally to a community the individual is granted a place of belonging. I restate
the community when I ask for more than it can give, as when I ask for a contribution beyond
what has already been contributed.
3.2.3.

One of the greatest difficulties with a community is when it becomes a subject with the illusion of a will and social responsibility – the community should, the community wants, the community
believes…
3.2.4.

A community can be latent but operative in an emergency. When cities are threatened by
floods, the people come together and help build dams to hold back the water. Here, the community arises out of a common threat, and only through my active contribution can I prevent
the disaster. My contribution enters into a communal act where everybody is doing the same:
filling sandbags, carrying them to the dam, filling sandbags, carrying them to the dam ...
3.3.

In order for a community of contribution to exist, to be functional, it demands a certain sense
of obligation from its members to make it happen.The primary obligation is the willingness to
give: to contribute. There is only a community of contribution from the moment I contribute
to the moment I stop contributing. To contribute means to give away. The larger the gift, the
more generous I become in the eyes of the others. I give myself to the community, because
without my giving it will not appear. My giving is without restraint.
3.3.1.

A community of contribution is operative. It operates through the gifts that are presented to
the community – what is shared becomes the operation. Through collective giving the total
gift surpasses what each individual is capable of giving. It is operative, because what is given is
what can be received and what is received is the manifestation of the operation. As a community of contribution we have decided what is to be given and what is needed to be received.
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3.3.2.

A community of contribution actualises the resources, competences and networks inherent
to those participating in the event of the community. They give who have something to offer.
They do not all give the same, but the difference totalises itself in the operation.
3.3.3.

The Nordic welfare society has certain affiliations with a community of contribution.Through
high levels of taxation, welfare is redistributed and inequality reduced – but not abolished.
The redistribution of wealth into healthcare, social security and free higher education is a
way of creating a space of flexicurity. I am taken care of if I am ill; if I get fired I receive
social benefits and I can re-educate myself if I need to. So as a tax-payer and citizen of the
state I contribute to this continuous giving from the state to its people through my own giving. My binding to the social welfare state is one of obligation to give and a right to receive
( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
3.3.4.

The village, the neighbourhood, the local street, the apartment house and the collective have
affinities to a community of contribution. Here, I share a space of commonness and I bring
my food (to the street party), my vigilance (I look out for danger) and my children (to be
educated by the community).34
3.4.

A community of contribution is physical: it is present presence, since it involves the body. In
a community of contribution I am facing the other members, because the act of giving is
visible and receives its power from this visibility. I present my gift and s/he who receives it
does it in the midst of the community. Through the witnesses to my gift it receives its power
( > 4.A.2.4.2. Present presence).
3.5.

Does a pure manifestation of community of contribution exist? The best example is a dinner
party where every participant contributes food. The total amount of food is a shared field to
be consumed. I bring one dish, but can eat from twenty different dishes. Here, the community is operative in the sense of every participant bringing food and making it visible upon the
table to be consumed (the operation).
3.5.1.

Médicins Sans Frontières (Doctors Without Borders) is another example of a community of
contribution: doctors giving aid to those who are in need. Once you sign up, you have also
committed yourself to medical ethics and impartiality. You become part of a community of
people who simply give what they have: medical knowledge to those who are ill and dying.
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3.5.2.

Collaborative artworks or charity exhibitions evolve around the basic tenets of a community
of contribution: here, the artist gives away a being-ability or an artwork without requiring
credit for authorship or money for the artwork. The collective artwork or the charity exhibition becomes a shared space.35
3.5.3.

From nature, mankind has taken everything he needs to sustain his own life on earth.Through
the exploitation of natural resources, the destruction of animal habitation, the pollution of
the oceans, the lakes, the rivers, the soil, the air: human presence on earth can be felt as an intervention and transformation of the natural to the point where nature can no longer exist on
its own. But perhaps it is time to give nature back what we have taken from it. A community
of contribution would be the name for such an attempt: to give, instead of taking; to share
instead of owning; to re-distribute instead of accumulating; to have a plural-nature instead of
mono-nature; to reuse instead of making new; to protect wildlife instead of killing it.
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4.
FINAL BEING

‘If we wish to attain the real of time we must construct it.’1
(Alain Badiou)
‘We receive being in an intolerable transcendence of being, no less intolerable than death. And since in
death it is given and taken away at the same time, we must seek it in the feeling of death, in those unbearable instants where we seem to be dying because the being within us is only there through excess, when the
fullness of horror and joy coincide.’ 2
(Georges Bataille)

4.A. THE INTIMACY OF FINAL BEING
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4.A.1. FINITUDE AND DEATH

‘We are attempting to communicate, but no communication between us can abolish our fundamental difference. If you die, it is not my death. You and I are discontinuous beings.’3
(Georges Bataille)
1.

There is an intimacy to my being in time because I have lived until now experiencing, but also
transforming, time. I know time simply because I have lived. Throughout life I have had the
sense of being present to myself, being aware of my age, and the sense of being within ‘tunnels of time’, as when I was going somewhere very specific with an expected time frame.
But simultaneously with my presence in time I have had a consciousness of my own finitude
from early childhood. Through the experience of death in the family, the death of strangers,
and through historical knowledge, I realised that one day I would also die. Death became
omnipresent. This certainty of my own finitude manifested itself as an immanent limit within
the consciousness of my own being: final being. My death is a fact and the ultimate truth of
my existence, not only something that might happen tomorrow as the result of accident, but
a truth that I will never be able to surpass. Death is transcendental, though empirical: ‘I will
die, but I don’t know when.’
1.1.

I can grasp my death only insofar as I try to grasp the consequences of this fact. My death is
never now, always in the future. Finitude is another word for my future death and due to my
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knowledge of the biological decay to which every body is subject, I know that the probability
of my death is proportional to my age in time. The older I get, the closer to death I come.
My own death is anticipated through the sight of old people. They are probably closer to death
than I, but also further on in life. And my death is also anticipated through the funerals I have
attended: of those who died either too late or too early. Very few die at the right moment in
life. Down in the ground they go, and one day I will go there too. I am living in the afterlife
of all those already dead. This is what grounds my historicity: the world has been made by the
dead for the living to live in ( > 4.B.2. Historicity).
1.2.

Final being as a dimension is the distance between my beginning as a completely new life and
the ending of my life in death. We cannot avoid final being, only postpone it and soothe our
sorrows on our ultimate journey to the end. We are finite and the relation to our own finitude we call ‘final being’, since death is final. When, one day, we enter the last minutes of life
(statistically in a hospital dying from cancer, a heart attack or dementia) this will be our last
being; the last being of our being in the world. Death is the end, and until then, there is time.
But we never die now, always later. And in the end we die too fast (Derrida).
1.3.

‘Death is a means of developing the consciousness of advancing to a higher life; a higher life, that’s
important.’4 (Beuys). Establishing an economy of time is the consequence of finitude, since
my time on earth is limited. There is death, and until then, there is life. Final being as time
proposes possibilities to us: the possibility of taking action and changing our conditions. But
we cannot take time for granted. I still have to act according to the time frame I am given.
Statistically, I believe I will live until approximately seventy or eighty; this means I still have
another forty years to live, unless I die in an accident or through a fatal sickness. So I have this
own life that belongs to me as an offering from time to become time. What will I do with it?
Final being is the process of living life through time: experiencing it as a temporal dimension
that is renewed again and again with every new generation. Perhaps this is one of my greatest
accomplishments – having children – because this is life as resistance against death: the ability to begin again through the new-born, to re-conquer the space with unmarked eyes. I was
once myself this beginning: pure flesh, ready to be inscribed into a social order as a specific
being where my name became the signature of my body ( > 2.B.2.1. The self-constitution: the
name, the face & 4.B.2.2. Time frames).
1.3.1.

In a strange sense, I am looking forward to my own death. I will be surrounded by an infinite
blue darkness. I will close my eyes and whisper: ‘Thank you for a wonderful life; for yes, I have
lived in ecstasy and in violence.’ My feeling of joy will come from the knowledge that I have
succeeded in pushing something into this world that will survive me (my children, my writ208

ings, my artworks). And when I die, the full volume of my life will appear: when I lie dying
I can think back on beautiful moments of ecstasy, realisations of ideas, intense experiences
and radical events where I became something other to myself. Life was worth living because
I gave it value. I gave it form ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
1.4.

From being born to life, to the end in death, is one irreversible movement. Life is long, and
yet people have to die every day as the most natural thing in the world. We must die, because
in every moment life is brought to its conclusion, its endpoint. Going to sleep, closing our
eyes, we are initiated into that future that awaits us: the inevitability of death. In the last section of the techniques of attending to oneself found in L’herméneutique du sujet (1982) Michel
Foucault reflects on the Ancient question of meditation or training for death, the so-called
meleté thanatou. What is the function of this type of self-reflection? ‘It is a way of making death
actual in life. […] It tends to make one live each day as if it were the last.’5 This forcing of the mind
to reflect upon its own finitude takes the form of an exercise – described by Seneca in his
letters – which consists in living a day as if it were a whole life. At night, if one returns safely
to the bed, one should be able to whisper in the darkness: ‘Yes, I have lived.’ By installing the
reflective subject at the summit of his life each day, the exercise transforms the subject into a
judge who can value each action in terms of its own quality ( > 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
1.4.1.

Final being is our name for the finitude of a human being. It is a final being, since as Epicurus stated: when it is there, I no longer am. It is the final breath. The final being of my body.
My finitude is like an invisible white wall surrounding me in my daily life: it is there, as the
knowledge that I am finite; that I am going to pass away one day and no longer exist in this
world. It is white, because I cannot directly see it; but I know it is there, my finitude, as the
ultimate possibility of my existence. Or should we say, the insurmountable possibility – that
possibility that supersedes every other possibility, since there is no return, no reversibility
between my death and my life. Either I live or I am dead. It is a white wall, infinitely stretching towards the infinity of the sky. I will never be able to climb over it, as if I could reach the
other side of mortality.
1.5.

My finitude is historical, since it has become a question of life expectancy. Two hundred years
ago, to live to the age of fifty was considered old. In our age, I can expect to live until seventy,
which gives my present age of thirty-six a certain relaxed aspect. Death is not just around the
corner for me, but it is for the generations ahead of me. Growing up means saying goodbye to
the adults I knew as a child; growing up means going to weddings, christenings and funerals. I
celebrate those who declare their love, I celebrate the arrival of the new people in this world
and I learn to say goodbye to those who have already been ( > 4.B.2. Historicity).
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1.5.1.

With Nietzsche’s dictum God is death the question of finitude changes, since a new power is
brought into play: the power of mortality. There is nothing beyond my life (no afterlife). We
cannot escape our death, just as we cannot escape our existence (except in voluntary death)
which makes our existence a wretched one. But it is the power of my new finitude (defining
what it means to be modern), that it makes me do what I want. I cannot postpone my life, my
living. If I want to do something I must do it, as a way of honouring my desire, my existence
as a human. Nietzsche’s concept of The Eternal Return is exactly this: the imperative to live
life to the fullest, in the most affirmative way, because we will be condemned to live it again
and again. As almost a punishment from life, he who lives a dull life will have to repeat his
actions forever. In order not to live in eternal boredom, I am forced constantly to experiment
with myself. Only in experimenting with my life will I not repeat it as a slave to sameness
( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
1.6.

We must attempt to construct the real of time in order to obtain it (Badiou). And the real of
time depends on the form we have, of how we are able to make the event fit our skin. But
time is not easy; it is difficult to make it contract so that it fits my body and the elasticity of
my skin. It constantly disperses me into my private time-delta, eclipsed by the event-duration
of the earth spinning in the universe ( > 4.A.2.3. The event & 4.A.3. Dispersed being).

4.A.1. EXCURSUS 1: HEIDEGGER, DEATH AND THE EK-STASE OF TIME

‘The true being-towards-death, which means the finitude of temporality, is the secret
foundation of Dasein’s historicity.’6
(Martin Heidegger)
1.

Death is for Heidegger Sein-zum-Tode: being-towards-death. It is the implicit limit for human
life, but also its transcendental condition, since we as biological organic beings are given a
beginning and thereby an ending. ‘As soon a human being comes to life, it is immediately old enough
to die’,7 Heidegger quotes from Johannes von Tepl’s Der Ackermann aus Böhmen (c.1401). This
relation to death Heidegger calls the impossible relation, since we cannot gain mastership of our
own finitude.We cannot control death.We can postpone our own death and that of others, by
saving them from death, even cause our own death in an absolute voluntary act; but we can
never make death disappear from the world of human beings.
1.1.

When regarding the being-towards-death as the hidden foundation behind the historicity of
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Dasein in SuZ, Heidegger says remarkably little about death. Of all the paragraphs in Section
2 (Dasein und Zeitlichkeit) only §47–§53 of the first chapter directly relates to the question of
death. What does Heidegger say about the being-towards-death? One of the first challenges is
to clear the ground for a phenomenological intuition of death, because of the covering up of
death in our daily lives. Here, the chatter of the everyday by Das Man shelters us from death,
since every time we hear about somebody dying it is always somebody else. ‘They’ die, never
me; never the Jemeinigkeit of me. For Heidegger, in order to grasp death as something that is
real (and not covered up) one must put oneself in movement towards death. It is when I confront myself with the actual possibility of my own death that I realise that there is something
beyond me. My death reveals itself as the: ‘Own specific non-relational impossible possibility’,8 and
yet this is what I must take responsibility for: the relation to my own ending, the impossible
possibility.
1.2.

As a temporal being Dasein exists with a consciousness of its own finitude in a state of angst as
a being-towards-death. Angst forces Dasein to assume responsibility for this finitude through
an insistence on being this specific possibility. ‘Death is a possibility of being that each Dasein has
to take responsibility for. With death Dasein is confronted with its utmost own being-ability.’9 My death
is the greatest challenge, because it ultimately makes me confront life. If I learn to master life
through the development of my own being-ability, I have mastered death, to the point where
it makes me live a life worth living ( > 1.B.5. The double movement of intimacy and violence).
1.3.

It was Heidegger who first brought my attention to the ecstatic nature of the human relation
to temporality. To be ecstatic means to step out of oneself, to lose oneself in the event itself.
The Ek-stase of time is a transformation of the Husserlian concepts of retention (the immediate
past), tension (the sense of the present) and protention (constant anticipation of the future)
into a more generous relation to time: to let time give itself without restraint; to not divide
time into measurable units, but live time. The ecstasy of time is the opposite of scientific time
( > 4.A.4. The Ecstasy of memory).
1.3.1.

To the ecstasy of time comes my being-alterity: I can disappear into the event itself if I surrender to the event. The moment I try to control, manipulate or instrumentalise the event, I
crush its virtuality. The ecstasy of time is basically to let it happen as an event. Thus Heidegger
wanted to change our concept of what truth is. Against the Aristotelian concept of truth as
that which corresponds to the world of facts (Veritas est adaequatio rei et intellectus) Heidegger
puts forward the Pre-socratic concept of truth as Ereignis, as an event. The truth is that being
is open and that we can transcend ourselves into time. The truth is that I can become other to
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myself through the openness of time. In order to see the truth of this world in which we are
living, we must grasp it as an event: we must understand that events are possible, because we
are time. Being is time.This was in itself a radicalisation of the phenomenological programme,
since from the beginning, the practice of phenomenology was to honour the radical moment of appearance – to surrender to that which appears: that which shows-itself-through-itself
(das Sich-an-ihm-selbst-zeigende).10 And when time gives itself from itself to itself, it purely is,
without any support system organising it. This is the ecstasy of time: that time can be. When
we surrender to or throw ourselves into time we become one with being: ‘It is not the Human
who is important when we attempt to determine the Humanness of the human existence, but Being as the
dimension for the ecstasy of existence.This dimension is not the well-known spatial one. All space and all
time-space is present in the dimensionality that is Being itself.’11
1.3.2.

To some extent I agree with Heidegger on this point, but at the same time I also believe that
there are ecstasies to be found in the form-event. Completing a project and being recognised
for this is also a source of ecstasy, deriving from one’s pride and satisfaction in the accomplishment. To give form to time is not necessarily to kill or destroy its potential for being. It is
my being-ability that enables me to become a concentrated being and thereby make life happen
to me. Only by giving a structure to myself can time appear to me: whatever gives itself in
time itself depends on how I am able to receive and produce time ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).

4.A.2. CONCENTRATED BEING
1.

Since life is an offering, and through this offering grants me an opening into the dimension of
temporality as my intimate movement towards death, I have divided this analysis into two different relations that I can have to time and which determine my intimate experience of time:
concentrated being and dispersed being. Concentrated being refers to a relation where time comes
into being through a time-horizon (a future deadline), which forces me to prioritise, to make
decisions and to limit my use of time. The time-horizon gives itself as the meaning to my actions.
With a concentrated being comes a certain experience of the quality of time, how events manifest
themselves through the pheno-event, the form-event and the event-duration, and finally how presence
is negotiated. In short, concentrated being means that time concentrates itself into the being of
the body and the social in my relation to it ( > 2.B.2.4. Self-agency and engagement).
1.1.

To define a dispersed being, we have gathered a series of reflections on what we believe constitutes
our intimate experience of the negation of being – the shadow-side of being human: stupidity,
sleep, boredom, solitude, illness, melancholia, depression, schizophrenia and suicide. Each is a component
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that can activate itself within concentrated being. No-one is free from suddenly making stupid
remarks or heedless actions; no one escapes the twin of death in his own sleep; the sheer dread
of existence; boredom with one’s own life; monumental feelings of metaphysical solitude. No
one is free from bodily illnesses in whatever form; the state of melancholia on an early grey
morning; the black thoughts of depression; the states of paranoia and parallel world-making
characteristic of schizophrenia; the haunting idea of suicide. Dispersed being as a state of being
is always possible and when it comes, it is intimate to my own being ( > 4.A.3. Dispersed being).

4.A.2.1. TIME-HORIZONS
1.

An own being never exists in a continuous pure state of presence, an instant constantly repeating itself indifferently. Rather, my relation to time is like sailing on an ocean: sometimes
everything is still and I do not move at all; at other times I move very fast through time with
everything under control; but suddenly great waves overwhelm me, as when pheno-events
appear one after the other, forcing me to change everything. The feeling of an instant depends
on what came before and what comes after. I can attain the bliss of presence in epiphanies: in
the conscious attunement to the state of present presence, but more often I am living in relation
to a number of overlapping time horizons in the future. My ultimate horizon is naturally my
death when I am old, but until then, I live with the horizons of the next hour, tomorrow, this
week, this month, this year, the years to come. The content of my horizons could be that I am
preparing an exhibition, to move abroad, to marry a woman, to have a child or to get a new
job. An enormous mountain of future time awaits me (event-duration). Yet I have no clear
idea what will actually happen, because I know that the violence of being can at any moment
assert itself and take everything away from me. I live with the hope that time will manifest
itself in relation to my expectations, but I know that the sudden appearance of negative space,
of those infinite catastrophes that can instantaneously alter everything, are also part of my horizon and can become real at any time ( > 4.A.2.4.2. Present presence & 4.B.1.3. Negative space).
1.1.

A time horizon can be constituted in the following ways:
1.	Through a decision made: I will commit myself to a project that will take place a
day, a week, a month, a year from now.
2.	When I enter a time frame: for example, embarking on an educational course
where I know that for the next five years I will study a certain subject and finish
with a degree.
3. 	When somebody promises me a reward for my commitment to a specific project:
‘If you do this for one year, we’ll offer you a job.’
4.
When you agree to move on a fixed date.
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When the schedule of school holidays are decided years in advance.
an ultimatum is given: you are given a deadline to perform a certain task
or deliver a service.
7.	When a woman is pregnant: nine months from the insemination to the expected
birth-date.
8.	When promises are given through the relationship of love: two lovers dreaming
of their future as parents living in a house in the countryside.
9.
When your exhibition opens and closes on fixed dates.
10.
When you must make an application for a grant or competition by a certain date.
11.
When you make career plans, goals and visions for life in the next ten years.
5.

6.	When

1.1.1.

The constitution of a temporal horizon is the most basic measure one can take in order to
avoid boredom and waste of time. Through such a constitution a direction is given that allows
me to navigate within time, but also have a productive relation to time. It is my intentionality
in action. A constituted time horizon transforms me into a concentrated being where every
event inscribes itself into this frame as a form-event, as something happening according to the
scheme. It is the time horizon that forces me to produce, because I become responsible for
time spent. The horizon is the imagination of the future and of the day: what to do this morning. A horizon is fullness of being. A time horizon is the projection of the infinity of time
upon the fragility of the moment ( > 4.A.2.3.2. The form-event & 4.A.3.3. Boredom).
1.1.2.

A specific instantiation of the horizon is the deadline: time appears as a dam that holds my
time up against myself. Working against the deadline, I force all my actions together in order
to produce the maximum amount of strength, power and efficiency. The deadline forces me to
take decisions, to move onwards, to subdivide time into units; the deadline makes me decline
other uses of time: invitations to dinner-parties, receptions, cultural events; I will even have
to say no to my family, just in order to meet the deadline. If I cross the deadline without having finished, I am metaphorically speaking dead.
1.1.3.

A person who cannot meet a deadline is regarded as somebody who cannot master time in
relation to a specific task; who is either not capable of assessing the time needed to complete
the task or unable to contract himself with the necessary force ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
1.2.

An own being moves through life in relation to the horizon of possibilities at a given moment. My sense of this time horizon (of what is meaningful within it, of what can give itself)
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is dependent on my own movement and what I have already accomplished. People who are
connected to my time horizon are those with whom I share life values and who are able to
move together with the horizon. When the horizon for my actions is moving and I myself am
standing still (e.g. living through out-dated values) I am forced to put myself in motion if I
wish to become part of the future time horizon. Time horizons are not just future lines after
which I aim: they catch up with me and supersede me if I don’t keep moving myself. Finishing an education within the prescribed time limit is a time horizon: if you do not finish, your
peers will finish before you (their student-horizon will end, and be replaced by a new horizon
that you yourself do not have access to) and the younger generation will catch up with you
( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions & 3.B.3.1. Friendship).
1.2.1.

Time horizons, and how own being relates to them, are decisive in society’s valorisation of
the human being and his social performance. In recent times, where each generation has
been confronted with technological innovations, political upheavals and value-conflicts in
society, it is an explicit feature of the experience of modernity that it constantly casts off its
old rags and dresses up anew, in order to live life better. Time horizons displace themselves
all the time and leave behind numerous people who are placed in a second tier when it
comes to the assessment of life. In the vernacular, these people are referred to as ‘old fashioned’, ‘old school’, ‘out of joint with time’, meaning that they have not changed with the
horizon. Modernity is another name for the relentless destruction of human time horizons
( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
1.2.2.

Life is in movement, but can be brought to a standstill. We say about somebody that they’ve
stopped moving on in life. What is this movement through life? Is time spinning around itself,
manifesting itself as time that demands a new form? We take part in time and if we want to
become time as movement we constantly have to reinvent ourselves in order to be legitimised
for the being of time. So we move through time for as long as possible; we anticipate this final
being within ourselves as the ultimate ending, and until then we move in order to become
timeless ( > 5.B.3.1. The time of a generic singularity).
1.2.3.

I can become a stranger, alienated to myself in moments when my temporal horizon is empty:
no jobs, no assignments and no deadlines to demand my presence and active engagement
with time. It is the time horizon that makes me organise myself. Without a time horizon my
existence is nothing ( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
1.3.

Every analysis of culture entails an understanding of time, since the analysis situates the ana215

lysed object, the process of analysis and the subject analysing within a temporal horizon in order
to map out differences: ‘Today we are living in a culture where everything is accelerated’ or ‘Identity
has never been so fluid’ ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).

4.A.2.2. THE QUALITY OF TIME

‘It is not a question of getting outside of time (we are already there); on the contrary, one must get back
into duration and recapture reality in the very mobility which is its essence.’12
(Henri Bergson)
2.

Since time is the greatest asset of human life, every thing is measured in relation to its necessity, urgency, desire and usefulness. Do we need it? Do we have time for it? Do we want it?
Can we use it in the future? The quality of time is determined through the relations we have
to these questions – and the answers we give. We are forced to make judgements with consequences if we want to create a space of temporal quality for ourselves. The quality of time
is determined in every instance of life through judging and making decisions regarding the
relation to time ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
2.1.

The quality of time changes according to my uses of it. I can increase my efficiency within a
moment through speed or the more rational organisation of my actions. I can be in control
of time: deciding what will happen at the next step, allowing no divergence from the plan;
or I can do the reverse: intentionally losing myself in a detail, deliberately procrastinating or
becoming sidetracked because I am bored ( > 4.A.3.3. Boredom).
2.1.1.

To the quality of time belongs the possibility of dividing time into measurable units (the
standardisation of time). This collective division of time happened in the Western world
through the power of the Christian church bell to signify the different hours in a day, and
specifically to signify holy days through constant ringing. The church institution was a
powerful device for structuring time, since each concentration of habitation was close to
a church. From the small village to the city, the church bell could be heard everywhere.
Later, industrialisation brought a new more precise time-division of the labour force, and
with the invention of transport systems, timetables were needed to synchronise time across
geographical distances. Today, time is globalised and organised into twenty-four hours per
day, each designating specific longitudinal time-zones. Through the internet, time has lost
its relation to the natural division between night and day. Time has become one global
NOW. But on a private level I can escape this time by not having a television, going online
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or having a cell-phone. I can deliberately lose myself by ‘disconnecting’ from the global now
( > 4.A.2.4.2. Present presence).
2.1.2.

Could the quality of time be inherent in Heidegger’s concept of Jemeinigkeit, in that the quality of time is dependent on the form of my specific being – how I am present to time? Dasein
and the decisions it has taken in relation to the openness of being produces a sense of time
because I project myself into it. I am a specific being who can develop a relation to time, because my fundamental being is a being in time ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
2.2.

Belonging to the quality of time are the following experiences – ‘earthquakes’ that disrupt
passive continuity:
- The epiphany.
- The pheno-event.
- The defining moment.
- The sudden involuntary memory of past times.
- Vital coincidences.
- Accidents.
- Bad luck.
- Surprise.
- The fulfillment of expectation.
- Disappointment.
2.2.1.

If I am surprised by something unpleasant, I have to accept it as something unforeseen. But if
I am aware that something unpleasant is about to happen – for instance, I am warned by the
weather forecast that it will rain heavily – and I do not change my course of action (I still go
outside), my experience of time will be different, since I knew the consequence beforehand
and I therefore could have avoided it. When I enter into a situation that I know is going to
be bad, my time becomes one of dread. My expectation of the bad crashes into my life-world
and becomes real.
2.3.

The experience of the duration of time is directly proportional to the total sum of the lived
life. A six-year old will experience one year as 1/6 as his life. A seventy-eight-year old will
experience one year as 1/78 of his life. This is why we die too fast, because time swirls into
the river of already lived time. Only through the active composition of time, through documents, objects, archives and story-telling, can I slow down the disappearance of my time. If
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I keep a diary, take photographs, leave traces, keep track of my actions and encounters with
life, I build a house for time to live in ( > 4.A.4. The ecstasy of memory & 5.B.1.2. A gesture
towards life).

4.A.2.3. THE EVENT

‘Time’s “synthesis” is a transition-synthesis, the action of a life which unfolds, and there is no way of
bringing it about other than by living that life, there is no seat of time; time bears itself on and launches
itself afresh.’13
(Maurice Merleau-Ponty)
3.

The greatest problem for philosophy today is the thinking of the event, because the event
itself divides along the lines of either phenomenology or pragmatism. Either the event gives
itself in all its unexpected alterity, or the event is the print of my desire: that which happens
because I want it to. The first we can call the pheno-event, the second the form-event. This division of time follows a differentiation according to either a phenomenological or a pragmatic
concept of the event. In the first case, I surrender myself to that which gives itself (Marion):
I let the object/the event/the configuration present itself to me by discarding all my prejudices (the époché). In the second case, I am the originator of the event; that which happens
fits me like my skin: it is the print of my form. If I decide to go and see the sunset from the top
of a mountain, my view of the sun from exactly and only that point has been made possible
through my decision to climb the mountain. What awaits me is then coloured by my anticipation of the event, of what I expect to see, but nevertheless I actually see the sunset because I
decided to do so. On a more fundamental level than the pheno-event and form-event we find
the transcendental condition of these two event-configurations – event-duration – the neverending spinning of the globe around the sun in an infinite universe; a cosmic time in which
the sun sets every day all over the world, and where my own time on earth is just a small
balloon of hot air in which I am trapped.
3.1.

With these three concepts: pheno-event, form-event and event-duration we can differentiate between different types of events, of things happening and why they are happening. Things happen due to circumstance, chance, bad and good luck; many things happen because individuals
and institutions want them to; other events are catastrophic and happen with such impact that
they are beyond human control. The aim of differentiating between these orders of events is
to better understand our possibilities of navigating within the philosophical field of events as
finite entities – what kind of relations we can have to the pheno-event and how to produce the
form-event.
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4.A.2.3.1. PHENO-EVENT
1.

The pheno-event is that which happens to me unexpectedly and in this encounter suddenly
reveals a world – either within me (e.g. as the return of the past in Marcel Proust) or around
me (a world within a face, a human body, the violence of being). The pheno-event gives itself
with the powers of the infinity of time, projecting itself onto the plane of my specific present.
The pheno-event can radically alter time forever. Thus the pheno-event is that which we cannot grasp beforehand; it tears us apart and is therefore what allows us to become something
other. The concept of the pheno-event is derived from the phenomenological attempt to let
the given show-itself-through-itself ( > 3.A.1. Excursus 2. Jean-Luc Marion and Being Given).
1.1.

In surrendering myself to the moment of the pheno-event, every relation I am within (the
metaphysical knot) is shaken, becomes radical (like becoming absolutely pure) through the
wild unleashing of the indeterminate possibilities of the virtual. The pheno-event holds this
magical power over our human temporality: it allows contingency to come into being as
the opening towards the non-necessary. Can I survive the pheno-event? Something survives,
maybe the configuration of my body – but not if I am scarred or lose a limb – yet certainly not
the composite of myself. I am left shattered, but my system of perception suddenly sees the
world anew. After the pheno-event, I see the world with the eyes of a dead person, of someone
who is no longer supposed to be here. I was once centimetres away from being struck by a
large truck, and in the hours afterwards I walked the world like a ghost; an invisible viewer to
a spectacle without my presence. I saw the world as if I were no longer there.
1.1.1.

The principle of the pheno-event is located in the birth of a human: the violent transition
from one state to another; from one space to another; from darkness into light. It is a revelation, the saturated event, that explodes within the real. It is the call in the night from the hospital or the police announcing a sudden death. The pheno-event crashes into my life. Within
minutes I have left the house, putting everything else aside, departing towards the unknown.
This is the majestic force of the pheno-event: like a landslide it pulls everything away from
me ( > 4.B.1.2. Catastrophe).
1.2.

Should we then grasp the pheno-event as that specific moment when a redistribution of the
sensible takes place (Rancière)? Both yes and no. Yes, since the pheno-event can be a radical
redistribution of something that was originally a planned form-event; no, because the redistribution is immanent to a body and a system of perception.The power of the pheno-event is dependent on the constitution of the body-space: of how much it can endure. But it still remains
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that through the encounter with the pheno-event I can be forced to redistribute myself. This
gives the pheno-event its intricate nature, since it is both that which destroys and expands me.
It forces me to reconsider my whatever being ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
1.3.

The pheno-event is not the spectacle. The spectacle is the programmed, the produced, the
expected – an already packaged image of the time to come for which I can purchase a ticket.
A spectacle is orchestrated; a pheno-event is a rupture, an attack not only on my nervous
system, but on my generalised being ( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).
1.4.

The pheno-event is the crack in the structuring powers of the form-event. A sign in a shop
window inscribed with the daily opening hours is the form-event of the site: that which is
planned and can be expected (I go to the shop during its opening hours). But when one day it
reads: ‘Closed due to sickness’, this sign, together with the closed shop, becomes a minor phenoevent in my life. It forces me either to postpone my shopping or find another store – thereby
leading me in a new direction. Here the illness becomes the pheno-event, it obstructs me, but
I survive: a closed shop is never an earthquake.
1.4.1.

I go to the doctor with my fever-stricken son with the aim of getting him medicine (the formevent). But, instead of returning home, we are sent directly to the hospital. This re-direction
of my trajectory is a displacement of the horizon of my life, of that which gives itself to me in
that moment. In this moment the pheno-event crashes into my life; like a splash it reverberates within my interior being, causing a feeling of anxiety, crumbling, sorrow and fear. As a
pheno-event it pushes everything aside. I am literally pushed out of myself ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness).
1.5.

To speak freely in a lecture is a process of signification that happens in the situation. To speak
from a manuscript is to locate the event of the utterance in the past, as something that has
already happened. Since the event of the past is fixed in the script as something both overwritten and over-corrected, it seems ossified and stiff in the expressive medium of the spoken
language. As listeners, we want the immediacy of the event; our desire is to become one with
the speaker and his power to produce the pheno-event.This is the ecstasy of language: its ability to let those who speak be transformed by the act of speaking. In my speaking I can become
another if I surrender to the pheno-event within myself ( > 3.A.2. The ecstasy of language).
1.6.

Wrinkles on the skin are the general traces of time and the sustained attempt to give form to
life; a scar is the trace of a specific pheno-event.
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1.7.

Every generic singularity has encountered the forces of the pheno-event: the moment an
artwork struck him or her in the stomach; being overwhelmed by art in an unforeseen ecstasy of being. The artwork crashes upon me, makes my mind explode, leaves me shattered
and torn apart. I am no longer myself; something outside of me has spiked my inner being
and ripped me to pieces. And on the inside, the pheno-event happens as the sudden moment
of inspiration: when I am on fire because an idea illuminates my bodily being; gives me a
vision of something that now has to become real. The dam holding everything back is cracking: the locks are open, out flow the ideas – a virtual brainstorm flooding my interior being
( > 5.B.3.4. Operationalised schizophrenia).
1.7.1.

The automatic writing developed by the Surrealists or the act of dérive pursued by the Situationists as an artistic method is the attempt to surrender to the pheno-event within the actual
artwork production; to let chance, sudden impulse and associations enter into the process of
making art, thereby opening towards the unprecedented. Conceptual art-practice, as the act
of rule-making and then following the rules to create a machine for the production of art,
allows the pheno-event to appear (Sol LeWitt).

4.A.2.3.2. FORM-EVENT

‘The event is the print of your form. It fits you like your skin.’14
(Ralph W. Emerson)
2.

The form-event is our ability to plan and shape a future event according to what we want.The
form-event is traversed by an intentionality as a direction and focus of consciousness towards
something in the world. It is the event as a print of our form. It fits us like our skin. Surrounding
the form-event is therefore the question of having the will-power to follow a project to its
conclusion; the question of the event-membrane; the power of expectations to determine the
experience of a form-event; the notion of stress in relation to the realisation of the project.
2.1.

Because the form-event is conditioned by human will-power we must ask: what or who
authorises the form-event? What gives it permission to exist? Who wants it? Why is this happening? By asking these questions, we better understand the massive scale on which the
form-event unfolds today on an institutional level within systemic modernity as the constant
programming, planning and scheduling of the future. The institution aims to avoid the phenoevent as the unexpected. Institutions produce a specific space for the unfolding of time in
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order to transform its participants according to the plan, the idea or the exam. Each semester
is planned for, each exhibition is scheduled ahead, and each production plant plans what to
do next. Train-schedules are decided, every airport has fixed departure times for the airlines.
Corporations and institutions are forced into the space of the form-event, since they have to
account for their doings and actions (quality management). They are constituted by people in
charge who have come to power by stating their visions for the institutions – the vision being
a general direction, an aim for the future and a point of aspiration ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
2.2.

When it comes to the form-event as something between humans, it is constituted of an eventmembrane on which the intensity of its meaning is printed. Therefore we must think both of
the interior and exterior side of the form-event: how it divides itself in two between the
experience from within and the experience from outside; how the form-event both contains
an immanent ‘meaning’ that is accessible for those present and sensitive to its appearance, and
afterwards an interpretative meaning that arises when the event has become past – when we
are forced to recount what took place. What actually happened to us? In the remembrance of
the form-event we are confronted with the difficulty of grasping a meaning circulating between past and present experiences. If I invite my family and friends over for dinner, the dinner is the form-event, something planned, and from which everybody participating expects
a certain ‘dinner-like’ configuration of the visible: food is served, candles are lit and pleasant
talk takes place. The form-event happens, and yet it unfolds between us as a membrane of
common perception on which is printed the intensity of the meaning. Later, as the host, I
wonder whether my guests were bored, enjoyed themselves, liked the food. Everybody coproduced the experience, yet the exact intensity is never discernable in its actual becoming.
That is the ambiguity of the event-membrane: in the making, the event follows the plan, but
afterwards, during the evaluation, its meaning re-emerges in a different light (the interpretation).
2.3.

To grasp the form-event we must understand the power and nature of expectation. To expect is
to imagine the possible as real. In expecting I am defining a possible outcome for the future.
In order to live I must expect that the real will be real tomorrow, since I am participating in
the real and desire to live another day ( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real).
2.3.1.

What is expected is a structuring of my consciousness as an assertion of a future outcome: a
reward, an ending, a new configuration of the manifestation of meaning. Following my expectations is a risk-assessment: of all that can go wrong and for which I must prepare myself. So I
expect something and these expectations can also limit the power of the form-event, because
I have already anticipated it. Too many or too high expectations reduce the event, since I have
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already pre-configured its unfolding in my consciousness, as when watching a film where the
ending is known beforehand. To live without expectations is impossible, but one can refrain
from knowing too much of what is to come.
2.4.

The shadow side of the form-event is the phenomenon of stress. One can either have stress or
exert it. The first instance relates to the mental state of being stressed from within. A pressure
from a deadline by which time the form-event must materialise freezes my time horizon, so
nothing else can appear in my time (no breaks, no holidays). Experiencing stress means that I
am in a pressurised relation to the world – a pressure created through responsibilities, agreements and expectations, where my surroundings demand everything from me. To exert stress
is to exercise a pressure upon my surroundings, demanding them to perform according to a
desired goal that is more or less explicit. I am responsible for the form-event, but to make it
happen I am dependent on the co-operation of others.
2.5.

The concepts of pheno-event and form-event can also be grasped in relation to our differentiation between degrees 1 and 2 of given being. The pheno-event is my arrival upon a
time-plane in a specific culture, everything that happened to me, and of which I was beyond
influence. I ‘crashed’ into the real. The form-event designates the choices and decisions I
made for myself, the form I have chosen to give my life. From the perspective of my parents I
was a form-event – they where expecting a baby – that became a pheno-event in their world
( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world & 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
2.5.1.

A political demonstration, from the perspective of those organising it, is a form-event, but
for the unwary bystander suddenly walking into it, the demonstration becomes a phenoevent. A terrorist attack from the perspective of the terrorists, is a form-event, but for those
affected by the attack it is a pheno-event. I cook a meal for my daughter as a form-event, but
when she suddenly vomits everything up, it becomes a pheno-event.
2.5.2.

A certain genre of events, such as the surprise party or the stag night, reveals the intricate
nature of the event, since in such event-manifestations, they are both pheno-events and formevents depending on the experience of the event. For he who is surprised, the event is a
pheno-event; but for those who are doing the surprising, the event is a form-event. They
wanted to surprise the person and therefore planned accordingly. In these cases the sense of
the event-membrane is different, because those who give the event do not know how the
event will be received, and he who is being surprised is not prepared to receive.
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2.6.

The artwork balances between being both a form-event and a pheno-event during its conception, production and reception. For the artist, the idea can appear suddenly as a pheno-event,
but during the execution it becomes a form-event as something that must exist. In a processoriented art praxis, the work of art appears in the process and must be viewed as a process.
Here, the form-event is the intention to make art, but without a well-defined aim or intention to become a specific artwork. The process itself becomes the site for the production of a
continuous pheno-event ( > 5.B.3.5. Poetic license: the work of art).

4.A.2.3.3. EVENT-DURATION

‘The problem is how to make time explicit as it comes into being and makes itself evident, time at all
times underlying the notion of time, not as an object of our knowledge, but as a dimension of our being.’15
(Maurice Merleau-Ponty)
3.

The concept of the event-duration is the temporality of the world spinning around the sun in
an infinite universe. It is the cosmic time in which the temporalities of our human civilisation
are embedded and from where we have evolved. Event-duration designates a production of
time that is fundamentally indifferent to human time, since we will neither be able to stop the
globe from spinning around the sun, accelerate the spinning speed, nor change the spinning
direction in the universe. All biological entities – from the plant to the animal to the human
– are influenced by the power of the event-duration, but only humans have a scientific knowledge of this event-duration. Today we see the world at the frontier of a succession of events:
a duration of natural events happening over billions of years.
3.1.

What are the percepts of event-duration? How do we see its forces? On a daily level we see
the cyclical change between night and day, the fluctuations between high tide and ebb tide;
on a monthly level we see the return of the full moon; on a seasonal level we see the change
between winter into spring into summer into autumn into winter again. In between this pattern, which informs our fundamental sense of temporality, one finds the exceptionalities of
an eclipse; an extremely warm winter or cold summer. These phenomena are deviations in
the rules of the climate governing the Northern hemisphere: that winters are cold; summers
hot, with the sun always shining in a cloud-free sky. Event-duration designates the power
of the climate over our human existence and how we protect ourselves from the hostility of
nature, but also enjoy its beauty and friendly aspect. We constantly talk about the weather,
because it is both intimate to us and common to all. The sense of event-duration is fundamental to our sense of time.
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3.2.

Nature breathes through the fluctuations of the event-duration. It inhales and expires according to the changes in light, the rise and fall of temperatures, the circulation of wind and
water. Event-duration gives itself as natural time, as a time without subject or will-power. It
is a fundamental it that gives itself as it rains, it snows, it shines, it blows. The verbs used to designate these natural phenomena are avalent verbs: verbs pointing towards actions produced
without intentionality.16 Verbs without a subject. It just simply happens. It gives itself as a
givenness without anybody giving. This is my intimacy with the event-duration: the joy I have
in the weather being magnificent and my dread of a rainy day. Against the fluctuations of effects produced by event-duration, systemic modernity produces its own shield: during the
darkness of the night we have the electric light; against the cold we have the heated building,
and against the heat we have air-conditioning. Everywhere the effects of and response to the
current climate are present in my surroundings: which clothes to wear; which activities are
possible; which seasonal vegetables there are to eat. In a systemic modernity the effects of the
event-duration can be partially suspended, but not absolutely ( > 3.A.1. Given being as space
and a life-world).
3.3.

On a more catastrophic level, the powers of the event-duration manifest themselves when the
earth lets one of its pimples explode as a volcano; when its tectonic plates rub their cheeks
in earthquakes, or when the wind feels the need to go dancing across warm waters in the
form of hurricanes. All these are pheno-events from the perspective of a human experiencing them; but from the perspective of the earth itself they belong to its own event-duration,
as forces colliding and energy exploding. Event-duration as time is emanation (Plotinus) and
fissure (Merleau-Ponty) on a timescale beyond our human civilisation. A constant production
of difference that returns not to itself, but something beyond itself, event-duration is the
indifference of the cosmos to our human existence. It is raw being at its purest; a raw being
that testifies to a world without God ( > 1.A.5. Raw phenomenology).
3.4.

Event-duration represents our deepest sense of time: that time will be forever. Beyond my
form-events there is an infinity of time awaiting me and the people on earth. We cannot imagine that time will end, so time supersedes any notion we might have of it. Event-duration
as a concept pushes any idea of time to its limit. And since time always will be, and always has
been, it is the essence of time simply to give itself infinitely. There is always a time to come,
because event-duration is the passing of time and thereby the irreversibility of time. A day has
passed and will never come back. But a new day will always come for those who are alive.This
is the ecstasy of the event-duration and my sense of it is my cosmic consciousness.
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3.5.

Event-duration is a nothingness: the infinity of time projecting itself unto the present as infinite possibility: ‘The infinite horizon of our lives, the enigma of our existence.’17 (Hadot).

4.A.2.4. PRESENCE
4.

In order to grasp the complicated notion of presence and what it means to be present we will
divide our analysis into three sections: A) Presence B) Present absence C) Present presence. Each
concept points towards a relation to the now and how we engage with the now.
4.1.

What is presence in a phenomenological sense? If I am present in a situation I say: ‘I am here
right now.’ So presence means the proximity of my body to something. From a material perspective, I am always present, since my body is continuously somewhere in time and space.
And yet from experience we know that humans are not always present, as in being absentminded, or ‘not there’. So it seems that presence has different degrees of intensities. I can be there
with my body, but sleeping or unconscious; I can be awake, but deeply absorbed in a book, a
computer, a television programme, writing a text, playing a game or doing an action and not
really noticing my surroundings. In this case I am there, but also elsewhere, deeply immersed
in the process of sleeping or the intended medium of my consciousness. And then there is the
case of present presence: when I am alert, listening with all the powers of my consciousness,
aware of every little perceptual change in my surroundings; focusing on another person, trying intensely to understand what he or she is saying, attempting to solve a difficult problem,
acutely aware of my own bodily state.
4.2.

On a daily level, we are present in relation to what is on our minds. This activity can be very different depending on the context: whether I am working, taking a break, enjoying myself, watching a funny movie, a documentary or the news, reading a difficult book or browsing the newspaper, cooking or cleaning, playing with my children or walking in the mountains, engaged in
conversation or talking to myself. What is on my mind is the intention of my actions and the
threats immanent to the situation when shopping in the city or trekking in the mountains of the
Faeroe Islands. What is on my mind depends on how the situation forces itself on to my mind.
4.2.1.

Humans can be present with different degrees of presence. But what about buildings and
manmade spaces? How is it that the Giza pyramids, the Eiffel Tower or an architectural masterpiece by Louis Kahn like the Salk Institute are present to me in a way that no ordinary
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building is? In these cases we will define presence as the encapsulation of time: time compressed
in form; the accumulation of time through the perpetual transcendence of time. This is how
eternity is reached or embraced – not just being present now, but also in all future nows. It is
the ability of an artwork to inscribe itself within every part of life that marks its presence. It
must be super-abundance, pure self-saturating. This could be the enigmatic meaning of monumentality in architecture.
4.2.2.

In À la recherche du temps perdu (1927) Marcel Proust describes a strange experience of time:
the reappearance of a specific perception after a time span of several decades. Importantly,
this stereoscopic experience, where two structurally homogeneous perceptions collapse into
an experience of now that supersedes chronological temporality, is non-voluntary.The reflexive subject cannot will this experience. It happens suddenly in an epiphany of fleeting eternity
(since time lost is suddenly time regained in its pure form, distilled by remembrance). These
types of experiences are scattered throughout the monstrous novel and become generating
machines that allow the narrative subject to recount his past and thereby elevate it to an artwork that will outlast the writer’s life: a postcard sent to future readers.
4.3.

The present as a moment is always balancing on the sharp edge between past and future,
on the verge of falling either backwards (into nostalgia or longing for past possibilities) or
forwards (into either the fear or joy of the future as expectation). In order to fully and completely experience the moment, one has to dismantle any sense of past and future. One has
to become absolutely nothing.
4.4.

We live in the moment, but are expecting a tomorrow, planning next year, dreaming a decade ahead. The moment is therefore never now, since is has been dreamt a long time ago.
Somebody expected this time to be, therefore it is. This explains why time has the nature
of a dream – something blurry, strange and coincidental. Time is happening, because time
has been dreamt, but also invested. People are investing in time as future possibilities: as the
manifestation of form-events ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
4.5.

My sense of presence depends upon a number of forces that are always changing. Our sense
of temporality is linked to our position upon a time-plane, our historicity and the power of
our time horizon at a given moment. My experience of a slice of time spent together with
other people with mixed ages can never be the same as theirs. I can be in a waiting room with
a retired person and a child, and all three of us will have different perceptions of time. To be
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present to a situation, in other words, is never the same for those who are present ( > 1.B.1.
The transcendental and the metaphysical knot).

4.A.2.4.1. PRESENT ABSENCE
1.

Present absence points towards a splitting of the actual presence in my consciousness. Instead of
my consciousness being immersed in my physical bodily state of being (bodily self-aware) I am
somewhere else. This somewhere else can be channelled through different media or the pure
act of thinking ( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
1.1.

Present absence is therefore when I am bodily present, but consciously absent from this body:
watching television, in front of a computer, writing a text message, speaking on the phone,
reading a book, browsing a smartphone. These immersive media allow for a voyage in the
mind: I can be there, and not there. I can dream, imagine, live in other spaces and other lives.
1.2.

But in reverse, present absence can also mean that I can be together with other people who
are not there. On the morning commuter train, people sit silently watching the world passing. They are there, and yet there is no life in their eyes. They seem estranged from the world,
self-absorbed, just passing time, waiting for their arrival at their destination. Systemic modernity at large produces such states of present absence through the entertainment industry and
the time spent commuting. Present absence forms no possibility of creating a space for a community of contribution, since those present are absent ( > 3.B.3.3. Community of contribution).
1.3.

Present absence can happen to me when I suddenly zone out of a conversation. I am daydreaming; I cut myself off, follow a free flow of associations in my mind. Others will notice
this when my eyes turn blank and empty.
1.3.1.

‘At the very moment when I live in the world, when I am given over to my plans, my occupations, my
friends, my memories, I can close my eyes, lie down, listen to the blood pulsating in my ears, lose myself
in some pleasure or pain, and shut myself up in this anonymous life which subtends my personal one. But
precisely because my body can shut itself off from the world, it is also what opens me out upon the world
and places me in a situation there. The momentum of existence towards others, towards the future, towards
the world can be restored as a river unfreezes.’18
(Maurice Merleau-Ponty)
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1.4.

The child cannot accept the adult state of present absence: it impatiently demands the person
now ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.5.

Other people can be like ghosts in my mind. I feel the presence of somebody who is not there
through their objects in a house. After the deceased has been buried, there is still a sense of
presence emanating from the space: the presence of someone absent ( > 3.A.1.5. Internal
co-habitation and the other).

4.A.2.4.2. PRESENT PRESENCE

‘This concentration on the present moment lets us discover the infinite value and unheard-of miracle of
our presence in the world. Concentration on the present instant implies the suspension of our projects for
the future. In other words, it implies that we must think of the present moment as the last moment, and
that we live each day and each hour as if it was the last.’19
(Pierre Hadot)
2.

Present presence is the unmediated presence of myself to myself. By ‘unmediated’ I mean the
absence of any interfering medium or technological device such as a computer, a book, a
cell-phone. Present presence means to direct one’s consciousness towards one’s bodily situation, its own interior now. It is the moment when I pause and feel myself sensing myself:
self-consciousness.
2.1.

In this sense, present presence means to be super-present: it is the pheno-event of myself
within myself, because I surrender my consciousness to whatever bodily now. Present presence can happen suddenly, as a revelation; but it can also come upon me as a state that I attain
through focus and mindful training. The procedure would be this: first, emptying the mind of
all my intentionalities and form-events. All that is unfinished has to be finished (the Zeigarnik
effect). Secondly, wilfully concentrating on experiencing consciousness of perception. In this
short moment of natural beauty I feel present presence, as a zero degree of authenticity. I am
there to the point where myself disappears.
2.1.1.

Mindfulness can be seen as the attempt to reinstall a new kind of present presence into the
lives of people living in systemic modernity. Instead of always being ahead of myself, I return
to myself through self-awareness and self-focus. I focus intensely on the present moment and in
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this process I let go of my bindings to the world. All my frustrations, aggressions and fears
evaporate for a short moment, because I cannot reach the inner peace of myself if I am in a
state of affect.
2.2.

The day shines, the sky is deep blue, I am amidst the people I love; I stop, I watch the electrifying light of the sun, I listen to the swirling birds, I shift my attention to my organs of
perception. I see. I listen. I touch. I smell. I taste. I focus intensely on where I am, the fact that
I am alive in this moment; that this is me in the midst of being in this world. The intuition of
being this body in this world is present presence. Present presence elevates me to the ecstasy
of time, because I am living as if it were my last moment on earth. I am ready for take-off.
2.2.1.

Natural beauty can be so overwhelming that it produces a feeling of the sublime within me. A
strange light from a sunset, an enormous mountain ridge, the approach of a thunderstorm or
the emptiness of a desert can blow my mind away. Almost like a blast of dynamite extinguishing a fire, my incessant self-occupation can be blown away by nature. Nature can overwhelm
me because it is so gigantic and monumental in scale and in time; so vastly larger than me,
existing for millions of years before me. I am a nothing when confronted with the infinity of
nature ( > 4.A.2.3.3. Event-duration).
2.3.

Stress destroys and diminishes the possibility of experiencing present presence: that I am
this body with this life right now. Stress is the aggressive assault of time upon me, biting my
ecstasy into pieces. Stress is that moment when I lose myself to the inherent violence of time:
of constant pressure from my surroundings and deadlines to be met; the never-ending list of
tasks to be resolved; the impossibility of peace and calm. The threat of a deadline: you will be
dead if the line is crossed ( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event 4.A.3.7. Depression).

4.A.3. DISPERSED BEING
1.

Dispersed being is a relation to time without constituted time horizons and the power to produce form-events. It is shattered existence; a human as chaos, almost nothing. It can be living
on the margins of society like a shadow, hiding under trees, porches, tunnels, in cardboard
boxes or underneath tarps. It can be the sudden state of burnout, not being able to work or do
anything anymore, exhausted from the continuous effort of just staying alive. Dispersed being
is a state of being that can happen to everyone, since it designates a non-relation to time: an
absence of a clear direction in time as in boredom, melancholia or depression. Dispersed being
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is the dialectical counterpart to concentrated being: the resolute being transcending itself in time.
We find the manifestation of dispersed being in a number of phenomena, each designating a
specific way in which time discloses itself in an intimate way. No one is beyond or safe from
dispersed being: it is a mode of being in the world, just as concentrated being is. As a structural relation, it contains its own potential as a negation of time, because through dispersed
being I am displaced from myself.
1.1.

Dispersed being can be a choice, like the decision to self-destruct through alcoholic consumption or the wilful negation of a career plan: ‘I don’t want your middle-class life!’ Dispersed being
is a state of being where my existence becomes dispersed without any direction or construction of time horizons. In this sense, it can be interpreted as a specific negation of engaged
existence: a human being who wants nothing and has no clear direction in life ( > 4.A.3.9.
Suicide).
1.1.1.

In certain periods of youth, a degree of dispersed being can be seen: a bewilderment regarding one’s existence; not knowing what to become or which educational direction to pursue;
constantly shifting direction from nurse, to hotel-manager, to child-carer; not really wanting
to do anything; doubting one’s capabilities: do I really have the energy to make it through to
the end?
1.2.

The being who remains in an undecided state will become dispersed. This can be the fate of
those gifted with so many natural talents that they cannot decide which to develop and end
up doing nothing. The novel Der Mann ohne Eigenshaften (1930) by Robert Musil is to some
extent a description of such a state of mind: an intelligent man in modern society who refuses
to become something, to occupy a position and instead remains in an analytical, distanced and
ironic position ( > 4.A.3.3. Boredom).
1.3.

My dispersed being is my fear of not performing, of dissolving, of being rejected from the
social order that keeps me in place, of ending up as a homeless person, living on the streets,
sleeping under a bridge, searching garbage-cans for leftovers, talking loudly to myself: the
non-delirious voice of myself as another ( > 4.A.3.8. Schizophrenia).
1.4.

A dispersed being can be the consequence of self-hate. I hate myself because I hate that structure of reality that I have produced around myself. I can hate my past (as a way I spent – and
wasted – time); I can hate my present (the situation I am in); I can hate my future (the horizon
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or the non-horizon in relation to which I am constituted). So my negation of myself can be
dispersed being: a refusal to take up the situation I am given to ( > 4.A.3.7. Depression).
1.5.

In the novel Happy Moscow written by Andrey Platonov in the 1930s, a strange description of
a dispersed being, Komyagin, who is suffering from boredom and disinterest in the world is
given:
‘He had been looking vainly inside himself for some thought or other, for some feeling or state of mind,
but he had realized there was nothing there. He would try to think about something, yet would lose interest in the object of his reflection before he had even started, and so would abandon the desire to think.
[…] In recent years he had grown tired of struggling against what was human in him, and sometimes
he cried in the darkness, covering his face with a blanket that had not been washed since the day of its
manufacture. […] It was his hope that in a month or two something special would happen to time, that it
would stop for a moment and take him up into its movement, but the years passed by this window without
any pause or fortunate event.’20
When the novel’s protagonist, Moscow, asks Komyagin how his life is going and whether it is
not sad to be so alone and useless, he replies:
‘I’m all right. After all, I’m not living – life’s just something I’m caught up in. It’s a pointless business
– but somehow or other I got dragged into it.’
‘Why is it pointless?’ asked Moscow.
‘I just can’t be bothered,’ said Komyagin.‘You keep having to puff yourself up – you have to think, speak,
go somewhere or other, do this and that. But I can’t be bothered with anything. I keep forgetting that I’m
alive – and when I remember, it scares me.’21
1.5.1.

Dispersed being is the feeling that life is meaningless: the experience of absurdity that became the watermark of postwar Existentialism. Dispersed being is the dread of life. It is the
Trotz-Existentialismus found in the writings of Emile Cioran; of wanting to be, and yet hating
every form of being ( > 4.A.3.7. Depression).
1.5.2.

There are moments in life when one longs for incarceration: to be taken to a psychiatric institution; to ‘pull out the bath plug’ and just float down into the nothingness of the sewer. Dispersed being is an attempt at self-oblivion: at simply forgetting the self so that the world ceases
to be, because there is no longer any structure to mediate one’s experience and engagement
with it ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
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1.5.3.

The consumption of drugs and alcohol opens towards dispersed being as a modus of generalised being. During the period of intoxication I experience myself without unity, natural
coherence or responsibility. I float in the world; I lose myself in order to become one with
the nothingness of the world and escape the omnipresence of the violence of being. Drug
and alcohol abuse can therefore also be a kind of self-medication: through my own dispersion
I attempt to escape from my pressurised or traumatised existence. My abuse is a medication
dispersing me from my real self ( > 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
1.5.4.

Dispersed being is the momentary collapse or destruction of selfhood. Selfhood can be destroyed in each of the dimensions that constitute the metaphysical knot of man. My body can
be destroyed through being inactive, lack of protection, through drug or alcoholic abuse. My
social self can be destroyed as the destruction of my context: the loss of my life-world, my
family, my friends, my work, through my non-engagement and refusal to relate to the world.
My temporality can be destroyed as a denial of time horizons (fatal sickness, prison) and not
entering into time frames (not being accepted into institutions or getting a job).
1.6.

Dispersed being is the presence of a violence that has not been mastered, and the presence of
this violence against the human being ultimately leads to its own annihilation. Dispersed being moves towards the fringes of everything: it is centrifugal in its movement as a withdrawal
from society and community; from the ecstasies of time and the ecstatic relations between
humans (love, friendship and parenting). In the following we will circumscribe the components feeding into this concept of dispersed being. They can be seen as different aspects of
dispersed being as a state of being.

4.A.3.1. STUPIDITY
1.

Stupidity is the absence of sense, consciousness and self-control in a specific moment. It is in
certain cases not to think at all, and in others, to think the wrong thing. When I do not think,
I simply act, without considering the consequences. My action is blind, often instant, or the
result of a strange attraction to certain kind of visibility. My stupidity reveals itself as such in
the sense of being invalid, naïve, childish, inconsequential or unclear. Stupidity testifies to a
false assessment of forces constituting the environment surrounding my actions: a wrong assessment of those values and the responsibility towards these values that my closest relatives
hold against me: ‘You should have known better!’ My stupidity testifies to a state of dispersed
being, because I did not think in the moment of action.
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1.1.

In the act of stupidity – with irreversible consequences – I risk my being and the temporal
horizon constituting it – for instance, when I drive without a safety-belt, eat too much unhealthy food, cross a road when the lights are red.
1.2.

Stupidity risks the collapse of the temporal horizon. If I put all my money on one type of
share in the stock-exchange, and lose all my savings after half a year, I also lose all the inherent possibilities of the money. That is considered stupid. But, if I instead double my assets
because the stocks have risen, everybody will say I was cunning and far-sighted. So the sense
of stupidity appears when the outcome of my choices turns out negatively. If I manage to
survive or evade the consequences of my stupid acts, they will not appear stupid ( > 4.B.1.4.
Transgression and limits).
1.3.

My stupidity can backfire against myself if I act stupidly against others. I am stupid if I behave
in a prejudiced, unfair, arrogant or condescending way towards others. The consequences
of my stupidity will return to me as a rejection of my being ( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and
failure).
1.4.

In an attempt to inventorise the stupidity of mankind, Gustave Flaubert collected acts of
stupidity reported in newspaper stories.
1.5.

If stupidity is the lack of critical reasoning in the moment, we will never be free from stupidity. But perhaps this is not so bad, because there is also potential in stupidity. There is an
element of risk in the act of wilful stupidity, as when I deliberately do something that I know
is wrong according to the value-system I publicly adhere to. In the moment of risk I also gain
the possibility of winning everything back ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
1.6.

In the moment when I realise my own stupidity, I see the crumbling of that which constituted
my temporal horizon. I see my horizon falling apart, like a fata morgana suddenly evaporating. The consequences of my stupidity manifest themselves like ripples radiating from a rock
smashed into the water.
1.6.1.

Stupidity is a philosophical component activating itself in moments of stupidity.
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1.7.

Stupidity signifies the collapse of the governing rationality within a human being. But doing
a stupid thing is not the same as being stupid in general. Even the most intelligent people do
stupid things – because the line between stupidity and impulse is slim. Following our desires
can be stupid, since our actions have consequences when they are known to the public realm.
Therefore the irrational Western world often takes place in the realm of darkness and secrecy,
because those involved want it to be so ( > 2.A.2.8. Secrets & 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).

4.A.3.2. SLEEP

‘In the depth of his dream, what man encounters is his death, a death which in its most inauthentic form
is but the brutal and bloody interruption of life, yet in its authentic form, is his very existence being accomplished.’22
(Michel Foucault)
2.

To sleep is to withdraw oneself from the world. As a consequence, we do not have a reality
when we sleep, because our self is not there to mediate it. In principle, when we sleep we
are motionless as a dead body. This state of passivity is metaphorically what is meant when we
say to people living as dispersed beings in their life: ‘Wake up!’ or ‘He just got his wake-up call!’
Here, the state of sleep is extended to a general being in life.
2.1.

But when we do close our eyes and really sleep, the world does not disappear completely, but
becomes an image. It passes by as something re-experienced, yet fragmented, highlighted and
compressed. Not only the important moments of our lives, but also the insignificant ones find
their way either as still images or small flows of images into our dreams. Sudden perceptions
might appear: a star in the sky; a shadow in the forest, or early childhood memories. I close my
eyes, but I can still be mumbling, seeing worlds, continuing unfinished conversations. I travel
into the future, anticipating a desired event, or a nightmare falls upon me, as when a terrorimage invades the interior my skull and I cannot escape it because it returns night after night.
2.1.1.

Yet the joy of sleeping resides in the act of dreaming: the imaginary voyage into the unknown
where absolute virtuality reigns, where the dead can be living, where natural laws evaporate,
where I am suddenly an absolute other to myself: a king, a monkey, a president or a child. In
the space of a dream, the power of the brain reveals itself: it reconnects and reframes existing
relations in the world and creates a new sequence of images floating in consciousness, and it
does so with such power that I can later recount my dream. I can remember it and speak of
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it as something almost real. Our dreams are one of our most precious assets as humans (the
accomplishment of our authentic form), because they extend into our daily lives as the act
of daydreaming. Every great vision of a better world begins as a dream. Martin Luther King:
‘I have a dream!’ ( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).
2.2.

Sleeping constitutes a third of our passing through life, and the function of sleep is to renew
the powers of the body so that it can exist. Sleeping is fundamental to the structure of selfpreservation. Without sleep, I cannot perform myself: I cannot have my world. My whole process of physically growing from an infant into a mature body happened when I was sleeping.
In the space of sleeping, the body expands itself; not only does the body grow, but resting
constitutes the condition of moving forwards, since when I wake up, I can get back on track
with fresh energy. Sleep is the secret of the day. Without sleep we deteriorate: the body is
reduced; consciousness and concentration are destroyed. I cannot access the day in its fullness, be present and actively engaged in it, if I have not slept well. Denied my sleep, I become
a dispersed being: I lose control of myself, become bad-tempered, furious, unable to assess
situations and thus I commit stupid actions. I am weary, weak and zombie-like. To have my
sleep destroyed is terror, because I lose my access to the world ( > 4.A.3.1. Stupidity).
2.3.

Death is an infinite sleep, which makes sleep the invisible twin of death. On my way into
sleep, talking to myself, I am slowly training for death, preparing myself for the ultimate
ending. From a distance or in the dark, a sleeping person resembles a dead person. Sleep
prefigures death and is the best image of bodily death we have. The stifled motionless body;
the infinite night; the blackness; the closed eyes. To die is never to wake up.
2.3.1.

We saw two young people lying in the park on a Sunday morning with their faces to the
ground. Around them children and infants where playing. At no point did we consider that
they might be dead. They were sleeping, as the most natural thing to do.
2.4.

Our need for sleep produces the strong desire to have access to a house with a room in which
there is a bed: a safe place to sleep. The sleeping room constitutes the most private and intimate space of a house. A bed is a site where my interiority is swept up in warmth and safety,
but where my nightmares also come into existence. When one sees the bed, one can begin an
imaginative journey into the nebulous shadows of sexual transgression, ecstasies, orgasms,
ejaculations, pantings, joys and pain. The bed is both the place for sleeping and for nakedness
– a nakedness that transforms me into a sexual being. In my bed I touch my skin. I feel my
body, but surrounded by darkness. It is as if darkness has a temperature, and is able to caress
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me softly. If I open my eyes, I might see light coming in from the street or an adjacent room.
But darkness can also be infinite. Nothing to be seen ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
2.5.

To the phenomenology of sleep belongs the horror of insomnia: the inability to sleep. I go to
bed, but my mind keeps spinning, like a wheel trapped in its own motion. I want to sleep, but
thoughts return, things to do. New ideas appear and I panic, afraid I might forget them in the
morning. Insomnia can become a sickness for which the sleeping pill is the chemical cure.
2.5.1.

For the generic singularity, sleep can become a space for generating ideas for the studio the
next day. I simply dream the idea: the visual solution, the objects that fit together, the title
that says everything. In sleep, my defence mechanisms are off guard. I let unwanted elements
enter and interfere with my clear thoughts. I travel with the speed of light, jumping from one
conclusion to another, suddenly seeing everything again. In my dreams I become an actor in a
strange movie, seeing myself as another ( > 5.B.3.4. Operationalised schizophrenia).
2.6.

In my sleep, I was playing football. My leg suddenly kicked out towards the ball, which came
towards me with high velocity. This I did in real-time-space. The self-imagined image made my
body react by releasing a series of reflexes that made me kick the football in bed. With the
help of my mirror-neurones I was re-enacting the real through my sleeping body. This incident testifies to the power of the image and ultimately the dream and the nightmare: it exists
in my brain as real ( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).

4.A.3.3. BOREDOM
3.

Boredom is the absence of vital time horizons. No deadline is imposing itself upon me, forcing me to act towards a specific direction or end-point. I am bored when I have nothing to do.
Idleness is a state of dispersed being. But there is more to boredom than the absence of vital
time horizons. Everyone knows that strange moment when they look at themselves in the
midst of life and feel exhausted, frustrated and bored: my life is boring, nothing really interesting happens; and even if the interesting does happen, I am still bored. What once seemed
interesting is now simply boring to me ( > 4.A.2.1. Time-horizons).
3.1.

We say that to be bored is not to be interested. Does my boredom, then, presume a state
of interest that later degenerates into a state of boredom, the boredom being the negative
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development of a positive interest? We also know the reverse movement: when something
we considered completely uninteresting suddenly reveals itself in all its magical complexity,
when we really understand what it is about.
3.2.

In the state of boredom I flee the presence of myself towards the state of absent presence.
In absent presence I divert myself from the existence of myself towards some kind of imaginary activity that absorbs me and make me oblivious to myself. A child, for example,
plays computer-games out of boredom and in the hours that pass under the influence of
the dopamine flowing through his body forgets everything that he was to supposed to do:
homework, dinner, sleep, meeting his friends. For a short time, mass-entertainment within
the spectacle dismantles the feeling of boredom that haunts the average citizen. It is a passing
of time, where time is consumed passively, because there is nothing else to do but to kill time
( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media & 4.A.2.4.1. Present absence).
3.3.

Boredom is the absence of vital meaning. This could be another helpful definition of boredom,
since it says nothing of the actual activity producing boredom. For some, a job as a salesperson in a hardware store is the most boring occupation possible; for others it is a challenge.
Boredom is not a quality of the object-world in itself, but a state of being within a human
mind. The external sign of this inner state of apathy is a kind of laziness. I am lazy when I cannot be bothered to finish my project properly, when I go for the easy solution, when I simply
do nothing instead of something.
3.4.

Waiting can make me bored: when I am waiting for the bus that does not arrive as scheduled.
I stand there on the side of the road, letting time pass, which I could have spent on something
else. I wait, and in my waiting, my time falls back upon me as emptiness, as a heavy load upon
my shoulders under the sign of ‘waste’. I am simply wasting my time waiting, and this wasting
I cannot do anything about, since I have to wait for the bus. Always carrying a book, a pencil
and a notebook, to read, write or draw, has saved me from many waiting situations that could
have deteriorated into boredom.
3.5.

Boredom leads to the dispersal of time, to the waste of time, to a spending of time that leads
to nothing. Out of boredom can arise great artworks (‘I wrote a novel because I had nothing else
to do’), but also destructive meaningless action (‘We set the house on fire because we were bored’).
He who is bored has time to be bored. Living in a challenging environment, with exiting and
interesting assignments for which I am recognised, I do not have time to be bored. There is
always something to be done.
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3.5.1.

George Kubler notes in The Shape of Time (1962) that many major inventions grew out of
boredom with pre-existing solutions and patterns of understanding.23 The inventor, bored
with a certain method, a way of doing things, begins experimenting with new solutions and
new design ideas. In this sense, boredom is a relation to a solution, a way of doing things that
in its repetition becomes one with the anticipated outcome. What I expect is what I get again
and again, and this fulfilling of my form-event makes me bored. I begin to long for the appearance of the pheno-event: the outcome that surprises me and transcends the immanence
of my existing knowledge. This experimentation can be a new formal arrangement, the testing of new relations between objects, colours, surfaces; between sentences, concepts and
ideas. Every generic singularity has at one point experienced boredom with his/her own
work, but this boredom was productive: it led to the invention of new and interesting artworks ( > 5.B.3.1. The time of a generic singularity).
3.6.

Boredom is the colour of a mind when time has become the opposite of ecstatic: a passive
consumption of time ( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).

4.A.3.4. SOLITUDE
4.

Three kind of solitude exist: the self-elected, the imposed and the metaphysical. The first kind happens when I actively negate the social in order to concentrate on something specific. The second appears when the social denies me from a social order. The last is philosophical, because
it designates an existential interiority, where I as a reflexive subject must accept my finitude
as a body. The first two kinds of solitude trace the movements of an individual in a social
environment as either negation of or rejection from the social order. Metaphysical solitude is
independent of my placement as an individual in the social order.
4.1.

A self-elected solitude is a positive project, since it signifies an act of will where an individual
wants to concentrate on a specific task. Writers who must write, readers who want to read,
painters who must paint, walkers who want to walk and philosophers who must think, are
all people who need solitude in order to achieve a certain result, product or state of being.
For periods of time they exist in solitude, but the solitude away from the social is with the
possibility of returning to the social. They exclude themselves in order to return in a more
powerful state of being. The social always welcomes them back. Self-elected solitude is not a
feared or unpleasant state of being. Rather, it is experienced with a kind of pleasure, because it
contains an element of narcissism: in the self-elected solitude I am alone with myself, because
I can realise myself ( > 4.A.2.3.2 Form event).
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4.2.

Imposed solitude testifies to a lack in the dominant social order. Social systems that actively
exclude because they cannot contain the multitude are not complete systems. The solitude of
the homeless, the old, the ugly, the foreign, the distorted, the obese, are all figures for whom
solitude is imposed. In these existential situations the social is experienced as a specific rejection of your person. People get up and leave, they turn their faces away, they refuse to invite
you inside, they don’t look at you, they mock and discriminate against you, using degrading
words and telling jokes about you. Imposed solitude can be accompanied by a feeling of low
self-esteem, insecurity, self-doubt, depression, sadness, absence of joy and thoughts of suicide
( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
4.3.

In between imposed and self-elected solitude is the exile. Exile gives itself differently, depending on the reasons behind it: was I forced or did I choose to leave my native country? Am I
allowed to go back? Is my family still alive? Am I part of a new community of people from
where I came? In exile, I feel a strange solitude when I think of life happening elsewhere of
which I am not part. I am excluded from a life I was once part of, and on top of that I am a
stranger in this foreign culture and language that now surrounds me. In exile, my solitude
can be imposed upon me if I do not speak the language of the social order, if I am unable to
communicate. In exile, I am displaced and dislocated from myself.
4.4.

Metaphysical solitude designates the empty centre of the metaphysical knot. It is a deep inner solitude containing the voice of another telling me that one day I will die alone, because
death cannot be realised in a community as a social project (Bataille). It points towards my
ultimate state as a final being: when I draw my last breath, I will forever be dispersed in the
universe, decomposing as a rotting corpse, becoming dust, water, ashes or a stench haunting
my surroundings.
4.4.1.

My metaphysical solitude appears when I walk alone in the night and watch the unworldly
stars. I have a sense of being a mere fragment in an infinite cosmos, a speck on the border
of nothing. My existence seems small and unimportant in relation to the vastness of the universe. A feeling arises: I am here, right now, and one day I will be gone. Until then, I must
live life, get on with it. I try to achieve as much as possible, and yet I do not have enough
time. Time is constantly taken away from me as all those projects that failed, applications that
were rejected, situations where I was negated and denied access to a social order. Within me
is a deep sense of not having realised myself absolutely. I did not become all that I wanted to
become. During my life course, I was over-powered by the violence of being: my body fell
ill; the committee rejected me; the spirit of the times changed; I was not talented enough;
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people didn’t want to work or associate themselves with me. I feel alone, because I cannot
communicate this sorrow of solitude. It is within me as an interior infinity (> 4.A.3.3. Eventduration & 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
4.4.2.

My metaphysical solitude disperses me, because in its presence I feel a strange nothingness
within me: of not being alive, but a ghost, a stranger to this world.

4.A.3.5. ILLNESS
5.

In the moment of illness I am forced to dismantle my time horizons. I cancel my appointments and call my employer, saying I cannot come to work. A trail into the future is paved,
upon which my illness will now accompany me. When stating my illness, I also state its expected duration. A cold is a few days; influenza a week; a broken leg a month; an infection
in my intestines six months; cancer could bring my death within a year. The illness becomes
a shield protecting the fragile body from the aggressive expectations of the world. To the ill,
the world delivers its services as help, attention and compassion, simultaneously with the
lowering of its expectations of the ill as a performing functional body. My illness becomes my
excuse not to be myself.
5.1.

We programme and schedule all our social ecstasies – the party, the meeting, the holiday and
the exhibition – but illness is never part of the plan. We do not imagine that in five months
we will have a cold, the flu, or a broken leg. We live expecting the fullness of life, not its dispersed being as in illness. As such, there is no positivity associated with illness: it represents
a negation of my life as my ability to live life. When I am ill, I am a dispersed being: lying flat
in my bed, sleeping, running to and from the toilet. My illness displaces me: instead of going
out into the world, I am sent to the hospital, back into the bed, away from the world.Yet from
the harsh experience of illness also comes the joy of recovery, of the knowledge that life can
be pain and suffering, and thus any absence of illness is to be celebrated in itself. This is the
negative power of illness: it makes me enjoy its opposite: health ( > 2.A.3. Health).
5.2.

The illness as a state of emergency pushes into the world: from the howling ambulance pushing the other vehicles out of the driving lane, to the mother who pushes her work away so
that she can attend to her hospitalised child, to the people who are pushed away from the ill
to avoid catching the disease.
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5.3.

All the illnesses in the world: the tumours, the mutilations, the infections and the degenerate body, are what gives flesh to the concept of the monstrous body. An ill body is a reduced
body: the forces of life turning against the principle of preserving life: a tumour is ‘alive’, but
malignant. Illnesses transform the healthy body into a specific instantiation of the monstrous
body ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).
5.4.

Seeing a sick body, we sense the illness in the eyes, the dry crumbling voice, the fragile
movement of the limbs, the somnambulistic pace that lags behind that of the upbeat healthy
people. The breath of death seems to be flowing in and out of the ill person’s mouth. An ill
person can repulse me to the extent of vomiting, but also awaken the deepest compassionate emotion within me. The growls of pain, exhaustion and devastation can be as daggers in
my ears, leaving no space for relief or comfort. But the illness of the other can become mine
due to my abilities of internal co-habitation ( > 3.A.1.5. Internal co-habitation and the other &
4.A.3.7. Depression).
5.4.1.

Illnesses can be divided between the fatal and the non-fatal: those I will die from and those
I can recover from. Every illness has its critical point: the point between a pure death or a
return to life.When an illness is approaching the limit of death I am in denial: I will not accept
death, because death is always unbearable in the moment it appears.
5.5.

Illness opens the vertiginous space of suffering. I am suffering as an ill person, but my suffering as pain is always relative to a certain point, until suffering becomes unbearable. It is
worse to suffer from an influenza than from a cold, but what is worse, lung cancer or multiple
sclerosis? In both cases the pain and the suffering reach a limit where they reduce the human
body to a lump of flesh enduring pain. In suffering I can no longer detach myself from my pain
in this body right now. I am given over to an infinite violence of being: of being imposing itself
upon me without any refuge. In the state of absolute suffering, I am ready to depart from life
at any time ( > 4.A.3.9. Suicide).
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4.A.3.6. MELANCHOLIA

‘Melancholy has been seen as the creative state par excellence –
an emotional state that is at once both dangerous and privileged,
and that makes possible the interior space of thinking, composition, and creativity.’24
(Birnbaum & Olsson)
6.

The melancholic state of being arises from being conscious of the passing of time. I feel a
deep sense of loss of the not-any-more: my past in my childhood home, parents, siblings and
an undetermined future that is no longer present today. My melancholia does not arise out of
regret, but rather from the attempt to come to terms with the disappearance of my former
life-worlds; of a position in time that no longer is.
6.1.

Sitting in an apartment in Berlin, I recollect past experiences of childhood: late summer
nights with the sun setting over the dark green hills; bats diving in the air to catch mosquitoes; my hair, moist from bathing, sticking to my skin; mild intoxication from beer-drinking.
All are gone as physical states and perceptions to which I had access. I can close my eyes and
in the depth of my soul see this landscape of my past being. It fills me with melancholia to
know that I am all alone with this; that I am the only one left to remember what has taken
place, and that I will never be able to return to these specific configurations of perceptions
( > 4.B.2. Historicity).
6.2.

Melancholia is a gaze, a certain colouring of the world that sucks all the laughter and ecstasies
away from what is seen. Through the melancholic gaze a world appears that is the complete
projection of the eyes that see. The world an sich is not melancholic, and no perspective of
the human world can be said to be melancholic in itself. Melancholia is purely and utterly a
state of being that overwhelms one as a wave of darkness. It arises from within in moments
of solitude where the mind is allowed to travel and on days where the mind tends in that
direction: the grey, heavy weather of rain and wind can tune me towards the melancholic
( > 4.A.3.4. Solitude).
6.3.

Only as a state of being do we grasp the full significance of melancholia as a specific contemplative mode of existence. Even though Aristotle remarked that all great minds were melancholic, in his 10th book in Nicomachean Ethics (340 BC), he still reserved the highest form of human
existence to the theoretical intuition of the essences and laws of the universe. To Aristotle, contemplation as a study of the world was happiness, because it did not depend on other people.
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It was intrinsic to the mind to enjoy acquiring the laws of wisdom. It was in the Romantic period that contemplation became melancholic. At this historical moment, when the industrial
world began to expand its powers and display all its mastery over nature and human relationships, melting everything solid into air (Marx), the contemplative mode became the dialectical
other to the pragmatic industrious bourgeoisie. From this time, melancholia achieved its force
of resistance as a negation and rejection of the world of commerce and social recognition.25
6.4.

In the state of melancholia, my past activates myself, not in the mechanical sense of remembering my place of birth, the names of my parents and neighbours, but in a much more emotional sense where I feel and embrace my past in the state of melancholia. This reactualisation of
everything that I have been contracts and pushes itself into my present as a wave of percepts,
affects and concepts. It is the temporal pyramid of accumulated time within me that crashes
into my present, suddenly reconnecting everything, allowing for the pristine invention of
something new. Almost like a cannibal, I devour my own past in order to bring it alive in my
present as something new.
6.4.1.

Melancholia can be a creative state, since in these moments of withdrawal, solitude and reverie,
consciousness travels deeper into the shafts of its own unconsciousness. I let darkness fall upon
my mind, so that I can see new ideas as small glimpses of sudden illumination. Melancholia without its creative output turns me into a dispersed being: if I remain in a state of introspection,
without any creative impulse, my melancholia can isolate me from the world. I disappear into
the past: self-dispersed. From he who is melancholic emanates the feelings of sorrow and sadness.

4.A.3.7. DEPRESSION

‘Depression is the main clinical entity, which has led us to a new language game,
a means of expressing the problems, conflicts and dilemmas, which have accompanied
this process of generalization of values of autonomy which now permeates the whole of social life.’26
(Alain Ehrenberg)
7.

Everybody is capable of entering the zone of depression. But the reasons for this entering
are not the same for everybody, since depression can be inherited as a disposition or inclination, or it can be the result of work frustration, where the burdens of stress, expectation and
high-end performance make the self crumble and distort the relation to reality (burn-out syndrome). Depression can also appear if I receive a negative response to a work I have presented
to the public; if someone I love is in great danger or suffers from a fatal sickness; it can be
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released in the case of severe grief for a lost one – the Freudian interpretation of depression,
where the lost libido towards the special other is directed inwards and turned into anger towards the dead (reactive depression). Nobody is safeguarded from depression.
7.1.

A difference between melancholia and depression is the relation to time. Where melancholia
is sorrow for time’s passing and the return to previous states of being within myself that can
have a creative output, depression is a here-and-now spiral towards the darkness not only of
my mind, but also my bodily feeling of myself. In the state of melancholia I might even feel
a kind of narcissistic joy in returning to my past. The depressive state of being is without any
such relief. It is horror, the feeling of being captured in a hole with infinite high walls around
me that I cannot escape. I am trapped inside a life with no ecstasy.
7.2.

In the space of depression, life becomes worthless: it is the world coloured black, where nothing matters and everything seems meaningless. What is lacking in the brain of the depressive
is the hormone that stimulates the centre of gratification, satisfaction and happiness. To avoid
spiralling towards the darkness, we are not without natural means – since laughter, social wellbeing, physical exercise, sexual intercourse and certain omega-3 oils (from fish, vegetables and
plants) can prevent the onset of depression.27 To this list of weapons against depression we can
also add participation in a community of contribution, holidays, a stronger division between
work and private life (work-life balance), spending time with friends and mindfulness as active
meditation ( > 2.A.3. Health & 3.B.3.1. Friendship & 4.A.2.4.2. Present presence).
7.3.

The depressive belongs to the night, since the night corresponds to this nothingness that one
feels within oneself. The daylight generated by the sun calls the sane Man out to work. The depressive therefore avoids it, since there is too much meaning around him, but not within him.
7.4.

Trapped inside the depressive state of being, the ego sees itself helplessly spiralling towards
self-hate, despair, fear and solitude – making suicide the only way out for some. I hate this
self which is hating itself hating. I hate myself because I cannot escape my hate. The world has
become pain. I have lost the joy of existing. I am dragged downwards. I can’t be bothered
anymore (> 4.A.3.9. Suicide).
7.5.

Depression can have a flip-side, as in a bipolar disorder, where the depressive state is replaced
with a state of manic activity. From being withdrawn into the self, dark in mood and without
energy, the self is now hyper-active, unable to calm down or think straight. Thoughts are
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exploding, ideas upon ideas are crashing into the present, words are shooting out like bullets
from a machine-gun.
7.6.

The general increase in the diagnosis of depression among ordinary people testifies to a
change in the clinical view of depression and the industry behind the chemical substances
used to treat depression. Anti-depressive medicine interferes with the biochemical balance of
serotonin in the brain and re-establishes the feeling of wellbeing within the body. It re-functionalises the depressive self, enabling it to perform in a world where everybody is responsible
for their own self-realisation as human beings. Depression is what strikes the exhausted self that
constantly has to perform its own self, overburdened by to much cortisol produced because
of stress. Insomnia, heart-problems and suicidal thoughts are symptoms of depression.
7.6.1.

Any human who attempts to become a generic singularity in whatever discipline runs the
risk of depression because of the fundamental insecure position of the generic singularity:
my value is uncertain, I am self-responsible for my career, I constantly have to think ahead, I am
benchmarked with other artists, I am placed in hierarchies, I have deadlines to meet. And on
top of this constant pressure there is the coping with my failed expectations, the bad review,
the absence of invitations and the feeling of solitude. How can I survive the partial realisation
of my own ambitions? Through deflating the social, de-authorising the spectacle and developing
a cosmic consciousness. In the end we all suffer from vanity and will end up in the earth as
pulverised flesh and bones ( > 4.A.2.3.3. Event-duration & 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).

4.A.3.8. SCHIZOPHRENIA
8.

Schizophrenia is a mental disorder that has grades, nuances, different intensities and stages of
development. Therefore one speaks of the schizophrenic spectrum.28 It is estimated that one in
five of the population exists within this spectrum, but only two percent are in contact with
the clinical system. The first group exists in a grey-zone of varying degrees of schizophrenia,
which manifests itself differently in each circumstance, with two instances of schizophrenia
never being the same. Schizophrenia covers a wide range of symptoms such as paranoia,
angst, depression, split personality, but also vivid imagination, parallel world-making and
manic states of beings. It belongs to dispersed being in its clinical form (the two percent at the
extreme end of the spectrum), because schizophrenia in this state turns against the consciousness in which it has appeared. It reverses the functional abilities of consciousness, and turns
what might have been an operationalised schizophrenia into a reduced, mentally challenged own
being ( > 5.B.3.4. Operationalised schizophrenia).
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8.1.

A schizophrenic approaching the doors of the clinic has travelled far in the realm of his sickness, and by entering the doors he is also entering the discourse and system of diagnosis,
treatment and recovery.
8.2.

What are the external symptoms of schizophrenia: how does schizophrenia shows itself to
us? One symptom is the deterioration of one’s public image, one’s care for one’s appearance.
Another is the loud talking of several voices within the consciousness (split personality); yet
another is the secluded, solitary figure who prefers isolation to the company of others.
8.2.1.

Being in the presence of schizophrenics I have sensed a strange kind of disjunctive being, as if the
modality of consciousness is out of synch with the meaning of the situation. Their speech is
distorted; they speak slowly or hastily, hesitating and nervous. It is as if the pressure inherent
to each situation overwhelms them, takes away their powers of expression and self-confidence.
8.3.

Schizophrenia, like its related illness depression, is a negative manifestation of existence, but
as a negation of the healthy functional existence, it contains the absolute truth of the human.
It is from experiences in this wild region of the human being that humanity has gained some
of its most daring visions of perception and affection – the intensely burning paintings of
Van Gogh and the violent drawings of Antonin Artaud, for example.
8.4.

One of the great mysteries of schizophrenia as an illness is that schizophrenics very seldom
reproduce themselves, and yet it is such a widespread phenomena in the Western world. Could
it be that our Western culture thrives on the excesses of the human mind, cultivates an environment for invention, innovation, experimentation, borderline existence – and honours those
who aim towards the impossible? Schizophrenia could be the price we pay for our humanity.
8.4.1.

Schizophrenia can be inherited, and runs like a thread in families with inclinations towards
expression, scientific discoveries and the arts in general. Between the sane and insane is a thin
slice of cerebral activity: the ability to operationalise the madness of the mind into coherent
works of art ( > 5.B.3.4. Operationalised schizophrenia).
8.4.2.

Families are crucial for the schizophrenic, since they have to accept that their spouse, mother,
father, brother, sister, son, daughter, uncle, cousin or grandparent is not an ordinary person,
but mentally challenged.
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8.4.3.

Naturally, the understanding and relation to these boundaries surrounding the clinical definitions of schizophrenia are historical in their very essence. Today, the spectrum has been
enlarged, and the pharmaceutical industry is prospecting with the new tools of medication
on the market to ‘nivellate’ the harmful effects of schizophrenia. Previously, the schizophrenic
was the crazy person in the village or even the gifted seer; today, they are either walking the
streets as dispersed beings talking to themselves, or hiding behind curtains in shabby apartments away from the public gaze.
8.5.

What are the temporal consequences of being a schizophrenic? How is the quality of time
experienced? If we limit ourselves to the extreme end of the spectrum, the two percent in contact with the system, it seems that time – similar to those who are depressed – appears without
the forming powers of the deadline (one is unable to focus and prioritise) and the transformative forces of the institution (one is unable to follow classes, pass an exam, obtain a professional
degree). There is no constitution of time horizons. The schizophrenic lives a life from day to
day, but not with a feeling of external progression towards a clearly defined position. Because
the state of a schizophrenic is so pervasive, and completely immerses him into a state of dispersed being, the constant question to be answered is: what is the level of the aggressive schizophrenia at this current moment? How are you feeling and doing? Is it a good day or a bad day?
8.5.1.

To the schizophrenic, time becomes pressure, since the schizophrenic state in its pure form
is unbearable, and only tolerable when the medication is capable of calming down the attack.

4.A.3.9. SUICIDE

‘What is suicide as natural death? A resounding no to the crushing, shattering échec of existence.‘29
(Jean Améry)
9.

Suicide is, and will always be.30 Suicide cannot be stopped, because there are so many ways to
kill yourself instantly. The impossibility of eliminating suicide from the range of possible human actions comes from the fact that suicide can be the sudden consequence of an explosive
angst so overwhelming and devastating that death seems the only possible solution. Those
who reach the point of laying hands on themselves do so from a position where their being is
nothing other than despair, deep depression, sudden attacks of angst, surrounded by demons
and infinite darkness. It can be horror to face life. Every suicide is a world that became unbearable.
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9.1.

A demon (as an internal voice) can possess a person, and order it to destroy other people:
‘You must kill!’ The only way to stop the demon (and its power to kill) is to destroy oneself.
Committing suicide is in other words to terminate the violent other who is within, and saving
those who are loved from a sudden meaningless death; one body is sacrificed so that many
may go on living.
9.2.
We can distinguish between attempted and realised suicide, the first being a call for help.
Here, suicide can be prevented if the signs of suicide are interpreted before the act is committed, and the suicidal person is taken into medical and physical treatment. Realised suicide
is the consequence of a plan; it has to be intentional to a high degree in order to overcome
the basic principle of survival. One must really want to die. One has to do it properly, but also
consider the consequences: will a note or a letter be left? Will I do it alone or in public? Will
my insurance papers be needed? Have I made a will so that my valuables can be divided properly between my relatives or given away to charity? Who is going to find the body? Will it be
bloody? Will it disappear? Should I at least leave a corpse so that those who have to survive
me have access to the ritual of burial? ( > 4.B.2.4. Rituals).
9.2.1.

Suicide can be a consequence of self-hate and a feeling of a loss of the meaning of life (Camus). It
is often the result of a psychosis that appears alongside the mental illnesses of depression and
schizophrenia. Melancholia borders on this domain, but is also a productive state of mind (it
is within the schizophrenic spectrum, but schizophrenia operationalised).
9.3.

Suicide is the sudden transformation of the ultimate unknown: my future death into a death I
control, a death I decide upon, a death I know the exact configuration of. This self-chosen form
given to death in the act of suicide might explain the strange sense of relief and happiness that
appears hours before the actual action. By wilfully killing myself, I conquer the frightful powers of abstract death (that I am going to die one day) and install them in a form-event that I
control and take responsibility for. The final laugh comes from he who has waged war against
the most basic principle of life – the instinct of self-preservation and its natural king (Death) –
knowing that he will win over both ( > 4.A.1. Finitude and death).
9.4.

The last two centuries seem haunted by high profile artist-suicides (the shadow-side of the
generic singularity): Heinrich von Kleist, Vincent Van Gogh, Stefan Zweig, Heinrich Heine,
Otto Weininger, Ernst Hemmingway, Virginia Woolf, Walter Benjamin, Mark Rothko, Frida
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Kahlo, Paul Célan, Ingeborg Bachman, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Raymond Roussel, Ian Curtis,
Mike Kelly, Gilles Deleuze, Jim Morrison, R.B. Kitaj, Kurt Cobain and Jean Améry.
9.5.

Suicide distorts our fundamental sense of life as offering. Life has been given to me with infinite caring and love; with protection and inclusion into the social space of the family as an
institution. To end this life before life ends you, cannot be defended on a formal level, since
one is taking away a life that was given to you as an offering. To lose a child to the act of suicide is the most unbearable loss for a parent. But he who kills himself (statistically it is mostly
men who commit suicide) has lost faith in life; he does not see the offering of life anymore.
Life is rejected as unbearable, and the suicide becomes a revenge against life in itself.
9.5.1.

Since life is offered through the body (the incarnated subject) there can arise instances where
the body becomes completely defunctionalised through illness, but able to live due to modern medical science. In these cases, actively helping somebody to commit suicide is a killing,
but also a relief from the unbearable body (euthanasia). Life in a destroyed body-space can be
not worth living ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness).
9.6.

Since suicide is the untimely death of a human being – a death that pre-empts the organic or
accidental non-willed death – it represents a strange collapse of time. There was life, a life of
being-with time, and now this life has suddenly disappeared. A suicide brings the movement
of time to a halt; it cleaves historical time into a before and after, which burns itself into the
memory of the living.
9.6.1.

Committing suicide is always possible as that solution that embarrasses all other solutions, since
it leaves no other options possible in the future.

4.A.4. THE ECSTASY OF MEMORY

‘Memory is a power of the soul.’31
(Plotinus)
1.
We live in the consequences of the past. Without memory we would not understand the conditions of our present: of why and how we came to the position in which we are embedded.
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I desire my memory because my memory is the path to the truth about me. My memory of
who I am is my ecstasy, because through my memory I can move onwards into time.
1.1.

What is the nature of that memory I have of my previous forms of existence, of what I used
to be? For we are not like the butterfly that is oblivious to its previous state of being within
the cocoon. My sense of being a body is located somewhere between the memory of myself,
my present social being and the knowledge embedded in my given being of who I am. If I
woke up one morning with sudden amnesia, my nearest relatives could give a detailed account of my generalised being: of what kind of person I am, my social relations and what
I was doing just before the collapse of my former self. My memory of what I have become
until now is resuscitated when, through the circular movement of desire, I return to myself
( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
1.2.

My memory is organised into short- and long-term memory – that which has just been and
that which happened years ago. Each system represents different layers within my brain, but
also networks, since they interfere, overlap, mesh into each other. I sit at my desk at this present moment, but in front of me are all the old printed manuscripts of this document. Some
are years old and bring me back to that moment when I printed the whole document for the
first time. I remember sitting in a small print-shop in Berlin-Mitte on a warm July day in
2011 with a massive bunch of papers in my hand. In my mind an uncanny feeling arose of being overwhelmed by all these thoughts, knowing that they had galloped through my mind like
runaway horses. Today, I have reduced the document, reworked and edited it, compressed it
into something more agreeable, less monstrous and dispersed. It has become finished. My
memory of this event two years earlier is present within me as an image and a feeling. I remember it, I see it. But, most importantly, it adds a very specific quality to my present moment,
when I sit here in front of the accomplishment. I remember myself as a dispersed being, but
now I have concentrated myself to the point of being able to let it go. This is an ecstasy within
myself granted by the powers of memory.
2.

My grandfather died from Alzheimer’s disease. In the beginning, he complained that he could
not remember anything anymore. Then followed the aggressive outbursts of frustration: he was
slowly forgetting who he was. In the end, he could not remember the face of his own daughter, or that he had to go to the bathroom (he urinated in the corner of his bedroom). Everything was taken away from him: his driver’s licence, his dog, his house, his freedom. He did
not know who he was in the end. There was no memory left, just a monstrous body sitting
in a chair performing a naked existence. It was bare life in a civilised world ( > 2.A.2. The
monstrous body).
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2.1.

During his degeneration I came to realise the ecstatic power of memory. I am a solitary being
if I cannot remember who my family is: I live in a world where I do not know where I am
going or where I came from. My body forgets who it is, and cannot perform even the most
simple functions of self-preservation. I become a monster to myself and to others, screaming,
shouting, crying and weeping. I am a nothing without the memory of myself. Alzheimer’s as
a form of dementia shows negatively how dependent we are on memory as a the ecstatic passage to ourselves and the world of others. It is the memory of myself that makes me coherent
and grants me the possibility of being recognised as an individual. Without my memory I am
dispersed.
2.2.

I can expand the powers of my memory if I track my activities in a notebook, a diary, a calendar, or document them through photographs, films or recordings. In order to organise
the massive accumulation of traces, I need an archive. Through the archive I can splash like a
diver back into my past. I open a box, a notebook, a photo-album – and there it is: my past
as an image, a sentence, a sound and a taste. Surrounding every generic singularity there is an
archive, because the creative production process feeds on the memory of itself. What was accomplished, which ideas remained unrealised, what did I do with my life? My archive testifies
to my power of becoming time: my ability to create time so that it becomes ecstatically for
others to experience. My archive gives me a pyramid of time from where I can see back into
the past, and from where I can go into the future ( > 5.B.1.2. A gesture towards life).
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4.
FINAL BEING

4.B. THE VIOLENCE OF FINAL BEING
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4.B.1. THE VIOLENCE OF FINAL BEING

‘The base substance of all life and existence is precisely the terrific.’1
(F.W.J. Schelling)
1.

In our relation to time we find a double movement of intimacy and violence. In the previous
section, we delineated the intimacy of time through the concepts of finitude, concentrated
being and dispersed being. Now we will attempt to describe what we believe are the violent
conditions of being a temporal entity. These are forces of temporality that surround us to such
a level that we will never escape them, but remain conditioned by them: the existence of
violence in the world, catastrophe and negative space, the rejection of being. And then there
is my historicity: that I exist on a time plane, that I enter time frames and that I am part of
social reproduction.
1.1.

The ultimate violence is the fact that we are all going to die. We live until that moment, attempting to master ourselves and our surroundings in order to postpone death. To some extent the progressive forces of Western modernity, our sedimented systemic modernity, have
mastered the violence of final being on several levels. A) Bio-politics: major lethal diseases
that can attack the body have been mastered through healthcare, vaccination and antibiotics.
B) Law and democracy have aimed to achieve the elimination of dictatorship, protection of
the individual from the state; a sense of justice for the ordinary person; and most importantly,
the prevalence of peace between the Western nations has prevented mass-scale wars similar to
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those of World Wars I & II. C) Social space has become more or less rational and education accessible due to social engineering and the social welfare state, with its redistribution of wealth
and active provision of security and knowledge. D) Nature has been mastered due to the success and implementation of the natural sciences in relation to human time: life-expectancy has
increased through securitisation of the food supply, the reduction of hard physical labour and
the implementation of healthcare systems; child-death is almost non-existent and the fertility age of both women and men has expanded. All these effects of modernity have radically
altered our sense and meaning of our own personal time as what is allowed to happen to us.
Yet, the ultimate violence of time is still there: one day I will die ( > 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
1.1.1.

This relation to the violence of final being has a history, since it is a relation marked by a
certain sensibility towards the forces in life that cannot be controlled, of the ultimate violence
of death. This sensibility changed when the vaccine, antibiotics and the ability to transplant
organs was introduced: my child does not have to die of chicken pox or a lung infection;
cancer can in many cases be cured if detected at an early stage; a bad heart can be operated
upon or transplanted with a new one. The healthcare system simply makes us live longer
( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
1.2.

Since time is ultimately the greatest force of life as the constant spinning of the globe in the
universe, my own being is forced into a relation to time: my final being. This final being can
reveal itself negatively, as when my time is denied or destroyed in untimely death, or as failure,
rejected being, stress or catastrophe. But, on its most basic level, I experience the violence of
final being as a positive determination to be in the world. To be in the midst of being is simply a
generalised kind of violence, since it forces me to live: my body wants to breathe; the heart
wants to pump; my eyes want to see; my intestines want nutrition and my limbs want to move.
Within me is a life-principle making me live (Schopenhauer). This blind violence of being forces
me – and the culture of which I am part – to develop a wide range of forms of rationalities that
discipline but also empower me, so that I can survive the pressures of time ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
1.2.1.

Time corrupts because we are forced to inscribe ourselves within the social order by taking
a position representing certain life-values and ideological standpoints. But being corrupted is
also a way of gaining access to the ecstasy of being. I have to be formatted as a human being in
order to be free – this is the double-bind of existence.
1.2.2.

The violence of final being marks time as a limited resource. This pressure limits time and I
must do something in life ( > 4.A.3.4. Solitude).
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1.3.

The violence of final being presents itself as a generalised pressure regarding my own finitude: my own ending. I tend to forget it, cover it up, because in the midst of my life death
seems stupid, unnecessary and far away. But when others die – my father, family, friends – I
am confronted with the fact that I am finite and my life will end. I am also reminded by references to death as a generalised phenomenon in the society of the spectacle: the anonymous
death, the heroic death in war, the famous death or the mass-death. Every day the newspapers
are crowded with obituaries in various forms, either as news, as commemoration or simply
as stated facts. History is a massive graveyard. So what does it mean to encounter death? To
live with death? To feel sorrow over someone who has died? To experience the vanishing and
disappearing of other people?
1.3.1.

The power of death is the ability to transform human relations and space. Death takes away a
person and leaves a gap. This disappearance alters the social space and, as black matter, forces
all relations into a new structure. After the death of a father, sons will grow and become
stronger because they have to: the space is suddenly open. Or they will weaken, lose their
sense of direction, because the black matter of death has sucked them in. Either way, the
death of a father is not overcome; it transforms the self and the reflexive subject, because death
is something we must answer for. Death is the silencing of a body, but it makes the world
speak. One must answer for the death of close relatives. We are forced to testify to its reality:
how was it? How did it happen? Did he suffer? Did you speak to him? What were his final
words? How are you coping with it? Are you all right? ( > 4.B.2.4. Rituals).
1.3.2.

Death sometimes turns up in the grin on a face; it superimposes itself on its bearer as a kind
of mask, laughing at you: your life is ridiculous and I will soon remove you from the surface
of the earth. In the case of the old or infirm, it reduces the flesh of the head so that nothing
is left but exhausted skin covering the visible contours of the skull. As a last sign of life, the
fearful eyeballs roll ( > 4.A.3.5. Illness).
1.3.3.

Death is not a phenomenon that gives itself as the sun rises in a bright sky. Death can be sudden; it can be slow. Death can be expected; death can be an accident. Death can be murder;
death can be statistics. Death can be unjust; death can be justified. Death can be suicide; death
can redeem. Death can be timely; death can be unnecessary. Death can be death.
1.3.4.

We are haunted by the premonition of our own premature death. It is as if we are dying every
day or could die every day: every goodbye is the last one (the stoic consequence). This death
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haunting us everyday gives our life a strange monumental quality: each day we are looking
back at our accomplishments, of what we did with our life that day, ready to live it all again
( > 4.A.1. Finitude and death).

4.B.1.1. FORMAL ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL VIOLENCE

‘Man has built up the rational world by his own efforts, but there remains within him an undercurrent
of violence. Nature herself is violent, and however reasonable we may grow, we may be mastered anew by
a violence no longer that of nature but that of a rational being who tries to obey but who succumbs to
stirrings within himself which he cannot bring to heel.’2
(George Bataille)
1.

Even though we are modern, we still have violence within the world.What do we know about
violence? How does violence manifest itself? Can we distinguish between different forms of
violence in Western society? How does violence inform us? It gives us a sense that life can be
violent – death being the extreme and ultimate threat that the violent other imposes upon me.
In the following we will try to outline some formal aspects of physical violence by listing various examples of violence.This listing gives us a sense of the possible – but also absurd, strange
and surreal – aspects of violence. Man and nature are capable of the most uncanny deeds.
1.1.

What is the spectrum of contemporary violence between people, groups, states and animals:
Violence between people in civic society:
1.	Random violence. A man attacks another man without reason and does not know
the victim.
2.	Racially motivated violence. A man hits another, motivated by the external fact of
his belonging to a different race.
3.	Organised violence. Two groups stage a battle over the internet. The fight is specific; the opponent, time and place are fixed.
4.	Running amok. A man declares on the internet that he will commit a violent act in
a specific place and within twenty-four hours he shoots people (often peers in an
institution or school). The perpetrator often ends his own life by killing himself.
5.	Domestic violence between two people who are in a relationship. Most often men
hit women, but women also hit men.
6.	Domestic violence between parents and children. The father and mother hit their
son or daughter. Children bite, hit, kick, stab or shoot their parents. Siblings hit,
bite, scratch and kick each other.
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7.	Violence between children of the same age group. A group picks a victim and at-

tacks him/her. One child fights with another child.
8.	Violence of revenge. A mans kills another, or a female member of his family, motivated by an archaic sense of justice, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, or values
related to honour and blood.
9.	Violence of the mob. Huge demonstrations escalate into violence and attacks on
the state and private property.
10.	Sexually motivated violence. Violence/physical force is used in order to obtain
sexual intercourse/fulfilment through sexual harassment and rape.
11.	Masochism. Sexual pleasure is obtained through submission to domination.
12.	Sadism. Sexual pleasure is obtained through the domination of a partner.
13.	Suicide. Deliberate self-destruction is carried out.
14.	Filicide/Suicide. A father kills his disabled son, and then commits suicide together
with his wife. A mother empties a gallon of gasoline over herself, her three children, the car they are sitting in and ignites it so that they all burn to death.
15.	Cult violence. A group of religious believers commit suicide by drinking poisonous water. All die together within the same period of time.
16.	Incest/abduction. A father abducts his daughter and keeps her secretly in a basement for a decade as a sex-slave and he makes her pregnant several times.
17.
Slavery. People are forced to work without payment.
18.	Extortion. The mafia offer ‘protection’ to small businesses in exchange for money.
19.	Tribal violence. Civilians are executed by warlords because they do not belong
to their tribe. The Mexican mafia shoot their opponents and dissolve their bodies
with acid.
20.	Bloodthirsty murder. People are butchered to death with knifes.
21.	Fiscally motivated violence. The eyes of orphans are burned away so that they can
make more money as beggars.
Medical violence:
1.	Doctors experiment on patients, testing out new products that might have devastating effects.
2.
Doctors fail to follow correct procedures in medical treatment.
3.
Doctors operate just to make money, not because it is necessary.
4.
Doctors diagnose and treat patients incorrectly.
State violence:
1.
The shooting of a suspect by police.
2.
The stopping or dissolving of a demonstration with physical violence by police.
3.	The ‘breaking down’ of a criminal by police in order to make him ‘tell the truth’
– i.e. torture.
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4.

The attack on one state army by another state army.
Systematic violence such as extermination camps (Holocaust and Gulags).		
6.
The killing of civilians through bombings or chemical attacks (Syria 2013).
7.
The return of refugees by a state to their home country, where they be killed.
8.
Torture in prison cells during examination and interrogation.
9.	The confiscation of food by the state (Stalin) so that its citizens starve to death
(Ukraine).
5.

Terrorism:
1.	Violent acts motivated by religious, national or ideological beliefs and specific
agendas.
2.	Suicide bombing. The death of the perpetrator in the act of killing large masses of
people in public areas.
3.	Chemical warfare. Placing chemicals in water reservoirs, subways, food, packages.
4.	The torture of military soldiers or abducted people.
Violent accidents:
1.
Falling off scaffolding.
2.
Traffic accidents.
3.
Severe and lasting facial burns.
4. 	Being steam-boiled in a gas tank, so that when your friends try to pull you out,
your skin peels off.
5.	Unknowingly swallowing a toothpick, forcing the surgeon to remove all your
intestines in order to find the cause of your tremendous pain.
6.	Living in an area where a nuclear power-plant has exploded (Chernobyl 1985 and
Fukushima 2011).
7.
Being shipwrecked on board a cruise-liner (Costa Concordia 2012).
8.
Suffocating during a fire.
9.
Being in a plane crash.
10.
Breaking a bone during sports activities.
11.
Cutting oneself with a knife.
12.
Smashing one’s finger with a hammer.
13.
Falling down the stairs.
14.
Falling off a bike.
15.
Breaking a hip or suffering brain-concussion by falling on slippery ice.
16.
Drowning in a lake.
Violence between humans and animals:
1.
Dog bites man.
2.
Crocodile eats small boy.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Snake bites man.
Elephant tramples man to death.
Shark eats swimmer.
Horse kicks man.
Mosquitos bite man.
Scorpions or wasps sting man.

Natural disasters:
1.
Earthquakes.
2.
Floods.
3.
Tsunamis.
4.
Hurricanes.
5.
Tornados.
6.
Typhoons.
7.
Snow blizzards and ice-storms.
8.
Drought.
9.
Forest fires.
10.
Lightning strikes.
11.
Any form of lethal virus or plague for which no vaccine exists.
1.2.

All these listings of different forms of violence, ranging from specific examples to broad generalisations, inform my feeling that life can be violent. I know of all these examples – and countless
others – from my own life and that of others, but mostly from history books and the media,
which are saturated with incidents of the physical violence of being. Right now, somewhere in
the world, a human being is dying not a natural death, but a death inflicted by either another
human, a state, an animal, or the excesses of nature ( > 3.B.2.1. The spectacle, the media).

4.B.1.2. CATASTROPHE

‘To accept the lesson of the worst is a necessary condition for vital intensity. One must, with rebellious
acceptance, ‘go to the depths of human suffering, discover its strange capacities’ to be able to restore the
whole force of living, of living with all the intensity possible. […] The risk of a passive exposure to the
worst is the deepest resource of an affirmative life.’3
(Alain Badiou)
2.

I can receive being through my affirmative decisions, but the catastrophic experience can always
disclose itself as the negation of my being. Catastrophes are rare and exceptional. But the ex261

ceptional is exposed through the mass-media or Hollywood movie productions and attaches
itself to my memory as a possibility for my own being. The catastrophe is like a painting that is
constantly fresh in my interior life, accumulated through all the catastrophes in the world and
coming alive whenever I imagine my own death as part of a catastrophe. I sit in the aeroplane
ready for take-off, for example, imagining and anticipating my own death as an explosion of
pain, laceration and sudden annihilation.
2.1.

What is the difference between a catastrophe and an accident? The catastrophe is monumental; the accident is within the spectrum of the expected. It is a catastrophe when twelve cars are
trapped on a highway due to a sandstorm and then explode, burning the passengers to death.
But it is an accident when one car hits another at a crossroads, because we know that this is
what can happen when driving a car. We speak of ‘traffic accidents’, very seldom of ‘traffic
catastrophes’. It is a catastrophe when a ferry sinks and more than 500 passengers drown; it
is an accident if one person falls off a bridge.
2.2.

Previous catastrophes and the patterns of accidents drive the reduction of negative space,
since we learn from these pheno-events in the sense that we attempt to prevent their reoccurrence. In Eurotaoismus (1989) Peter Sloterdijk touches upon the power of the catastrophic
experience to force progress to happen. In order to survive, we are simply forced to learn from
our mistakes and our false assessments of the threats surrounding us. The development of security surrounding the threat of fire can be given as an example: the fire-alarm, the sprinkler,
the maximum amount of people allowed into public spaces, the presence of fire extinguishers, the plan showing the escape route, the green exit lights, the fire drill, the prohibition
of smoking and open fires, and the installation of electronic relay-systems preventing overcharging – all these are measurements implemented because of devastating fire catastrophes
( > 4.B.1.3. Negative space).
2.3.

I share this condition of exposing myself to the catastrophe with everyone who lives in modern space, since no-one can be completely secure from it. Therefore, when I move in the
urban world, I am haunted by a catastrophic consciousness wherever there are zones of transportation that divide space into different spheres of speed, with points that signal transitions
from one velocity to the next. All these zones of transition contain the risk of my catastrophe
as a sudden accident, because in its encounter with a metallic object at high speed the human
body will be crushed. When the train enters the platform, I see myself in my mind suddenly
being pushed in front of it and smack! – I am gone ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
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2.4.
The catastrophe is a state of exception that reveals the full capabilities of our humanity, to the
point where we can no longer speak of being human. What we designate as the human world
– this inter-subjective institutionalised world – can fall apart if the human is pushed far enough
in the question of survival. In the space of the catastrophe, I will be ready to kill, become a cannibal or even sacrifice myself for the sake of my children. I simply do not know the full volume
of my inhuman capacity, because I have not yet been exposed to the violence of a catastrophe.

4.B.1.3. NEGATIVE SPACE
3.

We are surrounded by negative space: the possibilities that never become real, but take part
in the real as the virtual, as accidents or catastrophes. Progression within systemic modernity
is the constant elimination of negative space: the preservation of positive space. Positive space
is that space which corresponds to the expectations of our minds, of what we plan and wish
to happen in our life (the form-event). And then, suddenly, out of nowhere, an unforeseen
object appears, crossing our trajectory and smashing into us. Everything collapses around
us, the negative space materialises as evilness, the arbitrary, the unnecessary. A course in life
has been altered, because a negative space has become real. But negative space is never left
on its own. Immediately afterwards, the process of evaluation begins, where the forces of
systemic modernity investigate the causes of this negative space in order to prevent its reoccurrence in the future. The implementation of speed-limits, the construction of stronger
vehicles, the use of safety-belts, the amount of alcohol allowed in the bloodstream when
driving – all these are aspects of a continuous attempt to reduce the number of car accidents.
Modernity is another name for the continuing exorcism of negative space from our world
( > 3.B.2. Systemic modernity).
3.1.

Modern life is built on a certain institutionalised paranoia: a fear of the distant but also violent other emerging from the dark night. The amount of energy channelled into safety, security guards,
locks, codes and keys is beyond the reach of any statistician and testifies to the constant potentiality of negative space. I am wrapped in a rationality that protects me from catastrophe and
sudden death. All the safety measures surrounding transportation (safety-belts, construction,
security checks), utilities (directories, relays), mass-events (fire-escapes, emergency exits and
procedures), swimming pools and beaches (life-guards, life-belts) and healthcare (check-ups,
hygienic procedures) have developed with the aim of reducing and containing the negative
space of death and catastrophe. Each major catastrophe leads to further safety measures. The
disaster of the Estonia in 1994, for example, led to new regulations regarding the construction
of the bow doors on car-transporting ferries in order to prevent similar accidents.
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3.2.

In a modern welfare society, where the state grants the individual the right to free education
in order for this individual to perform on a high level, the average citizen becomes a valuable asset for the state. Not only has the state invested in the citizen’s education, but the state
also expects the citizen to pay tax by working. The valuation of the individual as an educated
mind with specific qualifications who can work and pay tax necessitates protection against
the catastrophe and the reduction of negative space. The containment of negative space is the
battle against the violence of final being that makes the death of a Western citizen much more
‘expensive’ than the drowning of an uneducated emigrant from Africa trying to reach the
shores of the EU in search of a better life ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
3.3.

Risk-assessment is the imaginary production of negative space: of all the possible negative outcomes of a specific action or investment. My ability to perform the risk-assessment is powered by my experience and my will to learn from previous mistakes and failures.
3.4.

Insurance companies have capitalised on the negative space of today. When an insurance policy is drawn up, it is a kind of bet between the company and the agent based on the statistical
possibility of this or that. What are the chances that whatever pheno-event will happen? Every
possible case of negativity is explicated, and the price is deduced from the probability of its
occurrence. The probability is dependent on various factors, such as one’s level of education,
family and cultural background, health and age group. A twenty-year-old male with a new
driver’s license will pay more car insurance, for example, than an experienced middle-aged
woman with no track-record of past incidents.

4.B.1.4. TRANSGRESSION AND LIMITS

‘Transgression carries the limit right to the limit of its being; transgression forces the limit to face the
fact of its imminent disappearance, to find itself in what it excludes [...], to experience its positive truth
in its downward fall.’4
(Michel Foucault)
4.

By risking everything I have, I come to understand the real value of it. Only those who have
brought life to its ultimate point of self-destruction (of throwing everything away in one sovereign gesture) know how much it is really worth. When I risk myself, I am testing the limits of
how far I can go. I am asking the question: what are the limits for my life? Where does my life
begin and where does it end? What is the final being of my life? ( > 2.A.2.5. Circular desire).
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4.1.

The limit makes the truth (laws) of the system (between 0 and 1) visible. Crossing the limit,
the truth of the other side becomes visible (either –1 or 1+). What is desired, but prohibited,
can take place on the other side through my transgression.What is the nature of transgression
in these instances? It makes the limit visible by opening up beyond the organised and policed
space of given being.
4.2.

You are innocent until you are proved guilty. This basic principle of the law makes the act of
transgression an operation performed in solitude and silence. In the space of transgression
nobody can be trusted; one has to keep the knowledge alone. If there is no witness or physical
evidence, there is only your confession. It is the accuser who has to gather and present the
proof of your transgressive act. But if you confess, this confession becomes proof in itself.
Confessing is the narration of the crime with the confessing subject as the main protagonist
and centre of the story that will lead the prosecutor in the search for evidence. So the criminal must learn both to be silent and how to deny, mislead, omit and fake when confronted
with accusation. He denies, since he is innocent until his guilt is proven ( > 2.A.2.8. Secrets).
4.3.

I can activate the law by committing violence on others or private property; by stealing and
selling stolen goods; by evading tax or smuggling drugs or other goods; through fraud and
mischief; by falsely accusing others; by using vulgar and abusive language in public; by committing crimes against animals and nature. There is a violence in the way the law can activate
itself: it poses a constant threat to citizens so that they remain within the assigned space of
the law. The police as the executive power are the first to arrive either to arrest or collect the
evidence. Then follows the period of building the case and taking the case to court. Here the
verdict will be decided, and if the accused is found guilty, imprisonment will follow.
4.3.1.

What does the law do to me? First of all, it has the power to sentence me to prison, thereby
denying me my freedom. Secondly, it has the power to discourage me from committing
crime, because I know the consequences of my crimes. Thirdly, the law is capable of bringing justice to those afflicted by the crime. Fourthly, the law stigmatises those who have been
punished.
4.4.

Instead of approaching the law for permission, it is easier to ask for forgiveness. For reasons of
convenience, the law is more likely to deny than allow permission, since allowing means to set
a precedent that might necessitate a change in the law. A generic singularity who is testing the
social needs to know this rule. By simply doing it, without asking permission, one accomplish265

es the transgression and the experience that follows from it. Afterwards, one should be ready
to make the plea of ignorance: ‘I’m sorry, I didn’t know; I promise I won’t do it again.’ After the no
has been given, the law is forced to act much more violently against the perpetrator, because
the perpetrator acted wilfully against the law. To act against the law is to disrespect the law.
4.5.

The beginning of life appears within an existing form of life (a family, a culture, a city, a social
system) that is able to preserve itself as life. The act of transgression is therefore specific to the
point of departure.Transgression is never abstract, but the wilful act of superseding the limits
of life as an emancipation from the law of the symbolic contained in a life-form.Transgression
is powerful because it signifies a new beginning as the transgression towards the unknown,
and thereby a radically new perception ( > 3.A.1.4. The symbolic in given being & 5.B.2.2.
The sovereign gesture).
4.5.1.

Our present self-image blocks the occurrence of new experiences and relations to life. The
aim of Lacanian psychoanalysis is the dissolving of this self-image. It consists of an ideal-ego
(what I want to be) and the ego-ideal (who is looking at me). The aim of therapy is the dismantling (de-authorisation) of the ego-ideal: that image which forces me to be a specific way.
It is a question of the replacement or displacement of the ego-ideal with the ideal-ego. If
the ego-ideal is not de-authorised, it becomes the unquestioned value-system against which
everything is measured and placed as either good or bad. According to Lacan, the ideal-ego
is imaginary and the ego-ideal symbolic. In the process of therapy the associative material
generated in the imaginary order (my fantasy of myself as another) has to be integrated into
the symbolic order (my actual position in this order) by the reflexive subject, thereby altering
my relation to the latter ( > 3.A.1.4. The symbolic in given being).

4.B.1.5. REJECTED BEING AND FAILURE

‘You want confirmation in what you do, but what if you don’t get it?
Well, that stage is a very important state.’5
(Philip Guston)
5.
What does it mean to experience own being through defeat and failure – when we are not
affirmed in the value of our existence, but encounter repudiation, annihilation and the disregarding gaze? In short, when the violence of being asserts itself in the dimension of final being. This is a relation to a rejected being that empties me as an own being from the positive joyful
being-in-the-world. It is a relation to time, since rejected being destroys my time horizons,
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my future possibilities of being-with the other, since how can I have a future with somebody
who turns her back on me, with a loved one who says she doesn’t love me anymore?
5.1.

I can be rejected for many reasons. I am rejected when I unimportant or when I am not useful
to others; if I am boring or uninteresting; if I do not belong to the right group or tribe; if I
have the wrong skin colour or my body is deformed or hideous; if I am stigmatised because
of my previous actions – if I am known for this-or-that crime. In these moments of rejection I
am overwhelmed with inferiority and the feeling of failure, denial, impotence – but also sadness for vanished possibilities. A moment of rejection is a breaking apart, and thereby a revelation of my existence as lack: as that fullness of life to which I suddenly do not have access,
a fullness that has negated and rejected me from its being. I am a rejected being and the rejection of my being becomes a narcissistic wound. I am wounded because I am excluded from the
space of others. My potential being is destroyed, and this wounds me ( > 4.A.3.4. Solitude).
5.1.1.

In retrospect, I came to understand his arrogance towards me as justified. He had no need,
after his own success, to justify me as a legitimate partner – even though we had known
each other for years and had friends in common. In the past, we’d had conversations, shared
intimacies and I had been greeted with a smile. Now, I am looked upon as if I am nothing,
not even the shadow of myself ( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being & 5.B.2.1. The art world).
5.1.2.

From early in childhood we learn the social forces of inclusion and exclusion: of being part of
a group (included) and excluding others, and of being rejected and denied access to a group
(excluded). The group demarcates a line within the social of who is within and who is without. Bullying and harassment as possible social rejections of my being inform my sense of the
violent powers of the social: that it can turn on me, suddenly expel me and begin to violate
my own being. This intimate knowledge of the terror of the social makes me seek protection
within the group, forcing me to differentiate between my friends and the rest. To form a
group and sustain this group as a unit is a way of surviving the social, because I create a sphere
of belonging within a space of defence. If I am excluded from the group I am denied access to the
social ecstasy of friendship and community.
5.1.3.

On a political, national, racial and religious level, this power of inclusion and exclusion becomes operative in cases where minorities are discriminated against and persecuted in social
space by dominating parties. Communists, immigrants, people of colour, Jews, Christians
and Muslims, but also homosexuals, critical journalists, artists, intellectuals and other people
who are considered different, have all been exposed to the terror of rejected being.
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5.2.

In order to be part of future temporalities, I have to be worthy: to be worthy is to be granted
access to a space of discourse, of visibility: to be qualified as a recognised agent. When I
am worthy the discourse speaks to me, listens and adjusts itself to my desires and wishes.
Procedures of selection filter individuals who are deemed worthy of the discourse. Exams,
interviews, applications, presentations and systems of recommendation are all part of this
procedure, where the institution investigates and tests whether an individual is worthy of the
discourse. Once I have been allowed to enter into the discourse, I am expected to develop
according to the principles of the institution ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
5.2.1.

Surrounding every system there are those who are not worthy: the excluded. They are silenced
when they approach the system. To be met with silence is to be ignored. This silence from
the system can be deciphered, yet in the end I will only be analysing my own projection into
the abyss of silence. Is their silence towards me a consequence of my failures, a certain disappointment with my work or with me as a person? Are they silent because they are tired of me?
Because they wish to remain ignorant of my message? Because they do not want my visibility?
5.2.2.

Artwork that is brought to the point of public appearance is judged – if it is recognised as worthy of judgement. Even worse than a bad review is to be silenced ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
5.3.

Rejection is a strange feeling that permeates my skin as a kind of negative electrification: my
skin falls apart and I am overcharged with the energy of hostility from the other. It enters
directly into my nerves and veins. My voice becomes low and timid; I retreat inwardly, away
from further confrontation. Whatever the cause of my rejection, in order to overcome the
feeling of inferiority, I must prove myself by working harder. Then I can reappear before my
judge and ask for a second chance ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).
5.3.1.

This incitement to change a defeat into a triumph, to prove one’s right to exist, and thereby demand recognition and respect from a superior, is part of human nature. These battles
between different consciousnesses first appeared philosophically in Chapter IV of Hegel’s
Phänomenologie des Geistes (1807).6 Two consciousnesses appear in front of each other and
demand recognition from each other. Only he who is willing to battle to the death wins. He
who loses becomes slave to the master. In this new situation, the slave works for the master,
transforming the world into objects and thereby slowly becoming master over his own existence. The master won the first fight, but cannot find anybody who can grant him recognition.
He is left in an isolated position, whereas through his work the slave builds up a world. This
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is the reason why Karl Marx saw in the figure of the worker a revolutionary potential. Only
he who works can truly transform the world.
5.3.2.

Attempting to be recognised as a worthy generic singularity I apply to an art academy to
become a student of art. I might think I am an artist, but the institution rejects me and forces
me to reconsider myself once again. Do I really want to become an artist? The rejection
forces me in other directions: either to apply to other art academies, work as an assistant to
an established artist, or wait a whole year before applying again. Whatever the reason for the
rejection, my perseverance testifies to my warrior-ethic: I keep on fighting for my right to
exist as an artist through my continued applications (four times to the same institution). The
institution might doubt me, disqualify me or deny my access to the generic production of my
singularity, but in my struggle I also prove my power to maintain my initial gesture towards
life as an artist ( > 5.B.1.2. A gesture towards life).
5.4.

A culture signifies a certain way of living as a set of protecting rationalities against the generalised violence of being. Because each value system survives, it also has a relation to failures.
What is a failure? The discrepancy between expectations of us and the actual realisation of
our actions. In which ways can I fail in the eyes of others and to myself?
A.	I can fail in relation to my body if I let it deteriorate, self-destruct and become victim
to self-inflicted illnesses. I can be regarded as a failure if my face is covered in pimples, acne, warts, if I am obese (lack of self-control, exercise, wrong nutrition), if I
stink (not hygienic) and misbehave (being unfriendly towards the world).
B.	I can fail in relation to the social if I don’t honour and respect my friends, my family, my connections; if I have no friends, no one to love and no place to work. I am
a failure if I only have enemies and imposed solitude. I am a failure if I have no job,
no career and no name (nobody wants my capabilities, my time).
C.	I can fail in relation to time if I don’t use it when it’s available: my waste of time.
If I have no relation to time I have no form-event. I fail if I don’t have anything to
do, and actually do nothing (if I sit passively all day long in front of television).
D.	I can fail in a personal relationship such as a marriage (my partner wants to divorce me), the upbringing of children (my children becoming psychopaths committing atrocities), a career (if I get fired, go bankrupt, my employees leave me, I
don’t get promoted).
E.	I can fail in relation to my family if I am unable to implement the habitus expected
from me or live by the values I grew up with. I can become a failure in the eyes
of my parents if I am unable to support myself, perform badly in society or don’t
fulfil their expectations of me (of becoming this-or-that profession).
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5.4.1.

In the moment I realise my own failure within a given set of expectations, I am forced to ask
myself: am I on the correct plane of existence? (Am I an artist? Am I a philosopher? Am I an
author?). Am I tragic in the sense of the unrealised? Realising my own failure, I can be forced
to move in another direction.
5.4.2.

We are doomed to failure, not only in the eyes of ourselves, but in the gaze of others who
project their own desires and expectations onto our existence. How will we ever be able
to fulfil their vision of our potential? As Lacan pointed out, the greatest difficulty of being
human is not knowing what you desire yourself, but knowing what others desire from you.
5.4.3.

I am the displaced simulation of my parents: they have dreamt me, simulated me, but also
initiated me into a way of living life. I am displaced, because they wanted so much from
me that I can only be a disappointment. The feeling of disappointment is my displacement
( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).

4.B.2. HISTORICITY

‘Does time reveal itself as the horizon of being?’7
(Martin Heidegger)
1.

Final being is my relation to the temporality of my existence. This temporality is first and
foremost conditioned by my being in a moment in history. I am always present to the historicity of my own existence, because the moment I attempt to grasp my own temporality I will be
present to a year – 1989, 1992, 1999, 2002, 2008, 2014. In each of these moments I, along
with all other people living, was present in that year as a violent condition, because every time
we announce a date we confirm our being in a year. This fact reveals itself in the absurdity of
when I dated a letter to the phone company 29 April 1413. I was and can never be present on
that date, and phone companies did not exist at that moment. The years are progressively adding themselves to the previous ones in an ongoing chronological order that we cannot prevent.
We are endlessly hovering in a infinite universe surrounded by darkness, attempting to grasp
our situation here on earth at a specific moment ( > 4.A.2.3.3. Event-duration).
1.1.

In order to get a firmer and clearer grasp of this relation to historicity we will distinguish
between history and historicity.8 History points towards the movement through time that is
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ordered chronologically in the enormous timescale of our civilisation.The Egyptians, Ancient
Greeks and Romans are all history in the sense that as human manifestations they once were,
but no longer are; they are specific cultural formations that endured for centuries. History
is that which has been, but is present as traces, objects, monuments and periods within the
huge chronological corpus constituting world history. World history is the sedimentation of
layers and strata from different time periods (organised chronologically) that co-exist by
superimposing themselves onto the plane of presence. Our contemporary situation is a fabric
of traces. History is a given for every Western individual as both sedimentation and obliteration of the past.
1.2.

In recent times, the distant past (and the necessity to preserve it) has changed our sense of
history. What we label as history is approaching our present (the 1980s are already history),
and through the active preservation of the past, it becomes present in the flesh of now. This is
what Merleau-Ponty called vertical history: the layering and sedimentation of the past within
our present.9 This past becomes raw being within our present, because it constantly displaces
our present, returning as an object, a monument, a ruin, a trace, a ghost, an otherness imposing itself onto the fabric of our attempt to exist in the future. I have this vertical being within
my body because it is also the direct expression of all my accomplishments to live and survive
in this world ( > 1.B.2. Dimensionality).
1.3.

With the concept of historicity we designate the historical space that is open to a human existence at a given moment. My historicity is the presence of my body in time since my birth
(1977) until now (2014). This is my time in world history and therefore the impossibility of
being present in 1377–1414. My historicity is my Fakticität. It is that point in time that I cannot escape, and therefore it constitutes my experience of the immanent violence of being. My
historicity constitutes both my entrance upon a time plane and which generation I belong to,
and which time frames are possible for me. My origin in time (1977) designates my entrance
onto the great time plane of that year. It is my year zero, my measuring ground from where
my experience of life began. It constitutes my historicity. Since my historicity is always embedded in history, as that point where historicity becomes history, my historicity is my passage to
time. I cannot be in time without being in history, but my entrance point into history is my
historicity. So my historicity is what differentiates me from previous generations, since I am
present to what was their distant future as the unknown dimension of time. My historicity is
not the same as it was for my parents or grandparents. It is the violence of historicity to constantly separate generations from each other, because historicity is that condition that changes
the relations to being; that forces each generation to formulate a new response to the experience of being ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions & 4.B.2.1. Temporal-planes and generations).
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1.3.1.

My historicity is determined by my arrival upon a time plane, the beginning of which I have
no memory, but I know with a strange feeling of interiority my birth and my age, which is
repeated each year in the celebration of my birthday. It is when I see or hear the birth-date of
others that I instantly locate them on the plane of generations, of how much time separates us.
My arrival is also the constitution of a time horizon in a historical sense: my historicity as a time
horizon – from 1977 and onwards into life until now ( > 4.B.2.3. Celebration and birthdays).
1.3.2.

My sense of historicity is also my gratitude for not being born in the 1920s and having been
forced into military service during World War II. In short, it is my appreciation of the accomplishments of my age: the peace produced by progressive institutions and visionary politicians. To grasp my historicity is to account for what is specific to me and my generation as
possibility (technological, political, social and scientific possibilities). Historicity means that
my world is already interpreted and constructed as a world. This is the Hermeneutical condition ( > 1.B.4. The relations to being & 3.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and In-der-Welt-sein).
1.3.3.

It is Heidegger who introduces the question of historicity into the phenomenological movement as a problem (Husserl touches upon it in relation to sedimentation and the question of
the origin). Not only is the transcendental subject grounded as historical, but also the relation
to and question of being is seen as historical. Being unfolds itself in the process of history. For
Heidegger, historicity becomes the question of Seins-Geschichte: the history of our relation to
being.
1.4.

So how do I have a relation to my historicity? One could say that my historicity is the absolute
horizon for my existence, since it surrounds me not only in my present moment, but also as
the background for all my time to come. Whatever future I imagine, project or engage myself in, I assume a historicity that will nourish me: that time will also be there for me in the
future. My historicity is therefore at once this infinite flesh of potential time that awaits me
within the expected (anything less than sixty years old is an ‘early death’, anything more than
eighty is ‘a long life’) and that which surrounds me as an ‘island of time’. By the latter, I mean
the stretched-out time of past and present (the month just finished, the month to come) that
makes me able to relate to that which is about to happen and that which has just happened
( > 4.A.2.3.3. Event-duration). 		
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4.B.2.1. TEMPORAL-PLANES AND GENERATIONS
1.

My entrance into time is made the year I am born. I have no recollection of it; my current self did
not experience it or wilfully plan it. It just simply happened to me as a violent condition that
I cannot change. When I state the fact that I was born in 1977, I am referring to my entrance
into a time-plane that I share with all other humans born in that year. Together, we constitute a
generation, this cluster of people who came into being at this time. What we share is the nature
of our flesh: that we were children in the 1980s (the young body), came into puberty in the
1990s (the transforming body) and were regarded as adults after the millennium (the mature
body). Most of us will presumably end our days between the years of 2050 to 2060 (according to current life-rates, we will have a life-span of between seventy-three and eighty-three
years). The size of our bodies and the condition of our skin follows this organic growth and
will ultimately decay in death. In other words: generations exist on different temporal-planes,
since their bodies are inscribed in time, creating a strange web between everybody in the same
age-group. Being on this time-plane means experiencing the potentialities of time in common
( > 3.A.1.6. Community of experience).
1.1.

As a generation we are born onto the same time-plane on a formal level (arriving in a historical year together with a huge number of other infants), not in terms of actual content (being
rich or poor; living in urban or rural areas; being only children or having siblings). To be on
a time-plane is the intimate awareness of my current age; that I am floating in time with my
body, somehow co-extensive with time. It is through this temporality of my body (that it
exists on a time-plane) that I have access to my own historicity, to my own being in time. We
must think of this specificity of time as the historicity of the body: what age at what point in
time? To be on the time-plane and to grasp the significance of it is to enjoy the moments specific and only possible to experience within that position – being the father of children when
they are small, since they will grow up, and that way-of-being will forever be gone. Whenever
I am with the child, this is the moment to be lived; this is the privileged position of being a
father to exactly this child who demands my presence ( > 1.B.1. The transcendental and the
metaphysical knot & 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.1.1.

On each time-plane there are violent manifestations of being: wars, crises, bankruptcies, fires, hunger, natural disasters, devastation, revolutions, political anarchy, economic recessions. I can have different relations to these catastrophes of being that occur in
my age – either through distance, intimacy or responsibility. I can become a soldier, donate money, travel to the site or close my eyes to the human suffering present right now
( > 3.A.1.6. Community of experience).
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1.2.

Since each decennium brings together the formation of a new generation, time becomes a
fabric of a multitude of times, trajectories, temporal-planes and time horizons. Each new generation exists simultaneously with previous generations, but not with the same power. It is a
multi-layered horizon of overlapping expectations, of bodies on different temporal-planes,
all mediated by available technologies transforming the experience of being on a time-plane.
The nature of existence upon the time-plane is not univocal, but dependent on the formation of technology and society at the historical moment. Today, for example, cell-phones, the
internet, television and digital imagery are integral to the experience of childhood, youth and
the question of self-visualising.
1.2.1.

The time-plane is used to measure the achievement of an individual and faces the person as a
question: ‘What did you make of your life?’
1.2.2.

When I look back at old photographs of myself, I search for the potential of me. Was all that
was going to happen already visible in my face? Did I have the capacity to endure the given
present at that stage, or did it arrive later? When did I receive the powers to exist that I have
now? As a young man, I was looking ahead, but one day I will be an old man and can then look
back on how life became real to me.
1.2.3.

Temporality of the self: looking back into the past I relate the experience of myself in relation
to the age:
‘I was twenty-two when I lived in Paris.’
‘I was twenty-five when my father died.’
‘I was thirty when I had my first child.’
So whatever experience I have had, this experience was in time and it belongs to myself,
because the way I encountered the experience depended on the form of myself. The death
of my father would have been different if I was fifteen or fifty-five, simply because the form
of myself would not be the same. I receive the given through the form of myself ( > 2.B.2.
The mediating structure of the self).
1.3.

Natural time repeats itself and overwrites the past, but my time is absorbed in the flesh of my
body. I have my past, but this past is no longer present. This absorption of time into the age
of a human can be deciphered in the way light is reflected in the surface of the skin. The skin
is the wrapping of the flesh: a time-measurer. Time is embedded in the flesh of the body and
inscribes this temporality onto the planes of existence: the wrinkled skin of old bodies; the
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fresh skin of the new generation. This absorbing of time into the flesh is what makes time embarrassing. My absorption of time – my grey hair, the tired expression in my eyes, the roughness and wrinkles of my facial skin, the slow recovery of my body and the chronic pain in my
muscles – reveals to myself and others my lack of potentiality ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).
1.4.

Through the appearance of a new generation, reality changes, because time changes – both
the actual consciousness of it, and what is possible within it. This is the power of youth, since
youth is the freshness of time.Youth is the dimension of revolt against ossified life zones with
values stifled by cliché and convention ( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
1.4.1.

The expansion of being that each generation produces is in a specific direction. When the powers of this expansion are used up (when its possibilities are emptied) the time has come to
revolt. Youths have the necessary arrogance to bring things forward. Until now – in their
short life – things have been possible (they have not yet crashed into the wall of disillusion).
Youths understand themselves as belonging to a time-plane, to an entrance into time as one
of continual growth and constant expansions of own powers. Youth projects onto the world
this conquering movement of self-alteration and self-expansion: it expects the world to conform
to its own powers of imagination and self-transformation. This violent desire is the utopian
element of youth. Since the body of the youth has so far only changed into something more
powerful and attractive, it needs no memory of the past. The moment the body begins to
decrease, diminish and its powers fade, it begins to remember with melancholia the past of
the beautiful invulnerable body. I long for a certain body-potential of myself ( > 4.A.3.6.
Melancholia).
1.4.2.

Existing on a time-plane, I am aware of those who are just ahead of me – inscribed on the
same plane but more developed and on the next level. What is behind me as younger time
I do not take interest in, since I am beyond that level. When I look ahead, is it then the prefiguration of my own existence that I am curious about – that the potentiality of my being is
already there, just in front of me, as the body-of-another that I will become? Do I really want
that kind of life? Am I able to learn from their mistakes? ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and
identity).
1.4.3.

A generation is the double movement of forgetting the past and simultaneously moving forwards into the future. Talking to a person who is ten years younger than me, I realised that she
had somehow escaped the mistakes and problems that I faced at her age, as if she was able to
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do what she wanted with an easiness and naturalness that I didn’t have. I realised that a change
had occurred in the system, put forth by people fighting for a change in the perception and understanding of reality. She was now at the beginning of this new territory, happily unaware of
the past, because of her ability to forget,10 whereas I still had the failure of the past engrained
in my flesh. Like a ship anchored in the past, I was denied the possibility of moving forwards.
I looked at her young eyes, her fresh body, and envied its pureness, its virtually uncorrupted
condition.
1.4.4.

My movement into time is not only the awareness of the entropic nature of my body, but
also the consciousness that a new generation is on its way. I am no longer the youngest, but
now in the middle, and I am forced into other zones of conflict where my peers are achieving
results of which I once dreamt. In childhood and early youth I lived without knowing, because the benchmark of objectivity was not yet public. During the progression of time when
my peers began to have visible positions within recognised generic forms, I began to realise
which monumental transformations had occurred in relation to responsibility, development,
knowledge-acquisition and performance. From existing on the same plane of existence, differences appear in the space of adulthood that in youth were microscopic. This is a new relation to time: my experience of other people’s time, that I co-exist and am measured with and
against them ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).

4.B.2.2. TIME FRAMES
2.

It is the power of a time frame to frame time. A time frame establishes a tunnel through time
that sets boundaries to the possibilities of my actions, the decisions I make and the way I am
present in time. A time frame designates the transformation of time into a series of expected
form-events. Therefore, I am framed as time on both degree 1 and degree 2 levels of given
being: my body is framed through what is expected from me, before I become conscious as
a reflexive subject, and through the bio-political power of institutions that I enter of my own
free will.
2.1.

Through medical inspections, health campaigns and educational institutionalisation the first
twenty years of my existence are framed by the current formation of bio-politics. The first
framing of my existence is when I am expected to walk within the first and second years,
speak between the second and third years and be hygienic between the ages of three and four.
I enter the school system between five and six and move onto a new level each year. In this
scheme, related to my physiological and cognitive development, the specificity of the time
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frame is related to my age, as a certain distance between the year I am born and my present
age. The time frame designates the limited zone of time specific to my body. When the time
frame ends, the possibilities specific to that frame are in most cases gone forever. My childhood and youth are over as bodily situations ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics).
2.2.

In the second sense, that of the institutions surrounding me from an adult perspective, the
time frame is abstracted from the specific age of the body, and becomes a passage through
time where I am manoeuvring and preserving my existence, trying to grasp the possibilities
that are available at a given time: taking my exams; travelling when I am young; experimenting with my identity; entering into a relation of love. From this perspective, the establishment
of time frames is visible through the ordering, disciplining and division of time into official
time frames. Time becomes functional as a measurable unit that can be valued, equated and
economised and to which I have to perform accordingly. As an art student, for example, I
have to present my work at my degree-show after five years of education, and will be viewed
and judged thereafter as a person who was granted five years of institutional training with the
aim of becoming a professional artist.
2.3.

Time frames designate transitional spaces where own being is initiated into a new order, level
of development and life-zone. So one has to ask what kind of distribution of life is possible.
The body is deemed sexually mature at the age of fifteen, when one is granted the right to
legal sexual intercourse, but this right says nothing of the actual time frames; sexual maturity
has a biological component (the distribution of hormones), but is also culturally produced –
since the frames for childhood, youth and adulthood are historical.
2.3.1.

Enrolling as a student at a university is to enter into a specific time frame, where the life-zone
related to that of being a student reveals itself: studying, attending lectures, writing essays,
going to the library, preparing for an exam and living student life. Once one’s education is
finished, the walls of the university are eclipsed by the walls of society: a new time frame
begins, that of working life, with a whole new set of practices and experiences to manage and
control ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
2.3.2.

The holiday as a temporal situation is a time frame with a special consequence for our self-appearance. Taking a vacation (entering both the time frame and life-zone of a holiday) is to break
(literally, take a break) away from yourself. This means that the self is contained in my daily
life as that mediating structure that produces my reality. Everywhere in the humdrum course of
my daily life I am reminded of my self: the house to which I return after work; my workplace
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where people expect me to arrive each morning and where there are things to do; friends and
family who know me and expect me to behave as ‘me’. Going away means to relieve oneself
of this daily pressurised structure of the self. Obligations are reduced to a minimum. Time can
be spent on leisure and relaxation. I can sleep all day, or lie on the beach getting a suntan if I
want to ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
2.4.

It is the violence of time to force people to make plans and programmes for the future; in
short, to enter time frames. By being in a time frame I can be held responsible for my actions,
and my development can be measured according to certain standards. I am placed and fixed,
moving towards something specific. I am under control and this calms those surrounding me.
This explains why the ‘drop-out’ is always viewed negatively in a double sense: not only is he
unable to perform the obligations of the time frame, but his existence has become a waste of
time ( > 3.B.2.4. Nation-state, bio-politics & 4.A.3. Dispersed being).

4.B.2.3. CELEBRATION AND BIRTHDAYS
3.

Celebrating a birthday transforms the everyday into a special event where the birthday-holder marks out the distance from his entrance into historical time and the present moment.
What is celebrated is the exact date of my existence coming into being. My birthday is sacred
to me in a very special sense, because it marks out the beginning of my life. I share this special
day with millions of others, but on the day of my birth I situate myself as the centre of attention. I receive greetings, my birth is celebrated, songs are performed for me.
3.1.

A birthday marks out my beginning in time, and is both a linear and cyclical event. It repeats
itself each year, but each year adds another to the previous ones. Imagine the absurdity of
‘jumping’ five years ahead or reversing my chronology.
3.2.

A birthday celebration is the return to the beginning, and the remembrance of the origin of
my bodily existence. There is a special kind of violence inherent to a birthday, since it designates the eclipse of another year. I may grow older (and feel more empowered), but each
birthday is like passing through yet another ring in that long tunnel towards my death.
3.3.

A round-number birthday, as in becoming thirty, forty, fifty, sixty etc., marks out one’s entry
into new stages of generational existence. We reduce periods of life to our ‘forties’, ‘fifties’,
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because as time accumulates, we need to organise it into more coherent formations. The media will write jubilant descriptions of artists, musicians, authors, politicians and other famous
people who have turned these sharp corners.
3.4.

Another kind of temporal differentiation is the commemoration of historical figures, such as
‘300 years ago Mozart was born’, or ‘100 years ago Nietzsche died’. In these cases their works are
reactivated through a restaging of their masterpieces, a republishing of their most renowned
books or large retrospective exhibitions. A commemoration is a kind of bridge to the past,
where the lives and deeds of great men and women are allowed to walk into our present.
3.5.

Even though systemic modernity is a secularised formation, it is still haunted by the life
of Christ. His birth, celebrated at Christmas, and his resurrection, celebrated at Easter,
represent the two high-points of his life. These two events, celebrated and commercialised
each year, designate an intensification of time into high-times. Time becomes high – and
this means ecstatic. Ecstatic time produces me differently because of its power to synchronise my time with all those who adhere to my culture and thereby to sacralise my experience of time. A sacred time orientates me towards its meanings and the rituals embedded
in their manifestation. Those who are part of this sacred time are those who are close: family, relatives, friends, neighbours. You honour your family by inviting them, but they also
expect to be invited. High times are violent because they force people back to their families, travelling great distances in order to be present at the rituals of Christmas and Easter
( > 4.A.2.4. Presence).

4.B.2.4. RITUALS
4.

Rituals are those conventionalised systems within a culture that allow certain phenomena to
appear in an order agreed upon. What are the most significant cultural rituals in the life of a
human being? Those surrounding birth, initiation into the mature world, affirmation of the
loved one and finally death. In a Christian-Judaeo culture these are baptism (being given a
name), confirmation (becoming adult), marriage (social reproduction) and funerals (departure). Surrounding these are a number of other personal rituals, such as birthday celebrations, name-giving parties, Thanksgiving, Halloween, graduation parties, stag and hen nights,
and then the rituals related to institutions and work: the exhibition opening, the book launch,
the inaugural lecture, the speech at the opening of parliament etc. ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
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4.1.

What is the power of rituals, and why do we still use them today? It is the power of a ritual
to produce a space of commonality between those participating in the ritual where all intentions are pointing in one direction. Through this gathering of intentionalities, a tunnel is produced that allows for the transformation of those who are present at the ritual. The ritual is a
synchronisation of intentionalities and temporalities. At a wedding, for example, the couple is
transformed from being single to being married. The ritual marks a point in time that alters
the quality of the relations between the couple. The couple needs this ritual in order to attest
their love and to be united.
4.2.

Rituals are rules that organise people around the event: they divide the space into a corridor
where certain lines must be crossed, so that I can reach the door, on the other side of which
another is awaiting me: myself as another.
4.3.

If I want to marry a woman and make her my wife, I must testify in front of a social gathering that this is my intention. Those who are present are the witnesses to my act, and thereby
legitimise it. The first rule of the ritual is the temporal imperative: a ritual always begins at an
agreed time, where those appointed to testify have to be present, and those who want to
become something else have to be there on time. They can be late, and the ritual will wait,
but not forever. If those who appoint themselves or are appointed to the ritual are absent, the
ritual dissolves: if the bride does not appear, the groom cannot get married.
4.3.1.

By following the ritual, I reach a new status in the eyes of my fellow beings. I go from being a
bachelor to being a married man. This new status can only be produced by the ritual.
4.4.

The ritual of the funeral needs the body of the deceased in order to take place. Without a
body, there can be no funeral. With the funeral, the dead body is placed in the midst of the
social, so all can see the truth of death – that life is no longer present in the body and that the
body is now a corpse, decaying and silent. The funeral is the last farewell from all those who
constituted the living community surrounding the deceased. To be present at the funeral is
to respect, not a life to come, but a life that made it until now, and which also conditioned
your own life. Without the life of the person who is lying in the coffin, your own life would
not have been the same. I honour a joyous, life-enhancing effect on my life, which has now
departed from me.
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4.4.1.

Saying goodbye at a funeral, gathering together with all those who are left behind, I reach
catharsis. The funeral as a ritual produces a feeling of tragic truth within me. Life is over, but
I am still present in life. Life continues, but changed. I am yet again another, because the love
I had for the deceased other has become homeless.
4.4.2.

To bear death is to answer the power of death, and to do this I need the ritual to guide me.
The ritual of death swallows the dead, finally takes him away, so I can let go of him and death.
Death is addressed, because at all rituals something is said that binds those who are present
to the power of language: its ability to speak directly into the world. At the funeral the name
of the deceased is said out loud, so it is known to all those participating that he who was, no
longer is. The ritual makes death public, as something that can no longer be denied. It pulls
all those people forth to whom the deceased was important. We are the survivors, those who
must go on living, confronting ourselves with death ( 4.A.1 Finitude and death).
4.5.

I am surrounded by rituals that guide me through important moments of the life I live with
others. They constitute my historicity, because I participate in them, but I did not invent
them. I can give them a certain personal touch, but I am still dependent on the consensus
surrounding the ritual. And yet the historicity of the ritual is due to the fact that rituals are
dependent on cultural formation. The colour of a funeral is not the same in Europe as in
China ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture & 4.B.2. Historicity).

4.B.3. SOCIAL REPRODUCTION
1.

Social reproduction is a double act of reproducing both the biological and cultural foundation from where my existence has emerged. Not only do I carry the genetic composition
and disposition of my parents and forefathers within my body, but I have also been inscribed
and formatted by their life-world. I am the sheer manifestation of their world, which I have
reproduced by simply staying alive. We will in the following attempt to think about these two
sides of reproduction: that of reproducing nature and reproducing the social, because they
point towards the ecstasy of time.
1.1.
The ability of natural reproduction is engrained in our bodily composition, since it is the
function of our hormones and sexual organs to make us procreate. The hormones generate
lust, and the organs are the site of sexual pleasure and the telos of existence: the male genitals
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for the production and delivery of semen, and the vagina as the entrance point to the womb
where the foetus will develop. My impulse to procreate and the joy I receive from doing this
is the brute side of my existence. It does not stem from my culturally produced self, but from
within my instincts as a human impulse: ‘A clock is ticking.’
1.1.1.

The arrival of a child in the human order is both the affirmation of life as the ability to reproduce, but also the deferred meaning of life: the full potential is conditioned by the duration of
decades. We never know what a child will become.
1.1.2.

Social reproduction is related to final being as the transgression of death. By reproducing myself through my offspring, my genes are passed on into the constant flux of time – the chain
of generations. This is what the Ancients called the wheel of time. Social reproduction becomes
the inauguration of a new time; a new beginning that marks a point in the past and thereby a
distance to my present: my son is now one year… one year and two months… three years…
five years old. On another level, social reproduction is related to final being, since it brings
back a strange memory of myself as a child: I see myself in the body of my son, as if I am living my life again ( > 4.A.4. The ecstasy of memory & 4.B.2.1. Temporal-planes and generations).
1.1.3.

My child is my time- and sense-prosthesis: through the infant I am able to live through time in a
new way and perceive the world differently. Through the fresh flesh I learn to be in time again
simply by enjoying my presence with the child. A new-born is future-flesh amidst my own presence, a body destined to grow and become something unknown. It belongs to the future more
than to me, because it will outlive me: one day it will become the witness to my death. As a
new sense-organ the infant lives in an continuous object-ecstasy: all moving things are looked at,
grabbed for: ‘Look, a tram, a train, a dog, a dust-bag, a pencil!’ – anything can produce euphoria.
Through the child as my prosthesis I gain access to an intoxicating perception of the everyday.
1.2.

The process of social reproduction presents itself for the distanced observer as a chain of
time-relations (‘hinges of time’) where father makes son who then becomes father who makes
son etc. Through the interchange of generations, time is continued, a relation that reaches
back to the beginning of life for the grandmother through the birth of her first grandchild:
she relives her own motherhood through her granddaughter. If a human being does not reproduce itself a strange closure appears behind him/her – the singular body-composition is
arrested in the monumental course of time, and no connecting bridge between the generations is established. When the first grandchild is born the grandparent is produced, but also
activated. Suddenly, the parent is needed again ( > 2.A.2.2. The singular).
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1.2.1.

Through social reproduction a strange layering of perception takes place. A) the infant perceives reality fresh. B) I also perceive the child’s perception. C) I, the reproducer, re-perceive
my own childhood through the experience of the child. D) I experience the child as a new
human. So a child is a new gaze on the world. One is able to watch the moment when it sees
the world for the first time, and therefore has the power to reinvent it. The arrival of the
next generation in the process of social reproduction is the introduction of a new beginning.
This new beginning is a new time scale from where the basic forces of life can be measured
and observed. These are: the will to life and the power to be; the wish for self-control and selfmastery; expansion of the body-space and bodily capabilities. It is the unleashing of raw energy
into whatever configuration of the social order. Social reproduction is a space of new living
and new learning ( > 4.B.2.1. Temporal-planes and generations).
1.2.2.

Anyone who enters into the zone of social reproduction experiences the life force of raw being in the self-determination of the child. Raw being is energy and vitality: it is within the body
– not as something authentic or true, but as an ability to be spontaneous; to make unforeseen
actions and have unexpected reactions to situations; to have unconventional interpretations
of the functions and meanings of objects. It is the ability to be raw ( > 1.A.5. Raw phenomenology).
1.2.3.

Social reproduction is a new distribution of energies on the plane of existence. It allows for
new behaviours such as becoming-animal (imitating animal sounds), but also becoming-child
(singing and babbling). It is a becoming without any purpose other than the ecstasy of and
with the child. In my becoming-child I return to the state of the child that I once was, but now
have left behind me. This return is spontaneous and refreshing. It is energy. It breaks down
the social barriers of my protective self. It is direct. We can say that social reproduction is the
redistribution of affects and activities through the presence of the infant: imagine the adult
playing hide and seek and making animal noises without the child. This redistribution is the
becoming of family space ( 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
1.2.4.

It is the enormous amount of energy spent on the preservation of the irrational zone surrounding the child that is exhausting for a parent. Children play, sleep, eat, discover, rearrange objects and are always testing the breaking point of things. How much energy is needed
to destroy this object? In order to keep the child safe and satisfied a protective zone must
be created so that it does not destroy itself, its friends, younger siblings or precious objects.
Children do not value objects following adult conventions; they have no sense of the work
invested into objects or the monetary difference between a real diamond and a plastic one.
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1.2.5.

Social reproduction is the introduction of a new scale into the world: children are small people, while the real world is ‘too big’. This could explain our fascination with model-worlds
because here the scale is reversed: from being small to now being bigger than the cars, trains,
ships, aeroplanes, which gives this primary feeling of omnipotence: of controlling, but also
being able to destroy a world.
1.3.

The zone of social reproduction brings force and speed into the necessary decisions to be
made. Time becomes limited and must be optimised, but social reproduction is also a strange
recovering of time, since time now becomes a new way of perceiving through the freshness of
the young body. I regain the perception of my world through the perceptual ecstasies of my
child.
1.4.

Time is the great Man-eater: an old body is deteriorated time with few possibilities; time used
up and ready to end. And time is the great Man-creator: a new child is new time within a new
body. Time corrupts by forcing us to transform the potential into the actual. It is our potential to reproduce ourselves, the telos of our sexual organs, our sexual difference, but time
will also consume us, make us crumble in the end. Time connects the different generations
to each other, creates bonds between grandfather and grandchild, thereby producing a new
texture to life. I learn about my father from his father. My grandfather shows me life differently from my father ( > 4.B.2.1. Temporal-planes and generations).
1.4.1.

The child is chaos that forces me to reconsider who I am. This element of distortion, of uncontrollable vital energy flowing and expressing itself – that is life. My son is something different from me, even though I am intimately connected to him.With the arrival of the first child
I am forced into a new generic category of existence, that of being a father. The next generation ‘pushes’ me to ‘grow’ into a mature state of being. My son expects fatherhood from me.
He asks me: ‘Why?’ and ‘What is that for?’ And I have to explain the logic of the world. Just
as my father mirrored himself in me, I can mirror myself in my son, but what I see in him is
not what he sees in himself. My mirroring is distorted; it reflects the conflicts and desires of
myself. So it is deferral, a displacement, and this displacement is also life, since to make a new
human is not to make a copy of my body, but something that is both me and not-me. I can
mirror myself in the child, but the not-me will distort my narcissistic desire to see myself. In
reproducing my life by creating a new one, my life is distorted, since the new is more than
me. The child reflects me, but it is on a different time-plane. It is new time, because it is fresh
flesh. This new time, this new flesh, is that which is more than me, and therefore I must take
care and responsibility for it: the function of the parent.
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1.5.

By creating a new life, one is simultaneously creating the framework of the family unit that is
mediating life. The family unit is that space where the forces of the irrational can live without
damaging the relations between its members. If two friends or two partners have a fight, they
have broken the contract of friendship or partnership, but if a brother and sister have a fight,
half an hour later they are best friends again ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones).
1.5.1.

Social reproduction touches upon the institution of family as the place where generic categories such as father, mother, brother and sister come into being. In the sphere of social reproduction, the partner with whom the family space is constituted is part of a larger economy: an
economy of sexuality, an economy of friendship, an economy of work, an economy of finance,
and an economy of public appearance.
1.5.2.

In the space of social reproduction the produced object is a shared field: the child belongs to
both parents.This means that a new distribution of social assignments takes place – a distribution that is historically constituted through the different values ascribed to the mother-role and
the father-role. The father of today is expected to help in all aspects of the infant’s care, which
was not the case just a hundred years ago. And more importantly, one of the greatest developments is on the level of intimacy between infant and parent. Today, the father touches the
infant’s skin when it is new-born, changes its nappy, cooks, cleans and takes paternity leave.
This means that a much more physical relation of caring and touching and giving love mediated through the body-space is evolving between fathers and their children in comparison to
previous generations. The new father-role is part of my historicity: it is a force-field of expectations and possibilities for me as a father ( > 1.B.4. The relations to being & 4.B.2. Historicity).
1.5.3.

Social reproduction is the breaking down of the barriers separating different regimes of intimacies. Through the child, I open myself to a new world of intimacy and caring; of playing
and protecting; of chaos and disorder; of stenches and night-activities. Social reproduction is
a new beginning. It is a redistribution of intimacy between the mature body and the developing body, because the infant is incessantly growing. Every six months, the shoes have become
too small, the clothes have to be bigger, the saddle has to be elevated. It is as if time is stretching the body.
1.5.4.

Social reproduction is the production of a set of life-forms into an ordering of time and routines. Social reproduction produces space in the sense that it overrules the other determinants
within the sphere of privacy. It produces ‘the weekend’ as the space for family intimacy and
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activity; the ‘childrens room’ for toys and playing; the ‘play ground’ with its sand pit, slide,
swings and patches of grass. Social reproduction produces, but it also destroys space: the clean
orderly apartment or house and the peaceful space of sleeping. Night is destroyed by screams,
fevers and the angst-ridden baby. And later, during the day, I am shattered from bad sleep,
forced to stay at home to attend the sick child ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones & 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
1.5.5.

Social reproduction introduces a whole new set of smells: from the delirious fragrance of a
new-born baby, its freshly washed hair, to the stench of shitty nappies, the mustiness of urine
on the floor, the bed, the pillow, and the sour acidity of vomit on the kitchen floor or on the
couch. And it introduces new sounds, from incessant giggling, teasing comments, the joy of
laughter and wellbeing, the sparkling welcoming chant, to screaming, howling, begging, nagging, shouting, weeping and crying ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).
1.5.6.

Social reproduction is a work-zone: nursing and comforting the baby, cooking the food, doing
the dishes, cleaning the house, clothing the child, washing the laundry, changing the bedsheets, going to the grocery, buying new clothes, collecting the child from daycare or school,
transporting it to friends or sports activities, putting it to bed, helping it with its homework,
organising birthday parties, building objects for and around the child, and separating fighting
kids. A whole new order of logistics has to be organised around and within the space of social
reproduction. It can be a space of exhaustion, as if the new generation is sucking the life out
of its parents in order to exist.
1.5.7.

Social reproduction can be an emotional war-zone. Among siblings, it can be a space of jealousy, attention-seeking, hatred, aggression and revenge, and of succumbing to mimetic desire: of what is mine and what is yours. It can be a space of fighting, competing, showing off, hierarchies, humiliation and exclusion. This war-zone is what can constantly destroy the fantasy
of the happy family.
1.6.

Social reproduction is both a structural relation (the symbolic order between father and offspring as the flesh to be structured) and a phenomenological relation (the intimacy, touch, physical contact with the child, through the eyes, the skin, laughter, the voice, lifting, touching and
washing).
1.6.1.

The zone of social reproduction is the most common of all, but also one of the most violent,
since it deals with the creation and ordering of life. From the beginning it is an asymmetrical
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relationship between infant and parent. Since the parent is responsible, he also has the power
to shape the mind, body and sense of self of the child: three elements that are foundations for
the active life as an adult. Parents automatically become symbolic in their actions, since the
order of the symbolic must be installed into the psychic structure to protect the infant from
lethal actions. This activation of the symbolic within the reproductive sphere is due to the
distribution of responsibilities inherent to the symbolic. A small child, for example, is not
allowed to cross the road due to the risk of a traffic accident. The responsibility is solely with
the parents. But because the parents are symbolic, they must be de-authorised in the process
of my maturing. In order to become free and independent, I must rebel against this symbolic
order instilled in my brain ( > 3.B.1.3. Asymmetry in social relations & 3.A.1.4. The symbolic
in given being).
1.6.2.

Entering the zone of reproduction, the parents are forced into a social position where reliability, responsibility, protection, caring and upbringing into a moral order are expected.This
zone of life forces the subject into a much more restrained order of social behaviour, but this
matures the parental self, since it now becomes responsible for the fragile life of an infant.
1.6.3.

Social reproduction is the necessary establishment of hierarchies. In some instances, hierarchies are like the oxygen we breathe: we could not live without it, and we live without even
noticing it. Social reproduction is the continuation of domination and is violent in the protection of its offspring. Social reproduction activates the symbolic within me. I have to become
the law in order to protect my child from the inherent dangers of a road, the cutlery in the
kitchen, of what can be swallowed that is lying on the ground, of playing with fire or poisonous liquids ( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being).
1.6.4.

Social reproduction produces a new position in what is spoken: the speaking to a baby.Talking
to a child is a kind of othering, as in the becoming-of-a-child. Through speaking, I am projecting my language into the flesh of my son ( > 3.A.1.5. Internal co-habitation and the other).
1.7.

In our brain we reproduce the image of how life is to be lived, but in this reproduction we
make mistakes, because we are a third produced from a double, which makes life the deferral of the original. I cannot return, since I am pushed away from the original. Our parents
simulate themselves in us, so we become their displacements. They use our flesh to project
themselves, but it was not a homology. My body was different, and their projections were
therefore distorted. I am this distortion. There is a structural similarity between me and my
parents, but most importantly distance. That I simulate my objectives in the mind of my son
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becomes obvious when I am directing him towards the correct behaviour. I look him in the
eyes and say: ‘It’s better to do it like this.’ I am mirroring myself in him, and he looks like me
as a child. I feel the presence of my flesh in his flesh. Sometimes I forget that I am not him.
1.7.1.

In the process of social reproduction I discover a strange intimacy with my offspring: I know
the inside of my son, as if my flesh has become his. In the case of adoption, this lack of structural similarity becomes obvious when there is no genetic similarity between parent and
child. The child is not capable of simulating reality through the life-form that is projected
into it.
1.7.2.

In the space of social reproduction, a specific education takes place that is dependent upon
the relation between structural equivalence and structural affinity. I educate my son to follow my
directions, because he is my son and because he is human. There is structural equivalence in a
way that is unlike that between me and my dog, which I also have to educate. But, on top of
that, there is also structural affinity between my son and me in a way that enables me to simulate my reality in his mind. The affinity means that I recognise my own emotions, reactions
and responses in him. I remember them, because I behaved in the same way. This is of course
just a projection, a kind of wishful thinking, and yet the structural affinity becomes unsettling
– and to some extent – uncanny, since it presents itself as a displaced doubling of my existence.
1.7.3.

During a bike-ride in Japan, my mother said to me: ‘You’ve inherited the gift of seeing from your
father.’ I replied: ‘Does that mean that I didn’t inherit it from you?’ When I see, does this mean
that I see with a specific formation of my eyes that belongs to me, my father or even my
grandfather? ( > 5.B.1.3. The body of the generic singularity).
1.8.

Every society is forced to distribute a logic around its own social reproduction. In Western
societies this reproduction is institutionalised in a historical process through the hospital,
daycare, school and sports unions. The space of social reproduction contains much advice
regarding the healthcare of the infant that circulates between parents, midwifes, grandparents, neighbours, brothers and sisters. The whole network surrounding the parents activates
them with good ideas and tricks in order to contain the mad, wild energy emanating from
the child.
1.8.1.

Humanity protects itself through forms in order to function. They are solutions to a specific
age. New ages bring new solutions. Tradition as a kind of cultural and social reproduction
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is nothing else but the recycling of the past using what is valuable for the problems of today
( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
1.8.2.

A child is an explosive event, because the child continues to be an event. As an event, it measures time from its own beginning and its continual, explosive development. Everything must
be given a name again ( > 3.A.2. The ecstasy of language).
1.9.

Is there an element of desubjectivisation and something a-personal in the act of social reproduction – and could this be the access to my happiness? I reproduce myself as an individual
(historical), but also as a species (a-historical). I have the possibility of being a father to my
children right now, but this relation is just one out of thousands between fathers and sons that
have gone before me. Whatever the relation between my son and me, it consists of something
historical (the institutional frameworks) and a-historical (the welcoming joy in the moment
of homecoming).
1.9.1.

The possibility of social reproduction and the creation of a new generation is the ultimate
hope within each cultural formation. It is new life, renewal of life, the promise of life. It is
fresh energy, a new vision, a re-distribution of objects, signs, expressions; it is unconditional
love that never ends. In times of laughter and joy with my children I momentarily forget the
violence of being: that until my death I will be fighting against this infinite generalised violence that is pressuring me. Social reproduction is the ultimate ecstasy of being, because it is
incessant ecstasy: the event of a new human, a new beginning in life.
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5.
GENERIC SINGULARITY

5. A. BEING IN DIMENSIONS
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5.A. BEING IN DIMENSIONS

‘What is your art? To be a brave Man. Can this be achieved otherwise than knowing on the one hand
about the nature of the totality and on the other hand about the special constitution of Man?’1
(Marcus Aurelius)
1.

Our investigation into the dimensions of own, given and final being has been a way of trying to grasp the forces of the body, the social and time. We have divided them in order to
determine their components and how they force us to live. But the being in dimensions is
an interplay between these components that governs the production of the dimensions that
we are living in and through. One can outline the structure through a diagram, simplify and
analyse a given situation, but in actual daily life as it is lived there is a reversible relation
between the components. They affect each other like players on a soccer field positioned according to the location of the ball – each component placing itself in relation to the situation
( > 1.B. Dimensions in being).
1.1.

The tripartition of being into a multiple and simultaneous set of relations to being means that
I am conditioned by the violent nature of these relations, but I can also change them due to
their intimate and virtual nature. I can alter my body-space by physically changing its appearance, performance, health, and also relations to emotions, structures of responses and the
way I see the world, but I cannot escape it or the fact that I must take care of it. I can alter
my surroundings through placing or removing objects, relocate my private space, change
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my attitudes to my nearest relatives and friends, but I cannot escape my presence amidst my
surroundings. I can alter my temporality through the mode in which I organise and experience time, assume awareness of my historicity and in the way I surrender to or intensify the
moment, but, I cannot escape the fact of my historicity and my temporality as a movement
towards death as final being ( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).
1.2.

Defining and describing the constituting components of the human condition is an infinite
task. It is a kind of infinity complex of a non-philosophy of life that wishes to be contemporary.
This is the consequence of our hyper-differentiated systemic modernity: no one Archimedian
point exists around which the world turns for all humans. Every man or woman will be able
to point to components that are more important to him or her than those included in this
investigation. Nonetheless, I have tried in a tentative manner to encircle those components
that I believe are dominant factors in the production of human life today, because in the act of
describing and explicating them, I have also come to understand their workings. As Marcus
Aurelius said of the brave man who knows how to live well: ‘Know the nature of the totality
and the special constitution of Man.’ This is what I have attempted. In order to produce this
knowledge, I have been strategic in my essentialism, because it has empowered me and made
me affirm life. My analysis of the dimensions of own, given and final being have allowed my
thinking to appear, to approach problems, propose provisory solutions and ideas for further
action. The transcendental plane of immanence has been able to absorb, but also transform,
my empirical existence. The value of my general idea has proved itself by its power to organise my subject matter (Goethe). From a certain viewpoint, I have been imposing a knowledge
upon myself, so I am able to live better; to play the game of existence, so that I am able not
only to survive but also to thrive. A knowledge of life is a care of the self ( > 1.A.4. Foucault
and technologies of the self).
1.2.1.

As a functionalist description, my explication of the three dimensions constituting the metaphysical knot is non-normative from the viewpoint of ethics or morality. I am interested in
how the forces of life manifest themselves and how they can be mastered; whether they are
good or bad according to a moral or religious system is not important to me. If my description inclines towards any kind of value-system, it is in relation to life: does the relation produce a life that is worth living? Does it enhance life? To which ecstasies do I have access? What
is the form of my life? How am I able to receive and produce the world? Am I living the life I
want to live? Can I change my relation to it?
1.3.

So my being in dimensions is exactly this: that I am forced into relationships with a number
of constituting factors at this moment. I am thirty-six (upon a generational plane) and male
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(upon a sexual plane and within a monstrous body); I am an educated artist (through institutions) trying to become a generic singularity (as an existential gesture towards my life and
with the poetic licence to make artwork); I am a husband to my wife and the father of our
three children (as a relation of love and to the forces of social reproduction); I am Danish
(performing the state of a Nordic welfare system) and come from the provinces (originating
in a life-zone of local nature); I am living in Berlin (public space and life-zones of the city); I
am an intellectual, but also my own entrepreneur (a specific life-form and a way of producing form-events); I have travelled (and experienced different cultures); I have relations of
friendship and participate in communities (social ecstasies). But I am also part of a democracy, making a living through my artwork and appearing as a name in an art world related to
the society of the spectacle (systemic modernity). All these factors constitute the spheres of
my ecstasies and the pressures I am under. I have survived until now – accomplished myself
into my present form as a human existence. I am a very privileged man, but only because
I honour my privileges by actively preserving them: because I want to be what I have become
( > 5.B. Generic singularity).
1.4.

My thinking of a generic singularity is a proposal for solving the conflict between the individual as the prime agent (own being) and the social structure as pre-determining (given being). I acknowledge both as a field of forces, but add through the dimension of final being the
element of time as essential to both the understanding of individuality and social structure.
We are simultaneously ourselves, our surroundings and temporality on a political level. This
makes my non-philosophical proposition a defence of the social welfare model as a way of
organising the freedom of the individual within a community. If we accept that to each dimension comes a violence, a pressure, this social model mediates between the conflict of the
individual and the group through the dimension of temporality. The implicit individualism
within own being as a dimension can be elevated to the level of neo-liberal ideology where
the individual is everything and the community is nothing. The dialectical counterpart to this
is the implicit socialism within given being as a dimension (the shared world comes before
the individual) and can be elevated to the ideology of socialism. The failure of both extreme
ideologies is their failure fully to understand the mediating nature of temporality: that things
can change, that man’s inner being is not an essence, that his sense of freedom is historical and
that he may be in need of both: a right to his individuality and to safety within the community
( > 3.B.3.3. Community of contribution).
1.4.1.

These reflections should be kept in mind when reading the last section of this book, where
the existence of the generic singularity is outlined. Our vision of individuality is not something beyond the social world, as something that one can sublate and then disregard. A generic singularity is exactly the opposite. In the words of Wittgenstein: ‘That Man will be revo293

lutionary who can revolutionize himself.’2 Through the development (as a self-revolution) of my
generic singularity, I am able to contribute to the given world with my artwork and my way
of being. I contribute to the world through my difference and my generosity. All artworks are
offerings. What would we as humans be without the great artworks that have inspired us to
live, that have not only enhanced, but also challenged our sense of life – given meaning to life?
( > 5.B.3.5. Poetic license: the work of art).
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5.B.1.1. THE CONCEPTUAL PERSON

‘Possibilities of life or modes of existence can be invented only on a plane of
immanence that develops the power of conceptual personae.’3
(Deleuze & Guattari)
1.

The concept of the generic singularity is first and foremost a philosophical concept of the visual
artist as a person. Within the already disclosed ontological space of the generalised human existence, the generic singularity is the conceptual person of whatever artist. On a phenomenalogical level, we are confronted with a range of positions and possibilities within a spectrum.
What we see is a great number of artists living as artists. We define the visual artist as an agent
(an individual) who produces whatever artwork in the context of the art world. The whatever
artwork is framed in discourses (institutional, ideological, aesthetic and commercial regimes)
that one recognises by identifying the artwork as an artwork (each artwork-event can be conceptualised), but also commodifies the artwork (each artwork/installation/performance/
intervention can be given a price or an artist fee).
1.1.

By giving a definition to the artist I am attempting to limit the existential scope of the life I
wish to address. As stated in the introduction, concepts are operative, they make us see life.
Our concepts make us see the life of the generic singularities surrounding us and our own
life as a generic singularity. Therefore, a politician is not an artist, and nor is a plumber or a
physicist – unless they begin to produce artwork-events that circulate and take on meaning in
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an art-world context.Yet the art of something, the attributes of craftsmanship, with its qualities
of inventiveness and expertise, are not specific to the artist, but to all areas of human activity
where people strive for perfection and the satisfaction gained from doing things thoroughly
and in the best way possible.4
1.1.1.

This concept of the generic singularity is at once generic as the being of an artist qualified
through the institution of art, and simultaneously singular, because each artist incarnates his/her
own singularity.Therefore, no absolute description or perfect definition of the artistic life can
be given, since each artist in whatever configuration is only partially represented through this
concept. It designates a field of artistic existence lived out in infinite ways and modalities. A
generic singularity represents exactly its own singularity: a personally acquired wisdom that
is operationalised in the artistic existence as a way of knowing how to make artwork and to live
as an artist. This is why the phenomenological approach has been so necessary here: let the
given present itself. Let us describe what we actually see instead of what we think we see or
what we want to see.
1.2.

If we zoom in upon the discursive formations surrounding the actual manifestation of the
generic singularity we can disclose a number of subdivisions of the generic singularity within
the field of the visual arts. Each adjective circumscribes a working-practice, a form of existence, a position taken in relation to the history of art and the power to produce art within an
art world. We are thinking of the difference between a painter, a sculptor, a video-artist, an
installation-artist, a conceptual artist, a performance artist, a feminist artist, a queer artist,
an object-producer, a Land artist, a Fluxus artist, an expressionist artist, an abstract artist,
a new-media artist, a photographer, a mixed-media artist, an interventionist, a post-studio
artist, a transdisciplinary artist. All these categories are labels that the art world uses to differentiate and classify artists, but behind each category there is an artist with a name, a body
in flesh and blood known to an art world. Our concept of the generic singularity is therefore
subdivided into different components that together produce a scene for the individual to become something specific within these categories. They are aspects of the conceptual person,
aligning him or her with an intensity and difference through which life is lived out and transformed. In the actual manifestation, each artist represents his own way of re-creating and
reframing the values that are needed to make art.
1.3.

As a conceptual person, the generic singularity traces out a field, a spectrum of possibilities,
where the empirical existence is constituted through likeness to and difference from other artists: ‘He is a painter; she is a video-artist.’ But each video-artist is different from the other in
the same way as each paediatrician or surgeon is different, because he exists with a different
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power to produce artwork-events (the question of an artist signature and style). Our definition of the artist is weak in order to grasp its manifold appearances as the hyper-specialisation of
the aesthetic, with each artistic position being a gesture towards life. In his own way each generic
singularity testifies to a way of surviving the generalised violence of being and therefore is
also a proposition about life ( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
1.4.

The components of a generic singularity are derived from the three dimensions of being:
Own being: The gesture towards life as a whole, as a feeling and a life-form. Talent and expression (the singularity of the monstrous body), and physical and mental health (the mediating
structure of the self and the question of self-agency). The necessary differentiation as an artist
with a name and a project.
Given being: The art world as the surrounding context of the artist as a space in which to be
sovereign, experiment with the values of a culture, but also to appear as an art-star (the society of the spectacle). The notion of the real in relation to the system of recommendation
through institutions (the question of teaching and learning art), social networking and the
power gained by affiliation.
Final being: The temporal relations to either concentrated or dispersed being; the necessity
for focus, concentration, the power to produce the form-event. The bohemian lifestyle as a
way of living with time, awareness of death and finitude and the attempt to make life a work
of art. The historical moment of appearance: what does it mean to make art in 2014 in comparison to 1914? ( > 1.A.1. The question of the generic and the singular).
1.4.1.

The generic singularity is a specific transformation, but also instantiation of the metaphysical
knot; a certain way of establishing protecting rationalities, and of inventing a personal kind
of hyper-rationality allowing for the specific formation of the body, the social and time that
is characteristic for each generic singularity ( > 2.B.2.6. Self-reflexivity or: the reflexive subject).

5.B.1.2. A GESTURE TOWARDS LIFE

‘The gesture is that unique leap by which the absolute is transformed, in life, into the possible.’5
(Georg Lukács)
2.

A generic singularity is what we are from the beginning and what we will end up as. In between is the long and hard movement towards oneself: the uncovering and discovering of what
I can become. From this perspective, the concept of the generic singularity is emphatic: it
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is a sovereign gesture towards that life which has been offered; a gesture as a form of existence: an
artist. What are the consequences of this? The what, the how and the why of this artistic being? How does it relate to and how is it different from the generalised space of existence? A
generic singularity is a specific type of self-relation, since it is a self that has related itself to
the possibilities of that self – of becoming a virtual other to itself. Being a generic singularity
is the result of a complete self-transformation of the individual into a producer of something
highly specific: the artwork-event. This is what gives the gesture its poetic force: it is the attempt to create something: a life and works of art ( > 2.B.2. The mediating structure of the self).
2.1.

First of all, the generic singularity appears upon a background constituted by the ordinary by
participating in different life-worlds. It is immersed in the ordinary space of existence: it has a
body, it is social and it is temporal. And yet the daily life, the life-forms and body-perceptions
that surrounds the generic singularity are different, together with the time horizons that
produce the life of the generic singularity. One way or another, the generic singularity has
taken responsibility for the manifestations of these dimensions of being, and this is what gives
the gesture its specific bent; a certain transformation of degree 1 into degree 2 of given being
( > 3.A.1. Given being as space and a life-world).
2.2.

To become a generic singularity is – in principle – a possibility that is open to everyone, a
generic singularity being the total transformation of all dimensions of being – own, given, final being – into one movement of existence; each dimension being a force-field to which the
individual must relate. As a generic singularity, I have to relate to myself, to my surroundings
and to my temporality in an internalised fashion, and because of this I can say today: I know
how to live an aspect of my life. A generic singularity is, then, the enigmatic expression of these
three dimensions into the extraordinary individual, an individual who has surpassed his own
being, given being and final being – and in this surpassing is reaching out for something higher
than himself: he is searching for the potential-consciousness of himself. A generic singularity
is the poet of its own life (Nietzsche). As an artist I am actively taking responsibility for my
life: I am shaping it, taking a position and developing an attitude according to my desires and
interests, and to what I want to be.
2.2.1.

Naturally, we are all generic singularities from a materialist perspective: only one body exists
in the world with my genetic composition, my age and my present being in this sack of flesh
and bones. From this perspective, I am singular (my body) and yet still generic (I am a human,
belonging to the category of humans). This kind of generic singularity is the extreme inhuman element of my being, since it represents a conceptual infinity. It does not in itself signify
anything other than a neutral generic singularity determined by the outline of genomes and
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DNA codes. My concept of generic singularity is at the other end of the materialist spectrum: as the absolute possibility of my being, as that which I am able to become in a world
constructed by and for humans. A qualified generic singularity ( > 2.A.2.2. The singular &
3.B.2.5. Institutions).
2.3.

The kind of generic singularity that I wish to address is the specific formation of the self that
is epitomised in a human body and capable of producing something unique (everything from
objects, to experiences, services, thoughts, artworks or events); an individual who leaves a
trace to which we wish to return, because the gesture of an artist is a promise of future happiness (Stendhal).
2.4.

Since the gesture repeats itself each day, and is confirmed whenever an artwork or an art project is realised, an element of productivity, of a ‘life’s work’ surrounds the generic singularity.6
2.5.

Generic singularity is the possibility that we have been offered to develop ourselves. But it is
not something that is natural or can be purchased in an economic transaction. I cannot ‘buy’
the name of an artist, as I can buy a company or a brand, because it belongs to the specific
artist as a being-ability. It is a way of being that has been developed, a coming-into-being of
self-presence within whatever artwork. It is the life of an artist as a gesture that becomes a form
( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
2.6.

It is a gesture, but one very different from that of waving my arm to indicate ‘Hello!’ The
artist-gesture is both an re-enactment and an instauration of something, because it is a promise of future greatness.Yet an artist first becomes an artist through seeing, hearing or learning
about or from other artists. The first gesture of an infant can never be that of an artist. So my
gesture towards life as an artist has an origin. Something or somebody directed me towards
this being-ability. How does the artist know that he is an artist? We have listed some of the
causes we have encountered through either self-experience or by talking to other artists:
1.	An encounter with somebody else’s work.
2.	An

encounter with a particular medium – as, for example, when Henri Matisse
was hospitalised at the age of twenty-two and was given crayons and felt the colours resonating within him.
3.	Absorbing a life-form – growing up in an artistic family, this life-form becomes a
naturalised way of living: this is what one does.
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4.	The projected desires of other people – ‘You draw so well, you must be an artist!’, or

‘One day you will become a famous artist!’
5.	Encouragement from teachers, parents and other artists to ‘specialise’, to ‘carve out
a niche for yourself ’.
6.	Peer-identification – this is what my friends do.
7.	Identification with a role model, a family member, neighbour or good friend who
is a famous artist with a mythological status – I want to become like that person.
8.	Rebellion – going against social conventions and conformity in pursuit of a bohemian lifestyle.
9.	Having ideas, being imaginative and feeling the need to make art.
10.	Institutional acceptance – into an art academy or college.
2.6.1.

To summarise, we can say that a bodily sensation of art (1,2,9), encouragement from others (4,5,10); the imitation of others (3,6,7) or a protest against one’s surroundings (8) can
generate forces that lead to the gesture. But none of these forces are causal, as if one force
always necessitates the artist-as-being. These factors do not explain anything; they are more
like forces of affirmation that can support the decision to become an artist. Ultimately, the
gesture of an artist is a will to live that has to come from the inside. It is a question of really
wanting to become an artist in whatever form.
2.7.

In the process of becoming a generic singularity, a construction of the past must take place.
The archive has an important function in this process, because it is the manifestation of a
desire to keep a trace of the events affirming this becoming. Through the documentation of
artworks, diaries, reflections, newspaper-cuttings and installation shots my past can be remembered, revitalised and retold. A ‘red thread’ through life appears, transforming the events
of the past into necessary encounters with life, because they are the expressions of my desire to be something specific. My archive is the evidence of my attempts to be an artist.
Through the archive, a past can be reconstructed in order to justify my actions in the present.
A generic singularity is therefore a constant reinterpretation of a history in life ( > 4.A.4.
The ecstasy of memory).
2.7.1.

What can an artist-archive contain? It can contain documents testifying to the generic qualities that make the individual in question singular. This could be photographic and written
documentation of artworks and objects, events, articles, ideas, unrealised projects, photographs, letters, records of examinations, recommendations from professors, published articles, notes, sketchbooks, interviews, a cv with a list of exhibitions in which I have participated, projects that I have initiated and the titles of texts concerning my work. It could have
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various folders containing research material about the ‘competing interests’ delineating the
field of forces into which my desire as a generic singularity is projected and produced. An
interest in architecture, for example, would generate articles, newspaper cuttings, drawings,
ideas, notes, interesting titles for future exhibitions along with a collection of architectural
books.
2.7.2.

An artist’s curriculum vitae is from one perspective an archive of his visibility within the art
world. Where, when and with whom did I appear? Which titles did I give to my solo exhibitions? Under which group titles did my work appear? In which museums, galleries, biennials
and art festivals was my work made visible to a public? From a cv, I can read a path taken
within the art world, and see which institutions, curators, collectors and critics have supported an artist ( > 3.B.1.2. The hierarchies of being).

5.B.1.3. THE BODY OF THE GENERIC SINGULARITY

‘One might say: “Genius is talent exercised with courage”.’7
(Ludwig Wittgenstein)
3.

A generic singularity is haunted by the possibilities of his/her talents, because these ultimately point towards genius. A talent that we define as a natural disposition towards a specific
activity characterised by fast learning and rapid growth of forces displays itself in a certain
kind of precision towards a medium or a field of action. There is a certain joy in simply doing
it. When the learning sticks, is added to and rapidly accumulated, there is a talent. And there
can be several talents within one person, a multi-talent. A talent is when I stand out from the
ordinary, pointing towards the extraordinary.
3.1.

Yet in order to manifest a talent, a certain existential gesture towards this talent has to be
given. This is one of the conditions of a generic singularity, because he is someone who has
taken up this situation and given it a specific direction towards a cultural field of production
with an inherent meaning, a style and a set of choices that becomes the background (the
degree 2 of givenness) from which he appears in the world. I can have many talents (natural
dispositions), but my genius will only appear when I ‘prune’ my talents and let one of them
grow – if I decide to become a painter, and not an author or architect, even though I might
display talents for these professions ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 2: Merleau-Ponty and the body).
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3.2.

According to Wittgenstein, genius is talent exercised with courage. By this he means: we all
have many talents slumbering within us, but only when we pursue this talent to the extreme
possibility of itself does genius appear. In other words: I instantly show my talent, but my
genius only reveals itself after hard work. I am given talent by nature, but I must invest my
time into it, and because it is time spent in the life of a singular body, it cannot be reproduced.
3.2.1.

From another perspective, the words of Wittgenstein could also mean: to exercise a talent
with courage is to allow my work to be criticised and judged, as when I apply for an art academy or when I make an exhibition. If I really believe in my own talent, I will present myself
to others in public space as a visual artist and this demands courage. I will have to be ready to
be met with scorn, ridicule, laughter, parody, but also encouragement, positive response and
suggestions for improvement ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
3.2.2.

One of the basic ways to improve the work of a young artist is the group critique or the
studio visit. Here, the student presents his or her work, and has to face critical comments,
analysis and judgements from peers, professors and more established artists. And this exposure to the critical other demands my courage: I am judged by my peers on the artwork I
make and the art practice I follow. The placing and execution of judgements is integral to a
practice of art, because ultimately we are all judged by the artworks that look back at us. In
the making of art I am simultaneously the accused, the prosecutor, the jury and the judge
( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions & 5.B.2.5. The generic singularity as a teacher).
3.3.

With his Kritik der Urteilskraft (1790) Immanuel Kant justifies the modern artist through his
genius. Inspired by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who claimed the natural right to be different,
and to be emotional about this difference (‘I have felt, before I thought – that is the common lot
of man’8), Kant locates the law of the genius in his own nature. ‘Genius is the talent (the gift of
nature) that gives the art its rules.’9 The genius is the one who is justified by the invention of his
own rules. No institution or system can deny the genius the right to this performative act of
positing the rules of the game. No contemporary art academy can ‘fail’ a student, since no
institution can hold the principles of ‘correct’ art. What does a generic singularity have in
common with this modern principle of genius? That he too must invent rules for the life he
wishes to live with art ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body & 2.A.2.7. Expression).
3.3.1.

My concept of a generic singularity is in some ways related to the Kantian notion of the
genius. A genius has several characteristics, such as the ability to be affected when viewing
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a great artwork, and to produce affects (through composition and emotional overcharge).
Furthermore, the genius makes the rules for his own practice and does not need institutional
justification for his existence. But it is the nature (the raw being of the monstrous body) that
gives the rules, and this must be disciplined in order to become precise and inventive. Studium
leads to ingenium. Inventing a new set of rules (the question of originality) has the character
of a role-model for other artists. They are not imperatives, because they belong to a different body and gesture towards life. They can inspire, but everyone has to find his or her own
way. The lesson from the Kantian notion of the genius is, in other words, build your own game
with the body you have, because in the Kantian conception of genius one finds the Romantic
sensibility towards genius (the spirit) slumbering within each human as the infinite possibility
of creation that is granted every human being. The genius is one among several infinity complexes within the discourse of Romanticism. The genius is the gift of nature as talent, but only
through discipline, hard work, focus – and naturalness – does it become real spirit. And real
spirit here means: auto-production. ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
3.4.

The genius is outside the ordinary (Ausnahme Mensch), and yet it constantly returns and moves
through the ordinary. The genius is at once boringly ordinary (he too has a monstrous body
and will also die) and extraordinary: a finely tuned instrument for the production of concepts, percepts and affects. In our conception we have situated the generic singularity within a
transcendental framework (the metaphysical knot) – in order to reinterpret the figure of the
genius, so that we can explain how differentiations on the level of identity take place today.
The genius – as the ability to produce aesthetic ideas10 – is in other words present in many spheres
of our society today.
3.4.1.

The Romantics gave genius a new meaning in order to save humanity through the unleashing of the powers of nature within the body (each artist a nature for himself). These powers
specific to genius (which could be found everywhere – politics, science and the arts11) constituted the human difference, which could produce the unknown future through the idea,
invention or discovery. Genius is nothing other than disciplined, sharpened natural talent:
‘There is no more light in a genius than in any other honest Man – but he has a particular kind of lens
to concentrate this light into a burning point.’12 (Wittgenstein).
3.5.

A generic singularity as a genius is a producer of form-events (the consistency of style) and
of pheno-events (the new, the never-before-seen) ( > 4.A.2.3.1. Pheno-event & 4.A.2.3.2.
Form-event).
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5.B.1.4. THE NECESSARY DIFFERENTIATION

‘A being is special if it coincides with its own becoming visible, with its own revelation.’13
(Giorgio Agamben)
4.

All artist are artists, but each has to be singular. As a free agent within a cultural field a generic singularity is forced to differentiate himself within the space of the generic category of
‘the artist’. What are the significant forces behind this differentiation? First of all, the name
and the artwork. If we speak of Joseph Kosuth, Gerhard Richter, Meret Oppenheimer, Barnett
Newman, Cindy Sherman, Ed Ruscha, Donald Judd, Vito Acconci, Pippilotti Rist, Paul McCarthy, Sophie Calle, Erwin Wurm, Daniel Buren, Marlene Dumas, Hans Haacke and Agnes
Martin, to name some very famous artists, for each of these and thousands of other names a
specific type of work will appear upon our retina, together with a certain period of history
surrounded by art-historical classifications. Each and every one of them appeared as young
artists, then matured and became art-historical icons. Behind each name is a body of flesh
and bones; behind each artwork is a specific formation of a reflexive subject, a self with consciousness and a certain being-ability as the skill needed to produce the artworks. Each name
represents the certain revelation of a special being becoming visible; the movement from just
being anybody to being somebody ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
4.1.

The ‘names’ of thousands of artists who are each generic singularities constituting the core
of twentieth-century art history represent the enactment of a strong self-definition. This act is
the condition of an artistic profile, and today, in order to establish difference within the social
field of the creative class,14 the generic singularity has to be able to define himself through
certain interests, practical capabilities and how he presents his social validations: the question
of the curriculum vitae as the framing of artists by the institutions in which they are exhibiting.
To have a profile is to display an intensified difference within the cultural field of the art world
( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
4.1.1.

Can we describe the process of this necessary self-definition? Behind a strong self-definition
hard questions have been asked and hard decisions have been taken by the reflexive artistic
subject: what are you contributing? What makes this proposition, this work, this performance
new? How does your artwork push the concept of art forward? How does your artwork expand
the notion of art? How does the artwork become more interesting? If the artwork displays
itself as an affirmative answer to these questions, the generic singularity will demand recognition for the inventions that lead to the realisation of the artwork. And from the invention
within the artwork follows a will to manifestation: the displaying of artwork-events.
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4.1.2.

The process of this strong self-definition leading to the becoming of a generic singularity represents an epistemic rupture with the epistemic continuity of being. Epistemic continuity designates the consistency between different relations to being (the generalised existence as
ordinary) where life is lived behind the already established shield of protecting rationalities
(convention). ‘To jump’ (springet, as Kierkegaard defined the concept) is the consequence of
hard decisions, whereby the position has shifted and the world is seen in a new light. An example of this is the difference between the early work of Robert Smithson, who painted until
1961, and his work after he had re-emerged in 1964 following a three-year break with the
art world as a new artistic voice both advocating and producing Minimalist objects and Land
art interventions. Here, the consequence of the epistemic rupture is an experimenting with
one’s already acquired being-abilities (ways of making art) and thereby challenging the internalised codes dominating the general artistic output. More or less all contemporary artists
today have been through such ruptures, especially through the encounter with an educational
art institution ( > 1.B.5. The double movement of intimacy and violence & 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
4.1.3.

Epistemic rupture is the introduction of a new system of knowledge, practices and styles of
visibilities. It is a new method to produce art. An epistemic rupture on the level of the art
world as a cultural system designates the moment when something new comes into being;
a new opening is made. Marcel Duchamp, Joseph Beuys, Andy Warhol, Eva Hesse, Robert Smithson, Donald Judd, Marina Abramović, Gordon Matta-Clark, Marcel Broodthaers,
Nam June Paik,VALIE EXPORT, Paul Thek, Philip Guston, Félix González-Torres and Louise
Bourgeois all represent such epistemic ruptures within the field of art. They are all recognised as groundbreaking artists because they pushed the making of art in a new direction
( > 2.A.2.7. Expression).
4.1.4.

We can expand further on this process of strong self-definition: the force of my artistic expression is intensified when I realise that I cannot make other artist’s work. I have to make my own work.
By making my own work (where I am forced to ask myself all these hard questions) I develop
my own aesthetic authority. In making my own work I don’t have to ask permission for doing
it ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
4.1.5.

Through the duration of time, a generic singularity will introduce a new voice into the system
of communication; a voice that is a voice of one’s own. The voice is a specific distortion, a
tonality as a coherent deformation15 of the visible or audible composite that each artwork is. It
is the ability to speak the world.
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4.1.6.

A generic singularity takes on the difficult task of becoming a haecceity.
4.2.

A generic singularity is produced within a system of validations and recommendations. In
order to enter into this game, a generic singularity needs to be validated by producing valid
work. What are the defining characteristics of valid work? It is critical, advanced, interesting, propositional, new, transformative, ambitious, urgent, necessary, inventive and original.
It sets a new standard and introduces a new beginning. A number of valid works become a
body of work that reflects an artistic project specific to each generic singularity, but very often
shares similarities with other artists or art movements. A project can be communicated. It is a
specific research field, but also a personalised method to reveal the world. It is a set of intertwined and yet competing interests. It is the display of an intentionality as a way of grasping
the world, but also a way of actively defining a social practice. It is an ongoing investigation
and experimentation into and with the world. The artistic project can be externalised when
conceptually grasped and mediated by institutions. Throughout the duration of my exhibition,
the institution is permeated by the meaning of my artistic project, a meaning that is available
to a broader public, but also to myself as an artist. Guided tours of the show are given and
texts explain the content. It is mediated, because there is a meaning to be given from the artist
to the audience. An exhibition is the momentary objectification of my artistic project.
4.3.

There can be great animosity between generic singularities within the same field. Some generic singularities like to stab knives into other artists. They desire artwork with teeth, and
will dismiss all safe and conventional art as phony. Yet, this denigration of other artists and
their artwork is part of their own identity constitution: they need the ‘bad’ artist-other to
constitute themselves as different. A generic singularity thrives on conflict: of being against. In the
act of friction, he can feel himself as intensified difference. This difference appears through
practice, attitudes, political positions, dedication to work, art-historical positioning (which
traditions one is situated in) and economic positioning (size of income and under which
conditions). A generic singularity is forced to be competitive, not only through comparisons
between the success of career-paths, but also through prizes and young-talent exhibitions. He
is constantly benchmarked with other artists, and never safeguarded from the critique, scorn
and jealously of other artists ( > 5.B.2.4. The generic singularity in the society of the spectacle).
4.4.

Each artist may be within his or her own body, but is traversed by many other artists existing
as voices within and as ways of working, questioning and challenging the concept of art. No
artist is in this sense ever alone, since within there is a whole gallery of idols: the artist’s artist
( > 3.A.1.5. Internal co-habitation and the other).
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5.B.1.5. THE TRANSFORMATIVE SELF

‘To be the same is really boring.’16
(Michel Foucault)
‘I want to live my life questioning.’17
(Philip Guston)
5.

Artists are fundamentally searching beings. They are searching for a way to express, think and
communicate in a new way, and in this process they change not only their artistic output, but
also their self-understanding. The self of an artist is a transformative self, because there is tension
within. My tensions are my conflicts – inner and outer – that make me do things differently
and search for a new way of communicating. My tensions point towards my ability to selftransform ( > 2.B.2.5. Self-narration & 2.A.2.7. Expression).
5.1.

I am changing and so is my artwork. Or is my artwork making me change? Between the artist
and his artwork there is a reversible relation: the two cannot be separated. Every artist has
pushed himself into a certain position where decisions have been made, and a specific self-form
has emerged, which in turn reflects the artistic output ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a
life-form).
5.2.

Which external forces are able to make me change myself? First of all, my historicity, as the
current forces of the cultural field (art trends, movements, the Zeitgeist) surrounding me
and giving me a sense of a direction towards the new. Secondly, institutional structures such
as art academies, residencies, art magazines, art prizes or art fairs; these can affect the way
I situate and understand myself in relation to the act of producing art. Thirdly, my personal
relation to other artists, philosophers or theoretical publications may influence me. Fourthly,
the traumatising experience of an event, a depression, a disaster or a catastrophe can change
me. And lastly, just the simple wish for change may transform me, because I want to see the
world anew ( > 5.B.2.1. The art world).
5.2.1.

Art institutions, together with the professors who teach you and the students who constitute
your peer group, are the most influential force in your formative years, because they create a
double-bind between a space (the actual physical location where you are initiated as a student
and graduate as a candidate) and a social environment (the hierarchies between teacher and
student, students from other faculties or schools). An art academy wants something from
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me: to perform the art of the future, and this desire is embedded into its social matrix as to
which works are to be examined and criticised. Doubling this internal institutional desire is
the recognition and focus from the outside world on the young artist, which expects a new,
undiscovered, emerging talent. In this web of relations of inside and outside forces I am expected to change ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
5.2.2.

An art-academy is a space for experiments, failures and new ways of producing art outside the pressure of the art market. This demands a certain way of being in the self of the
artist. He has to be open, curious, dedicated, but also evolutionary and transformative
( > 5.B.2.5. The generic singularity as a teacher).
5.3.

I am transformative to the point where I have surpassed and overcome myself. In Friedrich
Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra (1883–85) we find this incessant imperative that I must
overcome myself. In the chapter entitled On Self-Overcoming (Von der Selbst Ueberwindung) Zarathustra exclaims: ‘And this secret life told me itself. It said: “See, I am that which always must overcome
myself ”.’18 What does Nietzsche mean by this? Emile Zola writes that one spends a whole life
cleaning out the weeds that grew inside one’s head during one’s youth. In other words: within
me are these convictions that do not belong to me, but of which I must rid myself. To overcome myself I must de-authorise myself: dismantle every conventional idea about how and
why I make art. For Nietzsche, my self-transformation is a self-overcoming. In a contemporary
guise, this is the idea behind the logic of an advertisement like that in Artforum, November
2013, for a masters programme of fine arts at the School of Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC):
‘Examine Beliefs. Radically Rethink Them’ ( > 3.A.1.4. The symbolic in given being).
5.3.1.

Peter Sloterdijk touches on a similar theme in Du muss dein Leben ändern (2009). Here he
introduces the concept of Vertikal-spannung or the tension of the vertical. Within the Western
model of subjectivity, Sloterdijk locates the possibility of self-transgression: my ability to move
towards a higher dimension of myself. I am a system of conflicting forces, of forces pulling
me downwards, but also forces directed towards a more perfect and potent self. The tension
of the vertical arises when I aim towards a higher potential consciousness of myself, a more
ambitious version of myself; simply, when I want to do better, as in the aim of producing a
masterpiece. This ability arises through practice, repetition and studied learning ( > 5.B.1.3.
The body of the generic singularity).
5.4.

My self-transformation is philosophical in nature, because through my transformation I am
searching for a new way of seeing and feeling the world. Through a new self, my outlook, my
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way of perceiving and thinking about the world is different. To Pierre Hadot, this self-transformation characterised the Antique understanding of philosophy as a way of life.19 To be a
philosopher was to be differently in the world. It was a complete existential make-over that
transformed the philosopher into a new human being. In the same way, the contemporary
artist is a human being transformed into a specific artist ( > 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
5.4.1.

A self-transformation is also a self-education, because I am potentially speaking able to develop
into a higher form of self-knowledge and self-insight whenever myself is changed. Behind every
educated person lies the constant urge for self-transformation. A generic singularity is an educated human being, because in a personal way he has transformed an own being into something else: a specific being-ability. Becoming a generic singularity is therefore also a kind of
self-enhancement – the enhancement of my powers to live through the form I have given to
myself ( > 2.A.1. Excursus 1: Heidegger and Dasein).
5.4.2.

We can change – and this is the revolution for which we are searching. The plasticity of the
brain, its ability to reconnect and reframe itself within a social horizon, points towards the
transgression of social and psychological determinism ( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).

5.B.2.1. THE ART WORLD
1.

Every artist is situated in relation to an art world. An art world is the specific formation of a
generic life-world that is constituted through all the agents relating to art at a given moment:
artists, gallerists, curators, museum directors, collectors, art critics, art historians, art students, art professors, museum trustees, artist’s employees, the family members of artists, and
all the other visitors who constitute the audience.The flesh or the life of an art world depends
on a large number of people living the bohemian lifestyle. These are the people who transform the gallery-opening into a party, who give the nightlife its flavour, its sense of eroticism,
beauty and drive. Globalisation of the art world through the internet, biennials, residencies,
cheap flights and the travelling of curators (constantly inviting artists to cross borders) diffuses the strong formation of an art world specific to any one city or environment. Therefore
the network of an artist reflects this new situation: artists know other artists all over the
world, because they have exhibited together, attended residencies together or went to art
school together ( > 3.A.1.1. Life zones & 5.B.3.2. The bohemian lifestyle).
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1.1.

Even though the global has dissolved the strong borders, an art world is still locational, since
it is related to a city as an art scene. The most vibrant and powerful current art scenes are
New York, London, Berlin, Beijing, Los Angeles, Paris, Barcelona, Shanghai, Tokyo, Vienna,
Istanbul, Basel, Amsterdam, Madrid, Chicago, Mumbai, Moscow, Copenhagen, Warsaw, Vancouver, Frankfurt, Rome, Stockholm, Glasgow, Dublin, Brussels, Oslo… In these cities the
art scene sees itself whenever there are openings. The questions that are constantly asked and
replied to are: who is exhibiting, attending the conference, invited to the after-party, enjoying
an international career?
1.1.1.

An art scene is always in flux, since new generations of artists are always emerging, arriving from abroad, or leaving for new territories. There are those who become central players
through their network, reputation and ability to stay ahead as trendsetters and first-movers,
and those who slowly disappear, realising that they are not made for it. Every art world has
its own internal dynamics because the new players either follow the rules of the established
doxa or invent their own (Bourdieu). This struggle between the old and the new gives the art
world energy, but also creates conflict and arrogance between its participants: between the
established and the up-and-coming; between commercial and non-commercial art spaces;
between old-fashioned galleries showing ‘secure’ art and the artist-run-spaces displaying the
new and unknown art of the future ( > 3.B.1.2. Hierarchies of being).
1.1.2.

The clustering of galleries transforms the brand value of an area in a city. New galleries have
the power to push up property values, to spur gentrification, to change the image of a neighbourhood.20 This is partly because of a double-bind between the gallerist’s initial wish for low
rent and large showrooms, and the association with the bohemian lifestyle. Where the artists
are or the money is, the galleries want to be.
1.2.

Art magazines such as Artforum, Frieze, Parkett, October, Texte Zur Kunst have an international
audience, even though they may originate from a very specific geographical art world. This
means that, together with my position within a local art world, I have an awareness of the
international, of what is going on elsewhere.
1.3.

Every art world is permeated by a Zeitgeist that influences how the necessary differentiation
is enacted and which art becomes visible. It is this spirit that distributes the temperature
given to artistic phenomena or certain areas of town: is it hot or cold, new or old? The Zeitgeist
determines the space of appearance: what is the dress-code for the new, how should one ap312

pear and with whom? The Zeitgeist directs the agents towards the ‘right’ place to be and from
where an attitude towards art can be discerned. Every artist wants to circulate within the
Zeitgeist, to become visible as a shooting star, or simply a representative of the new within the
art world. The temperature produces the distance, tension and conflicts between the agents
within the art world.
1.3.1.

The art world is the real of the generic singularity. Only through my participation in the
structure of the art world am I real as an artist. The ontology of the art world follows the
logic of the real: there are hierarchies and asymmetrical relations; there is power and there
is a gaze; objects and subjects who become visible and are judged. For those who are central
players in the game, every move is analysed and placed in a system: who is exhibiting with
whom, where and why? Who is buying, presenting and writes about which artists? One right
move, and a career can take off like a rocket towards to sky; one false step, and a career can
be damaged to the point of no return. And because there is so much power in the art world,
there is also a strong sense of freedom, because no-one can protect, authorise or police art.
Anyone can open a gallery or exhibition space and display whatever art they want. In between all these established art spaces is the system of recommendation pulsating through the
art world giving it energy and reality: the way information travels as gossip, as judgements
between good (worthwhile) and bad (uninteresting) art, of who is doing what, where, with
whom and why. All the art world agents constantly talk about and place judgements upon
each other ( > 3.B.1.1. Reality, the real & 3.B.1.5. Freedom)
1.4.

The art world is the institution of art and thereby a space that can be criticised, exposed and
judged, as in the act of institutional critique. Michael Asher, Hans Haacke, Daniel Buren, Joseph Kosuth, Andrea Fraser, Elmgreen & Dragset, Nils Norman are all artists for whom art
is to question the institution of art. Only through the exposition of the forces producing the
system of art can art open a space of freedom and critical reflection.
1.5.

In the global art world, major exhibition sites and recurrent events act as benchmarks and
caesuras of the Zeitgeist. They are turning points in the direction of artists’ careers: Documenta, Art Basel, The Venice Biennale, Istanbul Biennial, Manifesta, Skulptur Projekt Münster... Their power resides in their ability to attract the key players of the art world to their
openings and to grant the participants a sense of importance and accomplishment. What is
presented here is exposed to the gaze of the art-world elite. With the transformation of every
city-space into a space of experiences and culture, a product with a value, these major art
events can no longer be separated from art-tourism and city-branding. Today, more than 300
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biennials exist in the world because they are good for a city’s image and its ability to attract
the creative classes.
1.6.

What comes first, the artist or the institutions of art constituting the art world? Would the artist be the same without all these exhibitions? What would the art spaces be without the artists
presenting their work? This is the double-bind between the artist and the institutions authorising the generic form of the artist, because the value and authority of every artist-singularity
appears upon the background of the institutions in which he has exhibited. This new power of
the institutions explains the force of the agent acting in between art spaces: the curator.

5.B.2.2. THE SOVEREIGN GESTURE

‘1. We want to sing about the love of danger, about the use of
energy and recklessness as common, daily practice.
2. Courage, boldness and rebellion will be essential elements in our poetry.’21
(F.T. Marinetti)
2.

A generic singularity is capable of a certain playfulness towards the basic structures that determine the systems of the art world and the institution of art. Ernst Jünger called this gesture a
sign of Désinvolture: a spontaneous, free and immediate reaction to a situation.22 A similar concept is also found in the writings of George Bataille as the sovereign gesture,23 which we will use
to designate the nature of the actions displayed by artists in relation to their practices, since
the gesture appears from the background of the original gesture: to exist as an artist. Once
this first gesture has established itself, the gestures to follow can be sovereign in a different
way. I do what I do as an artist, because I am an artist. This is almost tautological in nature,
yet the sovereign gesture reveals a more profound structure that is related to the warrior-ethic
of honour24 ( > 3.B.1.4. Power).
2.1.

We honour the conceptual artist as one who has expanded the limits and understanding of art
and as somebody who has attacked the boundaries of human perception and comprehension.
We honour those who have given a new definition of art. The warrior ethic of honour is simply
a different ethos for life, since the warrior is one who risks his life in order to receive fame
and glory. This could explain why the warrior has difficulty in recognising the traditional artist as a worthy kind of existence, because the latter does not push art far enough. Yet, just as
every warrior might die in war and end up in the graveyard of the unknown, so every generic
singularity runs the risk of failure.
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2.2.

A generic singularity is a warrior and must therefore be able to survive rejection, silencing
and being ignored. Because I am sovereign, I have to learn to live with my failings in public
space. I have to try again, failing harder. What I need is a strong self-determination (a self that
wants something) as the will to present myself and my artworks so that they become visible.
A generic singularity is fighting for recognition, respect, a life, a right to be, so that he can
survive. Martin Kippenberger formulated a contemporary version of the warrior ethic when
he stated: ‘Mann muß es aushalten’. One must be able to take it: the resistance, the rejections,
the failures, the silence and the depressions ( > 4.B.1.5. Rejected being and failure).
2.2.1.

As a warrior, the artist is attacking the contemporary. Every artist emerges from a historical
situation, and the artwork produced is in one way or another a response to this situation of a
culture and a society.Yet, since the contemporary is a complex of colliding forces, it demands
a certain prowess and courage to situate oneself directly in the centre of the contemporary.
Prowess because my artistic response has to be intelligent, and courage because it has to be
new. Only as something intelligently new can my artwork win the war against the contemporary. Every artwork is to some extent a soldier fighting the war of the artist; an artwork-assoldier acting both as a shield protecting the artist, and as a weapon representing the artist. The
emergence of the historical avantgarde movements at the beginning of the twentieth century
can be seen as the conscious implementation of the warrior ethic. Not only is the concept of
the avantgarde military in origin (the vanguard), but the idea of being ahead of the contemporary testifies to a warrior ethic. ‘Their battle cry is: onwards!’25 The avantgarde artist is in a
new territory – that of the future art – but surrounding the artist and his fellow comrades is
an out-dated society. So the avantgarde artist is fighting against the contemporary.
2.2.2.

Nobody can stop an artist who wants to make art. This is the essence of the warrior ethic,
which is behind all Do-It-Yourself art projects. If you really want to make art in whatever form,
you can do it. Project spaces, artist-run spaces, grafitti art, public-intervention art, homemade video-art, clandestine art, self-published books and catalogues, self-curated exhibitions
and outsider art – all are manifestation of an artistic will that transgresses the established
institutionalised art world. They testify to the vitality of art, because artists create their own
contexts for producing, presenting and viewing art ( > 3.B.1.5. Freedom).
2.2.3.

Against the expectations of the art world – the galleries, the curators, collectors and critics
who expect me to produce art in way that fits their agenda – I display my sovereign gesture
when I choose not to comply with their demands. Here, my sovereignty is also what protects
me against problematic contexts: against those who instrumentalise and exploit art. By saying
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‘no’ to bad invitations and commercial projects without content, or by inverting the invitation from a curator in order to do something different, I am sovereign, because I refuse to
compromise myself as an artist. I am sovereign because I fight for my ideas and right to determine the contexts in which to appear.
2.3.

The rationale behind the warrior-ethic of honour is not to obtain wealth and security, but
rather, recognition and freedom. This means that surrounding the artist-as-warrior is a cultural economy where the accumulation of signs and references to the art world are important: in what institutions has his work been exhibited? Who has reviewed or written critical
articles about him? Which other artists has he been shown together with? What gallery is
representing him? Who is collecting him? Naturally, this other cultural economy can be translated back into a financial economy, where the collector must pay for the surplus value accumulated through the web of signs and references surrounding the myth of the artist.
2.3.1.

A special kind of economy of exchange surrounds the generic singularity. Artists can exchange their works for services or objects (and the artworks of other artists), or even give
them away as gifts. Only artists can arrive at a wedding with an art-object of their own as a
present. A signed catalogue is always more valuable than an unsigned copy. If the sovereign
gesture becomes a success (the artist becomes famous) this gesture in itself becomes auratic.
The old Picasso always paid with a signed cheque when he had dinner, because he knew the
owner of the restaurant wouldn’t cash it.
2.3.2.

So the generic singularity seeks honour, but also honours the great artistic singularities that
came before him. And with this achievement of honour comes the question of honouring the
idea, the material, the medium, the craftmanship, the voyage to the extreme possibility of
existence – honouring the moment of chance and risk in the creation of art ( > 4.A.2.3.1.
Pheno-event).
2.4.

Through the sustaining of the sovereign gesture, a generic singularity represents a critique of
society and its mass-production of the average. A generic singularity is always the promise of
something new. For why make art if not in a new way, to say something new? To say something new is a sovereign gesture in itself, and can be seen as the ultimate generosity towards
the world, an overflow of energy, interest and power ( > 5.B.2.3. The new values).
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5.B.2.3. THE NEW VALUES

‘Nietzsche says: man has imprisoned life; the overman is
he who liberates life in Man to profit from another form of life.’26
(Gilles Deleuze)
3.

The rise of Nihilism within Western civilisation at the turn of the nineteenth century can be
viewed as the absolute liberation of Man – liberation, in the sense of the complete destruction of all hitherto protecting values inherent to the formation of Christianity and bourgeois
culture. To be a nihilist meant to be without values, or put differently: to be in the position of
creating new values upon the ruins of the old world. Nihilism is a double movement of the devaluation and creation of values from the background of a nothingness, a nihil. The avantgarde
movement as a spiritual manifestation cannot be understood without the climate of nihilism propagated especially by Friedrich Nietzsche and his Von Nutzen und Nachteil der Historie
(1874) and Also sprach Zarathustra (1883–85). Nihilism is the birth of a new Man, since it puts
the nihilist, who considers himself to be without values, in the position of an experiment
towards himself. He is basically an experimenter.27
3.1.

For Nietzsche, the overman creates his own values by accepting the fate of being in a monstrous body. In this respect, he is forced to create a form of existence that can somehow
accommodate this conflict: I am this self with this desire that needs to fulfil itself. Or, as
Nietzsche would have said: I am this animal with this culture whereby I can reach a new limit
for myself28 ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body & 5.B.1.5. The transformative self).
3.1.1.

Nihilism is that moment where the values of the reality in which you are participating are
experienced as untrue. You cannot believe in them, because they are not able to justify your
existence. Nihilism as a process of devaluation of all values is not over – it reappears within the
soul of every modern Man for whom reality is more than positivism, objectivity and explainable matter. Only through the active creation of new values can nihilism be surpassed, and
the truly metaphysical potential of Man be realised. Every generic singularity becomes the
instantiation of a new way of producing life through the values they choose to live by and the
artworks they attempt to make.
3.1.2.

A generic singularity is an overman (Übermensh) in the Nietzschean sense: somebody who
has liberated himself from himself towards a higher form of himself with the aim of liberating life
from the constraints of Man.29 This means to free oneself from the conventions of life and
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the imposed limits of making art. Put simply, it is to push things forward and reinvent oneself.
This movement beyond being produces a new form encapsulated in the generic singularity,
generating a higher pressure upon one’s surroundings. The new form becomes a new operative
system to make distinctions in the art world ( > 5.B.1.2. A gesture towards life).
3.1.3.

In our contemporary situation the explosion of the number of generic singularities can be
seen as a consequence of Nihilism and the historical avantgarde movements. It is existence as
excess and if not, the attempt to be in excess.30
3.2.

It is the power of a generic singularity to explicate the values of the life lived, so that they may
be defended but also disseminated.
3.2.1.

To transgress oneself is to create new values for life, since values determine a life-form that I
can live within. New values represent a transgression of the previous ones with the sole aim
of increasing one’s powers of life. A generic singularity wants to grow. This literally means to
expand and increase one’s powers of artistic expression, production, value and circulation.
Each year has to be better, must reveal some kind of progress or improvement of my situation. I have to feel this sense of progression within my own artwork: that I am moving somewhere, becoming more interesting, better and challenging. My ability or my prospects for
growth are what make me hot in an art world economy. Everything hot circulates faster, more
widely and appears more frequently, simply because the people with power recommend it,
because that which is hot is new fresh energy for the system. For this growth I am in need of
raw being: vitality, desire, will-power and wild, mad energy ( > 2.B.2.2. Self-preservation and
self-transgression).
3.2.2.

A generic singularity contributes with a new vision and understanding of the world. It is fire
to be a generic singularity, since it is light. Everything is burning, re-entering the flames of
being, boiling in the thoughts and the frenzied energy of production ( > 1.A.5. Raw phenomenology).
3.2.3.

A generic singularity does not ask permission in order to exist, because no order gives permission to the permanent self-questioning defining an artist’s life. The existence of a generic
singularity is a direct expression of the questioning of a cultural order ( > 5.B.1.2. A gesture
towards life).
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3.3.

Not all generic singularities live frantic transgressive lives. Today, when art careers are pursued professionally, a new kind of middle-class art producer has emerged who aspires for
and follows the same path as the ordinary citizen: get married, have children, buy a home,
go on regular holidays, sit on school boards and become a member of one’s local community
( > 4.B.3. Social reproduction).
3.3.1.

New values for life are the consequence of any kind of de-authorisation of the symbolic or
the ontic system of relations that governs the given being from which I emerge. New values
signify a new way of engaging with the world – anything from playing an instrument, to
learning new languages, meeting new people, moving abroad or engaging with the complete works of an author or a philosopher. All these activities open towards a new valuation
of life. Life is fundamentally open, and to question life and the values that protect me is
to be evolutionary, because I change in this process. New values create self-transformation
( > 5.B.1.5. The transformative self).

5.B.2.4. THE GENERIC SINGULARITY IN THE SOCIETY OF THE SPECTACLE
4.

An art-star is a name that has become its own brand mediated through different types of
channels (the commercial art gallery, the review, the art-historical discourse, the art institution, the private collector, the art academy, the auction house, the system of recommendation). The phenomenon of the art-star testifies to a change in the role of the artist in
the overall structure of economics: from an outsider to society (modernity) to a celebrity
(neo-liberal economics). Once a name has reached the level of a brand, it has become an
image in the mind of the art world. Specific artwork-events are associated with the artist
whose work is constantly exhibited, sold, reviewed and discussed within the canonical arthistorical discourse. These so-called blue-chip artists constitute the globalised art-star system
supported by powerful galleries located in the most important art-cities of the world: New
York, London and Berlin. The value of an art-star is assessed through the power of the accomplished art career: in which museums, institutions and important galleries has the artist
exhibited? Which collectors, curators and critics have endorsed the artist? What is in the pipeline?: the exhibitions, commissions and invitations lined up in the future. To some extent, an
artist is viewed like stock on the market: my value depends on my future increase in value,
fame and recognition. I am invested in, and from every investment the buyer wants a return
( > 4.A.2.1. Time-horizons).
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4.1.

The international art-ranking system presented by the website www.artfacts.net is a direct
expression of this neo-liberal transformation of the artist into stock for trade. Benchmarking
and placing artists in a hierarchy turns them into rats running in a race: each artist is given a
number as his distance from no. 1, who is currently Andy Warhol (2014). And just as the value
of stock can rise and fall, so can the ‘temperature’ of an artist’s career: every artist has either a
green plus when they are climbing up the ladder, or a red minus when they are falling behind.
To the user who is not a member, no content or quality of the artwork itself is revealed, only
the current placement in the huge machine of the art world within the society of the spectacle. Between 1 and 110,000 currently listed artists are given a placement determined by their
relation to other artists, exhibitions, galleries and the auction prices achieved by their work.
4.1.1.

The image of a generic singularity is constituted by the principle of association. A brand image exists through its ability to connect different types of pictures, words, concepts, the face
of a person, and make them all fall like an avalanche within the mind of the beholder/the
admiring subject. Images are there to be worshipped. An image is like a diagram, a mind-map
where each element is connected to the next. Upon this image, people project their desires
for the absolute unique difference. For many, the act of service towards a generic singularity
(to be in the company of a famous person) is an honour in itself. Everybody wants to meet a
star ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
4.2.

It happens that generic singularities – through their outstanding work, transgressive behaviour or unusual decisions – become famous. Andy Warhol’s prediction that in the future everyone will achieve fifteen minutes of fame is not what a generic singularity aspires to. Rather,
he aspires to lasting fame earned because he has altered the paradigm, introduced something
new, contributed with something that has enlarged the human space – and thereby our conception of truth. The artwork of a generic singularity is a contribution to humanity. Fifteen
minutes of fame belongs to the news reel, the fame conditioned by the media, and its only
function is to fill pages. In short: to kill time. A generic singularity is the birth of time.
4.2.1.

Surrounding each generic singularity is a level of interest from the public. This interest designates the public desire to know, and to make the works of the generic singularity present to
the horizon of the public. This means that a generic singularity is never evenly present in the
media. His profile increases with an exhibition through interviews, reviews, commentaries
etc. and decreases when nothing is there to be seen in public; it can explode in a scandal, or
it can completely disappear when the work is no longer of interest. A generic singularity has
a temperature: he is either hot or cold. The amount of public interest reveals a certain aspect
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of the hierarchies of the art world according to fame, recognition and importance. And yet
the spectacle wants the scandalous and sometimes gives unwarranted attention to ‘provocative’ art.
4.2.2.

It is the power of prizes like the Turner Prize, the Golden Lion, the Carnegie Art Award, the
Hugo Boss Prize, Preis der Nationalgalerie, Kunstpreis Blauorange, Enterprize etc. to produce a generic singularity.
4.2.3.

It is the power of the spectacle to produce a scandal as the staging of a disagreement with a
public behaviour. In a scandal, a secret is revealed, an immoral conduct exposed, a corruption
brought to light, an illicit sexual relation made visible. The media is flooded with the same
news story, which feeds itself with new turning points, comments, further investigations, consequences, firings, dismissals, denials. A scandal in the spectacle is the testing site of public
behaviour, of what is permitted at a certain moment, an investigation into the limits of human
behaviour. Anyone who wilfully enters the space of the spectacle also gives his or her private
life to the greedy vultures of the spectacle.
4.2.4.

A generic singularity lives in a problematic relationship to the press. He needs the press in
order to get attention, authority, fame and recognition, but at the same time, the media distort his artwork to fit their spaces.
4.2.5.

Generic singularities attest to the resistance of the spectacle through the frugality of their art
projects.They keep their interests alive, accumulate affects, percepts and concepts.They keep
a focus on what is important to them ( > 2.A.1. Own being as a feeling and a life-form).
4.3.

Through the internet, a new space of appearance has appeared for the visual artist: the artist’s
website. This virtual digitalised space allows the possibility of self-curating and self-presentation,
and makes my work accessible to any potential viewer all over the world. My website is a
permanent retrospective of my career as an artist. My website is a public appearance that
I control, but which also haunts me. If I have a website I cannot escape its presence on the
internet, and my website is therefore also a kind of self-fixing of what I am as an artist – but
a fixing that needs to be constantly updated. An old website without any new works, no new
news, is also a neglected public appearance.
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4.3.1.

Because of smartphones, iPads, laptops, wireless technology and flatrates everybody has continuous access to the internet. As a stranger, I am immediately searched for on the internet
when I meet somebody new. On which webpages do I appear? To whom am I linked?

5.B.2.5. THE GENERIC SINGULARITY AS A TEACHER

‘I don’t want to teach like a professor, I want my life and
work to be a lesson, I want to be a lesson myself.’31
(Witold Gombrowicz)
‘You have nothing to refer to, just the sense of a place of learning, an undeniable need [...] something
which comes specially to someone who is willing to convey to others what is so special in him, and what
becomes special in those who learn – in their own way special – as though a singularity taught singularities.’32
(Louis Kahn)
5.

A generic singularity can become a teacher, though he teaches not the curriculum but from
the authority of his own artwork, his institutional accomplishments and his experience of
life, which is framed into an attitude. As a generic singularity the teacher is endowed with
an illuminated self (some kind of light, however weak it may be) that knows where it is going
– and through this movement is able to inspire (at least in principle). A generic singularity illuminates the world of an art student like lightning. Or, in the more profane words of painter
Philip Guston: ‘Lights a fire under your ass!’33
5.1.

A generic singularity learns from (is educated by) other artists or other generic singularities
(and often has great biographical knowledge of historical figures).
5.2.

Within the creative education system (art academies, film schools, design schools, Masters
programmes, residencies) a massive redistribution of good advice for artists is taking place.
Through informal meetings, studio-visits, group critiques, interviews, lectures and personal
conversations about the work of a student, good advice is given in the form of critical judgements, the principles of art-production and the way to lead the life of an artist. Each generic
singularity is the accumulation of good advice that worked for this specific life as an artist. Only
the advice that is helpful and empowers the student to make the best decision survives and
is passed on.
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5.2.1.

What the artist-professor says to the student is often forgotten afterwards by the professor,
whereas the student carries within himself the treasures of all the good advice given over
many years of learning. I said to one of my first teachers: ‘You gave me good advice more than
fifteen years ago that I never forgot: art is not learnt from books, but from other artists.’ To which he
replied: ‘Did I really say that?’
5.2.2.

The knowledge of a generic singularity can be formalised, as in the verbalisation of good
advice and principles, like the dictum of architect Peter Behrens: Less is more, which later
became a principle within the International Style by his students Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier and Mies van de Rohe, and finally a slogan for Minimalist design. No matter how many
principles are integrated, students will never be able to reproduce the exact style of a master,
since these principles took flesh within the specific body of another. But no thinking mind can
learn new concepts without them colouring his or her own personal style.
5.2.3.

Here is some advice that has been, and still is, useful to me:
- Push things forward.
- Assert a new aesthetic and don’t ask permission.
- Ask yourself what your contribution is.
-Work hard.
- Loosen up; don’t become too academic.
- Create you own context.
- Take the artwork off the walls.
- Don’t show everything you know in one go.
- Don’t choose easy solutions.
- Close your eyes and dream the image.
- Reduce information.
- Believe in it.
- Put your theory where your artwork is.
- Travel so you can reinvent yourself.
- Ask yourself if you’re still developing or just producing.
- Don’t go too fast.
- Map out differences.
5.2.4.

This advice functions in a similar way to the guides for conduct in Ancient Greece, the socalled hupomnémata that, according to Michel Foucault, were collected in small notebooks,
easy to remember, and always at hand: ‘It is a matter of constituting a logos bioethikos for oneself,
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an equipment of helpful discourses.’34 For every artist maxims and sayings constitute a body of
wisdom that is meditated upon, reread and rewritten, but also restated and circulated among
other artists, friends and students. They are close to one’s heart, because they are internalised; they have become one’s own. Whatever the internalised advice, it transforms the artist
into a micro-sage: somebody with the wisdom to produce art and live as an artist.
5.3.

A generic singularity takes the measurement of his or her own existence from those that have
expanded and contributed to a system in way that has changed it. A generic singularity comes
into being as a certain sensitivity to the words and ideas of others. To be situated within a
certain tradition that is already constituted is to be sensitive to ideas as specific actions within
media and means of sign-making ( > 3.A.1.3. Culture).
5.3.1.

A generic singularity is an eternal student: always learning, studying, absorbing ideas and
knowledge, meeting new people who can inspire; attempting to cross-combine them in irregular ways in order to produce the new.
5.4.

One can culturally create an institutional environment of support, generosity, self-critique,
ambition, competition (e.g. art academies such as Frankfurt Städelschule, Goldsmith’s College in London, CalArts in LA). The success of the new generation it produces will feed back
into the system, so the most talented will apply for the art academy and in return become
successful. This could be called the snowball effect of institutional success. Such institutional success seems also to be cyclical, like other types of economies, because proportional to the
success is the production of failure among students who thought that just by attending this
or that academy, they would achieve instant fame and be launched into an international art
career.
5.4.1.

Through my acceptance into an art academy and completion of an art programme, I am
authorised as an artist who graduated from this or that academy. In this way, I become generic in my artistic being, as someone who was exposed to the teaching of a professor and a
student-environment specific to an architectural location. All the students of the Städelschule
Frankfurt share this generic property, which becomes part of their cv and how the art world
views them. The art academy grants a generic qualification of my initial sovereign gesture towards life (as that of being an artist), but also gives me a force to develop my own singularity.
The generic art institution transforms me, because it desires the manifestation of my singularity
( > 1.A.3. Re-working Sein und Zeit & 3.B.2.5. Institutions).
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5.4.2.

Art education must happen in an environment that allows for the existence of a romantic
concept of experience: the students have to be able to test out propositions about art for
themselves, and integrate the experience into a personal synthesis ( > 2.A.2.4. Experience).
5.5.

A generic singularity of today is forced into the space of constant self-justification demanded
by art institutions, residencies, open calls, art grants, art competitions: the process of making
an application demands the justification of an art practice.
5.5.1.

A generic singularity who teaches art to younger artists represents a personalised knowledge
of the world as a specific form of a self-caring: this is how I have learned to live and survive in
my world through making art.
5.6.

The intimate relationship between the master and the apprentice is visible when young artists
work as assistants to more established artists. Here, the learning process is different from that
in an art academy, because it involves producing artworks that are foreign to the assistant. As
an assistant, I learn to make artwork that is not mine, and thereby I get to know the workings
behind that which appears in an exhibition space. I see the habitus of the established artist
at work: answering the telephone, talking to curators, clients and collectors; giving orders to
assistants and handling the press; dealing with stress and the planning of future exhibitions. I
learn how to behave, and perhaps I am used as a dialogue partner in the process of developing an artwork. To become the assistant of someone else is a way around the art institution,
because not only do I learn to make art from someone else, but I am also granted access to
the network of the artist ( > 3.B.3.2. Generosity, networks and the system of recommendation).
5.7.

Whatever is being taught at art academies, the most important thing is this: art has no presence. Only a work of art has presence, because each artwork is a proposition of art. Art has
no essence – only when we in strategic circumstances need to define it for ourselves and the
communities of art through which we live.

5.B.3.1. THE TIME OF A GENERIC SINGULARITY
1.

How does a generic singularity exist in relation to time? During our investigation into
the dimension of final being we listed several components constituting the force-field of
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temporality: time horizons, form-events, pheno-events, dispersed being, death and historicity. How do these components manifest themselves in the life of a generic singularity?
( > 4. Final being).
1.1.

In the act of deciding to become a generic singularity a transformation of existence takes
place, altering the relation to temporality in a fundamental way. Nietzche’s concept of Eternal
Recurrence can be seen as a modern relation to the time of an artist. The argument is as follows: if I am to repeat every action in my life forever, I must live it in such a way that I can
say ‘yes’ to it infinitely. This is the ultimate affirmation of life, because I must live my life, so I
am ready to always live it again. ‘To death I will say: “Was this life? Well, one more time!”’35 In this
way, the acceptance of the eternal recurrence forces me as a reflexive subject to intensify and
qualify my relation to time and life. If I waste my time, I will be forced to relive my waste and
states of non-creativity ( > 4.A.1. Finitude and death).
1.1.1.

As a further consequence of Nietzsche’s conception of time, there can be no separation between work and life, or what contemporary analysers of working life call the work-life balance.
For Nietzsche, there is for the artist only life, which is to work. And to work is to produce art
and the necessary conditions for art (research, experiencing, preparing, organising, travelling, reading and exchanging). In this way, the life of an artist becomes one with the actual
artistic output. Life itself becomes an artwork to be made ( > 5.B.3.3. Life as a work of art).
1.1.2.

One of the fundamental requirements of the affirmation of life and thereby my own time is
self-discipline. I have to be organised, focused and able to distinguish between the necessary
and superfluous. In the life of all great artists we find this enormous willpower, their ability to
concentrate themselves into the actual production of great artworks. This relation to time we
call concentrated being. Surrounding the artist as a figure is the notion of a life’s work:36 the result
of a concentrated effort to produce artworks; meeting deadlines; making plans for the future;
thinking out new ideas; collecting possible materials; researching and meeting new people.
The great writers of our civilisation have collected writings that often comprise ten to fifteen books; the equivalent for the visual artist is the catalogue raisonée: the complete works
( > 4.A.2. Concentrated being).
1.1.3.

Yet, this does not mean that artists are unaware of or inexperienced in the relations to dispersed being. All artists experience periods of non-productivity, boredom, illness or simply
fear of the blank page or canvas; a complete emptiness of being; a life lived in the extremities
of being that resembles mountain-climbing: attempting to scale the heights of the mountain
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summits and afterwards falling into the gorges of melancholia and depression ( > 4.A.3.
Dispersed being).
1.1.4.

A generic singularity aspires to the transgression of time into time. Through the contraction
of time into the artwork I leave a trace that supersedes time and is thereby able to return in
time. Whenever I view an old artwork I re-actualise the time of the artwork as a form-event.
I contemplate its making, I feel the presence of the executing artist-body who accomplished
this manifestation of a phenomenon. There is within some artists an aspiration for eternity:
to live on as a name after the death of the body. This is the uncanny power of artworks: their
ability to annihilate the moment through their immanent excess of time into time.
1.2.

In relation to the concepts of the form-event and the pheno-event, we can distinguish between the actual and the virtual in relation to the time of the generic singularity. The actual
is teleologically present within an organism, a structure, or object, as the immanent direction of its becoming or its functionality. The actuality of a seed, for example, is to become a
flower or a tree (not to become a sheep); the actuality of a foetus is to become a human (and
not a chestnut); the actuality of a house is to live in it (and not to eat it for breakfast). The
virtual is a space of possibility allowing for the unforeseen, unprecedented and unexpected
to appear. As a human I can actualise the foetus by accomplishing my full body-size; but my
human form, the outcome or the product of my existence (e.g. if I become a plumber, a pilot
or an artist) is my virtuality. A virtuality exists on two levels: the form of my existence and
my artistic output. I do not know what I will be in twenty years or which kind of works I
will be doing then. This element of the unknown regarding the artist and the artwork is the
reason why we can ascribe the actualisation of the virtual to the function of art: the life of
artists and art in general cannot be controlled or completely foreseen by the structure of the
art world or systemic modernity. Through the continuous transformation of my existence
as a generic singularity I become intimate with both the violence and ecstasy of virtuality
( > 4.A.2.3. The event).
1.2.1.

In the actual process of producing my work, I can become so self-absorbed, that I forget myself,
my surroundings and my obligations. I can be immersed to the point where I enter into a
state of studio-psychosis, where there is only me and the artwork coming into being. I return to
chronological time, looking at my watch, unaware of how much time has passed, but regarding my work I see time sustained in the actual material output. Something happened, a shape
took form, a surface was covered, a trace from my body was left. I see the work and I see the
time preserved ( > 4.A.4. The ecstasy of memory).
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1.3.

On a more pragmatic level, we can describe the time of a generic singularity as that of a
project-based time economy: I work towards an exhibition deadline and the closer I get, the more
I contract time and prioritise it towards the aim of my project. This is the force of the deadline: to push everything else away, to concentrate my being, to maximise my output. Afterwards I am empty. All my time has been sucked away from me and poured into the artworks
( > 4.A.2.3.2. Form-event).
1.3.1.

When committing myself to a project, I have to make a realistic plan for the realisation of
the work. If necessary, I must hire assistants to help me, and thereby expand my powers to
produce. I become a manager, not only of my own time, but also of the time of others.
1.3.2.

A project-based time economy can be seen as a resistance against the compartmentalisation
of time into fixed hourly units. From the industrial age modern Man inherited the division of
time in relation to labour: the nine-to-five working schedule. Organising time into units that
can be measured and economically rewarded (the hourly wage) is a way of instrumentalising
time based on the contract between employer and employee. As an artist I do not get paid by
the hour, but through the sale of my artwork or the fees from exhibition-making. Here, there
is no direct relation between the hours spent and the price paid, because part of the reward
is the recognition and honour that follows from exhibition-making and artwork-display. The
acceptance of this difference originates from the warrior-ethic constituting the power of the
sovereign gesture ( > 4.A.2.2. The quality of time & 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
1.3.3.

People trapped within the industrial framework of dividing time into measurable units project a certain desire for the time of an artist. From their perspective, the artist is absolutely
free to organise his own time, whereas they are forced to perform a certain number of working hours a day, a week, a month, a year ( > 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms).
1.4.

The constant production of artwork is also a constant tracing of time: inscribing my body,
my gestures and decisions into matter through sign-making and sign-tracing. My work is always accompanied by a year of production, and over time my work accumulates, becomes a
body of work. Alongside the ‘official’ production of my work is all my fragmentary notes, the
prepatory sketches, the books with underlinings and notes made in the margin. My existence
constantly leaves traces, so I am able to remember myself. Just by opening an old notebook,
viewing an early work or rereading a book, I can make my past resonate within me. All these
traces constitute the flesh of my time. They give it texture, create passages to my former self
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and make it possible to tell a story about myself ( > 2.B.2.5. Self-narration & 4.A.4. The ecstasy
of memory).
1.5.

Each generic singularity is the taking up of a situation inscribed into the flesh of history.
This is the historicity surrounding each generic singularity, because I become time by committing myself to my time. I am historical to the point where the accomplishments and developments of my culture sediment themselves into conceptual structures known as Classicism, Romanticism, Naturalism, Impressionism, avant-gardism, modernism and postmodernism, to which I am the successor. Works of art were produced before me, works
of art are being created right now and new unforeseen works of art are yet to appear.
The power of my historicity reveals itself when I am able to push things forward. Then I
will be known as he who opened up a new frontier, a new path for future artists to follow
( > 3.A.1.3. Culture & 4.B.2. Historicity).

5.B.3.2. THE BOHEMIAN LIFESTYLE
2.

The generic life-form of an artist is prefigured in the ideology of the bohemian lifestyle: the
individual who does not have regular working hours, lives freely beyond the secure system
of a reliable income; goes out at night, drinks heavily, explores and experiments with sexuality, drugs and social relationships. It is a life-form with few strings attached, a minimum of
restraints, obligations and responsibilities in relation to family life and social reproduction.
Historically, the bohemian lifestyle emerged in the form of a fundamentally modern figure,
the flaneur wandering the boulevards and arcades of nineteenth-century of Paris. Here, the
bohéme lived as an artist in an attic apartment refusing to conform to the norms and expectations of the bourgeoisie. The bohemian attempted to experiment with life through his way of
doing something else. He attempted to turn his life into a work of art through the absolute
aesthetic transformation of every sign, gesture and public appearance ( > 2.A.1. Own being as
a feeling and a life-form & 3.A.1.2. Generic life-forms and work-forms).
2.1.

The bohemian lifestyle finds it contemporary equivalent in the constant attending of gallery
openings, artist’s clubs, lectures and late-night after-parties. To the surrounding world there
is something immature and yet deeply fascinating about the bohemian lifestyle (the fantasy
of the wild night – and wild sex life). This can explain the double nature of the bohemian
lifestyle as both a threat to the established order conforming to middle-class expectations,
and something with emancipatory qualities. The bohemian will always represent something
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other, a different path taken and a special kind of freedom from the constraints of capitalist
consumer-society. A bohemian lives on nothing, but has a life where nothing is everything
( > 4.B.1.4. Transgression and limits).
2.1.1.

Through the denial of having a fixed income the bohéme is anti-protestant, since he does not
comply to the fundamentals of the work-ethic embedded in this religious system. Rather,
the bohemian represents a drift towards a Dionysiac way of life through always being open
to the new, the exiting, the interesting and the daily adventure. The bohemian is a secularised
manifestation of raw being within a human. The bohemian has time to embrace the night as
a space of transgression, because no obligations await him in the morning. This also means
that the sleep of the bohemian takes on a different meaning, as a point of resistance, because
within the sleep of no-need-to-wake-up, the bohemian is fully enclosed within his own interiority. He is free to sleep until he voluntarily wakes up – and therefore has time to dream
( > 4.A.3.2. Sleep).
2.1.2.

A certain dress-code testifies to the bohemian lifestyle: experimenting with clothing, challenging a norm, creating a hybrid between different ages, classes or cultural sign-formations.
The bohemian stands out from the crowd, differentiating himself not only through his sovereign gesture towards life, but also through his public appearance. He is different, and he
wants the world to know it ( > 2.B.2.3. The self as image and identity).
2.1.3.

To be in excess in relation to oneself is the essence of the bohemian lifestyle, because it designates a fundamental self-pleasure: to take pleasure in whatever life one has been given and to
give this life a clear expressive quality. A kind of externalised auto-eroticism manifests itself
in the choice of clothing, habitat, use of words and cultural consumption. A bohemian is a
declared and open narcissist who freely admits that being beautiful is the aim and fulfilment
of life ( > 2.A.2.6. Auto-eroticism).
2.2.

Since the act of meeting new people has become the basis of an understanding of society, as in
the concept of the network-society, the bohemian lifestyle is a suitable life-form regarding the
constant expansion of a network. By constantly going out and being visible at different venues
in public, one is participating in the bohemian lifestyle, yet simultaneously seriously networking.This aspect of networking could perhaps be a new myth surrounding the generic singularity as living a bohemian lifestyle: always meeting new interesting people, ‘connecting’ with
the world. Certain external features belong to the act of networking in our age such as the
business card, a personal web-page, an email-account, a profile on Facebook, Linked-in,Twit330

ter or Instagram. Networking takes on a new dimension, because new people become accessible through the internet and I myself cannot hide anymore ( > 3.B.3.2. Generosity, networks
and the system of recommendation & 5.B.2.1. The art world).
2.3.

During modernity, the bohemian has been seen as a redemptive figure. First of all, by embodying a different non-instrumentalised relation to time and space, and his own body. For the
bohemian, life is what happens when you surrender to it, not when you plan and organise it
to death. Life is transgression, the constant exploration of the other side of myself. And time
is not to be controlled, divided into hours that can be exchanged into the value of money. The
bohemian lifestyle represents a life-form that is an alternative to the massive disciplining of
the social body within systemic modernity. It is what Ève Chiapello calls the artist-critique of
the modern world, designating all the attempts in the name of emancipation and freedom to
exist differently in the world.37 It constitutes its own protest-tradition, because it is the attempt
to live outside the conventions of the ordinary middle-class life. But, from capitalism and the
society of the spectacle this artist-critique has been appropriated and reabsorbed into the discourse of neo-liberal management. Even though the artist-critique has become mainstream
and lost its power of alterity, we still believe in the enormous potential of the artistic existence as a movement towards a different relation to time and self-experience ( > 1.A.4. Foucualt
and technologies of the self).
2.3.1.

A life is a work of art to be made. Therefore, the world is a stage for the bohemian, where he
consciously considers his appearance in the eyes of the others. Life is something to be made
interesting. But the moment the zone of social reproduction discloses itself with the arrival
of a new child, the space of the bohemian lifestyle is severely challenged ( > 4.B.3. Social
reproduction).

5.B.3.3. LIFE AS A WORK OF ART

‘Art is the great stimulus of life: how can one understand
it as without purpose, no aim, as l’art pour l’art?’38
(Friedrich Nietzsche)
3.

Every human existence is a proposition about life: this could be life. In the same way, the
artwork proposes: this could be art. I propose the concept generic singularity to point towards
this event where a human being becomes something specific in time. To me, this becoming of
a singularity is also an aesthetics of existence, because just as the artwork attempts to surpass
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art, so the existence of a generic singularity is pushed to its utmost possibility, to the extreme
alterity of itself. To become a generic singularity is to transform a human life through the
making of art, and transform art through the infusion of human life into the works of art. It
is to follow the romantic imperative: be what you can become.Yet, it is a becoming through the
aesthetic. Through my living relationship with art I not only transform myself, but also my
relation to the world. Through art, my life can be justified, because art increases my poetic
abilities to communicate with the world. There is an openness of being in art that breaks me
apart. Art displaces me from whatever ontic system I am part of ( > 1.B.4. The relations to
being).
3.1.

What are the consequences of art? ‘Du muss dein Leben ändern.’ (Rilke).39
3.1.1.
To live life according to values that are new to me is an act of active choice and valuation. I
want to live according to these new values because they make me see and perceive life differently. A new horizon of intensities arises from this experimental living, because the new
values make me prioritise and decide differently. But, living according to new values does not
mean that I remain within them, as if the new values were a new set of fixed, never-changing
relations. It means that I continually question the values I am living in accordance to, considering whether they are enhancing or diminishing my sense of life. If values remain unquestioned, they become ossified, remnants from earlier times constraining the life to be lived. I
have to want my own incessant self-transformation or else I will be crushed by the dead weight
of my own history accumulating on top of me ( > 5.B.1.5. The transformative self).
3.2.

To me, a generic singularity is existence as an artwork in the line of Michel Foucault: as a certain technology of the self that becomes an art of existence that leads to a different production of self (the body-space), the real (the social space and the encounter with it) and temporality (of experiencing and producing the pheno-event and form-event). A generic singularity is
that living artwork that can create art, because it is a self that has given a form to itself, enabling
it to produce art. It is existence infused with aesthetics; making it is ambiguous and enigmatic.
There is something very strange about seeing artists in real-time: a body with a being-ability
to produce whatever artwork event ( > 1.A.4. Foucault and technologies of the self).
3.2.1.

To be a generic singularity is the ability to see differently, since a conversion of my general
being has occurred and transformed me into something different. It is a difference emerging
from a repetition: always practising in order to become a muscle to produce art.40
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3.3.

By turning his life into a work of art the generic singularity first and foremost attempts to
make it interesting. A work of art is interesting if it catches my attention, but also if it sustains
my interest. The interesting stands out as an intensified difference from that which is common, because it is a way of doing things differently. The interesting is a new proposition about
life, because the interesting condenses a series of problems in a way that is emblematic for a
certain epoch and which opens up a new space of existence. Andy Warhol is interesting, for
example, because of the way he transformed his life into a spectacle, experimenting with
gender-roles, new means of art-production and the organisation of the social space surrounding his life (the Factory). His gesture towards being an artist was new to the art world, and
that makes him still interesting today.

5.B.3.4. OPERATIONALISED SCHIZOPHRENIA

‘We are image makers and image-ridden.’41
(Philip Guston)
4.

A generic singularity exists within the schizophrenic spectrum,42 but is able to operationalise schizophrenia into the production of the whatever artwork-event. Through this concept we wish to
stress the double relation between the power to be imaginative and to be strange as a human
being. The first aspect regards the ability to invent parallel worlds and to daydream, but also
to be open to the strong currents of the subconscious. A generic singularity is forced to have
the ‘locks’ open in order to let in new ideas.43 It is a brainstorm in the mind as the free flow of
associations. But, the difference from the schizophrenic is the will-power and self-discipline to
make the ideas real. It is operationalised, and thereby invested into a social economy that can in
turn produce the artist as a generic singularity. An artist is honoured, not for the virtues of his
existence or how he suffered as a human, but for the greatness of his artworks.
4.1.

Yet the ability not only to think the virtual, but also to transform these ideas into strange
works of art, feeds back into the existence of a generic singularity. The way in which the
generic singularity surrenders to his own desire, as well as having the ability to think in parallel
worlds makes him uncanny: the desire and thought of that which could be… This makes a generic
singularity strange and quirky, because such incarnated otherness exercises a pressure on the
situation between humans.The physical presence of a generic singularity makes the heart beat
faster in the surrounding bodies, since he makes them nervous, insecure. This power derives
from the operationalisation of desire and schizophrenia immanent to the existence of a generic
singularity.
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4.1.1.

Just as no two exactly similar cases or instances of schizophrenia exist – since it is a spectrum
of difference – no generic singularities are alike. There is not one generic singularity that is an
exact copy of another. There are overlappings, sources of inspiration, copying, re-actualising,
but not exactitude in likeness.
4.2.

The existence of a generic singularity within a social field is a punctum, a crack in the universal
appearance of humanity.
4.2.1.

A generic singularity is a new way of relating to outside forces. This new way of relating becomes a strange kind of filtering of the world that plays with the violence of being and the appearance of the world. The mind of a generic singularity is flooded with ideas, and in this flood
every stable identity position, every notion of a fixed structure, simply ‘floats’ in the world.
Imagine a dam holding back the enormous pressure of redundant information from one’s
surroundings, and then, when the locks are suddenly opened, one’s consciousness is flooded.
Such a moment of mental disorder (or, in the case of an artist, inspiration) could be when
unknown locks let the ideas rush forward, as in an aggressive assault upon the mind. It is the
manifestation of raw being within the body, a sudden appearance of irrationality and strange
configurations in the mind. Nothing is stable, everything solid melts, not into hot air, but into
question marks, and in this space the artist exists. The price? A constant nervous disposition,
an unsettled, quirky appearance, the ever-present feeling of exhaustion, of emptying oneself
from the pressure of being. I have the suspicion that this could be the intimate relation between the artistic existence and madness44 ( > 2.A.2.3. The brain).
4.2.2.

In the case of a generic singularity, it is the ability to operationalise these openings and channel them into the realisation of work that determines the outcome of the wild production of
ideas (brain-storming). A context that can absorb, select and concentrate on the ideas manifesting themselves is important if they are not to disappear or become unrealised. This could
be the collaborative situation – when ideas are developed with friends, other artists, relatives, people with whom the artist can communicate. The power of collaborative art-projects
resides in the pushing of ideas in completely new directions. In a collective brain-storm the
brains are almost wired together, interacting, spinning off each other, spiralling into an unknown territory where mad, wild ideas appear.
4.2.3.

‘Liminal zones, sciences on the fringes and art at the limits are of the greatest importance for the general
progression of culture.Through the reckless power of the emotional life, through the massive power of the
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irrational, through the lack of self-restraint, and all the consequences that follow, experiences are produced that other people never get to have (or acquire).’45
(Lange-Eichbaum and Kurth)
4.2.4.

There is something pathological about a generic singularity. It is the manner of taking risks
and being indifferent to the consequences – but also ignoring the negative and critical judgements of those surrounding one. A generic singularity can manifest itself as an obsessive
resistance against the symbolic. A generic singularity can have the desire not to be ( > 3.A.1.4.
The symbolic in given being).
4.2.5.

Operationalised schizophrenia can be seen as the schizophrenia of nature: nature splitting itself into a double where the double becomes the Abgrund (Schelling) within myself that I traverse, but am also marked by. In the same space as my ability to envision artworks I also see myself as another: as someone capable of committing atrocities and horrible actions. My interior
mind is flooded with blood, cutting and explosions. Yet I cannot help myself in travelling to
the far end of the possible (Bataille), because only here can I see the world from a new vantage
point. I am raw being to the point where I am surviving myself. Uncooked and indigestible.
4.3.

The existence of a generic singularity is the act of defining a practice. A practice is a double
movement of enacting a certain type of social behaviour and organising space and its objects
into a functional whole. To the practice of an artist belongs the studio. The studio is the externalised objectified psychosis of the artist.
4.3.1.

A generic singularity can be a dispersed field of existence (messy, chaotic, disorganised) with no coherence other than the actual name engraved into the flesh of the body
( > 4.A.3. Dispersed being).
4.3.2.

A generic singularity can be orderly to the point of obsessive neurotic behaviour: hysterical.
Everything has to be in place, no mess is allowed, since the first sign of chaos could disrupt
the momentarily balanced cosmic equilibrium.
4.4.

A generic singularity casts a shadow around his family members. He makes the other members stand in the shadow, while he moves into the limelight.
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4.5.

The death of a generic singularity is always a loss of something extraordinary – of a human
who tried to push the limits of cultural expression and communication. To be a generic singularity is to see the world differently, but it is a vision emanating from a certain instantiation
of a vulnerable body ( > 2.A.2. The monstrous body).

5.B.3.5. POETIC LICENSE: THE WORK OF ART

‘First and foremost: the artworks!
That means practice, practice, practice!
The necessary “faith” will sooner or later arrive – be sure of that!’46
(Friedrich Nietzsche)
‘Art bears witness to the inhuman within the human. Its aim is nothing
short of compelling humanity to some excess with regard to itself.’47
(Alain Badiou)
5.

A generic singularity has poetic license. This means that in principle an artist can do what he
wants without asking permission. My poetic license is my freedom as an artist. A scientist has
to justify and prove his thesis according to criteria and systems of validations. A doctor does
not have poetic licence to treat a patient in whatever manner he likes.
5.1.

My poetic license as a generic singularity faces me with a paradox:
1.	Art is already defined and exists before me as a given: an immense number of already accomplished artworks and sets of rules generating a variety of art manifestations. I am surrounded by a massive production constituting the contemporary
art world in which I am compared and situated in relation to.
2.	The artist must define art: I have to give art a new definition and this act must be
inventive and original. If I want to survive as a generic singularity I must attempt
to give this definition; I must display some kind of sovereignity in relation to my
artworks.
5.1.1.

So my art practice becomes the explicit manifestation of this struggle to overcome the paradox: through my artworks I am situating myself within the contemporary (relating to existing artworks) and simultaneously trying to overcome the contemporary (attempting the
new definition). Could this be the reason why the artist has been given poetic licence – the
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freedom to do what one has to do in order to produce the new? I have the freedom, but must
practice this freedom in the constant repetition of practising: repeating my attempts at making art ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
5.2.

But the price paid for poetic license is also the contingency of an artwork. No artwork exists
with absolute necessity (if so, it would be absolutely predictable as a phenomenon following
natural laws). The artwork is a whatever artwork event, because the right of a generic singularity is exactly to state the whatever as an artwork within the context of art. So the generic
singularity must be a fighter: not only for the form of his own existence (as this specific artist), but more importantly, for his ideas. To fight for my idea is the process of making it real.
It is to be hysterical. It is to bring a work of art to a point where the viewer can engage with
it – either as an autonomous entity, a site-specific work or as a process-based artwork-event.
In either case, the viewer is activated, included or invited to be part of my artwork-event and
can decide from thereon what will happen ( > 5.B.2.2. The sovereign gesture).
5.2.1.

Due to the inherent contingency of the artwork, the question of art is therefore: ‘Why do I
need this art now?’ I need art because it is a great stimulus for life. It enhances my life. But
my need for art is not always the same. Sometimes I need art because it helps me stay alive
or it shows me a world beyond my own. At other times, I need art that makes me think or
inspires me in my own work. And then I need art that provokes me, makes me angry, makes
me physically uncomfortable, overwhelms me. I can be in need of an art that expresses my
dissatisfaction with a social or political situation; an art that ridicules: fresh, dirty or stupid.
I need art that pushes me in a new direction or gives me a sense that new horizons are opening in my culture. I need art that challenges me as a radical alterity to my own life. I need
art that makes me question and criticise the institution of art. I need art that hypnotises me.
Sometimes I don’t know what I need, except to be surprised. And then there are times when
I need art that is beautiful, makes me ecstatic and elevates my being. My need for art is there
because I need this self-excess in relation to myself. Art compels me into another state of being, and this is the power of the fundamental contingency of art: it is non-necessary, so I can
make it necessary in my life.
5.3.

What is the relationship between a generic singularity and his artworks? The work of art
testifies to my acquired being-ability: the performance of my singularity acquired from the
transformation of the generic form of the artist. As a generic singularity my power resides in
my ability to produce artwork. This is the wisdom that I have learnt from my encounter with
an institution of art. Through practice as a repetition of a gesture, I have become more skilled
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and secure in the act of generating and executing the work of art. I have developed my own
expression, my project. So, there is a relation between my artworks and me, but how do I feel
about them? What do they mean to me? Gerhard Richter has famously said: ‘My artworks are
more intelligent than me.’ I would rather say: ‘My artworks are stranger than me.’
5.3.1.

My artworks keep me alive. They are like lifeboats in the dark night of my mind, keeping me
afloat, stopping me from drowning. As an artist I have difficulty in assessing my actual value
as a human existence. What have I done with my life? I have offered my life to the generic
category of an artist, but attempted to give my own form to this gesture in relation to the
institution of art at this moment in history. As an artist I have pushed artworks into the world.
I have given something a form that is preserved in traces and which is still there. Through my
artwork I have become something: a generic singularity ( > 1.A.1. The question of the generic
and the singular).
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Perception, p. vii (translation modified).
69	See Adorno & Horkheimer: ‘Die Weltherrschaft über die Natur wendet sich gegen das denkende
Subjekt selbst, nichts wird von ihm übriggelassen, als eben jenes ewig gleiche Ich denke, das alle meine
Vorstellungen muß begleiten können. […] Was als Triumph subjektiver Rationalität erscheint, die
Unterwerfung alles Seienden unter den logischen Formalismus, wird mit der gehorsamen Unterordnung der Vernunft unters unmittelbar Vorfindliche erkauft’, Dialektik der Aufklärung, pp. 32–33.
70	Friedrich Nietzsche pointed towards the functions of values in Jenseits von Gut und Böse
(1886) as a protecting shield against the indifferent violent forces of nature.
71	See also Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny, where he traces the history of the
modern uncanny.
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p. 47-88 / 2. OWN BEING / 2.A. THE INTIMACY OF OWN BEING
1	Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self, p. 181.
2	Witold Gombrowicz, A Kind of Testament, p. 67.
3	Maurice

Merleau-Ponty spoke poetically about the body as the ‘norm of visibility’. He
meant by this that the actual physical world with its human fabric of objects and built
environments is constituted in relation to the size of the body. Everything points towards
human uses, thereby implying my presence and intimacy in this world.
4	In Theorie des Romans (1916) Georg Lukacs touches upon some similar themes that since
the first reading have remained close to me: that the necessity to give a form to life happens in a world where the transcendental order has dissolved. In this moment where
Man is set loose, he is not severed from the necessity of having order, but instead forced
to reinvent it himself and acknowledge it as a temporary solution.
5	Ludwig Wittgenstein: ‘Jedes Zeichen scheint allein tot. Was gibt ihm Leben? – Im Gebrauch lebt
es’, Philosophische Untersuchungen, p.128 / 128e.
6	For Pierre Bourdieu this would be the case with his concept of habitus. Or, in the words
of Eric L. Santner: ‘Human life unfolds in an articulated space of possibilities embodied in the
forms of life into which one contingently comes to be initiated, the practices that define one’s historical community’, Creaturely Life, p. 7.
7	Martin Heidegger: ‘Wozu sich das Dasein je faktisch entschließt, vermag die existenziale Analyse
grundsätzlich nicht zu erörtern’, SuZ, p. 383 / Being and Time, p. 434.
8	Martin Heidegger: ‘Das Dasein ist ein Seiendes, das nicht nur unter anderem Seienden vorkommt.
Est ist vielmehr dadurch ontisch ausgezeichnet, daß es diesem Seienden in seinem Sein um dieses
Sein selbst geht. Zu diser Seinsverfassung des Daseins gehört aber dann, daß es in seinem Sein zu
diesem Sein ein Seinsverhältnis hat’, SuZ, p. 12.
9	Martin Heidegger: ‘Die konkrete Ausarbeitung der Frage nach dem Sinn von ‘Sein’ ist die Absicht
der folgenden Abhandlung’, SuZ, p. 1.
10	Martin Heidegger: ‘Sein ist das transcendens schlechthin. Die Transcendenz des Seins des
Daseins ist eine ausgezeichnete, sofern in ihr die Möglichkeit und Notwendigkeit der
radikalsten Individuation liegt’, SuZ, p. 85 (own translation).
11	Martin Heidegger, SuZ, p. 193.
12	See Chapter 6, §39-§44 in SuZ, Die Sorge als Sein des Daseins.
13	Exactly what inspired Heidegger’s concept of ‘thrownness’ is unclear, but we have already encountered it in Arthur Schopenhauer’s Welt als Wille undVorstellung.
14	And thereby Heidegger captured a feeling of the modern age being thrown into life. The
resonation of thrownness is the feeling of absurdity and nothingness that coincided with
cultural phenomena such as Dadaism and the Theatre of the Absurd.
15	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Par delà le cogito parlé, celui qui est converti en énoncé et en vérité
d’essence, il y a bien un cogito tacite, une épreuve de moi par moi. […] Le cogito tacite, la pres-
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ence de soi à soi, étant l’existence meme, est antérieur à toute philosophie’, Phénoménologie de la
perception, p. 462 / Phenomenology of Perception, pp. 469–70.
16	We can also view Merleau-Ponty’s indebtedness to Heidegger on the level of Seins-vergessenheit. Where the latter attacks – or wishes to deconstruct – logo-centrism in order
to clear the ground for a new understanding of the revelation of being, Merleau-Ponty
reveals the bodily foundation of the philosophical subject as that ground that has been
forgotten and repressed within the philosophical tradition. This deconstruction of the
Western metaphysics becomes apparent in the later period of Merleau-Ponty’s thinking.
17	I first encountered Merleau-Ponty during the spring of 1995, but studied him more
closely in 1997 because of a presentation of his theory of expression. Since then I have
returned again and again to his thoughts.
18	Merleau-Ponty: ‘Mais je ne suis pas devant mon corps, je suis dans mon corps, ou plutôt je suis
mon corps’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 175 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 173.
19	In several passages of Phénoménologie de la perception we find the guiding idea that the body
is the main principle of unity, a principle of unity that can be traced back to MerleauPonty’s early interest in Neo-platonism and Plotinus. In the preface we find the following
statement: ‘The world is precisely that thing of which we form a representation, not as men or as
empirical subjects, but in so far as we are all one light and participate in the One without destroying its unity’, p. xiii. See my MA-Thesis: Reversible Subjectivity, where I expand on this
source of inspiration.
20	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Ce qui définit l’homme n’est pas la capacité de créer une seconde
nature, – économique, sociale, culturelle, – au delà de la nature biologique, c’est plutôt celle de
dépasser les structures créés pour en créer d’autres’, Structure du comportement, p. 189 (own
translation).
21	René Descartes, Discourse on Method, p. 19.
22	Merleau-Ponty inherited this formulation from the late Edmund Husserl and his unpublished writing, see Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 160.
23	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Le corps en général est un ensemble de chemins déjà traces, de pouvoirs
déjà constitués, le sol dialectique acquis sur lequel s’opère une mise en forme supérieure et l’âme est
le sens qui s’établit alors’, La structure du comportement, p. 227 (own translation).
24	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘L’importance attachée au corps […] se relient donc à un drame plus
général qui tient à la structure métaphysique de mon corps, à la fois objet pour autrui et sujet pour
moi’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 195 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 194.
25	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Tout ce que nous sommes, nous le sommes sur la base d’une situation de
fait que nous faisons nôtre et que nous transformons sans cesse par une sorte d’echappement qui
n’est jamais une liberté inconditionnée’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 199 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 198.
26	Spinoza, Ethics, III, prop. II, p. 87.
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27	What

is the difference between emotions and affects? Could the difference be that affects are direct responses to situations, whereas emotions are feelings that have a certain
continuity. In a moment of anger, for example, I feel affect as a temporary disequilibrium
of my being, whereas in a relation of love I have strong emotions towards a specific other
over a longer continuum of time.
28	It is the phenomenological body seen through the eyes of such diverse thinkers and
writers as Rabelais, Marquis de Sade, Nietzsche, Bakhtin, Celine and Bataille that have
inspired this concept of the body as monstrous.
29	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Le corps est notre moyen general d’avoir un monde’, Phénoménologie
de la perception, p. 171 / Phenomenology of Perception, p.169 (translation modified).
30	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘J’ai le monde comme individu inachevé à travers mon corps comme
puissance de ce monde’, Phénomenologie de la perception, p. 402 / Phenomenology of Perception,
p. 408 (translation modified).
31	The widespread admiration of sportspeople is due to their exceptional bodily performances.
32	From evolutionary theory we also know that the human body is not made for the modern world. Many of our illnesses, diseases and threats come from the way in which we
distribute the forces that maintain life. In order to regain the balance between Man and
world, one has to restructure the world so that it complies with the functionalities of the
body. See the interesting and alarming article by Jörg Blech: Fehlkonstruktion Mensch in
Der Spiegel, no. 40, 2009.
33	Only to a certain extent is the following listing hierarchical, since different forms of human existence are possible – including the exceptional states where organs become destroyed, the brain is declared ‘dead’ or the heart stops beating. It is a totality, a symphony
of structures that are intertwined and only in a modern medical sense is it possible to
maintain exceptional body-states.
34	Michel Foucault, Sex, Power, and the Politics of Identity in Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, p. 163.
Originally published in English, 1984.
35	The case of the hermaphrodite – the double-sexed human – must be accounted for as an
exception and one of nature’s ‘productive mistakes’.
36	This formulation comes from Gayatri Spivak, lecture at Humboldt University, November 2007.
37	This is obvious on a webpage such as freeporn.com, which has about twenty-five different
categories for the viewing of adult videos. As a viewer, you are confronted with a very
specific differentiation within the spectrum of visual arousal: you have to make a decision
of what you want to see.
38	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Il y a osmose entre la sexualité et l’existence, c’est-à-dire que si
l’existence diffuse dans la sexualité, réciproquement la sexualité diffuse dans l’existence, de sorte
qu’il est impossible d’assigner’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 197 / Phenomenology of
Perception, p. 196.
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39	See Jesper Hoffmeyer: Ejer jeg mit dna? in Weekendavisen, Ideer, p. 6, No. 20, 21 May 2010.
40	German: Die Lebenserfahrung; Danish: Livserfaringen.
41	This

is the case for Holocaust literature, ‘Vidnesbyrdlitteratur’, such as that by Primo
Levi, and later with Communism, Herta Müller. Most recently, the young poet Yahya
Hassan (b. 1995) has introduced a new beginning in Danish immigrant-literature through
the explosive breakthrough of his debut publication: Digte (2013). Not only does the
language have a strange direct power, but more importantly, the experience presented
is also powerful: that of a young criminal who has been violated and abused in his childhood. Hassan is a voice of alterity speaking out loud about another reality existing parallel to the official Danish self-image of being the best country in the world.
42	G.W.F. Hegel: ‘Diese dialektische Bewegung, welche das Bewußtsein an ihm selbst, sowohl an
seinem Wissen als an seinem Gegenstande ausübt, insofern ihm der neue wahre Gegenstand
daraus entspringt, ist eigentlich dasjenige, was Erfahrung genannt wird’, Phänomenologie des
Geistes, p. 78 (own translation).
43	See Jørgen Dehs, Refleksion og Erfaring, p.119.
44	9/11, for example, is an event that is traumatic in very different ways according to
whether one lost relatives in the attack, was present in the vicinity of the twin towers
that morning, or watched it mediated through television. Such an event, which has become an expression in itself and repeatedly referred to, cannot be repressed or forgotten
in the same way as a personal loss, experienced, for example, by somebody who lost his
father years ago in a hospital.
45	Philip Guston, Talk at Art/Not Art? in Collected Writings, p. 282.
46	Georges Bataille:‘L’esprit humain est exposé aux plus surprenantes injunctions. Sans sesse, il a
peur de lui-même. Ses mouvements érotiques le terrifient’, L’érotisme, p. 11 / Eroticism, p. 7.
47	Georges Bataille: ‘L’érotisme est dans la conscience de l’homme ce qui met en lui l’être en question’, L’éroticisme, p. 23 / Eroticism, p. 29.
48	Georges Bataille: ‘Il cherche sans cesse au dehors un objet du désir. Mais cet objet répond à
l’intériorité du désir’, L’éroticisme, p. 35 / Eroticism, p. 29.
49	George Bataille: ‘Essentiellement, le domaine de l’éroticisme est le domaine de la violence, le domaine de la violation’, L’éroticisme, p. 23 / Eroticism, p. 16.
50 Jacques Lacan, The Seminar – book XI, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis,
p. 235.
51	George Bataille: ‘Nous sommes des êtres discontinues, individus mourant isolément dans une aventure inintelligible, mais nous avons la nostalgie de la continuité perdue’, L’éroticisme, pp. 21–22
/ Eroticism, p. 15.
52	Michel Foucault has, in Histoire de la sexualité Vol. I–III, described the problematisation of
pleasure and erotics in Antiquity, and how it came to form an important part of the relation to the self. Foucault’s aim was to trace back the origin of the Western Christian view
of sexuality as sinful, and rediscover another more embracing and multi-facetted sexuality that existed before this transformation. He deals with the discourse on sexuality, the
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different acts and how sexuality becomes part of a wider economy of marital relations,
but not to my knowledge specifically with the phenomenological act of masturbation. In
the text: Les anormaux from 1975 he touches on the historical perception of and relation
to people who masturbate. Dits et Écrits, T.I., pp. 1690–96.
53	In 2008 the first public masturbation competition was held in Copenhagen (and transmitted on television).
54	Roger Kennedy: ‘The damning-up of libido is for Freud a basic factor in the production of a
neurosis, which can open up paths to regression, causing conflict and neurosis’, Libido – Ideas in
Psychoanalysis, p. 37.
55	Louis Kahn, Silence and Light II in Essential Writings, p. 237.
56	See Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Le langage indirect et les voix du silence, in Signes, p. 88.
57	See Maurice Merleau-Ponty, L’Algorithme et le mystére du langage in La Prose du Monde,
p. 180.
58	Søren Kierkegaard: ‘Hvad er en Digter? Et ulykkeligt Menneske, der gjemmer dybe Qvaler I sit
Hjerte, men hvis Læber ere dannede saaledes, at idet Sukket og Skriget strømme ud over dem, lyde de
som en skjøn Musik,’ Enten/Eller, p. 23 (own translation).
59	J.W. Goethe, Wilhelm Meister’s Travels, p.73.
60	Schopenhauer: ‘Naar jeg fortier min hemmelighed, er den min fange; lader jeg den undslippe, er
jeg dens fange’, Livsførelse, p. 99 (own translation from Danish).
61	Georges Bataille: ‘Notre experience secrète ne peut entrer directement dans la partie Claire de la
conscience. Du moins, la conscience distincte a-t-elle le pouvoir de discerner le mouvement par lequel
elle écarte ce qu’elle condamne. C’est donc sous forme de possibilité maudite, condamné – sous
forme de ‘ péché’ – que la vérite intime parvient à la conscience’, L’érotisme, p. 181 / Eroticism,
pp. 162–63.
62 Michel Foucualt, Les Mots et les Choses, pp. 329–33.
63 This is the typical judgement of somebody who is too academic over-analysing every
situation without being present to it.

p. 91-123 / 2. OWN BEING / 2.B. THE VIOLENCE OF OWN BEING

Julia Kristeva, Black Sun, p. 181.
2	Martin Heidegger: ‘Die Entschlossenheit holt das Dasein auf sein eigenstes Selbstseinkönnen
zurück. Eigentlich und ganz durchsichtig wird das eigene Seinkönnen im verstehenden Sein zum
Tode als der eigensten Möglichkeit’, SuZ, p. 307 (own translation).
3	Søren Kierkegaard: ‘Selvet er et Forhold, der forholder sig til sig selv, eller er det I Forholdet, at
Forholdet forholder sig til sig selv; Selvet er ikke Forholdet, men at Forholdet forholder sig til sig selv;
[…] Et saadant deriveret, sat Forhold er Menneskets Selv, et Forhold, der forholder sig til sig selv, og
i at forholde sig til sig selv forholder sig til et Andet’, Sygdommen til Døden, p. 73 / The Sickness
unto Death, The Essential Kierkegaard, p. 351.
1
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4	
Ibid: ‘Det Selv, han fortvivlet vil være, er et Selv han ikke er’, p. 79.
5	Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self – The Making of the Modern Identity, p. 115. See the chap-

ter Plato’s Self-Mastery, pp. 115–26, for a detailed account of this relation between the
self and one’s desires.
6	Pierre Bourdieu: Raisons Practiques. Sur la théorie de l’action, p. 24 (own translation).
7	See Peter Sloterdijk, Du müss dein Leben ändern, pp. 133–72, where he discusses the problems of Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of habitus in relation to self-transformation.
8	Alain Badiou, The Century, p. 104.
9	See Emmanuel Lévinas, Totalité et infini, Le visage et l’extériorité, pp. 203–77.
10	Martin Heidegger: ‘Jede Erhaltung des Lebens steht im Dienste der Lebenssteigerung’, Nietzsches
Wort ‘Gott ist Tot’ in Holzwege, p. 229 (own translation).
11	Martin Heidegger, Nietzsches Wort ‘Gott ist Tot’ in Holzwege, pp. 209–69.
12	Martin Heidegger: ‘Das Dasein ist ihm selbst in seinem Sein je schon vorweg’, SuZ, p. 191
(own translation).
13	Martin Heidegger: ‘Die perfectio des Menschen, das Werden zu dem, was er in seinem Freisein
für seine eigensten Möglichkeiten (dem Entwurf) sein kann, ist eine “Leistung” der “Sorge”’, SuZ,
p. 199 (own translation).
14	Maurice Merleau-Ponty, La structure et comportement, pp. 174–75.
15	See Gilles Deleuze, Sur la mort de l’homme et le surhomme in Foucault, p. 131.
16	Guy Debord: ‘Le spectacle n’est pas un ensemble d’images, main un rapport social entre des personnes, médiatisé par des images’, La société du spectacle, §4 / The Society of the Spectacle, §4.
17	As Donald Draper, the advertising executive in the TV series Mad Men (2007) says to his
novice: ‘The woman wants to be the woman that man desires.’
18	Guy Debord: ‘Le spectacle dans la société correspond à une fabrication concréte de l’aliénation’,
La société du spectacle, §32 / The Society of the Spectacle, §32.
19	Plato, The Republic, Book II, 375b.

p. 125-155 / 3. GIVEN BEING / 3.A. THE INTIMACY OF GIVEN BEING
1	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Le choix que nous faisons de notre vie a toujours lieu sur la base d’un

certain donné’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 519 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 529.
2	Witold Gombrowicz, A Kind of Testament, p. 51.
3	See Jacques Derrida, Le voix et le phénomene, p. 39.
4	Gaston Bachelard: ‘L’être commence par le bien-être’, La poétique de l’espace, p. 103 / The Poetics of Space, p. 104.
5	See Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophische Untersuchungen, §19, §23, §241.
6	Martin Heidegger: ‘„Welt” bedeutet in jener Bestimmung überhaupt nicht ein Seiendes und keinen Bereich von Seiendem, sonder die Offenheit des Seins. Der Mensch ist und ist Mensch, insofern er
der Ek-sistierende ist. Er steht in die Offenheit des Seins hinaus, als welche das Sein selber ist, das
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als der Wurf sich das Wesen des Menschen in „die Sorge” erworfen hat. Dergestalt geworfen steht der
Mensch „in” der Offenheit des Seins. „Welt” ist die Lichtung des Seins, in die der Mensch aus seinem geworfenen Wesen her heraussteht. Das “In-der-Welt-sein” nennt das Wesen der Ek-sistenz im Hinblick
auf die gelichtete Dimension, aus der das „Ek-” der Ek-sistenz west’, Brief über den Humanismus in
Wegmarken, p. 350 (own translation).
7	Martin Heidegger: ‘In-Sein ist demnach der formale existentiale Ausdruck des Seins des Daseins,
das die wesenhafte Verfassung des In-der-Welt-seins hat’, SuZ, p. 54 (own translation).
8	Martin Heidegger: ‘Daß die Welt zum Bild wird, ist ein und derselbe Vorgang mit dem, daß der
Mensch innerhalb des Seienden zum Subjectum wird’, Die Zeit des Weltbildes, in Holzwege, p. 92
(own translation).
9	Martin Heidegger: ‘Soll aber der Mensch noch einmal in die Nähe des Seins finden, dann muß er
zuvor lernen, im Namenlosen zu existieren’, Brief über den Humanismus, p. 319.
10	Jean-Luc Marion: ‘Pris selon son fait accompli, le phénomène donné arrive – s’écrase même – sur
la conscience, qui le reçoit; il n’apparaît proprement qu’au moment où il éclate sur cet écran’,
Étant donné, p. 213 / Being Given, p. 151.
11	Among the saturated phenomena is that of the painting as an ideal object. It is unique
par excellence, it establishes the same viewer position independently of its context (it is
autonomous), and as an idol it brings the visible to its utmost intensity: ‘an organization of
the visible is imposed [in the painting] such that it overwhelms and blocks the errant view, making
the look dedicated to what it keeps watch over’, In Excess, p. 60.
12	Jean-Luc Marion, In Excess, p. 25.
13	Ibid., p. 27.
14	Marion takes this famous definition from Sein und Zeit, §7, p. 31.
15	Jean-Luc Marion, In Excess, p. 19.
16	Ibid., pp. 24-25.
17	In this sense he is continuing a line of thought from Martin Heidegger, who in the Brief
über den Humanismus called for a more humble kind of listening to being.
18	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Un style est une certaine manière de traiter les situations [...] J’épreuve
l’unité du monde comme je reconnais un style’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 378 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 382.
19	See Erwin Goffman: The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, pp. 28–82.
20	The economist Richard Florida has in The Rise of The Creative Class (2002) pointed towards
the paradigmatic shift in people employed in so-called creative industries (all higher
problem-solving occupations) as the main development of Western societies.
21	As such, the zone of work is intimately linked with concepts such as life-forms, generic
life-forms, the plane of existence, self-agency, private and public space, the narrative
self. We say this to point towards the importance of work today for the preservation of
life and the construction of identity.
22	In countries other than Scandinavian ones whose welfare systems provide free higher
education to all, one would also need to add financial resources to this list. Sadly, for the
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majority of citizens in the world, higher education is a question of parental wealth or
taking student loans that take a life-time to pay back.
23 S
 ee Frederick C. Beyser, The Romantic Imperative, pp. 88–104.
24 M
 artin Heidegger: ‘DieWelt des Daseins ist Mitwelt’, SuZ, p. 118 (own translation).
25 R
 oland Barthes, Le degré zero de l’écriture, pp. 16–17.

p. 157-204 / 3. GIVEN BEING / 3. B. THE VIOLENCE OF GIVEN BEING

 hat is the difference between a concept of reality (Realism) and life-world (Lebens-Welt
W
in the Husserlian sense)? For a realist, reality is connected to what is real and thereby to
what is scientifically true. A realist would say: ‘But in reality…’, pointing towards a deeper
reality behind the appearance; an objective reality that is independent of any human interference with it. From the perspective of a life-world, the question is not about the
scientifically true or false, but a question of which values and patterns for life are in action
at a given moment. From this perspective my real is that which makes me real in life.
2
See Jacques Rancière, On Disagreement, Chapter 2: Wrong: Politics and Police, pp. 21–42.
3	See Claus Carstensen, Rhizomer og Crossovers in Omey og andre territorier, p. 84.
4	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘Ma liberté, le pouvoir fondamental que j’ai d’être le sujet de toutes mes
expériences, n’est pas distincte de mon insertion dans le monde’, Phénoménologie de la perception,
p. 413 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 419.
5	I am aware of the associations with Niklas Luhmann’s Systemtheorie that might spring to
mind, and will explain in the paragraphs to come the differences between his and my
conception of the social world and its systems.
6	Immanuel Kant: ‘Aufklärung ist der Ausgang des Menschen aus seiner selbstverschuldeten Unmündigkeit’, Was ist Aufklärung, p. 9 (own translation).
7	A modern company will therefore be in contact with all fields: design, securing of patent, security of work force, construction of production facilities, development of machines, marketing, control of economy, production, hiring of new educated workers and
systems for salaries.
8	Which, during the economic crisis in 2008, has become the obvious difference from the
stock-market crash in 1929 – this time, every economy on the planet was affected due to
globalisation.
9	As Michel Foucault says in Qu’est-ce que les lumières (1984), it is an attitude with the potential to think beyond the limits of the present: ‘The attitude of modernity, the high value of
the present is indissociable from a desperate eagerness to imagine it, to imagine it otherwise than it
is, and to transform it not by destroying it but by grasping it in what it is. [...] The critical ontology
of ourselves must be considered not, certainly, as a theory, a doctrine, nor even as a permanent body
of knowledge that is accumulating; it must be conceived as an attitude, an ethos, a philosophical life
in which the critique of what we are is at one and the same time the historical analysis of the limits
1
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imposed on us and an experiment with the possibility of going beyond them’, What is Enlightenment? in Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, pp. 311–19.
10	Which is, of course, a very limited sphere of the global world, where a number of liberations and emancipations are still possible.
11	Guy Debord: ‘Le spectacle ne peut être compris comme l’abus d’un monde de la vision, le produit
des techniques de diffusion massive des images. Il est bien plutôt une Weltanschauung devenue
effective, matériellement traduite. C’est une vision du monde qui s’est objectivée’, La société du
spectacle, §5 / The Society of the Spectacle, §5.
12	Debord: ‘Sous toutes ses formes particulières, information ou propagande, publicité ou consommation directe de divertissements, le spectacle constitue le modèle présent de la vie socialement dominante. Il est l’affirmation omniprésente du choix déjà fait dans sa production, et sa consommation
corollaire’, ibid., §6.
13	See Tor Nørretranders, Menneskeføde, pp. 9–10, where he discusses the grand deception
regarding nutrition. See also Jörg Blech, Fehlkonstruktion Mensch in Spiegel, no. 40, 2009
– where he presents the devastating effects of agricultural products on the body.
14	Debord: ‘Le spectacle se présente comme une énorme positivité indiscutable et inaccessible. Il ne
dit rien de plus que ‘ce qui apparaît est bon, ce qui est bon apparaît’, La société du spectacle, §12
/ The Society of the Spectacle, §12.
15	Debord: ‘Le spectacle est le moment où la marchandise est parvenue à l’occupation totale de la
vie sociale’, ibid., §42.
16	Debord: ‘Le spectacle n’est pas un ensemble d’images, main un rapport social entre des personnes,
médiatisé par des images’, ibid., §4.
17	Debord: ‘Pour détruire effectivement la société du spectacle, il faut des hommes mettant en action
une force pratique,’ ibid., §203.
18	Debord: ‘L’expropriation violente de leur temps’, ibid., §158.
19	See the reflections of Alexandre Kojève in his Introduction à la lecture de Hegel, pp. 434–36
regarding human life in post-historical space.
20	Richard Florida, The Creative Class, pp. 1–17.
21	Boltanski & Chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism, pp. 4–5.
22	An interesting account of how democracy and the IMF have worked together in order to
create profitable markets and access to natural resources in the third world is the account
given by John Perkins: Confessions of an Economic Hitman.
23	Which makes the question of the known and not-known a strange problem. The war on
Iraq, for example, was presented as a democratic act based on facts (that Iraq had weapons of mass-destruction), yet this information was fake and produced with the sole aim
of legitimating the invasion. The recent debacle over Wiki-leaks testifies to the limit of
what we actually know and what the state allows us to know.
24	For a historical view on the development and emergence of bio-power and bio-politics,
see Michel Foucault: Society must be Defended, pp. 239–64.
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25	Louis Kahn, Essential

Writings, p. 187.

26	See Louis Kahn, Conversation with Karl Linn, ibid., pp. 185–96.
27	As a struggling young artist I noticed a considerable shift in the perception of my attempt

to be an artist the moment I was accepted into the Royal Danish Academy of Visual Arts
in April 2003. By being accepted as a qualified student of art, I was suddenly a real artist
in a different sense from someone simply trying to get in. The institution changed everything, because it certified me as a true artist in the eyes of others. But once accepted, a
new struggle began: that of defining my own project and being as an artist in relation to
those already established and recognised as artists.
28	Michel Foucualt, Il faut defendre le societé in Dits et Écrits, T II, pp. 124–30.
29	An example of this institutional production is the press release accompanying the exhibition in the gallery. We quote from one produced by Sprüth Magers Berlin London, 19
November 2009:
	‘Cyprien Gaillard works across a range of media, including film, video, photography, sculpture and
live performance.The deconstruction of post war modernist architecture and the demise of utopian
ideals on which such structures were founded have been a main concern in his latest work. Cyprien
Gaillard, born 1980 in Paris, lives in Berlin. He recently had solo exhibitions at Kunsthalle Fridericanum, Kassel; Stroom den Haag,The Hague; FRAC Champagne-Ardenne, Reims (2009); Hayward
Gallery Project Space, London (2008); Centre International d’Art et du Paysage, île de Vassivière
(2007); L’Atelier du Jeu de Paume, Paris (2007). Recent group exhibitions include the 5th Berlin
Biennal (2008) and Younger than Jesus, New Museum, NewYork (2009). A forthcoming solo exhibition is planned at The Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio as well as a two-person exhibition at the
Hirshhorn Museum,Washington DC (2010).’ Here, we find a circumscribing of an artistic
practice consisting of media and content, but most importantly authorised through the
artist’s participation in important exhibitions. This authorisation naturally feeds back on
the price that must be paid for the artwork.
30	Guy Debord: ‘Dans le spectacle, image de l’économie régnante, le but n’est rien, le développement
est tout. Le spectacle ne veut en venir à rien d’autre qu’à lui-même’, La société du spectacle, §14 /
The Society of the Spectacle, §14.
31	Seneca:‘Hvor beskæmmende er det ikke at måbe over rigdom? Løft hellere blikket mod himlen: der vil
du se guder, som er nøgne, som giver alt, og som intet har’, Om Mildhed, p. 112 (own translation).
32	Seneca, Letters from a Stoic, Letter VI, p. 40.
33	My idea of a community of contribution is in part inspired by Marcel Mauss’s theories
of the gift of and his Essai sur le don. Forme et raison de l’échange dans les sociétés archaïques
(1924). In his fourth chapter regarding moral conclusions he pleads for a return to: ‘The
joy of giving in public; the joy of generous donations to the arts; the joy of hospitality and hosting
private and public parties. […] It is possible to think of a society where such principles are the
dominant ones’ (own translation).
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34	It was Jane Jacobs who, with The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961), was one of

the first to show how Corbusian modernist city planning destroyed local communities in
the cities of America.
35	Together with author Boris Boll-Johansen, I initiated the Bureau für Urban Praktik (between 2009–10) in Berlin as a collective art project producing interventions in the city,
creating momentary communities around the events. At each event, every participant
had to contribute either artwork, food, poetry or bodily action.

p. 206-252 / 4. FINAL BEING / 4. A. THE INTIMACY OF FINAL BEING

Alain Badiou, The Century, p. 106.
2	Georges Bataille: ‘L’être nous est donné dans un dépassement intolerable de l’être, non moins
intolérable que la mort. Et puisque, dans la mort, en même temps qu’il nous est donné, il nous est retiré, nous devons le chercher dans le sentiment de la mort, dans ces moments intolérables où il nous
semble que nous mourons, parce que l’être en nous n’est plus là que par excès, quand la plénitude de
l’horreur et celle de la joi coincident’, L’érotisme, p. 296 / Eroticism, p. 268.
3	Bataille: ‘Nous essayons de communiquer, mais nulle communication entre nous ne pourra supprimer une différence première. Si vous mourez, ce n’est pas moi qui meurs. Nous sommes, vous et moi, des
êtres discontinues,’ Ibid., p. 19 / p. 12.
4	‘Der Tod ist ein Mittel um das Bewußsein zu entwickeln, um zu einen höheren Leben vorzudringen;
einem höheren Leben, das ist wichtig’, Joseph Beuys in conversation with Achille Bonito
Oliva, 1973.
5	Michel Foucault: ‘Elle est une manière de render la mort actuelle dans la vie. […] Elle tend à
faire en sorte qu’on vive chaque jour comme si c’était le dernier’, L’herméneutique du sujet in Dits
et Écrits, T II, p. 1184 / The Hermeneutics of the Subject in Ethics, p. 104.
6	Martin Heidegger: ‘Das eigentliche Sein zum Tode, das heißst die Endlichkeit der Zeitlichkeit, ist
der verborgene Grund der Geschichtlichkeit des Daseins’, SuZ, p. 386 (own translation).
7
Quoted from Ibid., p. 245 (own translation).
8	Heidegger: ‘So enthüllt sich der Tod als die eigenste, unbezügliche, unüberholbare Möglichkeit,’ Ibid., p. 250 (own translation).
9	Heidegger: ‘Der Tod ist eine Seinsmöglichkeit, die je das Dasein selbst zu übernehmen hat. Mit
dem Tod steht sich das Dasein selbst in seinem eigensten Seinkönnen bevor’, ibid., p. 250 (own
translation).
10	Heidegger: ‘Das Sich-an-ihm-selbst-zeigende’, ibid., p. 31.
11	Heidegger: ‘So kommt es denn bei der Bestimmung der Menschlichkeit des Menschen als der Eksistenz darauf an, daß nicht der Mensch das Wesentliche ist, sondern das Sein als die Dimension des
Ekstatischen der Ek-sistenz. Die Dimension jedoch ist nicht das bekannte Räumliche. Vielmehr west
alle Räumliche und aller Zeit-Raum im Dimensionalen, als welches das Sein selbst ist’, Brief über
den ‘Humanismus’ in Wegmarken, p. 334 (own translation).
1
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12	Henri Bergson, The Creative Mind, p. 34.
13	Maurice

Merleau-Ponty: ‘La ‘synthèse’ du temps est une synthèse de transition, c’est le mouvement d’une vie qui se déploie, et il n’y pas d’autre manière de l’effectuer que de vivre cette vie, il
n’y a pas de lieu du temps, c’est le temps qui se porte et se relance lui-même’, Phénoménologie de la
perception, p. 484 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 491.
14	R.W. Emerson, The Conduct of Life, p. 170.
15	Merleau-Ponty: ‘Le problème est maintenant d’expliciter ce temps à l’état naissant et en train
d’apparaître, toujours sous-entendu par la notion du temps, et qui n’est pas un objet de notre savoir,
mais une dimension de notre être’, Phénoménologie de la perception, p. 475 / Phenomenology of
Perception, pp. 482–83.
16	See Frederik Stjernfeldt, Looks like Rain in Rationalitetens Himmel, pp. 333–38
and Emmanuel Lévinas, Totalité et infini, p. 150.
17 Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life, pp. 273–74.
18	Maurice Merleau-Ponty: ‘A l’instant même où je vis dans le monde, où je suis à mes projets, à mes
occupations, à mes amis, à mes souvenirs, je peux fermer les yeux, m’éntendre, écouter mon sang qui
bat à mes oreilles, me fondre dans un plaisir ou une douleur, me renfermer dans cette vie anonyme
qui sous-tend ma vie personelle. Mais justement parce qui’il peut se fermer au monde, mon corps est
aussi ce qui m’ouvre au monde et m’y met en situation. Le mouvement de l’existence vers autrui, vers
l’avenir, vers le monde peut reprendre comme un fleuve dégèle’, Phénoménologie de la perception,
p. 191 / Phenomenology of Perception, p. 192.
19 Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life, p. 259.
20 Andrey Platonov, Happy Moscow, pp. 76–78.
21 Ibid., p. 79.
22	Michel Foucault: ‘Au plus profond de son rêve, ce que l’homme rencontre, c’est sa mort – mort qui
dans sa forme la plus inauthentique n’est que l’interruption brutale et sanglante de la vie, mais
dans sa forme authentique l’accomplissement de son existence’, Introduction in Dits et Écrits, T.I.,
p. 122 / Dream, Imagination and Existence, p. 54.
23	George Kubler: ‘The artist himself is most exposed to tedium, overcoming it by the invention of
new formal combinations and by more daring advances in previously established directions’, The
Shape of Time, pp. 74-75.
24	Birnbaum & Olsson, As a Weasel Sucks Eggs, p. 22.
25 László F. Földényi: ‘Die neuzeitliche Melancholie bedeutet zugleich Untätigkeit, Passivität, aber
auch stillschweigenden Protest gegen die bestehende Welt’, Melancholie, p. 205.
26	Alain Ehrenberg, ‘Depression: Discontent in the civilization or new style of sociality in Texte zur
Kunst (65), p. 130. The article links in an interesting way the rise of depression as a social
phenomena with a change in the concept of self and modern work.
27	See Jane Bennett: ‘The 60-fold variation across countries in the annual prevalence of major depression is strongly inversely correlated with national fish consumption’, Vibrant Matter, p. 41.
28	I am indebted for the concept of the schizophrenic spectrum to Prof. Joseph Parnas and his
lecture Introduction to Schizophrenia given during summer 2003 at Gallery Ergo, Copenhagen.
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29	Jean Améry, On Suicide, p. 60.
30	
In memoriam

poet, writer and friend Peter Bo Andersen, who committed suicide on the
10th of November 2009 in Copenhagen.
31	Plotinus, Perception and Memory, The fourth Ennead, Sixth tractate, section 3.

p. 255-289 / 4. FINAL BEING / 4.B. THE VIOLENCE OF FINAL BEING
1	F.W.J.

Schelling: ‘Daß der Grundstof alles Lebens und Daseins eben das Schreckliche ist’, Die
Weltalter, Bruchstücke in Schellings Werke, Bd. 4, p. 339 (own translation).
2
Georges Bataille: ‘Par son activité, l’homme édifia le monde rationel, mais toujours subsiste en
lui un fond de violence. La nature elle-même est violente et, si raisonnable que nous devenions, une
violence peut à nouveau nous domineer qui n’est plus la violence naturelle, qui est la violence d’un
être de raison, qui tenta d’obéir, mais succombe au movement qu’en lui-même il ne peut réduire à la
raison’, L’éroticisme, p. 46 / Erotiscim, p. 40.
3
Alain Badiou, The Century, p. 143.
4	Michel Foucault: ‘La transgression porte la limite jusqu’à la limite de son être; elle la conduit à
s’éveiller sur sa disparition imminente, à se retrouver dans ce qu’elle exclut […] à éprouver sa vérité
positive dans le mouvement de sa perte’, Préface à la transgression in Dits et Écrits I, p. 264 / A
Preface to Transgression in Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology, p. 74.
5	Philip Guston, On Morton Feldman in Collected Writings, Lectures, and Conversations, p. 79.
6	With inspiration from this chapter and earlier texts by Hegel, sociologist Axel Honneth has developed a contemporary anthropology of the social in Kampf um Anerkennung
(1994); see especially Chapters 6 and 8. Honneth locates three basic features of the good
life: recognition as a legal subject, recognition as an emotional subject, and recognition
as a working subject. These features are strongly present in the Scandinavian welfare
state with its high standards of democracy and absence of corruption, focus on the child
and its emotional well-being, high employment rates and educational possibilities. All
these features are present, together with the short distance between the people and the
state-apparatus. Could this explain why Scandinavian countries have high scores on the
happiness charts?
7	Martin Heidegger: ‘Offenbart sich die Zeit selbst als Horizont des Seins?’, SuZ, p. 437 (own
translation).
8	This distinction is present within the Hermeneutical tradition, because it designates the
double-awareness of being present in a historical time and yet able to transcend time into
the future.
9	Merleau-Ponty, Le visible et l’invisible, p. 240.
10	See Vanessa Lemm, Nietzsche’s Animal Philosophy, pp. 2–3, on the relation between memory and forgetfulness, and the latter’s role in the progression of humanity.
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p. 291-338 / 5. GENERIC SINGULARITY
1	Marcus Aurelius: ‘Hvad

er din kunst? At være en brav mand. Kan det opnås på en anden måde
end ved at vide besked, på den ene side om helhedens natur, på den anden side om menneskets særlige
indretning?’, Meditationer, paragraph XI.6., p. 116 (own translation).
2	Ludwig Wittgenstein: ‘Revolutionär wird der sein, der sich selbst revolutionieren kann’, Culture
and Value, p. 45.
3	Deleuze & Guattari: ‘Les possibilités de vie ou les mode d’existence ne peuvent s’inventer que sur
un plan d’immanence qui développe la puissance de personnages conceptuels’, Qu’est-ce que la
philosophie?, p. 71 / What is Philosophy ?, p. 73.
4	See Richard Sennett,The Craftsman, pp. 1–19.
5	Georg Lukács, The Founding of Form Against Life in Soul and Form, p. 29.
6	I have often been impressed by the ‘collected works’ of authors, poets, philosophers,
composers, painters, sculptors, film directors etc., as if a kind of restless frantic energy
haunted the great minds of our civilisation and forced them to ‘empty’ themselves into
outstanding works that survive their historical moment.
7	Ludwig Wittgenstein: ‘Man könnte sagen: Genie ist Mut im Talent’, Culture and Value, p. 38.
8	Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Confessions, bd. 1, p. 28.
9	Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Urteilskraft, § 46.
10	See the Kantian definition in Kritik der Urteilskraft, § 49, p. 249.
11	See Per Øhrgaard, Goethe, p. 26, where he discusses the Romantic concept of genius as
that which unfolds the power of the personality – not exclusively that of an artist.
12	Ludwig Wittgenstein: ‘Das Genie hat nicht mehr Licht als ein andrer, rechtschaffener Mensch –
aber es sammelt dies Licht durch ein bestimmte Art von Linse in einen Brennpunkt’, Culture and
Value, p. 35.
13	Giorgio Agamben, Profanations, p. 57.
14	See Richard Florida and his The Creative Class (2002) for an analysis on the rise of a demographic where individuality, consumption and creativity are linked to economic growth
and city branding in postindustrial Western society.
15	Merleau-Ponty used this concept throughout his aesthetic mediations; see especially Le
doute de Cézanne (1945), Le langage indirect et les voix du silence (1960) and L’Oeil et l’Esprit
(1964). Like no other philosopher, Merleau-Ponty tried to envisage and grasp the intimate connection between the body of the mind and its physical material transformation
of the world. Having style was not a question of adhering to fashion but being able to
recreate the signification of the world, presenting it anew.
16	Michel Foucault, Sex, Power, and the Politics of Identity in Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, p. 166.
Originally published in English, 1984.
17	Philip Guston, Collected Writings, Lectures, and Conversations, p. 121.
18	Friedrich Nietzsche: ‘Und dies Geheimniss redete das Leben selber zu mir. “Siehe, sprach es, ich
bin das, was sich immer selbe überwinden muss”’, Also Sprach Zarathustra, p. 148 (own
translation).
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19	Pierre Hadot: ‘Philosophy was a way of life. […] Philosophy was a mode of existing-in-the-world,

which had to be practiced at each instant, and the goal of which was to transform the whole of the
individual’s life’, Philosophy as a Way of Life, p. 265.
20	See Andrej Holm, Wir Bleiben Alle, where he discusses the process of gentrification in
Berlin.
21	F.T. Marinetti, The Futurist Manifesto in 100 Artists’ Manifestos, p. 4.
22	See Ernst Jünger, Zur Désinvolture in Abenteuerliches Herz, pp. 111–14.
23	See Georges Bataille, Om Chancen in Den Hovedløse, pp. 95–98.
24	See Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self, for a further description of this warrior ethic in
relation to the honour ethic and its influence on the mental geography of Western civilisation: ‘One of the earliest [moral frameworks] in our civilization, and which is still alive for some
people today, is that associated with the honour ethic.The life of the warrior, or citizen, or citizensoldier is deemed higher than the merely private existence, devoted to the arts of peace and economic
well-being. The higher life is marked out by the aura of fame and glory which attaches to it, or at
least to signal cases, those who succeed in it brilliantly. To be in public life or to be a warrior is to
be at least a candidate for fame.To be ready to hazard one’s tranquillity, wealth, even life for glory
is the mark of a real man’, Sources of the Self, p. 20.
25	Alex Danchev, Introduction in 100 Artists’ Manifestos, p.xxviii.
26	Gilles Deleuze: ‘Nietzsche disait : l’homme a emprisonné la vie, le surhomme est ce qui libère la
vie dans l’homme même, au profit d’une autre forme’, Foucault, p.139 (own translation).
27	See Inge Houman, Nihilismen, p. 20.
28	See Vanessa Lemm, Nietzsche’s Animal Philosophy, pp. 10–11.
29	See Gilles Deleuze: ‘Le surhomme n’a jamais voulu dire autre chose: c’est dans l’homme même
qu’il faut libérer la vie,puisque l’homme lui-même est une manière de l’emprisonner’, Foucault, p. 98.
30	An interesting manifestation of this desire in the pop-cultural sphere is the Australian
rock band INXS. The name when seen as letters signifies nothing, but when spoken
reads: In excess.
31	Witold Gombrowicz, A Kind of Testament, p. 114.
32	Louis Kahn, Silence and Light II in Essential Writings, p. 239.
33	Philip Guston, Collected Writings, Lectures, and Conversations, p. 111.
34	Michel Foucault: ‘Il s’agit de se constituer un logos bioèthikos, un équipement de discours
secourables, susceptibles’, L’écriture de soi in Dits et Écrits, Tome II, p. 1238 / Self Writing in
Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, p. 210.
35	Friedrich Nietzsche: ‘“War Das – das Leben?” will ich zum Tode sprechen. “Wohlan! Noch Ein
Mal!”’, Also Sprach Zarathustra, p. 396 (own translation).
36	In German: Lebenswerk, Danish: Livsværket.
37	Ève Chiapello, Evolution und Kooption. Die “Künstlerkritik” und der normative Wandel in Kreation und Depression, p. 38.
38	Friedrich Nietzsche: ‘Die Kunst ist das grosse Stimulans zum Leben: wie könnte man sie als zwecklos, als ziellos, als l’art pour l’art verstehn?’, Götzen-Dämmerung, vol. 6, p. 127 (own translation).
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39	Peter Sloterdijk has recently reactualised the Rilkean imperative derived from his poem:

Archaische Torso von Apollon; see Sloterdijk, Du muss dein Leben ändern.
40	
Ibid., p. 245.
41	Philip Guston, Collected Writings, Lectures, and Conversations, p. 31.
42	Artists are not schizophrenic per se, even though historically a great number have been diagnosed with or display characteristics of the schizophrenic, from psychosis to paranoia,
melancholia and depression. According to the lecture given by Prof. Joseph Parnas, at
Gallery Ergo, Copenhagen, August 2003, it is estimated that approximately 20 percent
of the population in Western societies exists in the schizophrenic spectrum – but only 2
percent have contact with the psychiatric medical health system. See also article by Lone
Frank, Genialitet & Galimatis in Weekendavisen, 5 August, 2011, where she presents recent
research into the relation between schizophrenics and outstanding mental creativity, invention and the generation of new ideas in culture.
43	See Erik Steffensen, Værker og Værksteder (2007), where he mentions the same necessity
of the artist to ‘have the locks open’.
44	See Lange-Eichbaum and Kurth’s fascinating book Genie, Irrsinn, und Wahnsinn (1956) for
an attempt to go behind the cultural backbone of our Western tradition and outline all
the illnesses reported to have haunted the most brilliant minds of humanity. As psychiatrist Joseph Parnas once said: ‘Schizophrenia is the price we pay for our humanity.’
45	Lange-Eichbaum and Kurth: ‘Grenzgebiete, Grenzwissenschaften und – Künste, springen als
hochbedeutsame Quellen für den Fortschritt auf. Durch die rücksichtslose Stärke des Gefühlslebens,
durch die größe Unvernunft, durch den Mangel an Selbstbeherrschung und all seinem Folgen kommt
es zu Erfahrungen, die andere niemals sammeln’, Genie, Irrsinn, und Wahnsinn, p. 246 (own
translation).
46	Friedrich Nietzsche: ‘Vor Allem und zuerst die Werke! Das heisst Übung, Übung, Übung! Der
dazu gehörige “Glaube” wird sich schon einstellen, - dessen seid versichert!’, Mörgenröthe, p. 34
(own translation).
47	Alain Badiou, The Century, p. 160.
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Every human existence is a proposition about life: this could be life.
In the same way, every artwork proposes: this could be art. In this
book, I present the concept of generic singularity in order to point
towards the event where a human being becomes something specific
in time through art. This is first and foremost a philosophical
concept of the visual artist as a person. It is at once generic – the
being of an artist qualified through the institution of art – and
singular: each artist incarnates his/her own singularity. Therefore,
no absolute description or perfect definition of the artistic life
can be given through the concept, since each individual artist is
different. Generic singularity designates a field of artistic existence
lived out in infinite ways and modalities.
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To me, this becoming of a singularity is also an aesthetics of
existence, because just as the artwork attempts to surpass art, so the
existence of a generic singularity is pushed to its utmost possibility,
to the extreme alterity of itself. To become a generic singularity
is both to transform a human life through the making of art and to
transform art through the infusion of human life into the work of art.
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